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MOTIVATION FOR THE RESEARCH

It has been observed that the process of chonsing among multiattributed

* alternatives often involves a search for nondominated alternatives, alter-

natives which are not worse than any other alternative on any attribute and

which are better than each other alternative on at least one attribute. In

most decision situations, however, there is more than one nondominated alter-

native, at least initially. In such decision situations, the decisionmaker 0

typically "adjusts" the structure and parameter values of the decision situ-

ation such as to identify a single nondominated, or most preferred alter-

native. This adjustment may involve rational activities, such as aggregation

of attributes and compensatory tradeoffs through determination of judgmental

weights. It may also involve various rules which may be quite flawed, such as

K lexicographic ordering in which the best alternative on the most important

attribute is selected, or such as sequential pairwise comparison of alter-

natives using a preference relation that is a function of the two alternatives

being compared.

A variety of wholistic, heuristic, or holistic judgmental activities will

.* typically be involved in a search for a dominance structure among the alterna-

tives. Especially when there are a large number of alternative courses of

action under consideration, will the decision process typically involve mixed

scanning, in which some noncompensatory rule is first used to eliminate

grossly inappropriate alternatives. This is then followed by one or more

* compensatory information evaluation operations that results in a suitable

dominance structure that enables final selection.

•.................
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We have developed a knowledge based system to interactively aid planning

and decision support processes through encouragement of search for an alter-

native dominance structure that is behaviorally realistic and rational, from

both a substantive and procedural viewpoint. The support system is called

ARIADNE which is an acronym for Alternative Ranking Interactive Aid (based on) -

.O

DomiNance (structural information) Elicitation. The support system enables .

use of various integrated forms of wholistic, heuristic, and holistic reason-

ing in an aided search for dominance information among identified alter- -.
-.

natives. It is believed to be flexible enough to closely match diverse

decision situations and environments in order to support varying cognitive

skills and decision styles; thereby, enabling planners and decision makers to .

adapt its use to their own cognitive skills, decision styles, and knowledge.

Most of our efforts have concerned choice making situations under cer-

tainty and under risk for the single decision epoch case. This formulation

allows consideration of a variety of imprecisely known parameters such as

attribute tradeoff weights, outcome state values on lowest level attributes,

event outcome probabilities, and various combinations of these. Parameter

needs are determined from the structure of the decision situation as elicited

from the decisionmaker during the formulation and analysis steps of the deci-

sion support process.

The decision situation structural model may represent decisions under

risk or under certainty. The attribute tree representing the features of

decision outcome states may be structured and/or parameterized in a top-down

or bottom-up fashion through use of ARIADNE. A single level structure or a

multiple level hierarchical structure of attributes may be used with the

choice of these being at the discretion of the decisionmaker. Multiple deci-
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"" sion node situations may be approaches through a goal directed type decision

structuring approach in which the growth of the structure of alternative

decisions and event outcomes is guided by sensitivity like computations ob-

tained through use of the ARIADNE algorithms.

Parameters are elicited from the decisionmaker in the form of equalities

* and ratio inequality bounds. A variety of mathematical programming approaches

and graph theory have been used to generate interactive displays of preference

digraphs. The mathematical programming approaches are used to determine

dominance structures for alternative prioritization that are based on para-

meter information elicited from the decisionmaker. At present, only a linear

programming approach yields a dominance structure on the alternatives, rather

p..
than bounds on such a structure, in computational times that are consistent

with real time interactive decision aiding.

The purpose of the graph theory algorithms is to enable construction of a

domination digraph, or dominance structural model, of preferences that are

*°- based upon a dominance reachability matrix determined by the linear program-

ming algorithms from the decision situation structural model and parameters

elicited from the decisionmaker. These preference digraphs or dominance

structural models encourage either selection of a preferred alternative, or

* further iteration using the aggregated preference information for feedback

learning.

An inverse aiding feature has been incorporated into the decision support

system. In this approach, the decisionmaker makes a wholistic prioritization

among alternatives. This prioritization may be across some, or all, ident-

*" ified alternatives; and at the top level of the hierarchy of attributes, or at

some intermediate level. If we assume that numerical bounds on the attribute

P •°-.
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scores for those attributes subordinate to and included within the attribute

at which alternatives are prioritized, then bounds on attribute weights may beIS
determined that are consistent with the wholistic prioritization by using a

linear programing approach. If weights are specified, then it is possible to

determine bounds on alternative scores on those attributes subordinate to the

attribute at which prioritization was made through use of linear programing

algorithms.

__ As alternatives are identified and prioritized, updates on these bounds •

are made available. The results obtained from using the inverse aiding fea-

ture are comparable in concept to those obtained from the regression analysis

based Social Judgement Theory, which results in weight identification only,

except that results in the form of bounds on, or ranges of, weights are avail-

able with a very few alternative prioritizations. For a large number of

prioritizations, the inverse aiding approach will become cumbersome computa-

tionally compared to the regression based approach where additional informa-

tion may be processed in a sequential fashion. Implementation of the combi-

nation of inverse and direct aiding, to enhance decisionmaker specification of

imprecise values weights and probabilities, will enhance the usefulness of

ARIADNE through encouragement to the decisionmaker to become more aware of

* relevant alternative courses of action and to identify new alternatives on the

basis of feedback learning of the impacts of alternatives upon issues and

objectives in a behaviorally relevant way that, hopefully, encourages

learning.

.. . .. . . . .. .
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There have been many realistic paradigms of the process of judgment and

choice. We believe that the dominance process model described here it not

inconsistent with the primary features and intensions of these. Our purpose,

however, is to develop a conceptual design for a prescriptive approach to

judgment and choice that will aid in the search for better decisions. We

recognize that a truly rational approach to prescriptive decisionmaking must

be cognizant of the process of decisionmaking, that is to say process ration-

ality, or it will not be possible to evolve substantively rational support

systems.

It is important that an appropriate decision support system be capable of

assisting the decisionmaker through encouragement of full information acquisi-

tion, including that which may disconfirm strongly held beliefs, and in the

analysis and interpretation of this information such as to avoid a variety of

cognitive biases and poor information processing heuristics that may lead to

flawed judgment and choice. Several desiderata follow from this and these

S"have been incorporated in ARIADNE.

We allow for top-down or bottom-down structuring of the attributes of

outcomes or impacts of decisions. The "tree" or "hierarchy" of attributes may

be structured to the depth believed appropriate by the decisionmaker. We

encourage indentification of alternative courses of action, additional attri-

butes of decision outcomes, and revisions to previously obtained elicitations,

at any point in the decision support process as awareness of the decision

situation and its structure grows through use of the support system. We do not

force a person to quantify parameters to the extent that this becomes overly

stressful, or behaviorally and physically irrelevant in view of inherent

uncertainties or imprecision associated with the knowledge of parameters

characterizing the decision situation structural model.

-:7



We allow for revision in the elicited structure of the decision situation

and for the identification of new options as awareness of the decision - -

situation grows. Also, we do not require the decisionmaker to quantify para-

*: meters beyond the level felt appropriate for the situation at hand. ARIADNE

allows parameter imprecision to satisfy this quantification relevancy require-

ment. We encourage the decisionmaker to specify numerical ranges for facts

and values. Thus we allow, for example, expressions for alternative (A)

l scores on attributes (i) in a form such as 0.2 < vi(A) < 0.5. Weights asso- 

ciated with attribute i might be expressed in the form 0.2 < w. < 0.4 and the

probability of event (i) might be stated in the form 0.3 < P.(A) < 0.45. We

allow ordinal representations in the linear forms vi(A) < vi(B) < vi(C), 2w. < --

w. < wk, Pj(A) < P.(A) < 3Pk(A), or in similar forms. Quantification of

imprecision in the form of numerical bounds on parameters is thus constrained

such that it will always lead to what we call behaviorally consistent infor-

9
mation sets. Sometimes totally ordinal information may need further quantifi-

cation in order to make the precision and rigidity of the mathematics corre-

spond to the intensions of the decisionmaker in making an ordinal specifi-

cation. This is generally not needed to obtain solutions but, rather, to

, .obtain parametric models that are faithful to the understandings of the

decisionmaker. For example that ordinal alternative score inequalities v.(A)

< v. (B) < vi(C) are satisfied by the relations 0 < v. (A) < 1-2c, w < v.(B) <-- i - - 1 -- 1 -"

1-&, 2w < v (C) < 1 for small positive and w which in the limit become zero.

It will generally not be the case that the decisionmaker would express this

much imprecision, and would wish to see it more fully quantified.

...I
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*-. Considerable effort was devoted to an operational evaluation of ARIADNE.

The results of this evaluation, as well as the detailed results of the various

positions of this three year research contract are contained in the appendix

-. to this final report which consists of reprints of papers published under the

subject contract.
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REFERENCES The options assumed available to the commanding officer are
i1 J. N. Warfield. Societal Systems; Planning, Policy, and Complexiy. New l) continue routine operations (appropriate for state !),

York: Wiley-interscence, 1976.
121 A. P. Sage. MethodoloqVfor Lae-Scale Systenm. New York: McGraw- 2) divert effort from other concerns to prepare for attack

Hill. 1977, ch. 4. (appropriate for state 2), or
(31 F. Harary. Graph Theo'y. Reading. MA: Addison-Wesley. 1969, ch. 16. 3) divert effort from other concerns and attack (appropriate
14 WK. Chsen, Applied Graph Theory. Amsterdam: North-Holland, 1971, for state 3).

ch. 1.
11 T. Inagaki, E. J. Henley, and K. Inoue, "Computer-aided analysis of We assume that sig-icant disbenefits may accrue if the ap-

curriculum structure." VIII IFAC Triennial World Congress, Kyoto, opti n int isefLt x a aecth e that
16 ] R. J. Waller. -Comparing and combining structural models of complex the state of enemy intent is i. It seems intuitively reasonable that

systems." IEEE Trans. Sysens. Man, Cybern.. vol. SMC-9, pp. 580-586. the smaller x3 becomes and the larger x, gets, the smaller the
Sept. 1979. option number selected should be.

Example 2 (Patient/Physician Interaction [4], [ 5 1)
Assume a patient can be in one of three different states of

health:

1) well,
2) has the disease, or

Structured Policy Results for Single Stage 3) has a severe form of the disease.

Decisionmaking under Uncertainty Three therapies are assumed available to the physician:

CHELSEA C. WHITE, III,tmwi, maa 1) do nothing (appropriate for the well state of health),
2) drug regimen (appropriate for the "disease" state of

Ahu- -A rttedeiwnrient skirle- ft~y didlon nual.sii prublea IS litalfl4 ir
examined where the set of underlying states of nme and the get Of 3) surgery (appropriate for the "disease with complications" -

available actions are both rtially ordered. Conditions on the prde state of health). -0
structure are presented which guarantee that the optimal policy Is moo- We assume that if the appropriate therapy is not selected,
tonically nondecasing In the density vector" over the state set. This disbenefits such as risk of complications may result. Once again.
intltivety desirable functional form is also shown to be Inherited by the it seems reasonable that the lower the probability of being in
nondominated polices for the vector criterion case. state of health 3 and the higher the probability of being in state

of health 1, the smaller the therapy number should be.
1. INTR ODUCTION This correspondence is organized as follows. Section II defines5 The view that a wide variety of decisionmaking situations can the scalar criterion decision problem. A precise definition of a

be adequately modeled as single-stage decisionmaking problems monotonically nondecreasing policy is presented in Section III.
under uncertainty has served as justification for the development Conditions are given which guarantee that the optimal policy
of several decision aids based on a decision tree comprised of a has this intuitively desirable functional structure. Section IV
single decision node [i], [3]-[5]. Results presented in [1], [3]-[5] considers the vector criterion extension of the problem for-
have demonstrated an awareness of the usefulness and intuitive- mulated in Section II, and provides two nondominated struc-
ness of optimal policy structure for decision problems modeled tured policy results that appear to have potential use in group
by single stage decision trees. These efforts, however, have not decisiovmaking situations. Section V summarizes the results
utilized established ano more genera, results founo primarily in determined and discusses a oehaviorally relevant issue that sug-

" the operations research literature for determining conditions gests a potential impact of these results on utility assessment.
sufficient for the existence of optimal policies having attractive RO"
functional forms. IT. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this correspondence, we exploit results found in [6] in order Let S be the (finite) set of all states that the system can
to determine constraints on the preference structure which assume. We assume that S is partially ordered by the relation
guarantee that the optimal policy has an intuitively desirable <s. For example, in the context of Example 1, s <ss' might
functional form for an important class of decision analysis have the meaning that state of enemy intent s is less hostile than
problems. These results, plus those found in [2], are then used to state of enemy intent s'; thus (intent i) •s(intent 2) and (intent

- show that, for the vector criterion extension, the search for 2) . s(intent 3).
nondon-irated policies can be restricted to the set of all policies Let A be the (finite) set of all actions available to the de- " -
possessing this intuitively desirable functional form. We now cisionmaker. Similarly, assume that A is partially ordered by the
present two examples which have motivated this research, relation <A. Again, in the context of Example I, a< Aa' might

have the interpretation that option a is less provoking than
Example I (Military Decisionmaking [1], [3]) option a', and hence (option i)<,A(option 2) and (option 2)

Assume the state of the enemy's intent can be any of the <A(option 3).
followAing: Uncertainty is described by a probability density vector, x-

(x,),,s , over the state space; i.e., x, is the probability that theI) engage in routine surveillance, state of the system is sES. Note that xEX, where X- (x- (x,):
2) fully prepare to attack, stopping short of attack, or x, > 0 for sGS and ,s x ,  i).
3) commit a hostile action. We remark that < s induces a partial order < x on X in the -•

following way. A subset KcS is said to be increasing if sEK and
s < ss' implies that s'e K. Thus if S - (,- - ., i), then increasing

Manuscrpt received June 16. 1980. This research was supported by ONR subsets of S are of the form (t, t + 1, . , j). We say x < xX' if
Contract N0014-S0-C-0542 and NSHSR Contract HSO 2738.

The author is with the Department of Engineering Science and Systems, and only if 1,,Kx, < 1,,KX; for all increasing subsets K.
Umversity of Vtrpmaa, Charlottesvile. VA 22901. Observe that for the case where S is totally ordered, X •xx' if

0018-9472/80/1200-0891500.75 01980 IEEE
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and only if the cumulative distribution function associated with
x' bounds the cumulative distribution function associated with x
from above. With reference to Example I, note that x < xx' is

equivalent to x3 <x; and x 2 +x 3 <xi +x , and thus x repre- -

sents an intuitively less hostile description of state uncertainty -

than does x'.
Assume that U: X XA-..R is a given quantitative measure of

preference. That is, U(x. a)> U(x'. a') if and only if the density
vector x and action a are more preferred to the density vector x' -.

and action a'. For example, U(x,a)-7,sx,u(s,a), where
u(s, a) is the utility of being in states and applying action a and
where preference is assumed to be described by expected utility. -

The objective of the decision problem modeled as above is to 2
determine an action for each xeX which maximizes U(x, a).
That is, we wish to determine an action selection rule, or policy, Fig. 1. Probability triangle and optimal policy (or Eample 3.

8: X-*A, which attains the maximum in maxd.AU(x,a) on X.

I1. REsvus-ScALAR CRiaTeolUO CASE Corollary I implies that if the utility function assessed is not
supermodular, then the optimal policy may not be isotone. We

The intent of this section is to present conditions on U which now present an example where an isotone optimal policy ap-
imply that a maximizing policy 8 exists which has the following pears desirable, the utility structure possesses several agreeable
property: characteristics (one of which is not supermodularity), but the

x<XX' implies S(X)<AS(X'). optimal policy is not isotone.
We will refer to such a policy as an isotone (monotonically 3
nondecreasing) policy. Note that in Examples I and 2 it was --

argued that an optimal p-olicv should intuitively possess this -Asw it.- that U(~a-, 3 (~a) for Exa.;.pit i a-ad tQat
isotone property. We now present conditions on U which u(s, a) has the following assessed values:
guarantee that an optimal policy can be found which is isotone.

Theorem (Topkis): Assume U is such that if xtxx' and a u(1,l)-100 u(1, 2 )- 3 0  u(1,3)-5

<,Aa', then u(2,1)-25 u( 2 , 2 ),,50 u(2,3)-15

U(x,a)+U(x', a')• U(x,a')+U(x',a). u(3, 1)-0 u( 3 , 2 )- 10 u(3,3)-25.

Then there exists an optimal policy which is isotone. .
The above property on U is often referred to as the supermodu- Note that u(s, a) has several desirable functional characteristics: -

larity property (6]. This property suggests that on average the
"poorly matched" pairs (x, a') and (x', a) are less preferable to 1) u(ij) is antitone (monotonically nonincreasing) in li-j
the relatively well matched pairs (x, a) and (x', a'). For more (the more that we underreact or overreact, the less desira-

discussion, see (6]. ble is our response);

Proof Assume that for xeX, a<Aa' and U(x,a')- 2) u(i,i)>u(i',i') for i < i' (a more peaceful world is more

U(x,a)>O. If x<xx', then the supermodularity property im- desirable);

plie% U(x',a') -U(x',a)> U(x,a')-U(x,a)>0, thus guaran- 3) u(s,a')>u(s',a) for s<s' and a<a' (it is better to

teeing the existence of an optimal policy which is isotone. A overreact than to underreact);

ge- era! iation of t'iis result :s pesent%:d in [,j]. Q.E.D. 4) a(?, I) a.(3,3) and u(l,2)> u(3,J) (mild forms of overe-

The following result gives conditions which guarantee that an action and underreaction are better than war).

isotone policy exists for the case where U is linear in x, e.g., U is

an expected utility function. Observe, however, that u is not supermodular since neither
Corollay 1: Assume that U(x, a)- 2,esxu(s, a) and that u: u(.,2)-u(., I) nor u(-,3)-u(-.2) is nondecreasing. Fig. 1 pre-

SXA--*R is such that if s<ss' and a(Aa', then sents the probability triangle with appropriately marked regions
where the various options are optimal.

u(s, a) + u(s', a') >u(s,a')+u(s', a). We remark that for this example the optimal policy is not
Then there exists an optimal policy which is isotone. Proof of isotone. To show this, let x-(0.150, 0.170, 0.680) and x'-(0.010,
this result requires the following Lemma. 0.305, 0.685). Observe that x' represents a more hostile descrip-

Lemma: Let f: S--R be isotone on S; i.e., assume s< ss' tion of enemy intent than does x in that, although x3 is only
implies f(s)<f(s'). Then x 4xx' implies that J~x,f(s)< marginally larger than x3, x +x is substantially larger than
I-x;f(s). x 2 +x 3 , and thus x <xx'. It is easily shown, however, that the

Proof: Note that since f is nondecreasing, it can be ex- optimal action for x is option 3, and the optimal action for x' is
pressed as f(s)-1Zaxlx(s), where ax >0 for all K:$S, K is option 2. A seemingly reasonable utility function has therefore
increasing, and I-(s)-1(0) if sEK(stK). Then Z,xf(s)- induced an optimal policy with an intuitively undesirable (per- '
-,X,Zxaxlx(s)X1xaK11x , x(J) - TaXX,,Kxx < TXaK haps untrustworthy) characteristic. Note the optimal policy asso-

Teix; -Z,xf(s). Q.E.D. ciated with the weather triangle on [3, p. 27) for a similar

Proof of Corollary 1: We now show that the supermodular- contradictory result.

ity of u on SxA implies the supermodularity of U on XXA. The
result then follows from the Theorem. IV. RESULTS- VECTOR CRTTERON CASE

Note that the supermodularity of u implies that u(',a'-
u(., a): S-.*R is nondecreasing on S if a< Aa'. It then follows We now assume that the preference measure function U is

from the Lemma and the linearity of U in x that vector valued; i.e., assume U: X x A -+ Rw, U(x, a)- '
(U(x,a),. .. ,Um(x,a)). The intent of using a vector criterion

Sx,u(s, a') - .x,u(s, a) < xu(s, a') - x;xu(s, a), is that the scalar elements of U represent quantitative measures
a * •of noncommensurate preferences. A motivating example is now

which implies that U is supermodular. Q.E.D. presented. S

...............................................
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Example 4 TABLE I
UTILIT FLNcno-4s FOR EXAMPLE 5

Assume the utility functions for two different military de-
cisionmakers have been assessed for the decisionmaking prob- U(, 1 0 41 -' .' 10
lem presented in Example 1, and let u. be the utility function of I .)"..o
the mth decisionmaker, m- 1.2. The objective of the analyst is u 1(2. 1) - 40 U, (2, 2) . 50 u1(2, 3 3. 0

to negotiate a single group policy; however, the two utility U1 3, 1) - 0 ,(3. 2) . 2 0 ' 3. 3; - 40

functions generate two different optimal policies.
The intent of this section is to provide guidance to the analyst

in his or her efforts to determine a negotiated policy. A natural.3" - 10
starting point is to restrict the negotiations to the set of all u2 2, - 02o 2) , - u2 ,,-
nondominated policies, which we now define. 1) 2 50 , 2 . ) . 70 u2t, ) , 30

We say that a policy 6 is dominated if and only if there exists a U2 3, 1) - 0 u2 (3. 2) 4 0 u 2 0. 3) - 50

- policy 8' which satisfies the following property: U.(x, 6(x)) 0
U,(x, 8'(x)) for all xeX for each m- I,- -, M and for some x
and m, U.(x, 6(x)) < U.(x, 8'(x)). A nondomainated policy is not 3

dominated. Observe that if a policy is dominated, there exists
another policy which is at least as good as the dominated policy
for all scalar elements of the preference measure function. Thus,
in the context of Example 4, it seems quite natural for the -'- -
analyst and the decisionmakers to agree that only nondominated 3 0 .
policies should be considered in seeking a single negotiated
policy.

Assume throughout the remainder of this section that U(x, a)
-",,sx,u(s. a), where u(s, a)- (u1(s, a),..., um(s, a)). It is
demonstrated in [2] that if a policv causes the maximum to be 1 2

. attainc on X for the criterion -

F. , a)a.\
max x, u.(s,o)a. (1) 1
aEA sS M-i Fig. 2. Optimal policy for DMI for Example 5.

' for some a-{a,) such that a,, )0 for all m, then 8 is a
nondominated policy. Observe that it is sufficient to consider 3

only those aEd, where d-{aERm: a,,,>0 for all m and
1. a. - I). Determination of all (nonrandom) nondominated

* policy requires consideration of all arQ. We now can state a
structured policy result for nondominated policies.

Corollary 2: Assume u.n: SXA--,R is supermodular for all
m l-.-. . , M. Then, search for the set of all nondominated
policies can be restricted to the set of isotone policies. 2

Corollary 2 states that in the context of Example 4, if both

decisionmakers have utility structures which imply the existence
* of optimal isotone policies and if they have agreed to limit their

* negotiations for seeking a group policy to tne set of non- ,
dominated policies, then they can restrict their attention to
isotOne policies. Such a result is perceived as intuitively desira- 2 -

ble; if the optimal policy for each decisionmaker is isotone, then Fig. 3. Optimal policy for DM2 for Example S.
the group policy should also be isotone.

Proof of Corollary 2: The proof results from the fact that the 3

sum of nonnegatively weighted supermodular functions is super-
modular and from application of the Theorem. Q.E.D.

The fact that the criterion in (1) is isotone in U(x. a) (in fact
linear in a) implies the following interesting (and trivially proved) DM2

structured policy result. 2 or 3

Corollary 3: Assume that f: R .R is isotone and that xE E--.
X, a' EA is such that U,(x, as) > U,.(x, a) for all a EA, for each I " A-2
in- I..-, Af. Then. f[U(x, a*)] >f[U(x, a)] for all aEA. (

Corollary 3 states in the context of Example 4 that if all the
dectsionmakers agree on an action for a given point in X, then it
is not restrictive to assume that the group policy should also .
select that action for the given point. We remark that the
function f in Corollary 3 is often called a social choice function, a 1 2

function that trades off the measures of the various noncom- Fig. 4. Characterization of nondominated policies for Example 5.
mensurate objectives. Corollaries 2 and 3 are illustrated in the - .
following example.

a group policy. Figs. 2 and 3 present the optimal policies for
decisionmakers I and 2, respectively. Corollary 2 implies that

Example 5 since the utility structures given in Table I are both supermodu-
With reference to Example 4, assume the utility functions for lar, search for a group policy can be restricted to the set of

decisionmakers I and 2 are given in Table I. We seek the set of isotone policies. Corollary 3 implies that the decisionmakers can
all nondominated policies in order to focus the determination of restrict their negotiations to determining the action associated
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vectors over the state space. It was shown that if the preference
structure is supermodular, then there exists an optimal policy
which is isotone on the probability density space. For the vector
criterion case, we showed that if each scalar element of the
criterion is supermodular, then it is sufficient to search only the
isotone policies in order to determine nondominated policies.I We believe that the results contained in this correspondence

2 are of importance for the following behaviorally relevant rea-
sons. A (statistically insignificant) number of subjects were asked
to consider the statement of Example 1. All agreed that an

1 optimal policy should be isotone. The utility structures assessed,
however, almost invariably produced nonisotone policies. For -

z 2 these cases, when confronted with the fact that their utility
structure generated a nonisotone policy, each subject felt that

Fig. S. Nondominated policy for Example 5, a -0.25. isotonicity was still a characteristic that the optimal policy

should possess, and hence the utility structure assessed must
represent an inaccurate quantification of his preferences. These
facts generate the following hypothesis: the isotonicity of the
optimal policy is not (implicitly) captured by any of the coi-

3 monly applied utility assessment procedures. Given that this
hypothesis is true, it would therefore seem appropriate for the
analyst to affect the assessment procedure so that the optimal
policy would be isotone, e.g., explicitly require that the assessed
utility structure be supermodular.

2
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On the Choice of a Military Transport Aircraft Fleet
via Worth Assessment Procedure: A Case Study
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Fig. 7. Nondominated policy for Example 5, a -0.75. Abstract-A model Is develope3 to guide the mIlltary planneis on the

choice of . new military transport aircraft fleet for Canada. It discumes the

with the group policy in the areas marked "I or 2" and "2 or 3" fleet problem In light of the satisfaction of military requiremean, the
in Fig. 4; the areas marked "l," "2," and "3" designate areas of maximization of Industrial benefits, and the minimoatio of operatl0,
the probability triangle where both decisionmakers agree as to ews. The arcnat capability of the fleet Is obtained by means of sisamua-
the best action. The linear nature of the criterion given in (i) tlion. Worth assessment procedure Is then employed to establish a prefer.
indicates that the lines separating the various regions of the ece relationship.
probability triangle for the nondominated policies will be linear

. combinations of the lines separating the various regions of the INTRODUCTION
probability triangle associated with each decisionmaker. Three Commencing sometime in the 1980's Canada will need a new
example nondominated policies are displayed in Figs. 5-7 for transport aircraft to replace its present strategic/tactical fleet. It
various values of a-a 2(a, I-a). is expected that the aircraft fleet will be required to carry out
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On the application of multiple criteria decision making to a
problem in defence systems acquisition

AARON R. DEWISPELAREt+ and ANDREW P. SAGEt

Multiple criteria decision theory (MCDT) approaches to choice making are receiving
increased attention due to the increasing importance society places on incorporating
the non-commensurate and conflicting objectives of a situation into the choice making
process. Process algorithms for multiple objective optimization theory (MOOT) and
multiple attribute utility theory (MAUT) motivated a combined approach which
utilizes, in an efficient manner, the complementary aspects of both processes. An
appropriate application for the multiple criteria approach is a specific military
equipment acquisition involving aircraft retrofit. The retrofit of a particular aircraft
with equipment designed for a mission which the aircraft was not originally designed
to fly typically requires a large systems effort. Specifically, the retrofit of an aircraft
with sophisticated electronic warfare (EW) equipment has historically involved 0
inefficiencies and inadequacies including schedule and budgetary overruns and a lack
of initially specified final product performance. Development of a useful combined
MOOT/MAUT process seems a logical choice to ameliorate the difficulties of current
electronic warfare aircraft retrofit design (EWARD) processes. This paper generates
a set of criteria for evaluation of alternative retrofit systems in the defence systems
acquisition cycle and develops an efficient framework for EWARD through extension
of a MCDT approach for this application. -

1. Introduction
The retrofit of a particular aircraft, with equipment designed for a mission

the aircraft was not originally intended to fly, is a complex and time consuming
process. When U.S. Air Force requirements for a special purpose aircraft
(electronic warfare, reconnaissance, etc.) are developed, there is generally a _ _

concerted effort, for economic reasons and reasons of time to completion of
effort, to modify an existing airframe as opposed to designing an entirely new
one. Difficulty arises concerning how to fit a wide variety of equipment into
an airframe and also satisfy all concerned parties with respect to cost, per-
formance, and schedule (USOMB 1976 ; USAF 1976 b). Previous efforts at
Electronic Warfare Aircraft Retrofit Design (EWARD) have met with limited
success (Peterson et al. 1975 ; Cook 1977). The basic problem is that the
retrofit aircraft is often not what the users originally asked for or need.
Instead, the retrofit generally results in an aircraft which often does not
sufficiently ameliorate deficiencies which led to the design requirement. A
combination of budgetary, political and technical factors often leads to system
development delays. This often results in a system being developed in a later .
time frame than the one in which it was needed and the one in which design
requirements were specified.

Current directives (USOMB 1976, USDOD 1977 a, USAF 1977 a, USAF
1976 a) stress the incorporation of the systems oriented approach and evaltation
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criteria concerning performance, cost and schedule. As stated in DOD
Directive 5000.1: "System development shall be continuously evaluated
against these requirements (programs and equipment which exhibit timelydevelopment and high performance at a minimum cost) with the same rigor

as that applied to technical requirements. Practical trade-offs shall be made
between system capability, cost and schedule." There are many obstacles to
implementing the spirit of these current directives as will be described in § 2
of this paper. -

The purpose of this effort is to illustrate how multiple criterion decision
theory (MCDT) can be applied to the specific application area of an initial
phase of the DOD Equipment Acquisition Cycle for an electronic warfare
aircraft retrofit design (EWARD). A combined multiple objective optimiza-
tion theory/multiple attribute utility theory (MOOT/MAUT) approach is
applied to EWARD to investigate .

(1) If a multiple criteria decision theory (MCDT) approach can improve
the EWARD process.

(2) If application of a combined approach using both MOOT and MAUT
has merit.

(3) If an adequate set of criteria can be generated to judge the goodness of
alternative designs early in the EWARD process.

The retrofitting of a special purpose EW aircraft is a large-scale system
problem because of the political, military, economic, and technical overtones.
EWARD requirements are therefore appropriate candidates for an approach
using systems engineering methodology and MCDT within this methodology.
The first three issue formulation steps of problem definition, value system
design, and system synthesis are accomplished as described in § 3. Then a
combined MOOT/MAUT approach is used to perform the impact analysis and
the interpretation of impact steps as described in § 4. The solution obtained
from this approach to EWARD was validated on an EW aircraft using appro-
priate data and advisors who acted as respondents and experts in various
elicitation tasks associated with the methodology.

2. The electronic warfare aircraft retrofit decision situation
The retrofitting of equipment to satisfy a particular need is not a new-

concept in military or civilian history. The size and complexity of current
retrofits efforts in the EWARD situation in the U.S.A. and the associated
political, economic, military and technical impacts make this a large-scale -
system problem. The economic concerns are felt from the emphasis of the
Congress and upper echelon military policy makers who must consider budge-
tary constraints and alternative program trade-offs. The size of the problem is
significant when one considers that a fleet of fully equipped EW aircraft can
cost ten times the price of the original aircraft. The political factors are also
considerable when the governmental policy makers consider the ramifications
of putting certain equipment on the aircraft which impact on U.S. security,
NATO agreements, 'SALT' talks, foreign weapons sales, etc. The techno-
logical concerns, while easier to quantify, are nevertheless substantial when one
considers the problem of fitting sophisticated electronic equipment into an
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airframe designed primarily to carry ordnance. The problem of size, weight,
volume, antennas, power type, air crew requirements, etc. must be considered
(Cook 1977, Peterson et al. 1975, USAF 1977 a). Optimiiation techniques
which consider only the technical aspects of the retrofit design problem have
met with only limited success (Peterson et al. 1975).

To give an appropriate perspective, from which the difficulty in the retrofit P
design of an EW aircraft is apparent, the prescribed retrofit procedure will be
presented along with a set of impediments to enactment of this process. There
are five phases of an EW retrofit system program as viewed by government
program managers. The five phases of Conceptual, Validation, Development,
Production, and Deployment contain various funding decision points. The -
stakeholders are amalgamated into three groups. Group G-1 (Operations and
Intelligence) is composed of the system users ; using commands, Strategic Air
Command (SAC), Tactical Air Command (TAC), etc., and the intelligence
community. Group G-2 (Government policy) is made up of Headquarters
U.S. Air Force (Hq. USAF), Congress, and the excutive branch. Group G-3
(Technical development and assessment) is made up of the industrial contractors,
and in-house government development, contract monitoring and user inter-
facing subgroups; Air Force Systems Command (AFSC), and Air Force
Logistics Command (AFLC). Decision makers and advisors from these three
Groups, who are involved in EW equipment acquisition, took part in this
effort which is intended only to evaluate a methodological approach.

[ 2. 1. Speci/ied E W retrofit procedure | .
The USAF is guided in the procurement of military equipment by various

regulations and directives (e.g. USDOD 1977 a, USAF 196!i b). The following
discussion describes the prescribed way that an EW retrofit is accomplished

in the U.S. Air Force. The process starts with the identification by the using
commands in group G-1, or the intelligence community, of a deficiency or

'U need. This deficiency can be a previously recognized weakness which now can
be corrected through successful efforts of government laboratorier or industrial
contractors through the acquisition of a new system. This deficiency or need
is presented by the using command to Hq. USAF in the form of a statement of
need (SON), and this is where group G-2 becomes involved in the effort.
If the initial estimate of system research, development, test, and evaluation
(RDT & E) exceeds $75 million or $300 million in production, the program is
designated a major systems acquisition. As a major systems acquisition, the
Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council (DSARC) review program is
required. The mission element need statement (MENS) is next generated.
This must identify the mission need in terms of the task to be perfbrmed,
assessment of projected enemy threat, and existing DOD capability (USDOD
1977 b). Hq. USAF reviews the MENS and forwards it to the Secretary

1~* of the Air Force (SAF) who approves it and sends it to the Secretary of Defense
(SECDEF) for final approval, or redirects it for appropriate modification or
termination. If the need is judged as legitimate and current by the SECDEF
the program is initiated (milestone 0) by authorization of funds for the
Conceptual Phase.

In the Conceptual Phase, funding is made available to a System Program P
Office (SPO) cadre in group G-3 to define the acquisition problem, identify

']
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program objectives and goals, and alternative candidate systems. The SPO
also develops models to evaluate operational considerations, acquisition
approaches and associated risk factors. Using cost and performance trade-
offs, candidate systems are evaluated to identify one or more alternatives for
entry into the Validation Phase. Next, development of a Program Manage-
ment Plan (PMP) is undertaken as the summary of the previous efforts. The
PMP is used as the basic document defining pertinent aspects of the retrofit
system. The PMP is used to prepare the Program Management Directive
(PMND) which summarizes the previous efforts in the Conceptual Phase, and
presents a plan for proceeding into the Validation Phase. Hq. USAF uses
the PMD to generate the Decision Coordinating Paper (DCP) as input to the
Air Force Systems Acquisition Review Council (AFSARC). AFSARC makes
recommendations on the program and forwards these to the SAF. If the
DCP is approved, it is passed to the DSARC (milestone I) for action. Follow-
ing recommendations by DSARC, the SECDEF is tasked with final decision on
the program. If approval is granted, funding authorizes proceedings into the
Validation Phase. The Conceptual Phase is purely a 'paper' effort with
no funding authoized for hardware.

When the Validation Phase is authorized by the SECDEF, a SPO (G-3)
is tasked with generating the basis from which one or more contractors are
selected to go into the Development Phase. Validation is achieved through
either a contract definition (paper design) or a prototype (hardware demons-
tration) approach. In the ' contract definition ' approach, usually two (or
more) contractors are allowed to compete with each other in an attempt to
further define and refine the system. A Request for Proposal (RFP) is issued
which initiates the paper study. The results of this phase are system specifi-
cations and a statement of work. A source selection team, including repre-
sentatives from G-1, G-2 and G-3, selects the most attractive contractors from
the competing group. A RFP is issued and funding negotiations for the
Development Phase are completed with the selected contractors. In the
'prototype ' approach, a Development Concept Paper (DCP) from the Service - -:
Secretary (G-2) initiates the process. A formal RFP is distributed to industry,
anti a Source Selection Team usually chooses one or more contractors to con-
tinue as a result of the submitted proposals. The selected contractors fabricate
a hardware version of the system under development. This hardware system
is evaluated analytically in a demonstration or ' fly-off ' exercise. During this
evaluation, a RFP is prepared for Full-Scale Development, and the most
satisfactory competitor is selected for further development. In either contract
definition or prototype approaches, a PMP is prepared next, followed by the
DCP and PMD, and a DSARC board meets for milestone II (G-l, G-2, G3) to
judge the worthiness of the program to proceed. If the program is judged
essential an(d proceeding satisfactorily, the SECDEF acts on the program.
If the program is approved, a PMD (G-2) is sent to the SPO and funding is
approved as authorization to proceed to the Full Scale Development Phase.
Other alternative actions to proceeding into Development are to return to
mnore validlat ion, or cancellation.

The Full-Scale Development Phase provides the expanded engineering.
design, fabrication, testing, evaluation, and support planning for the selected
system. The ' user ' and ' supporting commauls "participate in the
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Development Test and Evaluation (DT & E) and Initial Operational Test and
Evaluation (IOT & E). The contractor negotiates for production during the
testing process, and configuration audits (FCA and PCA) are accomplished
subsequent to finalizing the system configuration. After this, any change in

-_ the system is rigidly controlled and must follow the formal Engineering Change
Proposal (ECP) route. The results of the Development Phase are presented
to DSARC at milestone III for review. If approval is granted and Office
of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) funding procured, the program enters
production.

In the Production Phase, the system is produced by the contractors and
logistic support is procured. This by far is the most costly and time-consuming
phase up to this point. The completed system is turned over to the user in
the Deployment Phase by the Systems Manager (SM) in Logistics Command
(AFLC). There the system is utilized and maintained until its retirement.

2.2. E W program complications
The process just described for EW retrofit of an aircraft is seldom followed

exactly because of a number of complex factors pertinent to electronic warfare.
There are seven basic reasons for EW retrofit difficulties.

(1) Electronic warfare is a highly technological, expensive, and specialized
business. EW equipment requires extensive dedicated research and develop-
ment capabilities that only a limited number of industrial contractors have
established. The risks in developing and retrofitting these sophisticated and
specialized systems are high, and the spin-offs to commercial application are
severely limited.

(2) There is insufficient communication between all stakeholders at all phases
of the system cycle. There is a lack of effective interchange of information
between groups G-l, G-2 and G-3 in the Conceptual Phase of system develop-
ment. An exception to this lack of communication occasionally exists beween
the upper level D3Is in groups G-1 and G-2 when politically sensitive equipment .
is involved. The general lack of communication makes any kind of long range
planning for the system retrofit very difficult. This lack of communication
prevents the cost and performance people from coming to early agreement
which generally means time delays at later phases in the system cycle.

(3) The decision making structure is multilevel and seniidelined. The decision
makers (DMs) and their advisors in G-I and G-3 groups are defined but arranged
in multilevels which makes it difficult for amalgamation of objectives at these "
various levels. The DMs and their advisors in G-2 group are also arranged in -. ...''
multilevels but are not clearly defined. This means that certain gerents can
participate in varying degrees in their decision making role depending on
factors such as the political atmosphere. This fragmentation makes it l)arti-
cularly difficult to account for some l)Ms interactions.

(4) Government policy niakers do not operate in sufficient isolation Irom -
private industry. The government policy advisors in G-I and G-2 groups
perpetuate a long-standing amcnitable relationship between theinselhes and
E\V industries. While this relationship can be beneficial to the government
in certain aspects of contract negotiations, it can cause difficulties sm-1h as the "
fact that system deficiencies (and their amelioration) are often pointed out h,
the system builder or contractor instead of the intelligence eonmunity.

• "-S %
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(5) Long range government policy is difficult to forecast. The complex issues
that affect foreign policy coupled with a bureaucracy that administers it,
makes it particularly difficult to estimate accurately what the U.S. foreign
policy will be for other than very short planning horizons.

(6) The current funding directives (USOMB Circular 109) encourage (and
occasionally specify) dual-contractor development procedure for newly designed
equipment. This is done as a way of ensuring commonality in technology, and
preventing a sole source supplier of replacement parts. Unfortunately this
practice of carrying two contractors throughout the program also tends to
cause funding and scheduling problems.

(7) The contractor and retrofit program are often given flexibitity with respect
to cost and schedule commitments. The primary reason a program gets limited
in scope, indefinitely delayed, or cancelled is that it has been surpassed on the
priority list (and another program took its funds). The logical reasons for the
above actions (lack of performance in the system, cost and schedule overruns)
are not considered as prominently.

These factors presented above make the normal EW retrofit procedure of
§ 2.1 difficult to implement. These items point out the need for a compre-
hensive approach to the EWARD such as supplied by MOOT or MAUT
approaches from systems engineering. These multiple criteria approaches
allow the incorporation of a set of salient attributes in a way that allows one to
address the requirements by individually considering factors which are affected
by the impediments discussed previously. This flexibility is of significant value
in a large-sc.l. 3ffort like EWARD. In EWARD, the need exists for an
adequate set of criteria which can be utilized in the evaluation of alternatives.
The development and subsequent incorporation of these criteria into the
difficulties cited produce a cost-effective product that will meet the needs of
the users.

3. Structure of the EWARD decision situation
In order to set the stage for the application of techniques from both MOOT

and MAUT, an issue formulation effort covering the problem definition, value
system design, and'system synthesis steps was performed in order to identify
and relate the factors of the U.S. Air Force EWARD structure. Sections
1 and 2 have just described pertinent stakeholders. The G-l group (Operations
and Intelligence) is reponsible to point out deficiencies and coordinate require-
ments so the retrofitted system is operationally satisfactory. This group -

includes t he eventual users of a retrofitted system. The G-2 group (Government
policy) is the group that coordinates the systems impact on defence capability
and foreign policy. This group also constrains the program with respect to
budgzetary considerations. The G-3 group (Technical development and
assessment) defines the system configuration, and carries out and manages the
research, development and pro(uction of the retrofit system. While other
stakeholders are involved in E\A 'D, their interactions are extremely difficult
if not impossible to define, assess or forecast.

The general needs of an E\VARI) are defined in the SON and MENS
documents which delineate currently existing deficiencies. Historically,

specific needs of the new system are described as threats to he countered in

p2
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terms of requirements and EW techniques. The aircraft which will be retro-
fitted is often an obvious choice because of the performance requirements,
operational situation, and current aircraft inventory supply. The number of
these special purpose aircraft required for the specific mission is often specified
and considered fixed in the early phases of the DOD equipment acquisition
cycle. Therefore, the aircraft upon which the retrofit will be applied as well
as the fleet size is hypothesized as determined, and its selection is not to be
considered in this pre-analysis phase.

objectives of te ec e

mPilitical and ainipiterynd

Et T r ctrns fre

pov r aqtd coigrsrcin (derIndb th air raftitsl),fnd avil

To bexi(nz foeeficec ri To an imize Control Over a t
of the Special I tahe omanated Electro- a

Purpose Airacraft ithsetAc Invir)mentf .

To na o ::ax

F ,o L 1o. 0:..

r Ior t re

Figure 1. Hierarchy of objectives of the EW selection process.

The possible options to ameliorate current deficiencies are listed in the
Conceptual and Validation Phases in terms of passive procedures, trans--

- mitting and receiving system techniques, and active and passive expendables
.. disbursement. The major constraints for the retrofit systemn are size, weight,

power, and cooling restrictions (determined by tie aircraft itself), funds avail-
able (a function of the deficiency priority and other factors), and time until".'.."

"" ~~deploy ment (a function of bureaucratic scheduling,, and research and develop-,]:]]"

• - ~ment-R & D status). ,-..

The main objectives of the EW task wh~ich were constructed as a result of
interaction with the stakeholers are shown in Fig. 1. It is this latter set. of

criteria, or attributes by which attainment (if the obljec~tives is discerned are
shown in Fiat. "2. This set of attributes was used in the evaluation process for
the alternatives in this E\\ARI effort.

WVhile lowest h'-vel c'riteria or attribute measures may seem self-explanatory,
a brief description is p~rovided to cover some of the aspects of the E\VARDI.
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Aeirc Asse

W ei~: Vlu~e Poer Per_ efae(kg) ( 3) (I[AS) forance [tras

oDirect Assessment
* Direct Performance Measure

Figure 2. Attribute template for EWARD.

(a) The aircraft weight attribute is a measure of the added weight (kg)
due to the total EW system plus a penalty figure (also in kg) which accounts
for any modifications to the fuselage caused by the EW system which would
increase drag such as external antennas, external components, external wing .
pods, air induction cowlings for cooling, etc. The drag caused to the aircraft
fuselage by a system is converted to equivalent penalty weight as a way of
accurately quantifying the impact of a specific system on the aircraft perfor-
mance without double counting with respect to another attribute.

(b) The volume attribute (m3) is a measure of internal volume occupied
by the EW system. The available volume for EW equipment is usually
limited because of competition from other needed avionics equipment.

(c) The power attribute (kvars) is a measure of the peak electrical power
required to operate the EW equipment (including auxiliary cooling).

(d) The air crew performance attribute (direct performance measure)
measures the degree of dedicated service that the EW system demands out
of the crew for successful operation (some manual/automatic systems may
require more crew operations than is physically possible). Values of this
attribute can be obtained by simulation of the cybernetic candidate system.
A normalized scale (limits of 0.0 to 1.0) was used to score the various alter-
native systems. The minimum score of 0.0 represents the case where the air
crew was unable to perform the tasks required by an alternative system in a
simulated combat environment. The maximum score of 10 represents the
case where the air crew was able to perform all tasks required for completely
successful operation of the alternative system in a simulated combat environ-
ment.

(e) The threats affected attribute (nunber of threats degraded) is a measure
of the ability of the Ell system to affect individual threat types in a dlense

, ." ). ." "
m'' - r r.. - "- . .. ".. . . . .
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environment (currently operational and forecast threats validated by a threat
group).

(/) The threats defeated attribute (number of threats defeated) measures . -

the number of specific threat types defeated which are made inoperable by the
EW system.

(g) The cost attribute (dollars) is a measure of the life cycle costs of the 0
EW system to include R & D, production, and maintenance of the expected
life of the system. This total life cycle cost approach is applied with increasing
frequency to DOD equipment acquisition programs.

(h) The policy satisfaction attribute (direct effectiveness measure oi
directives, policies, and requirements satisfied) is a measure of the degre. to
which the EW retrofitted aircraft satisfies forecast government policies, tarti- .
cularly of the G-2 group, for the production decision point. Policy satisfactk;a
includes concepts influencing candidate EW system political attractiveness at a
point in time in the future (the production decision point). This then requires
one to forecast the political mood and subsequent government policy. Some
of the elements which are included in this factor are : attitude toward U.S.
defence posture by the administration and congress, need for foreign arms sales, 0
treaty and alliance commitments, budgetary priorities and amounts of federal
*spending, military lobby, time to production of EW system, availability of
manufacturers to meet the requirement for dual source suppliers of critical
parts of a system, employment and unemployment effects on certain con-
tractors, granting of subcontracts of a system for the sake of keeping a base of
companies involved in defence oriented work, etc. None of the DMs inter- -•

viewed were able to quantify all of the above elements, so an attempt at
aggregation of the elements met with some success. The DMs were able to
express the fact that as the time until production increased, the probability of
accurately forecasting the political policies which would need to be satisfied
decreased exponentially.

All DMs agreed after discussing that this factor needs inclusion even if it is - -
very difficult to quantify accurately. This concensus among DMs and advisors
for including policy satisfaction as one of the objectives justifies the use of a
MCDT approach such as MOOT or MAUT. A normalized scale (limits 0.0 to
1.0) was used to score the alternatives with respect to policy satisfaction. The
minimum score of 0.0 represents the case where it is estimated that an alter-
native will not satisfy any of the policies in effect at the production decision
point. The maximum score of 1-0 represents the case where it is estimated that
an alternative will satisfy all policies in effect at the production decision point.
The DSIs and advisors estimated policy satisfaction scores for the candidate
systems. A maximum time for initiation of production was established at
eight years so that the values could be obtained for various candidate systems
with certain characteristics.

It is noted that no comprehensive set of attributes (as complete as the set
just presented) is now used in the initial design stages of the current EVA1D
efforts. The DMs and advisors interviewed in this effort agreed that the above . - .-

set of attributes covers the salient considerations of an E\V retrofit program,
and that the goodness of a specific system could be adequately evaluated using
these attributes.

°' S° . o°
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The alternative policies that achieve the objectives with respect to an EW
task are the selection and retrofit of EW equipment into the designated aircraft.
A specific action is the selection and retrofit of a specific EW system with the
designated number and type of the primary components (including associated
airborne and ground equipment) as indicators of this activity (e.g. system a has
16 transmitters, 3 receivers, 1 processor and 4 expendables). Each separate
system designated has characteristics measurable by the lower level attributes-
mentioned earlier (e.g. systems ae could have weight Pi, life cycle cost r, degrade
Q threats, etc.). The attribute values and characteristics of each specific
system in competitition for selection can have deterministic and probabilistic
values (e.g. R & D may not yet be completed and the weight, cost, and number
of threats covered are not known with certainty, but utilizing data and
estimates, distributions covering the stochastic elements were obtained).4

A hypothetical deficiency designation and set of possible EW systems to
ameliorate this vulnerability will now be described. A hypothetical situation
is selected because the security classification pertaining to past and ongoing
EW systems would prevent the publication of these results in unclassified
texts thereby prohibiting a general usefulness which is the purpose of this-
research. While no information is compromised, the hypothetical situation
characteristics are relevant to actual EW systems so that DMs and advisors
could realistically take part in the EWARD effort (in the opinion of the D31s
and advisors interviewed, the hypothetical situation mimicked reality to a
high degree). The hypothetical situation was also used to produce a general
solution procedure that may be sittuation specific, but not equipment specific
(i.e., the modelling done was intended to be general in nature-applicable to

Lower Level Attribute Limits

Attribute Greatest Level Los ee

X1 Aerodynamic
performance
Xila EW system weight 4.5 x 10O3 kg 5.0 x 102 kg
Xb EW system volume 4.10 m 

3 1.m3

X EW system power 105.0 KVA 45.0 KVA

XEW system life , 2.0 x 10~ 9$ 1.0 X 10~ 8$
cycle cost

X3Electronic warfare
performrance

XAircrew effectiveness 1.0 (normalized 0.0X 3a scale)
X 3b Number of threat 30.0 5.0

types degraded
X cNumber of threat 30.0 0.0

types defeated

X 4 Degree of policy 1.0 (normalized 0.0
satisfaction scale)

Table 1. Lower level attribute limits.
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Alternative Retrofit System •
Configurations and Characteristics

Alternative Descriptive Phase

1 (a2) compromise I (average)

2 (a&2 ) High cost. high reliability

3 (&3) High electronic warfare performance

4 (%) High aircraft performance 0
5 (as )  Low electronic warfare performance

6 (a 6 ) Low aircraft performance

7 (a 7 ) Low cost

8 (as) Compromise 2 (average)

Table 2. Alternative retrofit system configuration and characteristics.

any EW system of the present and near future-and not intended to concentrate
only on modelling specific pieces of equipment for a single solution).

Assume the deficiency statements (MENS and SON) designated Y' primary ,
threats and N" secondary threats (specific active-radar, laser, etc., and passive
-infra-red, electro-optical, etc.) which are sources of intelligence for enemy
fire control systems and armaments (airborne interceptor, anti-aircraft artillery,
surface-to-air missiles, etc.). A set of EW system components both developed
a;id proposed to counter these N threats (N=N'+ N") is available from -
governmental and industrial sources. For our hypothetical situaticn, the S
attribute limits for the possible system components are shown in Table 1.

A set of alternative proposed systems was assembled which are representative
and typical of the spectrum of choices which confront the analysts and policy . - -.

makers in the Conceptual Phase of EWARD. This list of alternative EW
system configurations shown in Table 2 is hypothetically generated as a
response of the RFP n the initial stage of the Conceptual Phase. These . S _
alternatives are described by a dominant characteristic. These alternative
configurations, with expected attribute levels and associated normal probability
density functions, were constructed from USAF supplied in-house and contractor
empirical data, and supplemented by expert opinion when incomplete data was
available. For example, the opinions of DMs and advisors from G-1, G-2
and G-3 were used to estimate levels of attainment for the alternatives and - .
accompanying probability density functions, since little or no data was avail-
able for this task. Means and standard deviation for their attribute lei-els are 7
described by Table 3. Normal density functions are utilized later in the impact
assessment and decision making steps.

In order to establish a basis upon which to choose an appropriate MCDT
approach, tile attributes were investigated with respect to preferential indepen- .
dence. Selected DMs and advisors from each group were interviewed to
examine how these gerents trade-off levels of the attributes. Using standard
assessment techniques, second order preference independence was exl)ored,
(Kceney and Raiffa 1976, Keefer 197S, Keeney 1974). The major attributes -(X1 , X 2 , X3, \ 4 ) were found to be preferentially independent (P1) and the

• . --
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Alternative Configurations

Alternative x a x -I a lb3bl- 'I. 3b 1 1 ,'4

*1.E 2800 2.20 79. 1.20 0.49 16.0 11.0 0.70
-ID 2905. 2.68 84.11 62.5 0.24 2.55 1.29 0.45 0.37 12.0 9.0 .040 4.0 1.0 o.66 0.0201I 2629.11,7 73.9 - 1.1 n i. 0.0 13. Q-74

M 2500.,2.10 84.01 1.95 0.81 28.0 18.0 0.3"
X 2580.; 2.51 87.51 40.0 0.21 1.75 2.00 0.25 0.79 26.0 16.0 .010 1.0 1.0 0.26 0.04021 2420.: 1.69 80.51 l.Q0 0.8 30.0 2o. _ o.- - n-4
JE )900.T ,00103.0 1.85 0.96 2E.0 25.0 0.42
30 4055. 4.10 105.0 77.5 0.05 1.00 1.95 0.50 0.95 27.0 24.0 .005 0.5 0.5 0.36 0.030 -. 13I 3745.13.9 go 01. 01 1.75 0.g7 20 2. 0.481810.11.60 53.0 0.90 o.64 12.0 6.0 0 -
4D 920. 1.50 57.2 55.0 0.05 2.10 1.10 1.00 0.54 7.0 3.0 .050 2.5 1.5 0.37 0.035
41 500. 1.70 48.81 0.70 0.24 17.0 9.C- 0- .;1
5E 0500..2.90 46.0 0.40 0.52 10.0 3.0 0.35D L615. 3.36 47.c57.5 0.23 0.50 0.60 1.00 0.43 5.0 1.0 .045 2.5 1.0 0.33 0.0301 1.30 0.72 0.2o 12.0 0.4,00oo. 3,7o 00 0 07 T 2004
6D 85. .92 103.5 42.5 0.11 1.25 1.45 0.75 0.69 14.0 10.0 .015 2.0 1.0 0.38 0.035
61 - 315.1 48 _9. I- 1.1 0.7 22-n 14. 0.
7E 200. 3.10 61.01 0.30 0.43 12.0 4.0 0.657D 295. 3.60 66.8 47.5 0.25 2.90 0.40 0.50 0.32 6.0 1.0 .055 3.0 1.5 0.70 0.025
I__ 1 Q 2 0n-44In 1 Z. - -n.~E 400.21 1.30 0.74 18.0 13.0 ; 0.68

8D 1508: 2.41 81 41 54.0I 0.16 2.20 1.42 0.60 0.68 15.0 12.0 003.0 0.5 0.6210.030
81 2392. 1.79 172.6 I1.18 0.80 21.0 14.0 0.74

0.0530

OE = Expected Configuration

-D - Degraded Configuration

*1 - Improved Configuration

Attribute and Accompanying Standard Deviations

Table 3. Alternative configurations.

best-
1.0 case)

Isopreference

Lines

.75

0

4

S.50 (&,3) Pi(X2 X4 )

(worstcs, .25 50 .75 1.0case)

Electronic Warfare Performance (X 3 )

and X3were consistently traded off according to the
curves ove for various joint levels of X2 and X4 ).

Figure 3. Preference independence of attributes.

components of X, and X, were also found to be P1. An example of the P1
assessment for Group 3 is shown in Fig. 3. The set (X1 , .X) is preferentially
independent of X,, (set levels of all other attributes except X, and X,) if
preferences for consequences differing only in the value of X, and X, do not
depend on the fixed value of X .

.. . . . . . . .o •.. . . . . . . .
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The appropriate point in the defence system equipment program phases for
the effort reported here to occur is between Conceptual Phase authorization
and Program Management Plan preparation. Our results should be used to
aid in judging the contractor competition or sole source performance, and also
used as inputs to the final RFP after contractor selection before production.
The information needed to perform the portion of the evaluation effort on
EWARD as here is identified in tile Conceptual Phase.

4. A multicriterion evaluation process
Factors in EWVARD such as the lack of an adequate scalar performance

measure, the high level of complexity, and the difficulties cited which hamper
an efficient acquisition process, make this situation a likely candidate for a
comprehensive multiple criteria approach like the combined .IOOT/3'AUT
multicriterion process utilized here.

The EWARD situation contains certain characteristics such as a set of
attributes which the DMs and advisors have established as preferentially - -
independent and an indication by the DMs and advisors that they would prefer
to reduce the number of alternatives before comparing and ranking the re-
maining alternatives. The DMs and advisorstraditionallyattenl)t toeliminate
some alternatives before examining the remaining in more depth, and were
comfortable working in this mode. These characteristics in EWARD suggest
that a combined .MOOT/MAUT process is appropriate for modelling and

i resolving this decision situation. The MOOTi.MAUT process as applied to
EWARD will follow the basic algorithm outlined in DeWispelare and Sage
(1980). The main steps are (a) conduct a pre-analysi, or issue formulation
step, (b) eliminate the inferior alternatives through an elimination Iy aspwcts
exercises (Tverskv 1972) and multiple objective optimization theory (.M(I')
to eliminate dominated solutions and form a non-dominated solution set (NI)SS),
(c) elicit the preference structure of the DMs to subsequently develop a scalar
choice function which ranks the remaining alternatives to identify the optimal

policy using multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT), (d) conduct a sensitivity
analysis and validation exercise, (e) prepare an action plan.

In response to the development of a MENS, retrofit system configurations
from the contractors become available which represent the alternative actions.
All of the proposed alternative systems are feasible alternatives, and Ik)
preliminary scanning is required in E\VARI) at this point in the effort to
eliminate the unacceptable alternatives. Because a large amount of engineer-
ing design is required for interfacing a complete retrofit system. info,'mation is . -

available at this point (Conceptual Phase) which hasiclallv establishes tle-
"- impacts of each alternative action (implementing an alternative retrofit sy-stem, ).

Therefore, no tunina or refining of the alternative systemlrs is required in the
Conceptual Phase unh'ss none of the alternative actions are viable solutions to
the deficiencies cited in the I, 1ENS. The criteria estalbiishe ill tilt lin-
analysis phase was used as the basis for developing tile attribuites, shown in.
Fig. 2, used in this effort.

The iIcntification of altrnatives whichi are superior with n'slec(t to the
attributes dtveloped in the i.ssue folmuilation step is undertaken t hrouh forma -
tiol of the N1)S5. In order to utilize tlie dat a colnlerling tile attriiutes, \I ic-

.s.L3-A
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include risk information, stochastic dominance was used to indicate which of
the alternatives was dominated. The eight alternatives were compared to
each other with respect to the stochastic dominance of attribute values to see
if any alternatives were dominated with respect to all attributes. The cumu-
lative probability distribution (CDF) for attribute values for each of the alter-
natives with respect to system weight (Xz) is shown in Fig. 4. When the area

Oominance Order of Alternatives 4 7)5542)43 6~LO - - --

.8 A6 A A A 5 A4

.0 .6 .

S.4
M

S~ .2A A?

4500 4000 3500 3000 25 256 l0 0. . .U

System Weight (kg)

Figure 4. Distribution of system weight for nine EWARD alternatives.

under the CDF for an alternative (A,) is less than the area under the CDF
of another alternative (Aj) (for a specified attribute), A, is said to dominate
A, in the sense of stochastic dominance for that attribute. Ai is said to
dominate A, if stochastic dominance is present for all attributes for Ai with
respect to A1 . Stochastic dominance relationships were established for all
alternatives on a pairwise basis for all attributes with the results that only one
alternative system, alternative no. 6, is dominated. The large NDSS was
expected since there are a number of conflicting objectives. In the interest -
of reducing the number of alternatives in the NDSS further, to bring the
NDSS membership to a number of acceptable by the DMs, an elimination by
aspects exercise was conducted. Each group was asked to come up with a set
of realistic, from their specific vantage point, minimum acceptable attainment
levels that the alternatives would have to pass to be considered in the non-
dominated solution set. These levels are shown for all three groups in Table 4. 5
In this elimination by aspects exercise, the analyst must ensure that all attain-
ment levels of the attributes which are exceeded by an alternative reflect an
essential shortcoming in the EWARD. This elimination by aspects eliminated
three alternatives (alternatives 2, 3 and 5) each of whose attribute values
violated many minitnuin attainment levels of the stakeholder groups. There
were then four alternatives comprising the NDSS, alternatives 1, 4, 7 and 8. -

In order to select the best alternative system from the reduced NI)SS,
and to facilitate usin, risk concepts in the decision process. a M1AUT technique
was utilized for the ranking of alternative systems decision making phase.
Tile (haracteristic.s of the situation such as an avnila ble set of attributes, tile
availability of the directly assessed preference structure of the l)Ms and
advisors, and tie availability of probabilistic information colcerning the -

S: :.:.''
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Required Attainent Levwis

Attributes Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

X la(kg) S 3000.00 !E 4500.00 53500.00

!PXlb(m3) 5 3.20 < 4.10 gg 3.60

X 10(KVA) .590.00 5 105.00 90g. 00

X($xlO9) 1- 1.50 < 1.40 < 1.70

3a * 0.50 >0.00 ?0.45

X ( threats) 1 16.00 > 10.00 t .0

X 3c(threats) 2t 10.00 > 2.00 1. 5.00

X 40.33 ~0.50 p0.4o

*Normalized Scale
SMaximum Attainment Level

> Minimum Attainment Level

Table 4. Required attainment levels.

attribute values for the alternatives, suggest the use of multi-attribuLte utilit%-
theory (M1AUT).

Mfulti-attribute utility theory (M1AUT) has been a verypouatehie

for use in decision situations 'with multiple attributes. This requires the
identification of subjective or objective probability for uncertain consequences,
and elicitation of D31s preferences or utility over these attributes (Keeney andl
Raiffa 1976, Keenev and Wood 1977, Browin et al. 1974, Barclay et al. 1977,
Huber and Johnson 1977, Sage 1977, Keeney and Kirkwood 1975). The added

(outcomes or states..z)

zi z

(alternatives~a)
a Ia

a Pa z Configuration 3 of
a j J Alternative System i

a i( V u px J (x1 =x i--1 414 ij uizj 1= -~1 1  4. . 4x)

Iu Pj
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complication of multiple DMs and advisors at various levels suggests the con-
sideration of group amalgamation of preferences (Banker and Gupta 1978,
Keeney and Kirkwood 1975, Nakavama et al. 1979).

The basic decision model is ill ustrated in Fig. 5. The decision space is made
up of individual actions of the reduced NDS-

ai incorporating set i (alternative i) of equipment as the retrofit system,
i = 1, 2, .... , n

Thus, set i includes a combination of EW equipment with associated attribute
values for X i , i= 1, 2, 3, 4 as discussed in § 3. For example, selecting a1,
implementing alternative 1, causes the retrofit of a system with components
which collectively rive the attribute levels z,,(i.e. Xt:11, x x t, x 4 11) with
probability p, where p, is the combined probability of x1 =x- 1i1, x 2 =. r 2 ,
x3 = X 3 1, .r4 =.r4:11. The probability of the system configuration under alter-
native 1 being at other collective attribute levels or output states is p, where

i= 1, 2 ..... n and pi = I. These probabilities express the likelihood of the
1=1

retrofit syst em giving the estimated values of the attributes in actual operation
on the aircraft. In order to incorporate the risk of system implementation --

into the MAUT format, output configurations other than the expected con-
figuration were constructed from the data and combined with probabilities of
realization from Monte Carlo simulations. In order to keep the problem in
a framework that current EWARD stakeholders are familiar with, only three
resulting configurations were used for each alternative configuration. The
characteristics of these three configurations (a degraded, expected, and --

improved version) of each alternative system is shown in Table 4. Because of
the normal densitv function forms for all candidate systems, three standard
probabilities were used for the three approximate outputs of each candidate
system (p= 0.63 for the expected configuration state, p= 0-16 for the improved
configuration state, and p = 016 for the degraded configuration state). Figure
7 illustrates the rationale behind this approximation. This discretization of
the probabilistic data means that m = 3 and n = 8 for the EWARD formulation
of MAUT posed in Fig. 5.

This MAUT technique was utilized for specific application in the Conceptual
Phase of EWARD so as to be able to incorporate available information from
all groups at an early phase, and to specify the retrofit configuration and
evaluate the resulting system. Care was taken to separate the subjective
probability encoding and utility assessments so as to minimize any interaction -- .
confounding effects Such as bias and double weighting of certain events and
outputs.

The first items addressed were the functional relationships between attri-
butes and the form of the multi-attribute utility function which would measure
an a,.ggregated felicity for each alternative retrofit system. Since preferential
independence among attributes was established in the pre-analysis phase, first
order utilityv independence (UI) was next examined. X i is UI of X, (all
attributes other than Xj) if preferences for risky choices (lotteries) over X i

with the value of X, held fixed (1o not depend on the fixed value of XN. Using
standard MAUT assessment techniques ( Kceney and Raiffa 1976), it was
found that X 1 was utility independent and because (X,, X) is P1, i "2, 3, 4,

.:%.
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using Theorem 6.2 of Keeney and Raiffa (1976) it can be concluded that the 0
major attributes are mutually UI (MUI). The components of each of X-
and X3 were also found to be MUI. Next, the attributes were examined with
respect to Fishburn Marginality (ishburn 1967, Winterfeldt and Fischer 1973).
It was soon pointed out by the interviewees or respondents that additive
independence did not hold. Therefore invoking the fact that the attributes are
MUI and Theorem 6.1 of Keeney and Raiffa (1976), we conclude that a multi- 0
plicative form of multiattribute utility function is appropriate for this appli-
cation. The multiplicative utility function has the general form

I + Ku = I- (I + KKjuj) )

where u is the combined utility function, ui is the ith constituent utility •
function, Ki is a scaling constant for the ith utility function, and K is the
scaling constant for the combined utility function. Specifically, the utility
functions for attribute X, and X 3 respectively are

1 +k1 u, = (1 +kkaUia(Xi))(l +klklbUlb(Xlb))(l +klk,un1 (x,,)) (2)
and

1 +k u3 = (1 +k3 ka13.(xa))(l +k3 kabua,(xab))(l +kku,(x3)) (3)

where u,,,, is the lower level attribute utility function, uj is the higher level
utility function, and the Vs are scaling constants. The aggregate utility
function for each group is

1 + KU = (1 + KKjuj)(1 + KK 2u 2)(1 +KKu 3 )(1 + KK 4u 4) (4) I -

where UL is the combined utility function for each group, i = 1, 2, 3 and the
K's are scaling constants. The multiplicative form adds complexity of analysis
compared to the additive form, but also supplies the required non-compensatory
inter-attribute relations necessary in this problem (DeWispelare and Sage 1979).

The utility independence condition, which was verified for all attributes,
allows the assessment of eight single dimension utility functions. The utility B
function for each attribute was needed to incorporate the DMs and advisor'
preferences and attitude toward risk. Because of the many gerents at various
levels in EWARD, a refinement form of social choice function was used to bring"
the individual utilities of the DMs and advisors together. Using a modified
form of the multiple independent entity/MCDM process of Banker and Gupta

(1978) intended for decentralized DMs, the utility functions were extracted for
each attribute from the lower level advisors and DMs in each group (G-l, G-2
and G-3). These utility functions were then presented to intermediate and
eventually high level DMs in each group for refinement. These refined utility
functions were then shown to each level of DM until concensus was reached on i

the final form for each group (G-1, G-2 and G-3). This way of incorporating
the group utility into a single function seemed to work well in this a0)plication
because it followed the basic organizational ' chain of command ' hierarchial
decision makin, process of the government (lower level advisors counsel higher 7.-

level l)Ms and higher level I)Ms feedback policy which focuses this advice
thereby causinu rapid convergence to a single social choice or welfare function).
The refined group utility functions for the attributes are given in Table 5.
An example of the group utility curves for attribute X

1
3b, number of threats S

,- : .i :
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degraded, is shown in Fig. 6. The majority of the utility curves exhibit a
preference structure which is risk averse as illustrated in Fig. 6. The risk averse
tendencies by the DIs and advisors were expected in a project which involves
government officials (Levy 1974).

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 _

U-0.99(xal)* u--1.01*1.0exp(.7(x 3a) 1.1) +33ep(.8 3a 3a

4.' 4..

.25 .25 .25

0 __ __ __ _ 0 _ _ _ _ __ 0 _ _ _ _ _ _

0 .25 .50 .75 1.00 0 .25 .50 .75 1.0 0 .25 .50 .75 1.00

Aircrew Effectiveness

(Normalized Scale)

Figure 6. Group utility functions for attribute X3 .

Group Utility Functions For Each Attribute-

Group I Group 2 Group 3

XL~5OO 1.13-2.55-4xla)
ula(xla) xl(4k50 1.325E4la 1.08- 0.06 exp( 6.5E-4xla)

ulb(xlb) 1.26-0.10 exp(o.6lx lb 1.
6

5-O.39exp(0.3
5
xlb) 1.41-0.19erp(0.49xlb)

uic(xic) 1.37-0.15exp(0.02 xic) 1.28-0.09 exp(0.02 x1 c) 1.19-0.05 exp(0.03x1 c)

U2 (x 2 ) 1.13 -0.11

u~a(x 3a) 0*99(x 3 a)i J..Ol+l.Oexp(0.7(x Ja )
1 1

) -2:97-0.35exp(5.1x 3a)

u 3b(x~b) .92-5.l5exy (-0. 01 x3b) 2.53-2. 8oexp( -0. O~x~b) 1. 18-J..73DWp( 00x~b)

1.59-i. 59exp(-0.O2 x~c
U 3c(X c) 1 52-1.53exp (-0.04 x 3c X 2 3c 1.01-1.Olexp(-0.13xc)

-0. 52+O0.60exp(0.03(x 3d
x X20 3

3c

u4 (x 4 ) 1.0x4  1.01 -1.01 exp(-5.1x 4) -LO4'1. olexp(0.69x 4 )

Table 5. Group utility functions for eachi attribute.

Since we have established the multiplicative form of combined multi-
attribute utility function, the task of evaluating the scaling constants for thlis
form were approached next. Using suggested assessmcnt tcchniques (Keeney

L.
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Iand the attribute ranges, Table 1, the scaling constants were evaluated for each..........
group and the results are shown in Table 6 for the multiplicative utility
functions. Each group's relativ-e strengths of the preferences for the attributes
is evident in this table. For instance, the values of the combined utility
function scaling coefficients show that Group 2 prefers a high level policy
satisfaction (K4) and low cost (K 2) over performance (K, and K,) while Group
3 values aerodynamic (K,) and electronic wvarfare performance (K,) over
political (K4) and financial (K 2) considerations.

Quip Utility F7ancticms

Top Level Utility Functins

whee U 1J U C14KKu)(l4I0 2 u2 )(l4KK,u 3 )( l+KK4 u 4 )

whr -~ combined pouP utility function. i - 1,2.3

U= higher level attribute constituent utility function

Coefficients- Group 1 Grou 2 Grou3

K -0.76 -0.97 -0.98
h 

1 0.51 0.30 0.69
K2  0.33 0.75 0.46
K 0.49 0.32 0.92

K'0.21 0.80 0.45

Lowest Level Attribute Utility Fwxcticns

1~k lu1 , C1+k~k 1 tla la (z))( l~klklkbulb(x lb ))( l~k 1k 1cu1c(x 1 )

ju 2  u2 (x 2)

1+k u=(1+kk Icu( )lk Icux )(1*k kc (x )3u3 33-a 3a)lk 3 3b'3bx3b 33c 3c

u 4  u4 (x4 )

where umn - lower level attribute utility function:

mclng5 1,3 n. a,b,c

Coefficients Group 1 Group 2 Grouo. ,

I1  -0.60 -0.29 0.14
k la 0.48 0.40 0.38
k lb 0.59 0.37 0.26
k le 0.24 0.35 0.31

It3  -0.40 5.04 -0.97

.3, 0.51 0.12 0.42Sk3b 0.29 0.25 0.48
Ic0.38 0.13 0.95I3c ________________

Table 6. Group utility functions.

ye

Each group's (G-l, G-2, G-3) utility for the set of alternatives described in
Tables 2 and 3i were ealeuilatedl usingz the multip~licative form and sealing
constants listed in T.bl (fo teattribute template of Fig. 2. The constituent
utilities for the expected values of the candidate systemis for all three groups
are listedl in T1able 7. The combined gYrouip felicity for- each alternative EW
retrofit sy-stem (expected version, improved version. andl degraded version)
in the reduiced XDSS is shown in, rable S. The rankinuz of alternativeCs Step
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Utility Values For The Expected Alternative Configurations

Alternatives u1U *'2122
_______________ 1 U UIb b uU!cU! ju'c u~cju UA2 31' r'2 U2

1 .47 .43 .72 .87 .81 .85 6.58 .61 .64 .75 .65 .70 .68 .82 .65
4 .95 .93 .98 .98 .97 .99 .91 ,9 .94 .98 .97 .86 .81 .91 .78

7 .88 .83 .95 .58 .49 .54 . 85 .87 .80 .76 .77 .97 .98 .96

8 .59 .53 .80 .89 .84 .87 .60 .63 .66 .80 .65 .70 .62 .78 .59u -I" I u  I=Iu IuAlternatives Ua Ua a U3 U3b 3b 3 3 u 3c. i 2  3 1 2 3

1 .69t.38 .63 .47 .521.65 .47 .3 6.831.60 .28 .90 .70.9.

4 .791.53 .75 .28 .321.47 .27 .20 .54..50 .17 .72 .44 .90 .37
7 .651.321.58 .28 .321.47 .18 1.14 .391.41 .12 .55 .65 .97 .57
8 .871.651.82 .54 .57 .73 .54 I.41 .83 .73 .43 .95 .68 .97 .60

u - utility of component j (j = ab,c) of attribute X i (i = 1,3) for Group
'jk k (k = 1.2.3)

** um  combined utility of attribute X. (m A,CA for X and C for X)for

n Group n (n = 1,2,3) a1 23)

ust = utility of attribute X s (a = 2,4) for Group 5 (t = 1,2,3)

Table 7. Utility values for the expected alternative configurations.

Combined Utility For The Various Confi gurations Of Alternatives

Alternatives U E u2E U3E UD U2D U3D u u21 u31

1 0.78 0.96 0.96 0.76 0.94 0.94 i.80 o.98 0.97l 0.83 0.97 0.93 0.82 0.95 0.89 0.86 0.98 0.94

7 0.78 0.97 0.90 0.77 0.90 0.89 0.81 0.94 0.90

8 0.82 0.95 0.97 0.80 0.93 0.94 0.84 0.97 0.98

u utility for configuration j j E(Expected, I(Improved), D(Degraded)) of
ij Group i (i = 1.2.3)

Table 8. Combined utility for the various configurations of alternatives.

was next accomplished by maximizing the expected individual group utilities
using the decision tree of Fig. 6. The resulting group utilities for each alter-

native wvere generated by averaging out the single stage MAUT formulation
of Fig. 6 for each alternative using the relation

E[u(z. a~)]- = p,(aj)u[zi1(aj)] (5)
J . .

where p,(,,) is the probability of outcome :,.,, and ui(fzj 1 (aj) is the multi-attribut-
utility of outcome zji, and E[ a(, (I)j represents the exected utility or score
for alternative a;. The utilitv data of Table 8 and the probability data dis-
cusse(d earlier and illustrated in Fig. 7 were substituted into this expected utility
formulation. Table 9 shows the output of these calculations and the resulting

preference rankings for the individual groups with respect to the alternatives.
The closeness of the utility scores for each group is explained Ib\- the fact that

.'

6.
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b even though utilities were elicited for the full range of each attribute, the

alternatives in the NDSS had attribute values that were in a much narrower
range.

Group Preference Rankings of Alternatives

Alternatives u1  anking u u Ranking

1 0.781 4 0.965 2 0.958 2

4 0.833 1 0.968 1 0.923 3

ut8ty.8 1 .5 .0 0.821 2 110.9511 4 0.965 1 11

u total utility for given alternative of Group k (k-1.2,3)

Table 9. Group preference rankings of alternatives.

These rankings show that the G-1 (operations, intelligence) prefer the
alternatives which aid aircraft performance and are average or compromise
systems. This was expected since many of the participants in G-1 have air
crew experience (pilots, navigators, weapons operators, etc.). G-2 preferred
the compromise and low cost alternatives. This also was expected since
budgetary constraints and political agreements are driving forces for the
government policy makers. It is noted that there is a correlation in the upper
levels of alternative choices of G-I and G-2 which is possibly precipitated by the
close interaction between the DMs and advisors in G-1 and G-2 discussed in
§ 2. G-3 (program managers, contractors, analysts, etc.) preferred the high
EW and aircraft performance, high cost, and compromise alternatives. These
choices were anticipated since engineers, contractors, and analysts in G-3 are
basically performance oriented and consider cost secondarily. Alternatives 4
(high aircraft performance) and 8 (best compromise) were highly preferred by

L[. all groups. Because no single alternative was ranked as most preferred by all
groups, the final modelling step was the combination of the three separate
group (G-1, G-2 and C-3) multi-attribute utility functions into a single social
choice function so that final ranking can be performed for the EVARD pre-
sented. Because it can be seen from Table 9 that there are conflicting ranking
for alternatives, a means wvas required to obtain combined group consensus.
Because there are three groups and more than three alternatives, there is no
guaranteed way of obtaining consensus (through popular techniques like simple
majority rule, simple additive weighting, etc.) without violating Arrow's
axioms in the impossibility theorem (Arrow 19(3). This is because inter-
personal comparison of utilities is required. Nevertheless, concensus is
required, and two techniques which can aggregate the group utilities are the
cardinal social welfare function discussed byl Kleneev and Kirkwood (1975)

and the Extended Contributive Rule method (ECR) discussed by Nakayama
et al. (1979).

The Extended Contributive Rule method (ECII) was uscl to aregalte
individual ,rotips" preferences into a single choic finction (Naka ama c. (i1.
1979). E(CR amalgamates the l)referenes of the l.)ls in a way that incorporates.
directly the degree of confidence of all the individual groups ill their own

S.S. 3.

. -. , -- . -]
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preferences and in other groups' preferences, and the intensity of each pre-
ference. ECR was particularly applicable to EWARD since it considers
preferences between two alternatives at a time and therefore given an output
which is readily transformed into a directed graph indicating preference . .-

relationships (Sage 1977, White and Sage 1980) for display purposes. The -'

ECR method of combining group preferences was chosen over the simple -

linear additive and multiplicative forms of combining group utility in this
application because of two reasons:

(1) ECR specifies a way of making interpersonal comparison of utility.
Each group ranks the importance of the opinion of all groups so that
weights can be established for each group's utility. This concept of
intergroup weighing makes intuitive sense in a governmental setting
where the various groups realize their relative position with respect to
the political structure which must eventually authorize funding for the
EWARD production.

(2) ECR allows a preference threshold to be incorporated into the ranking
of alternatives step. This thresholding feature affords the DM the
opportunity to not only establish specific preference relations between
alternatives, but also reveal the strengths of these preference relations.
These pairwise preference relations can then be easily displayed on a
digraph.

The ECR algorithm is now described. 'r a set of alternatives
A= (A ..... A.), and group utility functions uif =(u, u2 , u3 ), let wy, be the
weight which group y imposes on the utility of group z. That is, wYZ represents
group z influences. We define the quantity

33
wi .win(0 .A~i (6)

i=11
where "

wi wi /3, c>0, P>0 and Aujk =ui(Aj)-uj(Ak)

For two alternatives Aj, AkeA • A1 is preferred to Ak (Aj>-aAk), at an opinion
level a if and only if A > 0. All possible combinations of alternatives taken two
at a time are categorized with respect to a preference existing'or not (binary
relation). The parameter a indicates the weighing which is given to opposite
preference opinions. It is a way of requiring a level of coincidence (all or a
majority of opinions agree in order to establish a preference relationship) of . ' "
individual group opinions (i.e. if a = 0, no consideration for opposite opinions is
given (no agreement of opinion is required) and the ECR takes the form of a
linear additive SWF ; if a is large, then complete unanimity of opinion is
required to establish preference relations as an opposing preference is heavily
weighed). The parameter P8 is used to indicate the intensity (strong, weak,.
etc.) of the preference relations. This parameter allows the DM to differentiate
the strong from the weak preference relations. It is in effect a threhold which
can be set to allow only preference relations above this value to be recognized.
The parameters cc and P are initially set at large values and the l)airwise
preference relations arc determined. These preference relations are trans- 7
formed into a digraph indicating preferences. If the digraph arrangement of

-------------------------. - -•
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alternatives does not have vertical structure, then the threshold is decreased S
in small steps. This has the effect of establishing the weaker pairwise pre-
ference relations which were previously cancelled due to the large threshold.
Ultimately a vertical digraph is established. If 0 and a vertical digraph is
still not evident, then the coincidence of opinion parameter, a, is decreased and
the algorithm repeated until a vertical or near vertical digraph results. ..Z

The weights shown in Table 10 were elicited from each group to establish
the intergroup comparison of utilities. The ECR algorithm was evaluated
using information from Tables 9 and 10 along with various values of and
to establish the preferences shown in Fig. 7.

Intergroup Weighing Of Utilities

w il w,2 wi,

Group 1 0.38 0.41 0.21 ZwiUf(normalized)

Group 2 0.25 0.50 0.25

Group 3 0.25 0.25 0.50

avere. 0.29 0.39 0.32
(wj -Zv /3

- Wi
1 

is the weight assigned to the utility of Group J by Group i

S- wj is the resulting average weight of Group J

Table 10. Intergroup weighting of utilities.

0 s .095 1.0
O I= 0.0 0 0.0

(a) (b)

"-8 4 a - 15. tz= .2 .

Q\0 0.0 ( D (
2S

6 .1 1.0
o 1.0 B a 0.05
= .01

,() (d)

Figure 7. Group ranking of alternatives using ECR.

3 B
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Figure 7 shows that there are three alternatives which rank consistently
higher than the other alternatives. These alternatives (1, 4 and 8) exhibit
medium or compromise values of attributes of cost and EW performance along
with high aircraft performance. For c (the parameter which weighs opposite
preference opinions heavily) in the range of 0 < c < 0-095 and P = 0 (with a = 0,
the ECR social choice function assumes the form of a linear additive SWF)
alternative 8 dominates (Fig. 9 (a)). As a is increased to larger values, the
alternatives aligned themselves in two groups of a preferred set (1, 4 and 8)
and a dominated set (7) as illustrated in Fig. 7 (b) and 7 (c). As a threshold
value was brought in (P increases from 0), the ranking of Figure 7 (a) started
to decompose until the strengths of all preference relations are overcome and
complete unaniminity would be required to establish a preference relation
(Fig. 7 (d)). When these results were presented to the advisors and DMs in
all groups, there was concensus that alternative 8 was the most desirable and its
specifications would be used as the standard in the RFP.

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to examine the robustness of the final
ranking of alternative systems, and to point out critical areas in this approach
to EWARD.

As a check of the DMs consistency in the MOOT/MAUT process, the utility
based ranking of alternatives was made just prior to aggregating the group
utilities into a joint SCF. The group utility was calculated for all alternatives
not in the NDSS. The combined group utilities for these alternatives were
calculated and compared to those in the NDSS. The resulting rankings showed
that alternatives 2, 3, 5 and 6 are indeed dominated in all groups. This
indicates that the DMs were consistent in the value scoring of alternatives, -

elimination by aspects, and utility elicitation tasks.
The significance of the accuracy of the input data on the ranking of the

alternatives was tested by varying the average values of Table 3. Varying the
values of all the attributes scores by 5% for each alternative, first in a beneficial
and then detrimental direction, did not affect the groups preference ordering
of the top three alternatives. Varying all attribute scores by 5% in a beneficial
direction for the second best alternative, caused this alternative (no. 4) to
become optimal. Changing the life cycle cost attribute weight by 6% caused
a decision switch from alternative 8 to alternative 4. These results should
alert analyst and decision maker to the realization that alternative system
parameter accuracy is important in that alternative 4 is almost as good as
alternative 8. This is particularly significant also when considering that the
data for the policy satisfaction attribute was obtained primarily from subjective
estimates.

Sensitivity to variation in the individual group functions weighting co-
efficients was greater than that due to variation of alternative scores but 5%
changes in weights did not produce any consequential change in rankings.

A check on the effects of the variation of the individual group's stated
minimum acceptable attainment level was accomplished next since these
attainment levels were the basis for an elimination by aspect exercise. It is
noted that because all attainment levels of each individual group had to be
justificd to the other groups, oniy reasonable and fairly conservative

ment levels were suipplied by the groups. While variation by 200, in several
attainment levels (policy satisfaction, threats degraded, etc.) caused variation

o.p,.
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in the membership of alternatives in the NDSS, these affected alternatives
(5 and 7) were marginal and not prominently ranked in the final analysis.

- Lastly, the robustness of the selection of the optimum alternative system
vas examined with respect to the weighing of each other's opinion by the
individual groups. In the ECR group utility aggregation algorithm, the
intergroup opinion weights were varied up to 10% with only minor variation
in the final alternative rankings (alternative system 4 and alternative system 1

* changed places in the rankings). Alternative 8 was still the optimum choice
even with this variation in the intergroup comparison of utilities.

5. Validation, acceptability, and implementation considerations
The DMs and advisors who took part in this exercise expressed satisfaction

in the MOOT/MAUT approach to EWARD. Therefore, this technique was
used in a validation exercise to see how it would have done on an actual system
which is operational now. The data from a recent EW retrofit system was
processed to fit the modelling approach of the combined MOOT/MAUT method
presented in this paper. Four alternative systems were reduced in the three
groups (G-1, G-2, G-3) to a set of non-dominated alternatives from which the
groups selected a 'best' alternative. The alternative which was selected
was a modification of the system which was actually retrofit on the aircraft.
All groups agreed that the system selected by the MOOT/MAUT approach
was superior, and was selected in a more efficient manner compared to the
system which was eventually retrofit. The DMs expressed their opinions for
the discrepancy and these can be summed up in two points:

(1) There was no comprehensive set of criteria, such as in Fig. 2, which
could be used to judge system goodness early in the acquisition life
cycle in the actual retrofit.

(2) There was a lack of communication between pertinent stakeholders in
the actual retrofit which was significantly ameliorated by the suggested
technique. Therefore, it is concluded that this exercise validates the
appropriateness and efficacy of the use of MCDT (specifically the
MOOT/MAUT approach) in the early phases of the DOD Equipment

" -Acquisition Life Cycle.

Twenty-one DMs and advisors from various stakeholder groups took part
in the elicitation part of this effort. Interviews with these participants con-
sisted of fact finding and preference elicitation sessions. The average time
spent with each participant was 2-4 hours, and the maximum time for any
individual was 18 hours. The majority of participants (nineteen) expressed
satisfaction and acceptance of this approach to EWARD, and indicated they
would be in favour of using this technique in future efforts. The majority of
participants gave the opinion that the two main benefits of this approach to
EWARD are:

(1) The final product is an acceptable, cost effective system.
(2) There is a definite savings in time accrued throuth this approach (the

participants estimated that up to one years time (50%) in the Conceptual
Phase could be saved utilizim- this technique) compared to the present
design procedure. f
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As mentioned in §§ 2 and 3, the application of the MOOT/MAUT approach
to EWARD should be in the Conceptual Phase of the Defence Systems
Acquisition Cycle before the PMP is prepared. The application at this point
in the acquisition cycle would allow for a maximum of benefits (determine the
system configuration and get all pertinent groups communicating) without the
need for legislation, or any changes of the current regulations. The current
regulations do not generally specify application of particular techniques, but -

they allow for the application of desirable techniques. The analysts required
could be drawn from the staffs in all three groups (User Commands, Hq.
USAF and/or DOD, and Systems/Logistics Commands), and formed into a
dedicated team for the EWARD (versus working at the retrofit problem in
fragmented groups as they do currently) without the requirement for additional
personnel. This team would ideally be responsible to the DSZRC/SECDEF
to allow the team to operate with the cooperation of all groups but immune
from the influence of any one group.

6. Summary
In this effort, a decision situation involving Electronic Warfare Aircraft

Retrofit Design (EWARD) was modelled and resolved using the combined 4
MOOT/31AUT approach. We began our efforts with an overview of the DOD
Equipment Acquisition Cycle as set down in various regulations and directives.
Several considerations in the electronic warfare community were described
because of difficulties they cause in the acquisition procedure. The primary
stakeholder groups were identified along with their interaction in the equipment
retrofit situation. The decision making procedure was applied to the Con- "i
ceptual Phase of the DOD Equipment Acquisition Cycle where it was intended
to produce two results:

(1) A salient set of design criteria (candidate system descriptors) which
can be used in judging the goodness of a proposed EW alternative design
in the early phases of the EW equipment acquisition.

(2) A decision making procedure for candidate system selection as a basis -

for system selection and the RFP.

The EWARD situation was modelled around attributes adequate for judging
the EW retrofit system and a set of realistically based alternatives for a
retrofit design. These alternatives were supplied with attribute levels and the
associated risk for realization of the alternatives. Using the MCDT approach,
the combined 310OT/MAUT process was used to solve the EWARD situation.
A pre-analysis phase was used to structure the decision situation. The optimi-

" zation step consisted of a multi-dimensional elimination by stochastic domi-
nance exercise since the impacts of implementing the various alternative
systems are provided by the competing contractors. The resulting NDSS was
further reduced in the number of alternative systems when the individual groups
supplied minimum acceptable attainment figures for the attributes as an input
to an elimination by aspects exercise. The MAUT technique of multi-attribute
decision analysis was used to model and rank the alternatives in the NDSS by
developin, a cardinal utility SCF for each group. These group utility finetioms
were amalgamated into an ultimate SCF which produced a final ranking of the
NDSS and identification of alternative 8 as the optimum system configuration.

L ,I
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Group consensus corroborated this alternative selection. A certain amount of - "
iteration was required in all steps of the moOr MAUT process in order to
converge to an acceptable policy choice.

A subsequent sensitivity analysis of the final ranking of the alternatives,
with alternative 8 as the identified optimal configuration, produced the follow-
ing observations : the DMs were consistent with respect to value scoring and
utility function scoring of the attribute as a basis for forming the NDSS and
then ranking the resulting alternatives ; the final ranking of alternatives was
somewhat sensitive to the accuracy of tile alternatives systems impact data,
and the stated minimum acceptable attainment levels of the individual groups
the final ranking was sensitive to the accuracy of the weighting constants in
the individual group utility functions.

A validation exercise was then carried out using data from a recent EW
retrofit system. The groups selected a system using the approach which all
DMs and advisors stated was the superior system of the alternatives available.

We have illustrated the use of a M3CDT approach in the early phases of a
particular equipment acquisition effort. The approach can produce a solution,
based on values and data provided by users, which contains risk/ iIu rtainty
elements. The validation effort demonstrated that such an approach forces
Dis and their advisors to consider the salient attributes early and to commuli-
cate, or at least add opinions and inputs to the situation, with other stake-
holder groups. The technique aids the decision maker in evaluating the most
desirable alternative. The MOOT/MAUT approach involves the I)1s .'n a
fashion that should give the DMs confidence in the results obtained.
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Sensitivity Analysis in Systems for
Planning and Decision Supportt*

by ANDREW P. SAGE

Department of Engineering Science and Systems, University of Virginia,
Charlottesville, VA 22901, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT: This paper surveys contemporary research involving error and sensitivity
analysis approaches useful for the design of aids for planning and decision support. A
Discussed are structural sensitivity considerations as well as the effects of errors, for
both single and multi-attribute cases, in estimation or elicitation of probabilities and
utilities. One of the major uses for sensitivity analysis type results is in bounded
prioritization of alternatives using ordinal information. This use of sensitivity analysis
is discussed and illustrated with examples.

L Introduction

A contemporary effort of much interest is the design of evaluation and
choice making aids for planning and decision support processes. These
adjuvants are sometimes called management information systems, although
we feel that the terms decision support system. or planning and decision .
support system, are more appropriate. A central purpose in use of these
systems is not just presentation of information representing facts and values,
but the aggregation of this information to aid in evaluation and choicemaking.
Research in this area involves many disciplines and perspectives; and thus we
have a large scale systems problem. There are a number of sources of error in
the design of decision analysis algorithms for planning and decision support

U systems. We discuss several of these in this paper, namely: errors in the
structure of the decision situation, errors in the elicitation of probabilities, and
errors in the assessment of single and multiple attribute utility functions.
Decisionmakers sometimes find it very difficult to provide precise (cardinal)
estimates of weights and find it much less stressful to provide ordinal values.
As shown in Section IV, sensitivity results can often then be used to infer S
priorities. We conclude our survey and presentation with a discussion of some
contemporary research needs in this area.

II. Sensitivity to Probability Estimation Errors
In decision analysis problems under risk. it is necessary to obtain an

objective or subjective estimate of the probability that various outcome states .

tThis research was supported, in part. by the Office of Naval Research under
Contract N0014-90-C-0542. Several discussions with Chelsea White. III were especi-
ally helpful and are hereby acknowledged.
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will result from decision alternatives. Once a recommended decision has been
established, it is often useful to determine the magnitude of the changes in the
state probabilities required for the recommended decision to become less
desirable than another decision alternative. This magnitude, coupled with
some knowledge of the quality of the state probability estimates, can be used
to determine how confident we are in the optimality of the recommended
decision.

We consider the three outcome state case first; then we generalize these
results to the n outcome state case. For convenience, we assume that the
probability associated with each outcome state is independent of the action
alternatives. With alternative a' we associate an outcome utility vector -

and we write for the outcome state probability

p r (pIp P31. (2) .

The expected utility of alternative a' is then

EU(a') = pu' ,u1 + p2u4 + p 3ui. (3)

Now suppose that the probabilities, pi, are perturbed. Since we must maintain -

p,+p2+p=l, p'O (4)

we must have

Ap, + AP2 + Ap- 0. (5)

By substituting (4) into (3). we see that the equation for constant expected
utility is that of a straight line

EU(a') = ui + p,("4 - u) + p,(u - u) (4)

in two dimensions. p, and p2. The difference in expected utility for alternative
i and j is some amount A" given by

EU(a') - EUai) p(u - u!) + p(uz - uj) + p3(ul - uI). (7)

As long as A" _2:0 we know that alternative ai is preferred to alternative a."
The relation A" = 0 graphs as a straight line in the p,. p2 plane if we make use

of (4) to eliminate p. Doing this. however, distorts the planes of interest
somewhat. Fortunately. the three dimensional space for Pt. p2. P3 becomes a

plane when we associate the constraint of (4) with this space.
Figure (I) indicates a typical prohability triangle. it is straightforward to

JourA of The Franklin Inilute _ -
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Of interest in this figure is the fact that alternative I dominates alternative 2 in
the utility of each outcome state is greater for alternative I than for alter-
native 2. Further, it is not possible for alternative 4 to be the best alternative
and the optimum decision regions are as shown in Fig. 2.

For more than three outcome states, the graphical approach suggested here
is infeasible. Isaacs (12) and Fishburn et aL (7) describe a general approach
that is applicable to the n dimensional case. This approach allows deter-
mination of that "second best" alternative which could become the best
alternative due to a minimum overall variation in probability.

There are, in general, a variety of possible ways in which probability
estimates can be incomplete. Among these are the following (6, 12):

(1) The decision maker provides an estimate of the p,.
(2) The decision maker provides a probability density function, g(p,), for

the p,.
(3) There exists no information about the pi.
(4) There exists an ordinal measure, or ordering of the pi. For convenience.

and without loss of generality, we may assume that p, a: p2 -. * • p,.
(5) There exists bounded internal measures such that each pi is bounded,

such as a*r - pi <a + e with cr -a 0, L 2- 0.-
(6) There exists a set of inequalities relating the P,, such as

& I k"

(7) Some of the pi are known whereas others are related by inequalities of
the forms given in (4), (5) or (6).

P- . I

•, P: .-.

.' I1

• ... . . ...-.

".. P, 0 P., ." .."."

-.. FIG. 2. Optimum decision regions as a function of probabilities.
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There exists several ways in which the, possibly partial, information
concerning probabilities may be processed to assist in evaluation of the
alternative courses of action. Among these are:

(a) The estimate of the pi, if provided, may be used to obtain the subjective

expected utility of each alternative ai from the relation X piui A sensitivity 0
i-!

analysis similar to that of our Section 3 may be used to determine the
possibility of a decision switch due to probability elicitation errors.

(b) The expected probability of each event outcome may be computed
from fij = f,pg(pi) dpi and the Pj used in place of the pi. Estimates of
subjective expected utility are obtained as in (a) above.

(c) Various dominance relations may be obtained from the ordinal bounds
and bounded interval measures provided by the decision maker.

(d) Various minimum changes for a decision switch may be obtained.
(e) Regions in which various alternatives are best may be determined and

displayed for the decision maker.
Often, various forms of stochastic dominance (27,28) can be used to

eliminate alternatives from consideration even when there exists little or no
information concerning event outcome probabilities. For case 3, in which
there exists no probability information, alternative j will dominate alternative
i if u' - u, with the inequality holding for at least one componentof the utility
vector. In component form this becomes u( >_ u , k = 1,2 .. n. For exam-
ple. we easily see that alternative I dominates alternative 2 for the alter-
natives and utilities illustrated in Table 1. This may be written a' > a2 .

Further. it is often possible to identify an alternative which may not be
dominated but which is inferior to or dominated by a mixed strategy consis-
ting of a mass probability F r =[ F',F2 .... F] on the set of primary

' alternatives a' = (a', a2, ... a']. If the decision maker adopts mixed strategy
F, then alternative a' is elected with probability F'. For the example posed by

- the data Table I we see that 0.5u! +0.5ul> ul, j = 1, 2, 3. Thus alternative 4 is
dominated by the mixed strategy Fr = [0.5, 0, 0.5, 0, 0]. Consequently we may
delete alternative 4 from further consideration for the particular case when
mixed strategies can be considered and when there is no information available
concerning the probabilities of event outcomes. It is dominated by the mixed
strategy of choosing alternative I with probability 0.5 and alternative 3 with
probability 0.5.

In the general case. with no assessment of probabilities, alternative ai is
* .'dominated by a mixed strategy F. assuming the probability vector p is the

same for all alternatives, if

XF'ul2-u! for k 1.2. n. (8)

If there exists an ordinal ranking of probabilities. as in case 4. then we can
easily show that option alternative al is dominated by a mixed strategy if

%n 12. Ne N/4. pp &29l. Seplemher'(ktowr 1IJ
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there exists a mixed strategy F such that

Fj ul uk for j = 1,2,...,m. (9)

Unfortunately there does not appear to be any method that is general and
simple to use to determine appropriate mixed strategies. Often, also, the
appropriateness of mixed strategies must be questioned for many ap-
plications.

For the case where there exists bounded interval measures in the form of _
case 5, then the primary strategy alternative a' dominates alternative a' if

0+ Ja,(u - ul 2t 0 (10)

where 0 is the minimum value of the objective function for the linear - -

programming problem

subject to 0 <xi : ek and

lx,= ! - r. (12)

There appear to be no general formulae for cases 6 and 7 in which there
exists sets of inequalities governing the pi. For any given set of inequalities,
we may write equations involving expected utilities and then equate
coefficients. A paper by Barron (1) provides two detailed examples of com-
putations involving these inequalities. Additional details concerning sen- -- - -

sitivity of decisions to probability estimation errors may be found in
(6,7,23,28,29).

IMI Sensitivity to Variations in Utility-Single Attribute Utility Functions for
Decisions Under Uncertainty

In this section, we examine sensitivity relations to changes in utility- -.

functions. This section will concern the single attribute case. We will extend
the results in this section to the scalar multi-attribute case in the next section.
The vector multi-attribute case is considered in (28). When considering utility
function changes, it is convenient but not at all necessary to consider that the
same output value or utility function is common to all alternatives. We.
therefore, represent different alternatives by different probability density or
mass functions.

For the continuous state case. we consider a utility function u(x) and
alternative a' defined by the associated probability density function f'(x). For
the finite state case we consider a utility function uix,), i = 1.2..... n and
alternatives a' defined by an associated probability mass vector function p'

oJaow"l of The Frnklin Institute
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which has n components, (pj)r = [p'(xi), pj(x2)..... pi(x,)] = [p(, pl..... Pt].
There are a variety of ways in which utility estimates can be stated,

possibly incompletely. Among these are the following:
(1) The decision maker may provide a complete estimate of the value

function v(x) and utility function u(x).
(2) The utility function u(x) or value function may be completely un-

specified.
(3) Only ordinal preferences are specified.
(4) The value function may be specified, but not the risk aversion

coefficient. In this case, the utility function is unspecified.
If the value and utility function are completely specified, the expected

utility of each alternative may be computed and a sensitivity analysis similar
to that of Section IV conducted to determine the potential of a likely decision
switch due to utility and value function elicitation errors. If the value function
is completely unspecified, then the decision maker is inchoate and there is
virtually nothing that can be done to aid the decision maker except through

' procedures that will enhance the value coherence of the decision maker.
Much information concerning alternative option preferences can be obtained

from just an ordinal ranking of preference for outcome states. In the sequel
we will assume that the decision maker can always express an ordinal
preference for the value of event outcomes of the form v(x) - v(x2) <. 
v(x.).

When ordinal preferences among event outcomes can be elicited, and when
U" probabilistic estimates of occurence of these states can be obtained, then

concepts of stochastic dominance can be used to determine bounds on
alternative preferences. And if values but not utilities are specified, then it
will often be possible to specify risk aversion coefficients which bound
alternative preferences. We will illustrate each of these claims by means of a
simple example. Prior to doing this, however, it is desirable to establish some
fundamental concepts concerning stochastic dominance (29).

We say that alternative a' is preferred to alternative at whenever the
expected utility of alternative a' is greater than that for alternative a'. In
symbols, we have if a'> a'

f f,(x)(x) dx > f fx)u(x) dx (13)

where f,(x) is the probability density function for the event outcome, x,
associated with alternative W; and u(x) is the utility of the outcome states.

- ,We wish to provide for a value function v(x) and will restrict this, for
convenience to the interval [0. I. The value function is not necessarily a
monotone function of the outcome states. x. The utility function, however,
should he isotone in v. Thus it is convenient to rewrite (13) as a'> a, if

f'pL.)u(v) dv >--f,(')u(v) dv (14)

Vol Q1.. No It4. pt 265-291. Seplem"erv(Oto10her 1
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where we realize that the utility function is written as ufv(x)] but where we
delete the x symbol for convenience.

Stochastic dominance concepts are based upon the imposition of a series of
increasing constraints upon the form of the utility function u(v). The most
trivial assumption is that utility is a monotone increasing function of increas-
ing value. Thus we require dv(v)ldv u'(v) 0. We now integrate (14) by
parts. Since we have

jf(v)u(v) dv fPi(v)u(v) lo-J P(v)u'(v) dv = I- Pi(v)u'(v) dv -

we obtain for (14)

-P(v)u'(v) d

Without specification of u(v) but with specification that u'(v) z 0. we see that
the inequality of (I5) will be satisfied if and only if

Pj(v) --Pj(v), Vv6[0, lJ. (16)

With the inequality holding for at least one i. This is the requirement for first -

order stochastic dominance. When the inequality of (16) holds we say that a'
dominates a by first order stochastic dominance or a'> aj.

We can rewrite the expression for the probability mass function

P(vk) = fi(v) dv

in terms of discrete state probabilities p,(v,). I 1, 2,..., k as

kP.(v ) = . P,(v,)." "i

If. in addition to requiring monotonicity of the utility function, we also
require risk aversion; then we impose the further requirement that
dzu(v)/dv 2  u"(v) O. We integrate (15) by parts to obtain

u'()(l)- r(v)u"(v)dv <0 0"

where

r(v) I [Pa) - P,(a)l da.

To satisfy this requirement for u'(I)-O and u"(v)sO. we must require

Jourm l of T'e Frankhn Insgmse
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J(v) r 0 in the interval 0 to 1. Our requirement for what is called second order
stochastic dominance becomes, therefore,

f [Pj(a)-P(a)1dasO, Vvel0,11. (17)

For the finite state case we replace (17) with

_ [P(v,)- Pj(v,)][v,,- vJ 0, Vk E[',n] (18)

with the inequality holding for at least one k.
An excellent discussion of stochastic dominance concepts is presented in

the chapter by Fishburn and Vickson in (29).
In the general case we can write the requirement for kth order stochastic

dominance of alternative a' over aj, a' > 2a', as

r&(v)-sO, VvE[O, I] (19) ii

where

hirk(V) f~ a da

r,(v) = P,(v) - P,(v).

Satisfaction of (19) will insure, for increasing k, various inzreasing require-
ments on risk aversion of the form u'(v)a0, u"(v)s 0,... 1)1, u(v)-O.

L A particularly interesting case occurs for k= -. The utility curve for infinite
risk aversion is given by u(v) = 0. v = 0 and u(v) = I. Vv E (0. I]. Generally, it
will be relatively easy to determine requirements for infinite order stochastic
dominance.t Since the strength of the dominance relation increases with
increasing order, we can use this concept to advantage, especially in the
multi-attribute case. Note that we will be able to determine first order
dominance, and infinite order dominance, for many discrete state problems
with only ordinal e.vent outcome preference information. Value preference
bounds may be determined from ordinal preference information from higher
order stochastic domination concepts. This requires the solution of linear
programs, much the same as those of (10) to (12) (27-29).

Mean variance dominance, or expected value dominance, is a concept that
has often been used. especially in capital budgeting efforts. Alternative a'
dominates alternative a, in terms of expectation or mean value domination if

tWe can also compute, with relative ease. the expected utility for the modified
infinite risk aversion case where u(v) = 0. Vv E [0. v, I and u(v) = I. Vv G (v,. I].

- Vc4 )Q.. No. )1
4
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it has a greater expected value such that

J =, v(v) dv a vfj(v) dv=dO. (20)

Alternative a' dominates alternative ai in terms of variance if the variance
associated with alternative i is less than that associated with alternative j, or

oa. vaf(v) dv - a' sj v2fa(v) dv - a o. (21)

When an alternative dominates another alternative in both expectation and
variance, it is said to dominate it in an EV domination sense. Generally,
domination in either expectation or variance is not necessarily meaningful.
And even EV domination is a less valuable concept than the various stochas-
tic dominance concepts. in that one can easily configure problems for which a -
non preferred alternative, that is one either stochastically dominated by
another alternative or with a lower expected utility than another alternative,
may dominate another alternative in an EV domination sense (28). Thus the
EV domination concept must be used with caution.

As an example of sensitivity calculations which use stochastic domination
concepts, we consider the problem posed by Table II.

TABLE 11.
Probability of occurrence of various event outcome states

State
Alternative X1 xx xx4 x9

v(x,) 0 v(x2) - 0.25 v(x3) = 0.5 v(x,) = 0.75 v(x,) 1.0 -

a 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0
a' 0 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
aj  0.15 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.25
a' 0.20 0.80 0 0 0
a 0.50 0 0 0 0.50
a' 0 0 1.0 0 0

Also shown are cardinal values, which are used in some calculations.

For first order stochastic dominance we have, from (16), the first order
stochastic dominance reachability matrix and digraph (21) shown in Fig. 3.
Note that we need only use the ordinal preferences information among state
values to determine this domination relationship.

We must know cardinal values in order to use second and higher order
domination relations, however. Bounds on these values can be utilized, and
we can consider multivariate. multi-attribute outcomes, as discussed in (27).

JawnaJ alTMe Frankim Intmoa,-
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(' o ai 0 ' a' -

W' 10 0 0 0 0
a2.. . 0

0
3  

I 0 I I 0 0 a Q6
4 0 0 0 0 0

as 0 0 0 0 1 0..,

e 0 0 0 1 0 .o

FiG. 3. Reachability matrix and minimum edge digraph for first order stochastic
• domination.

(28) and (29). Unfortunately, this requires resolution of a number of linear
programs and this can be computationally rather unattractive. If we use the
cardinal values specified in Table II, it is a simple matter to use (17) or (18) to
obtain the reachability matrix and minimum edge digraph shown in Fig. 4.
Note that first order stochastic dominance ensures second order stochastic
dominance.t Thus, there is no need to determine dominance for the
dominated relations of Fig. 3. From Fig. 3 we see that the only possible
dominance relations which we need check are

al vsa',a 5,a a-

a2vsa',a.

avs a', a'

a vs a

60a'vs a "
IIa aa'sa

6.  _ a. a
6

0. I 0 0 0 0 0
z 

I I I I 0

I 0 I I I 0

a 0 0 0 1 0 0 4.

a"  0 0 0 0 I 0

' 1 00 l l

FIG. 4. Reachahility matrix and minimum edge digraph for second order stochastic
dominance.

tStochastic dominance of order n guarantees stochastic dominance of order greater
than n.
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From these candidate relations we determine that

a'>.2 a, ala.2 ,  a> 2 al, a'> 2a'

and these are, of course, shown in Fig. 4. -

For infinite order stochastic dominance we easily see, from Table II, that

a 2 - a'> a'>,.a > .a' >..as

and this dominance pattern is illustrated in Fig. 5. This dominance digraph
indicates that the best two alternatives are a' and a'; just as did the second
order stochastic dominance effort. But, infinite order stochastic dominance
results, effectively, in a maximization of the probability that the alternative
selected will result in other than the minimum return. It can be a rather
pessimistic criterion, therefore. It may well turn out that alternative a' is
preferred to alternative a' for a more realistic utility function.

We next examine EV domination and easily establish the results shown in
Fig. 6. From this figure we indeed see that domination based on expectation
only is a poor indicator to use for choicemaking. Although the. EV dominance
digraph shown in Fig. 6 is slightly different from that obtained using the
second order stochastic domination results, it does indicate that the best three
alternatives are a2, aj, a6.

To determine the final choice alternative we might assume a standard -
exponential relationship, expressing constant risk aversion r, to relate utility
and value. Here we will use

u(v) I-e"

The expected utilities for alternatives a2 , a3, a6 are easily determined for .
various r as shown in Fig. 7. There is no way, of course, that a3 can be

0.2 06

a, 02 a a 05 06

12 0 I0 I 0 1 1 0 -. o

aS I 0 I I I I

FIG. 5. Reachability matrix and minimum edge digraph for infinite order stochastic
dominance.
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Mean Variance

a, 0.375 0.7813

a2 0.625 0.7813
as 0.575 0.11938

a' 0.2 0.01

1 0.5 10.25

a' 05 10

(a) Mean and variance values far example

a2

a3  a'
a3  

a'

a3  a'4

a

(b) Domination based an (c) Domination based an
expectation only expectation and variance P

FIG. 6. EV dominance results.

0

0

~%

3 j 4

Ris aversion c.efficient

FIG. 7. Sensitivity effect of risk aversion coefficient in determining best alternatives.
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the preferred alternative since it is dominated by a2 . a' can be either the most
preferred. the second most preferred, or the third most preferred alternative
depending upon the amount of risk aversion. Fig. 7 indicates transition points
where the various optimum decision alternatives change.

IV. Sensitivity in Scalar Multiple Attribute Utility Analysis
Much contemporary emphasis has been placed on the evaluation of alter-

natives using multiple attribute utility theory. The numerical utility that
results from use of multi-attribute utility theory depends upon the structure of
the multiple attribute utility function, the scaling coefficients within this
structure, and the individual single attribute utility functions which are •
aggregated to determine the multiple attribute utility functions.

Fishburn (8,9) has considered approximations of scalar multi-attribute
utility functions in which u(x) is a continuous real valued scalar cardinal
utility function and v(x) is an approximation for u(x). A number of ap-
proximations to u(x) of the general form

k

v(x) = v(X 1. X2, ..... x) = fi(x,)f21(X2) ... f.(X.)

are considered. A distance metric in the form of the uniform norm

D(u, v) = sup (u(x) - v(x)(

is minimized. Among the results of these efforts, the following are especially
- significant:

(1) An additive utility function u(x) can be approximated to arbitrary
closeness by the multiplicative form

v(x)= flvx,)

(2) If u(x) is multiplicative, then there is a lower bound on the distance
between the actual utility and an additive approximation.

One of the interesting conclusions of this effort is that simple additive
approximations may function as well as the more complicated multiplicative S
approximations for cases in which the true utility function, u(x), is neither
multiplicative nor additive.

Much effort has been devoted to parameter sensitivity in deterministic
additive models. Among the useful results obtained from these studies is the
indication that differential weighting of attributes is often not necessary and
that equal weighting may perform essentially as well. We caution that - .
differential weighting is needed, however, if alternatives are of nearly equal
value. Leung (14) provides a survey of much of this work with a number of
references to contemporary literature.

Among the more useful of sensitivity type results that can he established
for multi-attribute decisionmaking under certainty are various types of
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dominance results for the case where attribute scores, in the range 0 to 1, can
be established for each alternative. In the most unspecified case nothing is
known about the n weights for an assumed linear multi-attribute utility
function except that

w.-tO, i= 1,2,... n (22)

wi I(23)

Su' = u(a) - wrui = w, ui(a1) = w~ui. (24)

If it turns out that uf -u Vi, with the inequality holding for at least one i,
then we easily see that alternative j must have, regardless of the weights, a
greater utility, u(ai), than alternative k. We say that a dominates ak. If we
have, for example,

u'= 0.2w, + 0.2w,

u = 0.5w, +0.2w,

u' = 0.3w, + 0.2w,

u' = 0.5w, +Ow, P

we see that a3> a', a'>a', and a2 'a" for any w1 , w, subject to (22)
and (23). Figure 8 illustrates these four utilities and the associated dominance
relations. We see from this figure that there is no dominance of alternative 3
by alternative I; nor is there dominance of alternative 3 by alternative 4. Yet

* we see that there are no values of the weights such that a' is preferred to a' P

1o 06

08 "S04

- .06 .- ,-," .

02 o ole oo*.-'-"- a 03 020J ' " ""
• O " "'a'0 2 a0 02 04 0"

Attribute I

a'
SI 0, 0 S .

0 0 I

"2

( a) Utilities as a function of (b) Damination digraphl (c) Value scores
ottrioule weights

FIG. 8. Preference relations for a simple example.
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and a'. We may establish this fact by noting that the requirements for a' > a', ."-

which is w, a w2, and a3  a', which is w2 a 2w,, are inconsistent.
In the general case where utilities are defined by (24) and the constraints of

(22) and (23) hold, we can show that alternative k will be dominated by a
mixed strategy of the (m - I) remaining alternatives if there is a non zero -

(positive) solution J to the linear programming problem

J.=min d, w1a>0, j=l,2,...,n (25)
I- I
i,'k

,wol, d ->, j=1,2,...,k-l,k+l,...,m (26)

wi(Ot-u)+d>O, j=i,2, k-l,k+l m. (27)

When we compare alternative 3 with a mixed strategy of alternatives I and 4, 5
for the alternatives of Fig. 8, we see that the foregoing relations become

S= min (d? + d,)
wa0
d3-0-

0. 1w, -0.1 wz + dI -0

-0.2w, + 0.1 w + d- 0.

The solution to this linear programming problem is -

d'=0.l-0.2w, V w,: -0.5

d=0.3w, -0.1 V w, -0.33.

We see that there is a non zero J over the entire range of wt, and thus note
again that alternative 3 is dominated by a mixed strategy of alternatives I and
4.

In many cases it will he possible for the decisionmaker to express ordinal
weights. or hounds, on the weights w in the form

w,_2 w.>-. . :Z- 0. (28)

JoWna of Th Fre&I in1Ite
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Suppose also it turns out that

"':' ~~uf = u + e 1-e .. -
-- U1 uk+e,-

5d1 Uk +e 2 -e 1

=u! + E3 - e2 S

S+ E, - ei-1 (29)

= u/ + e. - ,,

where a. - 0 Vi. Then we have for the utility of alternative i

u= j wu = ! w(u + ,- Ej..) (30)

where eo =0. We can write, by changing the summation index, .

WiAi_ - wi+ ie i

J-0

such that (29) becomes, using (24),

-=u + U E,(w, - w,+1) + E.W..

Since we know that e, - 0 and w 2 wi., a> 0, we have established the fact that
if the equalities of (29) hold, we must have a' > a' regardless of the value of

* the weights. Equation (29) is not in the form most suited for actual use and
can easily be rewritten in terms of the cumulative difference inequality

u[- u'., m =1 2,. n (31)
a-a e.1

which is in a form quite suitable for actual use.
For the four alternatives and utilities considered earlier in this section we ...

still have a' > a'. a' > a' and a > a'. We also have a' > a', a'>a', and the
implied transitive preference, a' >- a'as well. In this particular case, specifyingan
ordinal scale for the attribute weights has completely ordered the (dominance)
preference relationship. As indicated in Fig. 9, the imposition of the constraint
w, -> w. simply eliminates the right half of the space in Fig. 8 where w, - 0.5.

Even though alternative k may not he dominated by alternative j. it may or
may not always have a lower utility than the mixed strategy of alternative i or
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020 02 0.4 0.6

0.2 0Utiliy, . 1. 0, W2.

I 0.75 05

I 0.75 0.5-

OR la Utilities a$ a fulcoi of. Cc)ainoi~drae e Value saw" for attributes,
OSItribuI WeghtS for with wZ Wg- 0.5

FIG. 9. Preference relations for a simple example. wi W2.

alternative I.For example in -

us =0.6 wl + 0.4 w,

U= 0.3w + 0.9w,

u" = 0.7 w1 + 0.2w,

we see that alternative 5 is not dominated by a mixture of alternatives 5 and 7 if
wl a- a 2.t However, in order to have a> a' and a' 5> a 7 we must have

0.6 wl + 0.4 w2 a 0.3 wl + 0.9 w2

0.6 w, + 0.4w W2 0.7 w, + 0.2 w2

or

1.67 w,5 wl !s 2wt,

or. since w2 w,-

5/8 !sw, 52/3.

Thus. dominance of a' over a' and a' is not guaranteed except over a small
range of w,. On the other hand if we have

us 0.8 W, + 0. 1 w

tit. w. > w, then alternaitive 6 dominates alternatuive 5 as can be shown.

282 Journal of The Franklin Irnsidule-
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then we will have a' > a' and a' > a' only if

1.67w 2 5. 1.5 w2

and this is inconsistent. Thus alternative 5 cannot be the alternative with the _

highest utility in that the utility of alternative 6 or alternative 8 is always
greater than this. Figure 10 illustrates preference relationships among alter-
native 5, 6. 7 and 8 as obtained here.

For the general case where the attribute weights are ordered as in (28), it
turns out that alternative k will be dominated by a mixed strategy of the

- (m- I) remaining alternatives if there is a non zero solution J to the linear .
programming problem

J min I. d , WI 2t W2 >1 ... 2t W. 2_ :•

i,'k

wi=l, d> , ,2..... l....m (32)

.w il u - u f ) + d -O , j l 2 . . .k i k l . . .m .

There have been a number of sensitivity studies of multi-attribute utility in
the psychological literature (3-5,24,30) and the effect of errors, including Ip
cognitive bias induced errors, upon risk and uncertainty estimation (22). A
major goal of this psychological research is, a theory of errors. This will allow

0 a

• "05 -- b '

- 04-€ I)
03

I I I 1 I-"

0 0 02 0.3 04 05

FIG. 10. Utilities as functions of attribute weights. Note that a mixed strategy of

alternatives 8 and 6 may always be better than alternative 5 or 7.
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determination of the effects of poor structuring of decision situation models
and poor elicitations of values and uncertainties and the aggregation of these
into decision rules. A hoped for achievement of all this research is a theory
that explains and clarifies descriptive and prescriptive approaches to sub-
stantive and procedural judgment and decision processes such as to enable
the design of more efficacious systems for planning and decision support. In
this section we have indicated how sensitivity results can be used to this end,
and how sensitivity analysis can be used to reduce, often considerably, the
needed number of precise weights. This should generally reduce the potential
cognitive stress involved in decision analysis efforts. Some rather general
results concerning partially identified parameters and associated sensitivity
analysis for planning and decision support are given in (28).

V. Sensitivity and the Structure of Decision Situation Models
Sensitivity analysis results can be used to guide the structuring of decision

situations. This has been the thrust of recent efforts by Leal et al. (13, 16);
Merkhoffer et al. (15); and Rajala and Sage (17-20). Of interest also is the
related work of Chen and Jarboe (2); Haruna and Komoda (10); and Howard
et al. (11).

Use of sensitivity measures to guide the structuring of decision trees, and
related structures such as fault trees, requires the availability of preference or
utility measurements for event outcomes and uncertainty measures over -

events. There are four concepts of value in structuring decision trees using
sensitivity concepts:
(1) sensitivity differential of a node,
(2) relative sensitivity differential of a node,
(3) expected value of resolving residual uncertainty and
(4) decision sensitivity to outcome variable uncertainty resolution.
The sensitivity differential of a node, A. is the change that must occur in the

value of that node in order to cause a change in the currently best initial
decision. In Fig. II for example, a decrease in the value.t or utility, v(x, d) at
node B of more than 0.95 units will cause the best initial decision to switch
from a' to a'. It would require a decrease of -0.125 units in the value at node
E, for example, for this to happen. A recursive relation

SI), node i is an event node

A(i) Pi

IA(i - 1) + v._,(x) - v(x), node i is a decision node

may be determined (13). Here A(i) is the sensitivity differential associated
with node i and A(i - I) is the sensitivity differential of the preceeding node.
v,(x) and v,_,(x) refer to the expected values at nodes i and i - I.

tWe use the value symbol for convenience. All of the discussion in this section applies to
utilities as well as to values.
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A, -0.125 "." I1.

040
v-0,55

A-005 re0 vZ" -0.5

A- '0.167

H A-0.75
•5 ." 4o v-0.

C A%-0.375

A0 375

o 4 -:O00
A ,0.125

,0052 v - 0 5

6-025

04 0  :
01o 25• -... -.

FIG. II. Decision tree with expected (rollback) values and sensitivity differentials.

The relative sensitivity differential of node i is given by

si)= r(i) ? ":

si) A(i) p..

where crj(i) is the anticipated change in the value at node i which may result
from further refinement. Unfortunately there is no general way to determine
o (i) except by elicitations from the decision maker. It is reasonable that o-(i)
is monotone increasing with increases in v,(x) since greater inaccuracies
typically are associated with larger values. S

The expected value of resolving residual uncertainty (EVRRU) may be
easily computed (15). We assume that, in Fig. 12, the current best decision is
[a' ., a'). The following results are obtained: .-.... :

(I) The EVRRU is zero if we consider a node. such as node I. in which the
node is along a path leading from the current best initial decision, a' , but not
the best current decision [a'. a').

(2) The EVRRU is zero if we consider a node such as nodc 2. in which the
node is along a path leading from the current best initial decision, a', but
where

pIi(x. a', a') - Ox, a'. a)1 L(x. a') - "x. a-).
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IP

2 S(t

05,

3 O
5

(z)

Fla. 12. Prototypical decision tree for computation of the expected value of resolving.

residual uncertainty.

(3) For case 2. the EVRRU is given by .,--

EVRRU p pfl[v2 (x) + A -m*2l

where

f prob [V* 2(X) :5 V2(X) + A

- Efv*z(x)Iv*z(x) s v(x) + A]

if the inequality in case 2 is reversed.
(4) Iftwe consider node 3 which is not along the path leading from the best

initial decision, then we have

EVRRU -p~p,,g[v(x)+4 m*]

where

g -prob Iv *'x) v'(x) + A]

-* Efv*k(x)iv*)(x) > v(x) +A].

Rajala and Sage (18) have developed a 9-step tree expansion structuring
procedure based upon these sensitivity relations. Steps in this procedure are:

(1) Identify the initial decision alternatives and represent them by branches
emanating from the first decision node.

(2) Identify state variables of importance in determining the value of each
alternative.

(3) Elicit a value or utility function.
(4) Encode provisional probability distributions on each state variable for

each alternative course of action.
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(5) Using the value model compute probability distributions, f and g, on the
rollback value at the terminal nodes and each interior node using the state
variable distributions.

(6) Determine the next appropriate node for expansion. Either the EVRRU
and/or the relative sensitivity, s,(i), is appropriate as an aid in this deter- 0
mination. If either, or both, of these are below some threshold
for all remaining modes we stop expansion of the tree. Otherwise we go to Step 7.

(7) The sensitivity of the current best initial decision to uncertainty resolu-
tion in each state variable is determined. Multi-attribute utility functions are
especially appropriate to aid in this task.

(8) We verify that the best course of action may be affected by incorporat-
ing factors determined in Steps 6 and 7 into the decision model. Often this can
be accomplished by determining whether the event probability required for a
decision switch converges to an amount less than or equal to the amount
elicited from the decisionmaker. If it does we go to Step 9. If it does not we
return to Step 7 and repeat this step until we are convinced that no switch in
the decision is feasible.

(9) Incorporate relevant features in the decision tree to obtain a new and
improved representation of the decision situation. We return to Step 4 and
continue the process until the EVRUU and/or s,(i) are sufficiently low at all
remaining nodes such that we conclude that no further improvement in the
decision situation structural model is feasible. _

We shall limit our discussion concerning the value of information measures .0
to a primary decision situation that involves only a single decision d whose
uncertain outcomes are represented by the discrete state variables
(x,, ., ). The uncertainty on this state vector x is encoded in the dis-
tribution f(x) and the value of the outcome is measured by the value model
v(x. d).

The purpose behind considering the possibility of acquiring additional -0
* information, given this complete model of the primary decision situation, is to

determine the worth of eliminating remaining uncertainty on the state vari-
ables. An important quantity which establishes an upper bound to the amount
that the decisionmaker should pay to eliminate all uncertainty on a state
vector is the value of perfect information.

If a clairvoyant, an individual capable of indicating the exact outcome of an
uncertain quantity, were to report to the decisionmaker that a particular state
vector x' would occur, then the decisionmakers could select the appropriate
course of action d, that gives the maximum value, denoted by v(x'. d,).
However, since the decisionmaker does not know what x' the clairvoyant
would report, the value that would be realized from a particular outcome must
be weighted by the probability that the outcome will be reported. The
probability that is assigned is just prior probability, /(x'). To the
decisionmaker. the expected value of the decision situation with perfect
information is

• . .4
a E[ v C. d.) I f f(x')v (x'. d,,). 1:
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The well known expected value of perfect information, EVPI, which is a
measure of the upper bound the decisionmaker should be willing to pay to
resolve all uncertainty on a state vector x, is the difference between the
quantity determined in the equation above and the expected value of the
optimal course of action based only on information encoded from the
decisionmaker's prior knowledge and experience, that is

EVPI -E[v(x, d,)] - max E[v(x, d)]
d

= f f(x')v(xk, d.) -max , f(xI)v(xk, d).

The magnitude of EVPI can assist the analyst in determining the level of
effort to be directed toward identifying and organizing information gathering
decisions into the decision model. A lower magnitude of EVPI generally - ,
warrants a lower level of structuring activity. These methods provide a basis
which allows the analyst to prompt the decisionmaker into identifying in-
formation gathering alternatives, with EVPI providing additional incentive to
the decisionmaker. The expected value of information from these methods is,
of course, bounded above by EVPI, assuming no structural modelling errors.

The information z obtained about the state vector x from an information -

gathering alternative causes the decisionmaker's experience and knowledge to
change, and its effect may be completely accounted for by a revision in the
probability distribution on x. The revised distribution on x is determined from
Bayes' rule

I(xlz) = f(zlx)f(x)
f(z)

where the probability functions are appropriately defined. The expected value
of information, EVI, is the difference between the optimal course of action
with additional information and the optimal course of action without ad-
ditional information. It is computed as

EVI EImax El v~x, d(z, c4)11] - max E[v(x, d))

[max 5, f(xlz)vtx, d(z, ,)] f(z) - max f(x)v(x, d)
A•. Iz I

where d(z. c.) indicates the primary decision d is based on information z
obtained at cost c:. If EVI is positive, then the expected value of the decision
situation will increase when the secondary decision to gather additional
information is made. If EVI is negative, the expected value will decrease.
reflecting that information costs more than it is worth. If c. = 0, then EVI
cannot be negative since it is never harmful mathematically to obtain
additional information.
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Rajala and Sage (17-20) present several examples of these procedures.
These approaches are especially capable for use as structuring tools to
determine parsimonious decision trees which are reflective of the decision-
maker's perception of the decision situation. Also, the approach provides a
general method to use in "pruning" already structured trees. Of particular
interest, in this connection, would be the ability to deal with multi parametric
sensitivity issues (25).

VI. Conclusions
This paper has presented a discussion of contemporary efforts involving = "

error and sensitivity analysis of decision analysis algorithms for evaluation
and choicemaking associated with planning and decision support. We have
examined sensitivity to probability estimation errors, sensitivity to utility
elicitation errors, sensitivity to variations in the structure and parameters of
multi-attribute utility functions, and sensitivity to variations in the structure
as well as the probability and utility parameters. This structural sensitivity to
expansion of the decision tree is especially useful in that it provides an aid in
the determination of parsimonious models of decision situations.

Our recent research has also concerned a mixed scanning based planning
and decision support system which involves a vector multiple attribute utility
function (26.27). In this approach, which is believed behaviorally relevant, we
intentionally avoid elicitation of all possible parameters and only elicit those --
which can be shown to be most beneficial in increasing the domination pattern
among alternatives. Sensitivity results of the type obtained in this paper have
been found useful in guiding the partial aggregation of values. This results in a
planning and decision support system in which the parameter weight eli-
cit-ation procedure is guided by an interaction process involving the judgement
an.' desires of the decision maker and suggestions concerning the efficiency of -

I value aggregation that are determined by sensitivity analysis approaches. -..
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SECOND ORDER STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE FOR MULTIPLE CRITERIA EVALUATION AND DECISION SUPPORT 0

Chelsea C. White, III and Andrew P. Sage

Department of Engineering Science and Systems 0 ,
University of Virginia

Charlottesville, VA

ABSTRACT I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we examine a single-stage, multi- Many well-known approaches for multiobjec-
objective decisionmaking problem under uncer- tive, single-stage decision aiding under uncer-
tainty. The decisionmaker can select any one of a tainty 11-3] have, in part, the following tasks
finite number of alternatives that are assumed to associated with them:
have been identified. After any alternative is
chosen, one of a finite number of outcomes will 1) Determine the utility function of the
result. With each outcome is associated a number decisionmaker (DM).
of criteria or attributes. Cardinal preference

relations across the set of possible outcomes have 2) Calculate the (subjective) expected -
been elicited from the decisionmaker for each utility for each alternative. (We
attribute criteria. No attempt to tradeoff cri- assume throughout that the outcome
teria is necessarily assumed. The probabilistic probabilities as a function of alter-

, relationship between each alternative and each native are given. These may be objec-
outcome is presumed to be known. The decision- tive or subjective probabilities which
maker is risk averse. Our objective is to deter- obey the sum to one property that have
mine the smallest subset of alternatives that is been elicited from the DM or otherwise
guaranteed to contain the most preferred alterna- determined).
tive on the basis of this assumption. The achieve-
ment of this objective enhances evaluation prior- 3) Select the alternative having the larg-
itization and decisionmaking since alternative est (subjective) expected utility.
selection is generally easier if made from a

(. subset of the alternative set rather than from the A potential difficulty with implementing this
entire alternative set. approach in practice is that complete utility

function assessment may be a stressful task that p -

UWe present an approach which achieves this requires a substantial amount of time and effort.
- objective and which has computational times amen- Additionally, utility assessment can require

able to interactive decision aiding. We make use cognitive perspectives not within the previous
of a result, due to Fishburn and Vickson, which experience of the DM, and this can be a source of
states that the feasibility of a certain collec- frustration which may well lead to results of .. .
tion of linear equalities and inequalities repre- lower quality than potentially achievable. A
sents a necessary and sufficient condition for one potentially useful tactic for reducing these
alternative to be weakly preferred to another with difficulties is to use a less than complete de- S
respect to the second order stochastic dominance scription of a multiple attribute utility func-
(SSD) relation. The approach presented here uses tion; one which infers the maximum amount possible
transitivity and upper and lower bounds on this from ordinal preference information. The various
relation in order to reduce the number of con- stochastic dominance procedures (4-61 provide a
comitant linear programs necessary for solution, useful approach towards achieving this goal.
The lower bound is provided by the first order
stochastic dominance relation; the upper bound is Less than a complete description of the
g liven by a relation that is equivalent to the utility function, however, almost invariably ]

second order stochastic dominance relation when produces less than a total ordering on the al-
certain independence conditions hold. An example ternative set, and a weaker, partial ordering on
illustrates results of using this approach. the alternative set usually cannot identify the

most preferred alternative. A partial order can,
however, identify the nondominated set, a set of
alternatives that is guaranteed, under mild condi-

*This research has been supported by ONR Contract tions, to contain the most preferred alternative.
N0014-80-C-0542. The identification of the noudominated set is

often quite adequate for decision aiding 171. The

%
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number of alternatives in the nondominated set is is (weakly) preferred to outcome m with respect to
dependent on the amount of partial preference objective a if and only if vm > vm

.

information known [8,91. When a scalar utility n . Let V =
function representing a complete multiattribute m=l, ... , M), the set of all value score vectors, "
assessment has been identified, there is but one m m m
alternative in the nondominated set. hV 1 ' V T r m

cardinal preference information across alterna-
The apparent fact that the nondominated set tives for each attribute can be relaxed and or-

is often a sufficiently informative aid for eval- dinal measurement scales, such as the ratio scale
uation, prioritization and decisionmaking has used by Saaty [10, pp. 53-641, used instead. This
motivated the development of a decision aiding simplifies the elicitation task and does not
procedure that allows the mix and specificity of introduce a significant possibility for error, in -

tasks associated with utility of value function most instances. Sensitivity analysis techniques
identification to be adaptively determined by the [6] could be used, in any specific case, to de-
DM 18,91. Adaptive determination of this mix termine possible error effects of ordinal measure-
requires that the time necessary to determine the ment scales.
impact of initial or additional preference infor-
mation on alternative order specificity be small, The probability that outcome m will result if
due to the substantial constraints that are often alternative nP is selected is nP(vm). This model -

placed on the available time of most DM's such of the decision situation in which the outcome
that the procedure is potentially interactive. in states are the same and have the same values for
One of the decision aiding procedures presented in all alternatives is convenient here, but not at
(9] is based on second order stochastic dominance all necessary. We could also model the decision
(SSD) and hence on only cardinal preference infor- situation as one in which the probability of a
mation across outcomes for each attribute, very given outcome is the same for all alternatives and
incomplete knowledge concerning tradeoff weights where the utility or value of the outcome state .
among noncommensurate attributes, and the often differs across alternatives. Alternately we could -,

behaviorally relevant assumption that the DM is model the decision situation as one in which both
risk averse. A straightforward implementation of the probability of a given outcome and the value
this SSD-based decision aiding procedure requires of the outcome are functions of alternatives Al '
the formulation and solution of P(P-l) linear ofrte outcoe a so atoer ate All
programs for a problem having P alternatives. Ourmatemati-progamsfora poble haingP aterntivs. ur ally equivalent. The one we use is, we believe,
current computational experience indicates that u i e e
such an implementation almost invariably requires more compelling behaviorally and mathematically.

computation times that are unacceptably large, We assume that there exists a presumably
even for small problems, for interactive decision unassessed utility function u: V " R which re-

aiding. The intent of this paper is to propose a flects the Dl's preferences in that outcome m' is
set of procedures that may significantly reduce (weakly) preferred to outcome m with all objec-
the computational time and effort necessary to M.
order the alternative set using SSD, thus en- tives under consideration if and only if u(v ). .
hancing the potential of the SSD-based approach as u(vm). Alternatives are compared on the basis of
an interactive decision aiding procedure. (subjective) expected utility: alternative n' is

(weakly) preferred to alternative n if and only if
This paper is organized as follows. The E(un)>Eu ) hr

problem is formulated and preliminary results and u, n) > E(u, n), where
definitions are given in Section II. In Section E(u, n) = I u(v)n(v).
III, we state and investigate conditions that may vtV
often reduce the time required by the approach
taken in [91 to order the alternative set using We make only the following three assumptions
SSD. Conclusions are presented in the final about the DM:
section.

1) The DM prefers outcome m' to outcome m
when only objective n is considered.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION &ND PRELIMINARIES Let this statement be true for all

We assume that the DM can select for imple- n = I, .. , N. Then, the DI prefersoutcome m' to outcome m when considering
mentation any one of P predetermined alternatives all objectives simultaneously (consis- .

al becieesmlanosy.cni
P

from the alternative set f1 = (n, .. , n 1. After tency of ordinal preferences).
an alternative is implemented, any one of M possi-
ble outcomes will occur. There are N objectives 2) The DM prefers the expected consequence

vm be the predetermined of a lottery to that lottery (risk
under consideration. Let aversion).

th n
value score of the m toutcome with respect to the
th m3) The DM can express cardinal value pref-

n objective. The real number v is isotone
n erences across outcome states for each

(monotonically nondecreasing) in preference with attribute. As previously noted, this 4
th 0asmto a erlxd

respect to the n objective; that is, outcome m' assumption ran be relaxed.
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These three assumptions imply that the DN's scalar A brute-force application of Theorem I for
utility function is isotone and concave, respec- determining P2 requires the formulation and solu-
tively, and thus is a member of the set U2 = {u: tion of P(P-I) linear programs, each having up to
u is isotone and concave). The objective is to M(M + N + 2) decision variables, 2N of which are
provide the DM with a set of alternatives which is artificial variables, and up to M(N + 2) side
guaranteed to contain the most preferred alterna- constraints. Considerable experience with the
tive under the assumption that all that is known process of formulating and solving these linear
about the DM's scalar utility function is that it programs indicates that they may often require
is a member of U2. computer time that is unacceptably large for

interactive decision aiding, even with relatively "
We say that alternative n' is (weakly) pre- small problems and a relatively fast computer. 0

ferred to alternative n with respect to SSD, i.e. For example, an P=6, N=5, and N=4 problem required
n'R2n, if and only if E(u, ') > E(u, n) for all roughly 1.5 minutes of CPU time on a CDC-6400.
u F U2 . Thus, if the DM is consistent and risk Our computations were done interactively in a time
averse, it' R2 n implies that n' can be expected to sharing mode. Turn around time can was experi-
be at least as good an alternative choice as it. enced to be between 5 and 15 minutes, depending on
It is well-known [8] that the most preferred the system load, for the problem. This length of
alternative is a member of the nondominated set time seems excessive for interactive decision
(n c 11: there does not exist a n' e 1I such that aiding even when using a rather fast computer.
n'R 2 and not it R2 W. Determining the nondom- The motivation to use microprocessors in planning
inated set of f1 with respect to R2, or ,nore gen- and decision support is strong; consequently there
erally determining the set P2 9H x n, where (7', is much motivation to seek an approach to deter-
n) E P2 if and only if n' R2 n, helps to restrict mining nondominated sets that are associated with
the search for the most preferred alternative, reduced computational complexity. In the next
thus presumably aiding decisionmaking. (Note that section, we present bounds on SSD and associated
It is nondominated if there is no n' c fl such that theory and techniques that yield a strong second
(It', In)& P2 and (n, n')A P2 ; thus, knowledge of P2  order dominance result which will reduce, some-
can be used to determine the nondominated set of fl times substantially, the computational burden
with respect to R2.) associated with standard approaches to calculating

SSD relations.
The following necessary and sufficient condi-

tions are a slightly generalized version of a
result presented in Fishburn and Vickson [5], and III. MAIN RESULTS _
suggest an approach for determining P2 : In the previous section, a procedure for "

THEOREM 1: n' R2 n if and only if there exists a determining P2 was suggested that involved a
feasible solution to the set of linear equalities straightforward application of Theorem 1. In this

* and inequalities: section, we present several results that will
typically reduce, sometimes substantially, the

" (i) d.. > 0 for all i, j = 1 •, N computational times associated with this pro-
cedure. These results are presented and proved

i following three preliminary definitions.
(i) I d.. = I for all i 1, ..

j=l 1J 1. The alternative n' is said to be (weak-
i ly) preferred to i with respect to first order

such that n'(v ) j 0 stochastic dominance (FSD), nR I 1i, if and only if
E(u, n') > E(u, n) for all ucU1 = {u: u is iso-

H tone).ii) n(v
J ) 

= Y n'(vl)di j
i=l 2. The alternative n' is said to be (weak- ]

ly) preferred to n with respect to strong-SSD

for all j = 1, ..., N (SSD), i.e. n'R 2 n, if and only if, for each n =
N1, ..., N, there exists a feasible solution to the
1 vi set of linear equalities and inequalities (i),(ivid vJ n- n (ii), (iii), and

N

for all i = 1,. , N such that (iv) -d.. < v
1

i.'(v) 0 and all n = I.,N. for all i = I_. N such that
"J n. Wv

) 
s 0 """"

A probabilistic interpretation of {d, . is given "t""(v")...0
1J

by Fishburn and Vickson, 151 in terms of a prefer- 3. An arbitrary relation Rb on n is said to
ence separation between it and it'. Thus the dij be stronger than (more precisely, at least as

represent domination strength between alternatives strong as) an arbitrary relation R on n, i.e. R a
on the various value dimensions. a a
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QRb, if and only if n'R at implies n' Rb n, for We now present an example illustrating the
any pair n', n e n. above procedure.

We remark that n'R 2 n is equivalent to N EXAMPLE: Consider Example 3 in [8]. In that
separate checks for univariate SSD, for which example problem, there were six available alter-
there exists a computationally simple procedure natives, five possible outcomes, and fiur objec-
15, Section 2.141. We also note that under cer- tives under consideration prior to the objective ."

tain independence conditions, presented in Theorem aggregation procedure, i.e. P=6, M=5, and N=4.
2.11 of 15), that R2 = R2 , or R2 S R2 and R2 9 R2 - Table I presents the assumed data.
We now present our main result, the proof of which
is in the Appendix. Table 1. Data for the Example -

THEOREM 2: R1 , R2 , and R2 are transitive, and R1  Outcome Number
Q R2 r R 2 •

m-l m=2 ma3 m=4 m=5

The impact of this result is due to the fact
that it can be used to reduce, often drastically, n=l 10 5 5 0 5
the number of linear programs that require solu- -

tion in order to construct the set P2. Transi- Objective n72 10 0 0 0 0
tivity implies that it is not necessary to check Number
whether or not n" R n, if n" R n' and n' R n, for n=3 3 3 10 0 3
arbitrary transitive relation R. The relation R-
QR 2  R2 implies that, once P1 and P2 are known n=4 5 5 5 0 10
where we define P1 and P2 similarly to P2 , the
only pairs that require the linear program check (a) Value Scores for Each Outcome and Objective
in order to complete determination of P2 are those
pairs in P2 which are not in P1 and which have not
already been added to P2 by the above transitivity Outcome Number
argument. Theorem 2, therefore, suggests the
following four step procedure for determining P2 : m=l m=2 m=3 m=4 m=5

(I) Determine P1 . Relatively simple com- p=l 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0
putational procedures for determining P1
are presented in [9]. p=2 0.7 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.0

(2) Determine P2. Relatively simple com- p=3 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.2
putational procedures for determining P2
are suggested in 15). The algorithms of p=4 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.5
Theorem I may also be used for this
purpose but are more complex than need- p=5 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.7
ed.

p6 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.8

(3) Evaluate all pairs in P 1 which are 
not

in P2 , using Theorem 1. (b) Outcome Probabilities for Each Alternative

(4) Construct P2 by adding the appropriate Results in [81 indicate that P1 = [(4,3)). Calcu-
pairs from Step 3 to P1. lations based on procedures suggested in Section

2.14 of 151 or our Theorem I show that P2 
= 

((1,3),
The above procedure prompts three comments. (2,3), (4,3)1. Thus, it is only necessary to

First, the transitivity of all relations can be check the pairs (1,3) and (2,3) in order to deter-
useful in reducing the number of linear program mine P2. Solution of the two associated linear
formulations and solutions, a fact not explicitly programs indicates that (1,3) C P2 and (2,3) 4 P2 , ". . .
mentioned above. Second, it is inconsequential, and hence P2 = PI (1,3) = J(1,3), (4,3)). Note
in terms of substantive results, whether Step I is that P2 # P2. This result is in agreement with a

performed prior to Step 2. Whichever of the first result found in [91, which was determined from the
two steps is performed first can, however, impact formulation and solution of P(P-1) = 6(6-1) = 30
on the time required to perform the second step. linear programs. -
This impact is due to the facts that if (n', n) E
PI, then (W', n) E P2 and if (n', n) 9 P2 , then The first three objectives were linearly
(n', n) t P1 , since P1( P2. It should be possible aggregated in Example 3 (8 with weights 0.1, 0.1,
to construct an algorithm to determine an approach and 0.8, respectively. As a result, P1 

=
(1,2),

which yields maximum transitive inference. But (4,3), (6,5)1. Calculations show that P2 = 1(1,2),
this algorithm might well require greater execu- (1,3), (2,3), (4,3), (6,5), (6,3), (5,3)1 where it
tion time than it would save. Third, in checking is noted that (1,3) and (6,3) are members of P2 by
for stronR-SSD, it is necessary to examiiie only transitivity. Thus, the only pairs that actually
down to the first objective that fails to satisfy require examination by the procedure suggested in
the unlivariate SSD criterion (if one exists). Theorem I are: (1,3), (2,3), (6,3), (5,3). We

=.. . . . . .. . .
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observe that if (2,3)e P2 and (5,3) C P2 , then it [41 Whitmore, G. A., and Findlay, M. C. (eds.),

is not necessary to check if (1,3) S P2 and (6,3) Stochastic Dominance: An Approach to De-

C P2, respectively, because of the transitivity of cision Making Under Risk, Heath, Lexington, -

P2. Solution of the associated linear programs Massa-husetts, 1978. 0
show that (1,3) and (6,3) are members of P2. We

have therefore determined that P2 = P2 by formu- [51 F '%burn, P. C. and Vickson, R. G., "Theo-
retical Foundations of Stochastic Dominance,"

lating and solving only two linear programs. This Chapter 2 in [41, 1978.
result is in agreement with a result found in [91,
which again was determined from the formulation [6] Sage, A. P., "Sensitivity Analysis in Systems
and solution of 30 linear programs. for Planning and Decision Support," Journal

of the Franklin Institute, 1981. 0

IV. CONCLUSIONS [71 White, C. C., Wilson, E. C., and Weaver, A.
C., "Decision Aid Development for Use in

This paper has investigated procedures for Ambulatory Health Care Settings," Operations

making SSD a viable concept for interactive de-

cision aiding. Our primary contribution toward Research, to be published pending revision.

achieving this objective has been the identifi- [81 White, C. C. and Sage, A. P., "A Multiple
cation of a partial order that acts as an upper Objective Optimization-Based Approach to
bound on the SSD partial order. Our present level cieii z ation-sed tepproach to

of experience indicates that this upper bound, the Cieaki, IEEE Ta. on5ys2m, 1a.

FSD partial order lower bound, the transitivity of and Cybernetics, SMC-IO, pp. 315-326, 1980a.

all three partial orders, and necessary and suffi- [9] White, C. C. and Sage, A. P., "Multiple
cient conditions due to Fishburn and Vickson [51
can often be used to obtain a significant reduc- Objective Evaluation and Choicemaking Under

tionin he omptatona demndsassciaed ithRisk with Partial Preference Information,"
tion in the computational demands associated with Technical Report 81-2, Department of En-
a straightforward application of our Theorem I in gineering Science and Systems, University of.
determining P2 . Virginia, 1980.

The four step procedure for determining P2  [10] Saaty, T. L., The Analytic Hierarchy Process,

proposed here, however, may not always reduce McGraw-Hill Book Co. 1980.
computational time. Although straightforward B C 1

application of Theorem I requires formulating and
computing at least as many linear programs as APPENDIX: Proof of Theorem 2. p
required by the four step procedure3 it does not
require the determination of P, P2 or transi- It is shown in [51 that R1 and R2 are transi-

tivity checks. If P1 
=  

and P2 
= 

n x I, it is tive and that R, 9 R2 . A simple argument, based
clear that an application of Theorem I that allows te a that the imple arent bsd

on the fact that the univariate SSD relation is
for transitivity checks will be computationally transitive, proves that R2  is transitive. In

.*.I  quicker and therefore superior to the four step order to prove R2 C R2 , define D as the set of

procedure. We have found, however, that the
number of pairs in P2 which are not in P2 have all {d ij) such that (i), (ii), and (iii) hold and

usually been a small fraction of P(P-1) and that D as the set of all (dij} such that (iv)' holds.

the time necessary to calculate P1 and P2 has n "'

typically been significantly smaller than the time Note that:
necessary to formulate and calculate the addi-
tional linear programs. Considerable computa- (a) n'R2 n if and only if
tional experience to date indicates the merits of

both approaches for calculating P2. FN D
1

DO U n D n]
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Behavioral and Organizational Considerations
in the Design of Information Systems

and Processes for Planning
and Decision Support

ANDREW P. SAGE, FELLOW, IEEE

Abstract-Determinants of performance of systems and processes for futuristic efforts which involve the entire systems engineering
planning and decision support are discussed. Tis paper is directed at process [301]-[305], [3071, [308] and can, therefore, be described
people who design such systems and processes, who use such systems and by any of a number of frameworks for systems engineering such
processes, and who manage organizations in which these may be used. The as the three-or the seven-step framework which involves:
literature cited is associated with several areas including psychology, 1) Formulation of the issue.
organizational behavior and design, information science, management sci-
ence, computer science, and related disciplines. Performance determinants a) problem definition (determination of needs, constraints,

and design requirements for systems and processes for planning and alterables)

decision support are especially stressed. A number of areas where addi- b) value system design (determination of objectives and

tional research appears needed are mentioned, and some recommendations objectives measures)

and interpretations are given concerning both contemporary efforts and c) system synthesis (identification of possible decisions or

needed future efforts, action alternatives and measures of the accomplishment
of these);

2) Analysis of the issue.
1. INTRODUCTION 2d) systems analysis and modeling (determination of the

T HAT there is much interest in planning and decisionmaking structure of the decision situation, the impacts of identi-
I efforts to determine effective public and private sector poli- fied decisions or action alternatives and the sensitivity of

cies is made evident by the number of recent texts and case these to possible change in conditions)
studies devoted to these topics [2], [41, [131, [18], [20], [211, [44], e) optimization or refinement of alternatives (adjustment of
[45], [48]. [51], [80]. [84]-[86. [89], [104], [105], [108], [134], [135], parameters or activities such that each identified decision
[139], [1411. [150] [178], [179], [198], [212]. [219]-[222], [237], is the best possible in accordance with the value system);
[2431. (283], [293]. [3181-[320]. [3341. [359]. [361], [3631, [377], 3) Interpretation of the issue
[394], [397[, (398]. (400], [412]. These in part, concern the numer- f) evaluation and decisionmaking (each possible decision
ous complexities associated with practical implementation of the alternative is evaluated, prioritized. and one or more

K results of systemic efforts for planning and decision support. alternatives are selected for implementation action)
Advances in digital computer technology coupled with advances g) planning for action (commitment of resources are made
in systems science, systems methodology and design, and systems and implementation is accomplished).
management suggest extension of the information analysis and Janis and Mann [177] have identified a four-stage model of the
display capability provided by management information systems decisionmaking process. Fig. I presents a slightly modified ver-
to include interpretation and aggregation of information and sion of this decision process model. We note that it contains the
values such as to result in decision support systems (DSS) or same essential steps involved in the systems engineering process.
planning and decision support systems. There is a growing litera- Of particular interest are the questions asked at each step of the

* ture in this area [5]. [36], [39]-141], [76], [86]. [110], [133], [138], process. We will elaborate upon this model and other models of
[2241. (2261. [227], [239]. [240], [2581, [309], [350], [356], [366] and the decisionmaking process in our efforts to follow.

" this indicates much contemporary interest and activity. Comprehensive efforts involving decisionmaking will be com-
There are a number of requirements for design success with plex because of the many disciplines and areas involved as well as

respect to systems for planning and dec sion support. These because of the subject matter itself. Probably the formal study of
involve a considerable number of disciplin s. The result of not decisionmaking first began with the rational economic man con-
making appropriate use of pertinent contribu ions from a number cepts of the 18th century mathematicians Cramer and Bernoulli
of disciplines in the design of systems for planning and decision who explained the St. Petersburg paradox. Since then there have

rsuport is likely to be a system or process that is deficient in one been many workers from a large number of disciplines who have
or more important ways. The purpose of this effort is to discuss, been concerned with various types of decisionmaking studies and

e .from a systems engnesing perspective, some of the many re- the provision of assistance to enhance the understanding of
quirements for design success in this area. rationale for plans and decisions as well as improvements in the

It is possible to disaggregate planning and decisionmaking efficiency, effectiveness, and equity of the resource allocations
processes into a number of steps. In essence, they are purposeful that constitute plannng and decisionmaking.

Manuscript received Apnl I. 1981; revised June 21. 1981. This work Contemporary choicemaking issues in the public and private
was supported in part by the U.S. Office of Naval Research under sector are complex, contain much uncertainty, and require inputs
Contract N0014-80-C-0542. from many sectors for full understanding and resolution. Many

A. P. Sage is with the Department of Engineering Science and Systems. writers have indicated bounded rationality limits in decisionmak-
University of Virginia. Charlottesville. VA 22901. ing that would appear to make provision of information system
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Fig. I. Systems engineering interpretation of the decision process model of Jans and Mann.

adjuvants for choicema ng normatively very desirablei Such This paper presents a survey, status report, and integration and
planning and decision support systems coulda in principle, pro- interpretation of research from a diversity of areas that supports
vide decisionmakers with rapid access to the information and the design of information systems capable of coping with the
knowledge needed to enhance decision quality. Unfortunately needs and fundamental limits to improved judgment. We discuss
this promise of enhanced decision quality has not always been and describe e n f i t h s
realized in practice. There aree doubtlesslyi a number of causitiveperffactors inhibiting the potential benefits possible from information 1) the cognitive styles of decisionmakers,

systems for planning and decision support. Principal among these 2) individual human information processing in decision situa-
factor# which. at present. pose fundamental limits to information tions and biases in the acquisition, analysis, and interpreta-- ;
system success appear to be tion of information: .

3) decision rules for individual decision situations;
I ) the need to insure substantive or input-output rationality. 4) contingency task structural models of decision situations;,. •.i

such that evaluations of plans and decisions are veridical, and .'!
e'2) the need to insure process rationality, such that the infor- 5) decisionmaking frameworks, organizational settings. and in-

mation system accommodates the capabilities of, and the formation processing in group and organizational decision
constraints placed upon. the user; situations•. - .

~~3) the need to understand and cope with human cognitive ...
,.•limitations as they affect the formulation, analysis, and In a very real sense the structural models section, Section V, is
'.." interpretation of decision situations and alternatives; and the prin-cipal portion of this effort. It contains the basic de- " :.'-

mo +",4) the need to understand and integrate the normative or cisionmaking paradigm, including action selection. The con- .- ...-
,. prescriptive components with the descriptive components of tingencv, task structure, which comprises the issue at hand, the-.-,
'..decision situations in order to evolve realistic adjuvants for environment into which the issue is imbedded. the decisionmaker.

the formulation. analysis, and interpretation of decision and decisionmaker experiential familiarity with the issue and
toptions. environment, is the determinant of cognitive style and perfor- . .-
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mance objectives for the particular task at hand. These, in turn, Mason and Mitroff characterize the problem variable into
influence selection of an information processing approach and structured and unstructured problems. These may be further
selection of a decision rule. divided into decisions under certainty, decisions under risk, and

The literature in this area is enormous. But there is the need decisions under uncertainty. The organizational context variable is
for efforts to integrate it from the perspective of systems en- characterized as strategic planning, management control, and

i I gineering design of information systems for planning and deci- operational control. The method-of-evidence-generation variable
sion support. There are a number of recent surveys available that involves five types of inquiry systems: the data-based Lockcan
discuss one or a limited number of the topics important for the inquiry system, the model-based Leibnitzian inquiry system, the - " -,design of planning and decision support systems. These include multiple model-based Kantian inquiry system, the conflicting

the surveys of Barron [27], Benbasat and Taylor [35], Bettman model-based Hegelian inquiry system, and the learning system
[37], Craik [67], Dunnette [87], Einhorn, Kleinmuntz, and based Singerian-Churchmanian inquiry system [2541. A fifth
Kleinmuntz [95]; Einhorn and Hogarth [98], Ericsson and Simon variable, mode of presentation, includes personalistic modes of
[99], Hammond, McClelland, and Mumpower [142]; Hammond presentation such as one-on-one contact as in drama and art and

* [143], Hogarth [159], Hogarth and Makridakis [161], Johnson and impersonalistic modes such as abstract analytical models and
Huber [179], Kassin [190], Keen [193], Libby and Fishburn [214], company reports. These latter four variables do not formally
Libby and Lewis [215], Mintzberg [248], Nisbett and Ross relate to cognitive styles, and some further comment on them is
(264], Nutt [266], Robey and Taggart [2921, Sage and White [304], contained in other portions of our effort. A number of works by
Schneider and Shiffrin [313], Slovic and Lichtenstein [345], Slovic, Mason and Mitroff and their colleagues discuss various aspects
Fishhoff, and Lichtenstein [348]; Svenson [365], and Zmud [415]. of this categorization [252]-[254]. Of interest in this regard is a
This work attempts a selective integration of this voluminous work by Kilmar 1 (200] which suggests the design of organiza-

b literature and extensions and interpretations of it from the per- tions with the Jungian personality characteristics of individuals.
spective of ultimate potential usefulness for the design of infor- Among the many other studies which have emphasized the
mation systems for planning and decision support. Generally, need to incorporate decisionmaker characteristics into informa-
references are provided only to published literature of the last tion system design is that of Doktor and Hamilton [78]. They
half decade with limited references to earlier seminal literature studied the influence of cognitive style on the acceptance of
and reports. This was felt desirable in order to limit the reference management science recommendations and found a strong corre-
list to an almost manageable size. Despite our attempt to make lation between the decisionmaker's cognitive style and willingness
this report comprehensive, it doubtlessly fails to incorporate the to accept these recommendations. They found that differences in
important contributions of a number of authors. And there are acceptance rates were due not only to differences in cognitive
doubtlessly unintentional misattributions and misinterpretations style but also to differences in this subject population. From this
as well. For this apologies are offered and forgiveness requested. and many other investigations [34]. [74], [77], [791, [101], [151],

[166], [174], [229], [252], [253], [263], [267], [268], [311]. [3301,
II. COGNITIVE STYLES [369], it appears that appropriate consideration of the human

behavioral variable of cognitive style is very necessary for suc-
iL It is becoming increasingly clear that it is necessary to incorpo- cessful design of decision support systems.

rate not only problem characteristics, but also problem solver or A number of studies such as those by Taylor [369], Craik [67],
decisionmaker characteristics, into the design of information sys- Payne [2721, Schneider and Shiffrin [3131, [327] and Simon [3421,
ters for planning and decision support. A deficiency in some indicate, as we will discuss in later sections, that human de-
past designs has been the neglect of the human decisionmakers' cisionmakers attempt to bring order into their information
role and characteristics and their effects. Essentially all available processing activities when confronted with excess information or
evidence suggests that problem characteristics and user character- the lack of sufficient information. Many early studies assumed
istics influence the planning and choice strategies adopted by the that static fixed patterns of dealing with information were "pre-
decisionmaker. This section discusses a number of cognitive style ferred" by the decisionmaker for the process of experiencing the
models from these perspectives, world, and these were referred to as "cognitive style." Some early

Mason and Mitroff [2381 have suggested that each person studies view cognitive style as a mode of functioning that is static
possesses a particular specific psychological cognitive style or and pervasive throughout a person's perceptive and intellectual
"personality' and that each personality type utilizes information activities. A number of intellectual processes are subsumed within
in different ways. In their research on (MIS) management infor- the term cognitive style. These concern the way in which informa-
mation system design, they claim that an information system tion is acquired or formulated, analyzed, and interpreted. Thus,
consists of a person of a certain psychological type who faces a cognitive style includes such human activities as information
problem in some organizational context for which needed evi- filtering and pattern recognition.
dence to arrive at a solution is made available through some Zmud has indicated [4141. [4151 that those individual dif-
mode of presentation. ferences which influence information system success most stronaly

There are five essential variables in the information system involve cognitive style, personality, and demographic/situational
characterization of Mason and Mitroff. Each of these are disag- variables. Cognitive style refers to the process behavior that
gregated into subelements. Mason and Mitroff characterize the individuals exhibit in the formulation or acquisition. analysis,
psichological-ivpe variable according to the Jungian stereotypol- and interpretation of information or data of presumed value for
ogy. In this typology, people differ according to their preference decisionmaking. Doubtlessly cognitive style is somewhat in-
for information acquisition and analysis and the preferred ap- fluenced by such personality variables as dogmatism, introver-
proach to information evaluation and interpretation. At extremes sion, extroversion, and tolerance for ambiguitv. ltogever. little

- .in the information acquisition dimension are sensing-oriented or appears known concerning these influences. Gough discusses
sensation types who prefer detailed well-structured problems and personality and personality assessment in his chapter (871: but it

* who like precise routine tasks, and intuitive-oriented type people, is rare to find. with some notable exceptions 12491-[25 II. [3301,
k who dislike precise routine structured tasks and perceive is- [3321. [3521, discussions of personality effects upon decisionmak-

sues wholisticallv. At extremes in the information evaluation ing behavior in cognition studies. The demographic,'situational
dimension are feeling-oriented people. who rely on emotions, variables involve personal characteristics such as intellectual abil-
situational ethics, and personal values in making decisions: and itv. education, experience with and knowledge of specific con-
thinking-oriented individuals, who rely on impersonal logical tingency tasks. age, and the like. An important situational %ar-
arguments in reaching decisions, able is the level of stress encountered by the decisionmaker in a
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specific problem situation. The level of stress, which results in the solutions, or who search information by trial and error hypothesis
adoption of a coping pattern. influences the decisionmaker's testing. Systematic individuals utilize abstract logical models and
ability in acquisition and processing of the information necessary processes in their cognition efforts. Heuristic individuals utilize
for decisionmaking. The subject of stress will be dealt with in common sense, past experience, and intuitive "feel." Systematic
soni detail in Section V. Many variables are especially important individuals would be able to cope with well-structured problems
for an information processing model of cognitive behavior. Some without difficulty and would approach unstructured problems by
will be discussed in Section III. Our efforts in this section will be attempting to seek underlying str.ctural relations; whereas heur-
devoted primarily, therefore, to cognitive style concepts, espe- istic individuals would attempt to cope with unstructured prob-
cially the role of personality variables in the adoption of cogni- lems without a conscious effort to seek structural identification.
tive style. Of particular importance with respect to cognitive styles are

There are a number of cognitive style models in addition to relationships between the environmental complexity of the con-
that of Mason and Mitroff. Bariff and Lusk [241, for example, tingency task structure and information processing characteris-
have discussed three cognitive style characteristics relevant to tics. A number of authors have attempted experiments based on
information system design: cognitive complexity. field depen- the hypothesis that the conceptual structure of the individual
dent/independent, and systematic/heuristic. The cognitive com- determines information processing characteristics. Conceptual
plexity characteristic involves three structural characteristics of structure is typically measured on a dimension of abstract versus
thinking and perception: differentiation, the number of dimen- concrete. Abstract individuals would be capable of using integra-
sions sought or extracted and assimilated from data discrimina- tively more complex conceptual processes than concrete type
tion; the fineness of the articulation process in which stimuli are individuals. Abstractness may be characterized by the ability to
assigned to the same or different categories: and integration, the differentiate a greater variety of information and to discriminate
number and completenm., of interconnections among rules for and integrate information in complex ways. Abstract individuals
combining information, would, therefore, be expected to base a,-tions on more informa-

Benbasat and Taylor (35] note that much cognitive complexity tion and to develop more complex strategies for information
research deais witA interpersonal perception and has limited evaluation than concrete individuals. This is somewhat similar to
value for modeling activities of managers in processing informa- Piaget's account of evolving cognitive development.' in that the
tion and making decisions. Mischel is especially perceptive in "formal" thinker is capable of abstract thought whereas the
discussing the potential hazards of attributions and enduring "concrete" thinker relies more on preceptual experience as a basis
categorizations of people into fixed slots on the basis of a few for thought and problem solution. While the work of Piaget
behavioral signs in his study of the interface between cognition appears to assume that cognitive capacity evolves over time, some
and personality [251]. The assumptions that static characteriza- research involving personality and cognitive style assumes that an
tions are sufficiently informative to enable behavior predictions individual's cognitive style is not task dependent and not subject
in specific settings are strongly challenged. An evaluation of the to change as a function of contingency variables such as experi-
uses and limitations of static trait characterization of individuals ence.
is presented and the strong interacting role of context is em- Among other efforts, Driver and Mock [83] developed deci-
phasized. Mischel is especially concerned with "cognitive eco- sion-style theory, a set of four decision styles based upon the
nomics," that is to say the recognition that people are easily heuristic-analytic characterization of Huysman [172] to relate
overloaded with an abundance of information and that simplified conceptual structure of decisionmakers to both the amount of -

methods of acquisition and processing of information are, there- information they tend to use and the degree of focusing that they -- -.. 7
fore, used. He is especially concerned alsc with grow.'th of self- exhibit in the use of information. A heuristic person will use,
knowledge and rules for self-regulation with maturation, topics to intuition, past experience, concrete thought, and a wholistic ap- .
be discussed in Section V. We concur with these views in that we proach to reach decisions. An analytic person will utilize abstract
believe that it is the individual's experience w:zh the task at hand logical models and will search for causal relationships and un-
that is the primary determinant of cognitive style. Further we derlying structure to evolve rationale for decisionmaking. The
believe that it is an individual's information processing capacity four decision styles are determined by the degree of focus in the
under various levels of stress and in lifferent contingency task use of information and the amount of information desired. A
structures that determines, in part, the quality of decisionmaking. decisive person is one who wishes to see the minimum possible
These factors depend strongly upon experience. Thus we support amount of information and who will likely identiNv a single
the information processing view of Simon [337]-[3441 that few workable decision. Decision speed obtained from short summary.,
characteristics of the human information processing system are often verbal reports. is a characteristic of the decisive person. A
invariant over the decisionmaker and the task. These characteris- flexible person is one who utilizes minimum information but who
tics are generally experiential and evolve over time in a dynamic will identify a number of potentially acceptable decisions. A
fashion. They are not static and can not be treated as static and hierarchic person is one who utilizes much information, often
task invariant for a given individual, obtained in a thorough way from long involved precise reports to

In the Bariff and Lusk cognitive style model [241, individuals identify a single acceptable decision. An integrative person utilizes
may be categorized according to whether they are tightly bound much information to identify a number of potentially acceptable
by external referrents in structuring cognitions. in which case decisions.
they are called field dependent or low analytic: or whether they Vasarhelvi [389] has also examined the analytic-heuristic di-
can make use of internal referrents as well as external referrents mension. His experimental results indicate generally that analytic
in structuring cognitions. in which case they arc high analytic or type people tend to use computers and other analytic tools more ,
field independent. In a ficld-dependent mode. perception is in planning than do heuristic types. Heuristic types use less
dominated by the overall organization of the field. There is information than the analytic types and are more concerned with
limited ability to perceive discrete parts of a field, especially as the lack of flexibility in computers than analytic types. However,.
distinct from a specific organized background. Field independent his study of correlations among various style-measuring inst.u-
people have more analytical and structuring abilities in compari- ments indicates that these are relatively low.
son to field dependent people in that the-, can disaggregate a Driver and Mock also suggested a fifth style which they
%hole into its component parts. referred to as the complex style, which is characterized by a wide ,--

The systematic-heuristic categorization of Bariff and Lusk search and analysis of information. It is a mixture of the integra-
describes cognitive styles associated with people %vho either search'-information for causal relationships that promote algorithmic 'See Section V of this paper.
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TABLE I
FOUR MODELS OF COGNITIVE STYLE

_ARIFF AND LUSK 1241 DRIVER AND MOCK 1831

COGNITIVE COMPLEXITY DEGREE OF FOCUS IN

D A USE OF INFORMATION
• D IFFERENTIATION

SDISCRIMINATION MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS IDENTIFIED
• INTEGRATION ONE SOLUTION IDENTIFIED

FIELD INDEPENDENT/DEPENDENT AMOUNT OF INFORMATION USED
SYSTEMATIC/FEURIST IC

*MAXIMUIM *- MINI.UM

MCKEENEV AND KEEN 124 21 MASON AND MITROFF 12381"_-" "-

INFORMATION ACQUISITION INFORMATION ACQUISITION

• RECEPTIVE INTUITIVE
* PRECEPTIVE SENSING

INFORMATION EVALUATION AND INFORMATION EVALUATION AND
INTERPRETATION INTERPRETATION

• SYSTEMATIC THINKING
I INTUITIVE FEELING

tive and hierarchic types. Zmud [415] has performed some experi- cognitive style characterization that will incorporate the con-
mental studies of this decision style theory. His findings indicate tingency task structure and the decisionmaker's task experience
that perceptual differences can indeed be observed for specific in several other sections of this paper. In particular we emphasize
cognitive styles and among subjects with different educational the strong need for consideration of the structure and the content
and experiential backgrounds. However, his results also indicate of planning and decision situations in order to evolve contextu-
that there is no apparent relationship between cognitive style ally meaningful support.
perceptions and actual cognitive behavior despite consistent dif-
ferences in perceptions of cognitive styles. Il1. INFORMATION PROCESSING

McKenney and Keen [2421 have done extensive work on
cognitive style measurements. These have become, in part, the Problem solving, judgment. and decisionmaking imply both
basis for several definitive efforts [192], [193], (258] in decision thought and action. Hence decisionmaking can be defined as the
support system design. They conceptualize cognitive style in two processes of thought and action involving an irrevocable alloca-
dimensions: information acquisition and information processing tion of resources that culminates in choice behavior. In making a
and evaluation. The information acquisition mode consists of decision, more often than not, the decisionmaker is dealing with
receptive and preceptive behavior, both at the opposite extremes environments characterized by risks, hazards, uncertainty, com-
of a continuum. They claim that preceptive decisionmakers use plexity, changes over time, and conflict. Further, the quality of a
concepts. or precepts, to filter data, to focus on patterns of decision depends upon how well the decisionmaker is able to
information, and to look for deviations from or conformities with acquire information, to analyze information, and to evaluate and
their expectAtions. Receptive people tend to focus on detail rather interpret information such as to discriminate between relevant
than patterns and derive implications from data by direct ob- and irrelevant bits of data. Decision quality also depends upon

* servation of it. rather than by fitting it to their own precepts. how well the decisionmaker is able to cope with stress, which is
With respect to information processing and evaluation, invariably encountered in important decision circumstances. Ef-

McKenney and Keen measured individuals on a scale, with the fective management of these factors enables strategies by which
systematic thinker at one extreme and the intuitive thinker at the the decisionmaker may arrive at a good problem solution, deci-
other extreme. They have shown, using a battery of pencil and sion, or judgment.
paper tests, that systematic thinkers approach a problem by A number of studies such as those by Barron [281. Bettman
structuring it in terms of some method which would lead to a [37]. Chorba and New [58], Delaney and Wallsten [73], Feather
solution, whereas intuitive thinkers use trial and error, intuition, [1071, Howell and Fleishman [165], 0. Huber, [168]. G. Huber
and previous experience to obtain solutions. . [1701. [171]; Ives, Hamilton, and Davis [174]; Libbv and Lewis

We have examined four cognitive style characterizations in this (2151, Lucas and Nielson [2281, MacCrimmon and Taylor [232],
section. Table I summarizes the models of cognitive style that Montgomery and Svenson [2561. Moskowitz, Schaefer. and
result from these efforts. We note the considerable similarity Borcherding [2591; Payne [275], Simon [3421, Tushman and
among these four constructs. There have been a number of Nadler [3791, Tuggle and Gerwin [3801, Wallsten [3951, [3961; and .'. '.
studies of the measuring instruments involved in classifying peo- Wright [4021-[4061 discuss the vital role of human information
pie according to these cognitive styles Many, such as the study processing in decisionmaking. Most contemporary researchers
by Vasarhelyi (389] mentioned previously, have found rather low regard information processing as a crucial task for effective S
correlations among test instruments. Zmud [413]. [415] has indi- decisionmaking and state that the type of decision problem, the
cated low correlation also among test scores on different instru- nature of the decision environment, and the current state of the
ments indicating cognitive styles. Chervany. Senn, and Dickson decisionmaker combine to determine decision style and decision
[57). 1761 have expressed much concern and pessimism concerning strategy for a specific task. The term information processing
the validity of much of the contemporary research in this area. refers to the processing of verbal reports as well as quantitative
They comment that the study of individual personality dif- data since verbal reports are data [99].
ferences as predictors of human behavior and performance have An information processing theory of problem solving, judg-
been basically unsuccessful in that it has not been possible to ment. and decisionmaking is based on the assumption that indi-
predict performance on the basis of personality characteristics. viduals have an input mechanism for acquisition of information,
Their comment and the comment of others that the charactens- an output mechanism for interpretation and choicemaking, inter-
tics of the task in which the individual involved is a prime nal processes for filtering and other analysis efforts associated
determinant of human behavior, appears unassailable. We will with information, and memories for long- and short-term storage
provide and discuss additional evidence supporting a dynamic of information. There are a large number of ways of representing

._. , ._ :_.. . . . . . ., . . . ... . . .. , ,. . . . . =. .- .._. _... . . ;
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Fig. 2. A systems engineering conceptual model of human information processing.

human information processing. Many of these are described in or with various related behavior therapies (109]; however the
texts in cognitive psychology such as Anderson [71, Posner [281], essentials are reviewed below briefly. A useful brief survey of the "
or Solso [354), and in works in consumer choice such as Bettman literature on memory is presented by Thomassen and Kempen in
(371. Much of the work in this area owes a great deal to Simon chapter 3, vol. 11244], by Fox (128], and by Radcliff [284].
[334]-[3441 who has developed information processing theories in Human memory constitutes two major components, short-term
psychology and in artificial intelligence, memory and long-term memory. Short-term memory plays a key

Fig. 2 presents a conceptual model of a systems engineering role in immediate recall of actively rehearsed limited information
framework [308] for human information processing. There are [7], [354]. Unless conscious effort is put forth in recalling infor-
doubtlessly a number of components missing from this model. It mation from short-term memory, this cannot be done after a
does not show, for example, the essentially iterative nature of the lapse of 30 to 60 s from initial presentation. Models of a working
process. Nevertheless we feel that it provides a useful point of short-term memory involve a number of mechanisms, such as an
departure and a structure for our efforts to follow. articulatory rehearsal loop that has the capacity to retain short

The key functions, which determine how a specific problem or verbal sequences. This is just one mechanism by which short-term
decision situation is cognized, depend upon an interaction of the retention is possible. There are a number of other sensory reg-
memory and higher-order cognition of the problem solver with isters. It is important to note that short-term memory is an .
the environment through the contingency task structure. We will integrated network of many mechanisms, and is associated, in
be very concerned with development of a conceptual model of use, with a number of skilled processes.
higher-order cognition and the contingency task structure in Shiffrin and Schneider (313], [327 incorporate concepts of .
Section V. It is appropriate to remark here that the various attention, memory, and perceptual learning in their theory of
information analysis and interpretation processes of thinking, short-term retention. They hypothesize short-term storage, the
task performance objective identification, evaluation, and deci- function of which is active control of thinking, reasoning, and
sion rule identification, are called "higher order" cognition. This general memory processes. According to Shiffrin & Schneider,.
is not because they are somehow more important than the so short-term storage is an activated subset of long-term storage.
called "lower order" cognition efforts of information acquisition Transfer of information from short-term storage to long-term
involving formulation: sensation, attention, perception, and pat- storage is dependent on attentional limitations, interference from
tern recognition. but because they occur later in time in the strong external and internal stimuli, extent of analysis of infor- 7
overall information processing effort. mation, and formation of associations in long-term storage. There ..7

It is important to note that information processing and de- have been many studies involving concepts such as retrieval
cisionmaking efforts intimately involve memory. Memory [102] processes, memory trace identification, encoding processes, and
influences human judgment in a number of ways. It will influence recognition which we will not discuss as they appear of secondary
the perception of the contingency task structure associated with importance to the goals of this particular effort. While five to
an issue as well as the decision rules used for evaluation of seven unconnected items is believed to be the maximum amount
alternatives. Two characteristics of human memory are of special of information that can be retained in short-term memory., long-
importance for our efforts here. First, information will be en- term memory may contain a virtually limitless amount of infor-
coded in more or less efficient and effective ways in terms of mation. I
human abilities for recall. The coding process is dependent, also. Thus we see an enormous difference between human abilities
upon the interpretation attached to information and this strongly and computer abilities. Because of its large long-term memory
influences event recall, perceptions, and associated cognitive bi- and ability for quick search and recall, a human mind easily
ases. The literature concerned with memory and its components, reasons wholisticallv. Wholistic reasoning, such as reasoning by
and their relations and interaction with human perceptual experi- analogy, is not at all easy, at this time at least, for a computer.
ence and behavior is vast and speculative in nature. There have Significant unaided computational effort would be difficult for a
been many studies, both physiological and psychological, con- human since computation must be done in short-term memory.
cerned vith tl - identification of the memory "engram." which is There exists the possibility that information stored in long-term
hyvpoth,',te., 4o be the fundamental unit of memory. We need memory is flawed because of cognitive-biases introduced by
not be .ciallv concerned in this effort with the various phvsio- processing in short-term memory. A principal task of computer-
loglcvi structures and processes associated with human memory: aided support must be to augment human capabilities in need of
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augmentation, while not diminishing abilities in those areas in ACHIEVEMENT INOEX

which human abilities exceed those of the computer [811. re

Our effort in the remainder of this section will be devoted to a
description of the various processes which support information
acquisition and information analysis. We will also discuss some

• of the cognitive biases that can result from "poor" information • :
acquisition and information analysis. Information interpretation, CRITERION
which leads to alternative evaluation and decisionmaking, is an
important and somewhat distinct part of the overall information ..
processing model. It will be discussed in the next four sections ecolo. Cal

from several perspectives. ,,oz .
The types of operations involved in information acquisition are

sensation, attention, perception, and pattern recognition. Doubt-
lessly there are other valid ways of categorizing these operations PREoICTABILITY. LINEARITV OF
[7). [37]. [67]. [100], [137]. f1481, [175], [281], [297]. [298], [313], o ENVIRONMNT STI US RSPONS . -

[3271, [333] but the taxonomy used here is sufficient for our * Y YS

purposes. In sensation, information is acquired through the five /
major sense modalities, which are environmentally activated, in s
response to a specific array of stimulus energies. In a specific R E'ED-

decisionmaking situation, the decisionmaker filters out bits of C R.N

data believed to be irrelevant. The filtering process is based upon " "
task characteristics, experience, motivation, as well as other fea- MATCH.G INOEX

tures and demands of the specific decisionmaking situation. If
such a filtering mechanism were not to exist, the decisionmaker
would often encounter information overload which generally ,'

- results in saturation and the inability to process sufficient infor- -- -" -"-

mation for the task at hand. Short-term and long-term memory
components play key roles in the information acquisition process _
as the decisionmaker proceeds with efforts that culminate in n
choice. A response system couples the memory system to the -, 1 'eAsensory system and the environment. Thus it controls or activates ",.., .. ? -.
the sensory modalities on the basis of the actions taken. Through X 0-
the response system we close the information flow feedback loop. (d '  u.
Bower. in volume I of Estes [100], has summarized principal --ni-
components of the flow system. A model of the principal compo- Fig. 3. The Brunswick lens model and its relation to Hammond's social *
nents of information flow might consist of: the response system, judgment theory.
the sensory system, the memory system, and the central processor.
The central processor coordinates memorizing, thinking, evalua-
tion of information, and final decisionmaking. stimuli; and perception, or the use of higher-order cognition to ... -

Ultimately involved in retention processes is the notion of interpret Sensory stimuli.
attention [7]. In order for information to be transferred from We have just described what might be regarded as a compo-

* short-term memory to long-term memory, constant conscious nent or physiological model of information processing. In these 9
attention, in terms of rehearsal, is required. Information entering stimulus response approaches, behavior is seen as being initiated
short-term memory that is not attended to, through specific by the onset of stimuli. A seeming deficiency in approaches of
conscious processes, is lost. Processing of information demands this sort is that there is little consideration of how information

' attending to relevant bits of incoming data and transfer of the bits are aggregated to influence choice and how the decision-
data into long-term memory for future retrieval for making a maker goes about the process of information formulation or
decision. Interferences of various types may interrupt attention acquisition. analysis, and interpretation.
and thus hinder transfer and retention of relevant stimuli into A lens model developed by Brunswick and his students is a
long-term memory, notable exception to this. The Brunswick lens model is the basis

" Inherent in the processing of information acquisition, is the for the policy capture or social judgement theory approach of
process of pattern recognition. This process generally involves Hammond and his colleagues [140]-[143]. The lens model. dis- . -
two phases: extraction and identification. A given stimulus is played in Fig. 3, assumes that people are guided by rational
"coded" in terms of its features. These extracted features of the programs in their attempt to adapt to the environment. There is a
object or stimulus dscribe the stimulus. The term "features" criterion value Y., and the subjects response, judgment, or in-
implies such characteristics as angles, lines, or edges. A stimulus ference Y,. The left side of Fig. 3 represents ecological cue
may be received through any of the sense modalities. The mean- validities which are the correlations r,., between the cues and the

• ing that this conveys to the decisionmaker, or the manner in criterion value. On the right or organismic side of Fig. 3, a
which the decisionmaker perceives the stimulus, is dependent subject will base a response, judgment. or inference Y , on the
upon the patterns extracted from the stimulus. In the identifica- perceived ecological structure. Bv calculating the correlations r,,
tion phase. the sensory -perceptual system classifies the stimulus that exist between the cues and the response or criterion evalua-
object. The way in which this is often assumed to occur is by a tion. learning concerning the response system can be obtained.
weighted matching of the current feature list against a likely set We note that the value of the environmental criterion Y. and
of prototypes in long-term memory [7], [3131. [3271, [3541 with the the subject inference Y, arc directly comparable if linear combi-
input being classified according to the name of the best matching nations of the cues arc assumed. We have, for n cues.
prototype. The quality or extent of the sensory information
extracted determines the accuracy of identification. K I- h , + P, =' x ,',"

Thus pattern recognition processes involve memory and the =
other three components of information acquisition: sensation, or .-.,"
the initial experience of stimulation from the sensory modalities; , =. v = h,,.,I
attention, or the concentration of cognitive effort on sensory ,- ,>1

"-" " '""-"'"- "- '--' ----'------ -:'--' "- -" -" " -" -" - - - " " . .-",' .• -. 7 '-,_ Z-, "/ '- .' . " " ;_-' c , '."" "'-.. .-.- "*'
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where h, and h,, are optimum regression weights for the inde- with judgment and choice are especially noteworthy. Among the
pendent cues x, which provide measures of the importance weights cognitive biases that have been identified are several which affect
of the cues. i, and v, are error terms due to inadequacy of the information formulation or acquisition, information analysis, and
linear model. Y,.and Y,.are the true criterion value and subject interpretation. Among these biases, which are not independent,
response, and Y, and Y, are the predicted criterion value and are the following.
subject response based on the observed cues. The many works of 1) Adjustment and Anchoring [345). [3831-Often a person finds
Hammond and his associates [21, [211, [451, [541, [1401-[1431, that difficulty in problem solving is due not to the lack of data
[186], [1871. [2611, [2901, [2941, [2951. [4041 concerning social and information, but rather to the existence of excess data and
judgment theory make use of this lens model. The approach has information. In such situations, the person often resorts to heuris-
been shown to be useful in a variety of areas such as policy tics which may reduce the mental efforts required to arrive at a
formulation, negotiation, and conflict resolution. Recent efforts solution. In using the anchoring and adjustment heuristic when
by Hoffman. Earle, and Slovic [1541 have shown that the com- confronted with a large amount of data. the person selects a
puter displays of social judgment theory: which show both task particular datum, such as the mean, as an initial or starting point,
characteristics, in terms of cue values and corresponding criterion or anchor, and then adjusts that value improperly in order to
values: and response characteristics, in terms of individual cue incorporate the rest of the data such as to result in flawed
values and associated subject responses and judgments: provide a information analysis.
very effective feedback mechanism which might enable people to 2) Availabilitv [383]. [3851-The decisionmaker uses only easily
effectively learn much about complex functional relationships available information and ignores not easily available sources of
and tasks. There are a number of studies of regression analysis significant information. An event is believed to occur frequently,
approaches to determination of parameters for decision rules that is with high probability, if it is easy to recall similar events.
[2601. [2901. Use of regression analysis is central to social judg- 3) Base Rate [251. [2911. [386-The likelihood of occurrence of
ment theory. Recent applications of the approach [261] have two events is often compared by contrasting the number of times
involved using simulation models to generate responses which are the two events occur and ignoring the rate of occurrence of each
valuated by the decisionmaker. event. This bias often occurs when the decisionmaker has con-

Questions concerning the cognitive style used by the de- crete experience with one event but only statistical or abstract
cisionmaking are. we believe, very important. Information analy- information on the other. Generally abstract information will be "
sis and information interpretation may be accomplished in a ignored at the expense of concrete information. A base rate
concrete operational mode of thought or in a formal operational determined primarily from concrete information may be called a
mode. We will describe the essential features of these two higher- causal base rate whereas that determined from abstract informa-
level cognition processes in Section V. The concrete operational tion is an incidental base rate. When information updates occur.
thought process, which is typically applied in familiar situations this individuating information often is given much more weight
which people perceive to be well structured. may involve efforts than it deserves. It is much easier for individuating information
such as reasoning by analogy, or affect, or standard operating to override incidental base rates than causal base rates. --

procedures. The formal operational thought process, typically 4) Conservatism [2101. [259], [3451-The failure to revise esti-
applied in situations with which the problem solver is unfamiliar mates as much as they should be revised, based on receipt of new
and inexperienced. may involve explicit use of quantitative or significant infe, ation, is known as conservatism. This is related
qualitative analytical thought. to data saturation and regression effects biases.

In either of these modes or "styles" of thought or cognition, 5) Data Presentation Context [1611-The impact of sum-
information acquisition. analysis, and interpretation may be quite marized data, for example, may be much greater than that of the
flawed. Many recent studies emphasize the strong need for mod- same data presented in detailed. nonsummarized form. Also
cling problem solving behavior in a descriptive, or positive sense different scales may be used to considerably change the impact of
in order to detect possible flaws in information processing. Our the same data.
discussions thus far in this section have been concerned with 6) Data Saturation-People often reach premature conclusions
physiological models in which people have input and output on the basis of too small a sample of information while ignoring
mechanisms, a memory for information storage and retrieval, and the rest of the data that is received later on, or stopping acquisi-
a central processor for coordination and control. Here. we wish tion of data prematurely.
especially to underscore the need not only for physiological or 7) Desire for Self.Fulfilling Prophecies-The decisionmaker val-
stimulus-response models but especially for process tracing [721, ues a certain outcome, interpretation, or conclusion and acquires
[95-98[, [2551 models of information formulation, analysis, and and analyzes only information that supports this conclusion. This
interpretation as well as associated decisionmaking. Knowledge is another form of selective perception.
of the actual unaided process of problem solving or descriptive 8) Ease of Recall [2)51, [3821, [3831-Data which can easily be
process tracing should serve as a useful guide to the design of recalled or assessed will affect perception of the likelihood of
information systems that avoid, or at least ameliorate the effects similar events occurring again. People typically weigh easily
of. cognitive heuristics and biases. This involves requirements for recalled data more in decisionmaking than those data which
a knowledge of the ways in which people apply strategies in order cannot easily be recalled.
to reach judgments. 9) Expectationr [1611. [2351 -People often remember and at-

A large number of contemporarv studies in conitive psychol- tach higher validity to information which Lonfirms their previ-
ogy indicate that the attempts of people, including experts, to ouslv held beliefs and expectations than they do to disconfirming -
apply vanous intuitive strategies in order to acquire and anal,.e information. Thus the presence of large amounts of information
information for purpos,,es such as prediction, forecasting. and makes it easier for one to selectivelv ignore disconfirming infor-
planning are often flawed. Manv studies have been conducted to mation such as to reach any conclusion and therebv prove
describe and explain the way information is acquired and analzed anything that one desires to prose.
and the results of faulty acquisition and analysts. (generally the I) hct.- Value ('onjuson -- Stronzlv held values may often be
descriptive behavior of subjects in tasks involving information regarded and presented as facts. That type of information is
acquisition and analysis is compared to the normative results that sought which confirms or lends credibility to one's siesvs and

' would prevail if people followed an "optimal" procedure. There values. Information which contradicts one's views or values is
. have been a number of recent discusstons of cognitive biases from ignored. This is related to wishful thinking in that both are forms

several perspectives 161]. [621. [981, 11421, [1541, 1 1561. [10t0[. [1611. of selective perception.
[185[. 12341. 12631. [3041, [3091, 1346-349). [3511, (3521. [3851. [3861. I/ Funduamental Attribution Frror(Success/Failure Error [2631,
[406-4081. The recent texts by Nisbett and Ross 12641 and [2641-The decisionmaker associates success with personal inher-
Hogarth [1591 concerning the strategies and biases a-,sociated ent ability and associates failure with poor luck in chance events.
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This is related to availability and representativeness. 25) Selective Perceptions [1611- People often seek only infor-
12) Gamblers Fallac v-The decisionmaker falsely assumes that mation that confirms their views and values. They disregard or

unexpected occurrence of a "run" of some events enhances the ignore disconfirming evidence. Issues are structured on the basis
probability of occurrence of an event that has not occurred. of personal experience and wishful thinking. There are many

13) Habit-Familiarity with a particular rule for solving a illustrations of selective perception. One is "reading between the
problem may result in reutilization of the same procedure and lines" such as. for example. to deny antecedent statements and.
selection of the same alternative when confronted with a similar as a consequence. accept "if you don't promote me. I won't
type of problem and similar information. We choose an alterna- perform well" as following inferentially from "I will perform well
tive because it has previously been acceptable for a perceived if you promote me."
similar purpose or because of superstition. 26) Spurious Cues [1611-Often cues appear only by occur-

14) Hindsight [112-114], [1161-People are often unable to rence of a low probability event but they are accepted by the
think objectively if they receive information that an outcome has decisionmaker as commonly occurring.
occurred and they are told to ignore this information. With 27) Wishful Thinking-The preference of the decisionmaker
hindsight, outcomes that have occurred seem to have been inevi- for particular outcomes and particular decisions can lead the
table. We see relationships much more easily in hindsight than in decisionmaker to choose an alternative that the decisionmaker
foresight and find it easy to change our predictions after the fact would like to have associated with a desirable outcome. This
to correspond to what we know has occurred. implies a confounding of facts and values and is a form of

15) Illusion of Control [209). [2101-A good outcome in a selective perception.
chance situation may well have resulted from a poor decision. Doubtlessly there are other information acquisition. analysis.
The decisionmaker may assume a feeling of control over events and interpretation biases that we have not identified here. Any
that is not reasonable. categorization into acquisition, analysis, and interpretation bias is

16) Illusion of Correlation [1 151, [383]-A mistaken belief that somewhat arbitrary since iteration and feedback will often, in
two events covary when they do not covary is known as the practice, not allow this separation. Also. many of the identified
illusion of correlation. biases overlap in meaning and, therefore, are related to others.

17) Law of Small Numbers (see Kahneman and Tversky Some further discussion of cognitive biases will be presented in

[235))-People are insufficiently sensitive to quality of evidence, our discussion of the situation framing phase of prospect theory
They often express greater confidence in predictions based on in Section III. Certainty, reflection, and isolation effects are three
small samples of data with nondisconfirming evidence than in results of these biases that have particular prominence in pro-
much larger samples with minor disconfirming evidence. Sample spect 'theory.
size and reliability often have little influence on confidence. Of particular interest are circumstances under which these

18) Order Effects [161], [1841-The order in which information biases occur, their effects on activities such as decisionmaking.
is presented affects information retention in memory. Typically issue resolution, planning, and forecasting and assessment; and
the first piece of information presented (primacy effect) and the appropriate styles which might result in debiasing or amelioration -

last presented (recency effect) assume undue importance in the of the effects of cognitive bias. •
mind of the decisionmaker. Many of the cognitive biases that have been found to exist

19) Outcome Irrelevant Learning System [96]. [971-Use of an have been found in the unfamiliar surroundings of the experi-
inferior processing or decision rule can lead to poor results and mental laboratory, and generalization of this work to real world
the decisionmaker can believe that these are good because of situations is a contemporary research area of much interest.

- inability to evaluate the impacts of the choices not selected and However most of the laboratory experiments have concerned very
the hypotheses not tested. simple if unfamiliar tasks. A number of studies have compared

20) Ocerconfidence [ 1141. [183], [2161-People generally ascribe unaided expert performance with simple quantitative models for
more credibility to data than is warranted and hence overestimate judgment and decisionmaking, such as those by Brehmer [47],

the probability of success merely due to the presence of an Cohen [62]. Dawes [70], [71], Goldsmith [132], Kleinmuntz and

abundance of data. The greater the amount of data. the more Kleinmuntz [2041, and by several authors in Wallstein's recent
confident the person is in the accuracy of the data. definitive work concerning cognitive processes in choice and

21) Redundancy-The more redundancy in the data. the more decision behavior [396]. While there is controversy [62], [263],
confidence people often have in their prectictions. although this [3491. most studies have shown that simple quantitative models
overconfidence is usually unwarranted. perform better in human judgment and decisionmaking tasks.

22) Reference Effect [30]. [3831-People normally perceive and including information processing, than wholistic expert perfor-
evaluate stimuli in accordance with their prest- .nd past experi- mance in similar tasks. This would appear to have major implica-
ential level for the stimuli. They sense a reference level in tions and to sound major caveats for such areas as "expert
accordance with past experience. -thus reactions to stimuli, such forecasting." This caution is strongly emphasized in the works of
as a comment from an associate, are interpreted favorably or Hogarth and Makridakis [1611, Makridakis and Whecelright [2351.
unfavorably in accordance with our previous expectations and and Armstrong [141-[161. This is a caution noted in but a few [18]
experiences. A reference point defines an operating point in the of the contemporary works on forecasting and assessment.
space of outcomes, Changes in perceptions due to changes in the There are a numher of prescriptions which might be given to
reference point are called reference effects. These changes may encourage avoidance of possible cognitive biases and to debias
not be based upon proper. statistically relevant computations. those that do occur 1961, [981. [1611. [1841. 12351, [3551. 13861. Some

23; Regression Elfect5 [1831.13831-The largest observed values suggestions to avoid cognitive bias follow.
of observations are used without regressing towards the mean to 1) Sample information from a broad data base and be espe-
consider the effects of noisy measurements. In effect this ignores cially careful to include data bases which might contain discon-
uncertainties. firming information.

24) Repreventativenesv 13821. [3831-When making inference 2) Include sample ve. confidence intervals, and other inca- _
from data too much weight is given to results of small samples. sures of information validity in addition to mean values.
As sample size is increased, the results of small samples are taken 31 Encourage use of models and quantitative aids to improve '.' -.-

to be representative of the larger population. The "laws" of upon information analysis through proper aggregation of acquired
representativeness differ considerably from the laws of proba- information.
bilitv and violations of the conjunction rule P(.4 n B) - P(.4) 4) Avoid the hindsight bias by providing access to information
are often observed. at critical past times. S

t. . . •- . . - .
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5) Encourage decisionmakers to distinguish good and bad the alternatives, evaluation of these impacts. and associated pref-
decisions from good and bad outcomes in order to avoid various erence information. Decision rules may he explicit or implicit in
forms of selective perception such as, for example, the illusion of terms of the way in which they are used in the decision process.
control. We can assume. without loss of generality, that each single

6) Encourage effective learning from experience. Encourage policy alternative may represent a complex portfolio of individualunderstanding of the decision situation and methods and rules alternatives and that the set of choice alternatives contains mutu-

used in practice to process information and make deciqions such ally exclusive components. This formulation can always be
as to avoid outcome irrelevant learning systems. accomplished but may result in a very large set of policy aterna-

7) Use structured frameworks based on logical reasoning [255], tives since n individual alternatives can be combined into 2"
[376] in order to avoid confusing facts and values and wishful possible portfolios of alternatives. Failure to consider a combina-
thinking and to assist in processing information updates. tion of alternatives may result in significant errors in decision-

8) Both qualitative and quantitative data should be collected, making unless each of the individual alternatives represents one
and all data should be regarded with "appropriate" emphasis. component of a portfolio of all possible combinations of individ-
None of the data should be overweighted or underweighted in ual alternatives, or unless the individual alternatives are indepen-
accordance with personal views, beliefs, or values only. dent or mutually exclusive.

9) People should be reminded, from time to time. concerning It is assumed at the interpretation step of the decision process
what type or size of sample from which data are being gathered, that formulation and analysis have been accomplished such that
so as to avoid the representativeness bias. there exists a decision situation structural model and the results _ .

10) Information should be presented in several orderings so as of exercising the model. Thus objectives, relevant constraints.
to avoid recency and primacy order effects, and the data presen- some bounds on the issue. possible policy alternatives. impacts of
tation context and data saturation biases. policy alternatives, etc. are assumed known. The choice of a

Kahneman and Tversky [2351 discuss a systemic procedure to decision rule will depend. in large measure, upon the decision
enhance debiasing of information processing activities. A defini- situation structural modei as reflected in the contingency task
tive discussion of debiasing methods for hindsight and overconfi- structure. We will discuss dynamic models for contingency task
dence is presented by Fischhoff [185]. Lichtenstein and Fischhoff structures in our next section.
present a number of helpful guidelines to assist in training for The above discussion may appear representative primarily ofcalibration [217]. Clearly more efforts along these lines are needed. the judgment and decision process associated with the formal

Studies to determine the extent to which learning feedback operational thought model that we will elaborate upon in our
acquired through use of methods such as social judgment theory next section. For purposes of clarity of exposition. we have
contributes to debiasing would be especially rewarding. This is presented an oversimplified view of how decision rules are used
especially the case since confidence in unaided judgment is to aggregate information and evaluate alternatives. The sequence
learned and maintained through feedback even when there is very we have described implies comparison and evaluation of alterna-
little or no justification for this confidence [941. Typically out- tives only after we have first accomplished formulation and
comes which follow from decisions based on negative judgments analysis of the issue under consideration. As we have noted .... -
are not observed. Reinforcements of self-fulfilling prophecy type throughout our discussion. decisionmakers typically compare and
judgments through positive outcome feedback only occur in spite evaluate alternatives while they are in the process of decision - -

of. rather than due to. judgment validity. situation formulation and analysis. These partial comparisons
Research integrating the methods whereby people integrate or and 6valuations lead to searches for additional policy alterna- -"

aggregate information and attribute causes [8]-[12], [1421. [143]. tives, additional analysis. etc. As we have also noted, the entire
[186]. [190]. [1991. [321], [364] with methods for the identification decision process typically occurs in a parallel-simultaneous-
and amelioration of cognitive biases would be of interest and of iterative fashion rather than an exclusively sequential series of - .
much potential use also. steps in which formulation is followed by analysis which is

In a sense, the results of this section are disturbing in that they followed by interpretation.
tend to support the "intellectual cripple" hypothesis of Slovic Individuals and decision environments vary so greatly that
([142]. pg. 14) and imply that humans may well be little more there are a great number of decision rules that will be needed to
than masters of the art of self deception. On the other hand there describe actual decision situations. Schoemaker [315] is among a
is strong evidence that humans are very strongly motivated to number of authors [121]. [255], [364], [365], [372] who have
understand, to cope with. and to improve themselves and the attempted classification schemes to allow categorization of vari-
environment in which they function. While there are a number of ous descriptive decision rule models. His first level categorization
fundamental limitations to systemic efforts to assist in bettering separates decision rules into holistic and nonholistic categories.
the quality of human judgment, choice, and decisions [2821. [3071. In a holistic decision rule each alternative or portfolio of alterna-
there are also a number of desirable activities [16], [305]. [385). tives is evaluated and assigned a value or utility. After all
These can assist in increasing the relevance of systemic ap- alternatives have been evaluated, they are compared and alterna-
proaches such as those which result in information processing tive A is said to be preferred to alternative B if its evaluation has
adjuvants for policy analysis, forecasting. planning. and other given it a greater utility such that U(.41 > U( B. In nonholistic
judgment and decision tasks in which information acquisition, decision rules individual alternatives or portfolios of alternatives
analysis, and interpretation play a needed and vital role. are generally compared with one another in a sequential climina-

tion process. This comparison mav be against some standard
IV. DECISION RtLES across a few attributes within alternative pairs or across alterna-

tives. with alternative attributes being compared one at a time.
In order to select an alternative plan or course of action for Each of these categories appears to imply disaggrcgation into

ultimate implementation, the decisionmaker applies one or more components of the event outcomes likely to follow from dcci-
decision rules which enable comparison prioritization, and ulti- sions. Our section on contingency task structure models will
matelv. selection of a single policy alternative from among a set propose a d'namic evolving cognitive style model which admits
of choice alternatives. The purpose of a decision rule is to specify of expert situational understanding that involves reasoning by
the most preferred alternative generally from a partial or total analov. intuitive affect, and other forms of nonverbal almost
ordering or pnoritization of alternatives. To utilize a decision rule unconscious perception. We elect to call this type of reasoning
we must have a set of alternatives, a set of obiectives to be wholistic and add a third category to the classification scheme of
accomplished by the alternatives, a knowledge of thie impacts of Schoemaker.

Whole"
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Fig. 4. Hierarchical structure of decision rules.

Consequently we envision three first level general categories person has identified available alternative courses of action and .
of decision rules: holistic, heuristic, and wholistic. In a holistic the possible consequences of each alternative. The rational person
decision rule there is an attempt to consider all aspects of a makes a consistent choice of alternative actions in order to
decision situation in evaluating choices by means of disaggrega- maximize the expected degree of satisfaction associated with
tion of various choice components. In a heuristic decision rule, attaining identified objectives and goals.
detailed complicated comparisons are not used. Rather, sim- A number of elements are assumed to exist in the rational
plified approximations to holistic decision rules are used. In a actor model:
wholistic decision rule, the evaluation and choice of alternatives is P
based upon use of previous experience, hopefully true expertise, I) a set of policy alternatives A
with respect to similar decision situations. The selection of an 2) the set of possible consequences of choice or future states of

nature or decision outcomes called S;-".--
alternative is based upon its perceived or presumed worth as a naueodcionucmscled:

- whole and without detailed conscious consideration of the indi- 3) a utility function U(s) that is defined for all elements s
of S;vidual aspects of each alternative. It is possible to define a o if a particular

number of decision rules and categorize them. The first level 4) information as to which outcomes will occur if a particular
I categories we have defined are not mutually exclusive. A number policy alternative a in A is chosen; and

of decision rules doubtlessly can be categorized into more than 5) information as to the probability of occurrence of anyof deiso rue"oblsl a ectgrzdit oeta particular outcome if an alternative a E A4 is chosen. P,(s)"
one of these first-level decision categories. Figure 4 illustrates a a
possible inclusion structure for the decision rules we will describe is the probability that s E S will occur if a e A is chosen.
here. There are a number of ways in which the axioms associated with

Expected L'ilit. Theon': Our first decision rule is based on the rational actor model may be stated. Each statement of the
expected utility theory and is doubtlessly the most familiar dcci- axioms allows proof of the fact that cardinal utility functions will
sion rule to engineers. This rule derives from a "rational actor" exist and be unique only up to positive linear transformations. Sdecision model [3]. [4]. [89]. 11031. [1211. [1341. [1691. (192], [2221, Further, the evaluation of cxpected utility allows choicemaking

[2561. [2651. [2851. [3151. [3591. [3971 which is more fully discussed and prioritization of alternatives in accordance with the expected
in Section VI. utility of each alternative. There are a number of textbook

The rational actor model is a normative model. Von Neuman accounts of expected utility theory to which the interested reader
and Morgenstern. who introduced the axioms of the model of of this review may turn for alternative sets of axioms and detailed
rational man. stated the purpose of their work as accounts of the use of expected utility theory (511. [1631. [1961,

io find mathematical complete principles which define "rational [2221. [2851. [3021. [3151: Macrimmon and Larson interrelate the
beha ior.a i.t of rules for each participant whIch tell him how major axiom systems in expected utility theory [31 in a note-

hhorthv contribution to understanding of the several ssstems thatL'- to heha~c in e~er.' situation which may conceivably aris e.•

lead to (essentially) the same results for the rational actor model.
The idea of rationality originated in the economics literature A very readable introductorv treatmncnt of expected utility theory,

where microcconomic models of the consumer and the firm relating descrptive psychological concerns with normative con-
assumed complete information and rationality. The rational per- cerns. is presented bv Vlek 12441.

t son is assumed to have identified a set of well-defined objectives The rational actor model is often accepted as a normative
and goals and is assumed to be able to express preferences model of how decisions should be made. at least in a substantive
between different states of affairs according to the degree of or "as if" fashion. It is often observed that the model is not an
satisfaction of attaining these objectives and goals. A rational accurate description of either the substance or the process of

actual unaided choicemaking behavior. Sonic of these observers
use empirical evidence of the deviation of actual decisionmakers

Technoloical or economic rationalit would be a more appropriate from either substantive rationality or process rationality. These
' term. observations are doubtlessly correct. The rational actor model is.
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however, invaluable in that it can be often used as reference for cumbersome. Recent research has formally separated these fac-
comparison of actual behavior with ideal "aided" or normative tors 1331 and shows much promise in enhancing understanding of
behavior. Further, it provides a benchmark against which to attitude towards risk. In this approach the utility concept is
compare simplified heuristics. Our efforts and discussions in this devoid of risk. It takes on a meaning more like that in conven- "
section concern primarily substantive behavior although we tional microeconomics where it measures strength of preference
recognize the great difficulty, in practice. of separating substance for certain outcomes only. This research [33] could provide addi-
from process. tional linkages and understanding between the expected utility

Simon and his colleagues introduced the concept of bounded and subjective expected utility concepts by providing for incorpo-
rationality and developed a satisficing model for individual ration of risk aversion effects in a relatively simple way. A related
choicemaking. It is worth noting that boundedlv rational actors approach to incorporation of risk aversion is described by
are basically rational subject to constraints on the formulation, Howard and decision analysts at the Stanford Research Institute
analysis, and interpretation of information, and the substitution [1641 who have been responsible for a number of major applica-
of achievement of a target level of return, or aspiration level, for tion studies in this area. There have been a number of related
selection of the best alternative. Typically people satisfice by approaches [651, [66], [1211 and the subjects of risk and uncer-
adaptive adjustment 1721 of aspirations such that. in repetitive tainty are of much contemporary interest [61, 1136]. 11531. 1304].
decision situations, optimizing behavior is approached [2701. A number of studies have indicated that the relation between

There is absolutely nothing in the formulation of the rational subjective and objective probabilities is nonlinear and situation
actor model which requires iden'!ication of all objectives. all dependent. It is usually indicated that people often underestimate
possible alternatives, all possible impacts of alternatives, etc. The high probabilities and overestimate low ones. More recent re-
rational actor model is perfectly capable of being used to allow search has indicated that this appears true only for favorable
prioritization and selection (,- the best alternative by evaluating outcomes. Just the opposite appears true when the outcome is
some impacts and with knowledge of some objectives, from unfavorable. This appears to be a form of wishful thinking for
among an incomplete set. It in no sense necessarily requires low probability events and "everything bad happens to me" for
completeness in everything and the associated complexity that high probabilities. What we will call subjective utility theory
this would require. Actual decisionmaking behavior may not, attempts to incorporate situation dependent nonlinearities that
however, even be boundedlv rational but may employ such poor may exist between subjective and objective probabilities.
heuristics as to result in inferior choicemaking even to the extent Multiattrthute Outcomes: Often decision situations are suffi-
of selecting inferior choices from among those in a bounded set. ciently complex that it is difficult to evaluate, in a wholistic

There have been a number of experimental studies and field fashion, the utility of each outcome. Often it is possible to
studies of the appropriateness of the expected utility model [3]. disaggregate the features on which utility is based into a number
[it111. 117]. [11191. 1125], [184[-1186). 12361. 13361-134i], [3851 as a of components called attributes. An attribute tree is a hierarchical
descriptive model of substantive unaided behavior. Among the structure which, when quantified through elicitation of values of
surcvys which comment upon the experimental and field studies the outcomes on the lowest level attributes and relative weights of -
are [27]. [98], (206] , [3481. [3721. Schoemaker [3151 provides a very the attributes, can be used to determine the utility of event
readable brief survey of some of this literature. While the cvi- outcomes. The types of multiattribute utility models used have
dence is mixed, most studies indicate that the expected utility varied from very simple unit weight linear models to rather
decision rule simply does not function well in a descriptive complex multiplicative models 1106]. Dawes [711 documents the
suhbtantive sense. robust beauty of linear models of the form

In its simplest form the expected utility of alternative a, is ,
computed from U(s,) = hu,(s,), h, = I (2)

'I1=1 1J 1 i

E{L'(a,)} = p[s,(a,)]U[s1 (a,)J (I) where there are assumed to berm attributes, h, is the weightof the

jth attribute and u,(s,) the value score on the jth attribute of
where the s,(a,), j = 1. 2..... n. are the states which may result outcome s,. In much of the work in this area decisions under
from alternative a, and the p[s,(a,)] are the associated p - certainty are considered such that there is a one to one correspon-ties. In the expected utility formulation the p[s(a,)] = probabii- dence between alternative a, and outcome s,. Under decision-t res assue t o ect iv pbili tes a, o course under-certainty conditions we can let s, = a. in (2).
p, are assumed to be objective probabilities and, of course, Multiattribute models have been very successfully used to
, ip, = I. Generally these probabilities are not alternative in- predict the decision behavior in field settings or many profes- .
variant although notationally they are sometimes written as if sional groups. Hammond [1401[-11421 and his colleagues have. as
they were independent of alternatives. The U[s,(a,)] are the discussed in Section III. developed an approach known as social
utilities or values 1296] of the decisionmaker for the various judgment theory in which the '*policy" of the decisionmaker,.
outcome states. Johnson and Huber 1179] survey a number of equivalent in this circumstance to the weights h,. are identified
procedures that can be used to elicit utility functions. Most of the from sholistic prioritization of decision outcomes through use of
textbooks cited earlier also contain discussion of utility assess- regression analsis techniques. Ward Edwards and his colleagues
ment procedures. 11961. [1)11 and elsewhere, elicit weights from decisionmakers for

Suhle(ttt-e I:xpected tthv: Often it occurs that obiectie prob- the model of 12) in a useful straightforward procedure called
abilities are. for any of a %arietv of reasons. unaailable in a raiien simplc multiple attribute ranking technique (SMART) that has
,ituation. The subiectiie expected utility model is obtained %hen seen a number of realistic applications. Results of the surveys of
subjectie probabilities 1i p, i are substituted for the p, in (h. The ArinstronL 114[. [I1 ]: Fischer [ I I 1. Slovic and Lichtenstein 13451.

( p ) are zencrallN elicited such that " . p,) - I and so the Slovic. Fischhoff. and Lichtcn stcin 13481: Shanteau 13241. and
suhjectie probabilities behave in a .av consistent with the la", others indicate that simple linear models [641 are ,crv potent
of probabilitv. There are a number of discussions concernnz predictors o reliable udement, especiall, Linder conditions of
probability clicitation 1311. [223[. 12571. [3551 that present ap- ccrtaint, in that one can replicate the substantve Lud,.e'fnt of
propriate procedures to enable determination of subjectie prha- dcci ,onmakers, This is the case escn though the simple linear
biliics from individuals and croups. Conventional approaches to model tmav not do a vc. good !ob of modeling the decision
elicitation of utility in expected utility theory may confound process. "loot strapping" is the name gisen to the task of
strength of preference felt for alternative event outcomes and subslitutin. a decision rule for the decisionmaker. The studies in
attitude toward risk. Also the elicitation procedure can bomne the cited references show that the elimination of human judg nent
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error made possible by boot strapping enables it to be superior to dealing with problems in the mean-variance models of portfolio
unaided human judgment. One can even misspecify weights and theory. Unfortunately as has been shown by a number of authors
ignore attribute dependencies and still find that weighted linear [1241. the results from using mean-variance portfolio theory are
models do quite well [71]. not necessarily consistent with results obtained from expected

The fact that the weighted linear rule may be so good is a utility theory. For example, if the outcomes of decision a, are $10
rather mixed blessing. In circumstances in which there is no with probability 0.5 and $20 with probability 0.5 and the out-
requirement for knowledge of the underlying decision process, come of decision a, is $10 with probability 1.0: then the EV rule
the substantive predictive ability of the linear additive model may ( = $15. a, = $5) (,, = $10. a,,2 = 0) is indeterminate in
make it quite useful. Situations such as evaluating credit card that there is no pareto superior or dominance alternative in an
applicants or applicants for admissions to colleges are repetitive EV sense. Yet any reasonable person would prefer alternative a,
judgment and decision situations which fit into this category. Use to alternative a..
of simple formal linear model may well, in situations such as Fishburn[123] has considered a variation of the mean-variance
these, lead to a more efficient as well as more effective and model which involves concepts based upon target level of return
equitable selection process than one based on unaided human or aspiration level or reference level to define the risk of an
intuition (70], (711, (Dawes in Shweder [332]). In unstructured or alternative. The "risk" of alternative a is determined from the
semistructurcd nonrepetitive decision situations it is much less probability of receiving a return not to exceed x. denoted F(x).
clear that a decision rule that is not guaranteed to be faithful to by
the underlying decision process will be nearly as valuable as one
that is in terms of enabling decisionmakers to make better R(a) = J_ (t- ,'dF(x) f _(t - x)"p(x) dx
decisions. Fischhoff. Goitein. and Shipira (119] provide a number -
of perceptive comments concerning this and the consequent need where t is the target return, a is a nonnegative parameter that is S
for a theory of errors to explicate the effects of poor decision used to indicate relative importance of deviations below target
situation structural models and parameters within the structure. return. For 0 - a < I the decisionmakers primary concern is
A hoped-for achievement is a sensitivity-based analysis of devia- failure to achieve the target with little regard to the size of the
tions from optimality to determine, among other things, the role deviation. For a > I the decisionmaker is very concerned with
of experience in decisionmaking and those components and sizeable deviations from target and relatively unconcerned with
principles of decisionmaking which can be usefully and meaning- small ,deviations. In the former case the decisionmaker is risk
fully learned from experience (47], [94]-[97], [I 15], [116]. seeking for losses and has a utility function that is convex for .

Multiattribute utility models based on the expected utility losses. In the latter case the decisionmaker is risk averse for losses
theory of von Neumann and Morgenstern are considerably more and has a utility function that is concave for losses.
complex than those of behavioral decision theory. Often there are In this model the mean return from an alternative and its risk
efforts to determine existence of various attribute independence are the two attributes determining preference. This model thus
conditions such as to validate use of a linear model of the form of appears much similar to the standard EV model in that a, > a, if
(2) or a multiplicative model of the form and only if /t(a,)> -L(a,) and R(a, ) : R(a.) with at least one

Minequality being valid. In the example just considered the mean
I + IU(s,) = I1 [I + h,11u,(s,)I, h, I. (3) values are as given previously and the risks are

J=1 J=J .1O,

The foremost proponents of this approach are Keeney and Raiffa R(a ) 0.5(t - 10)". 10 < t < 20
[196]. There are many contributions to this area and variations of 0
the basic approach [231. [291. [751. [931, [1271, [2311. [2771, (2781. 0.5(t - 10)" + 0.5(t - 20)", 20 " t

N [300]. [301]. [302], [358], [3991. It is proposed exclusively as a
normative approach and has been successfully used for a variety ( , 1 - 10
of applications including proposal evaluation (2451, [3101. siting R(a,) =[(t - 10)", 10 - t,
power plants [1971: and budgeting and planning [521, [1911.

Mean Variance-There are a number of models and associ- Thus we see that the risk is the same, that is zero, if t - 10 and so
ated decision rules based upon mean-variance jEV) models. we prefer a. The risk associated with a, is one half that associ-
Markowitz's portfolio theory, which is well summarized in Libby ated with a, if the target return is between $10 and $20. The risk
and Fishburn 1214] and Baron [261, is baseu in part on the associated with a, is less than that associated with a. if t -- 20.
assumption of a quadratic utility function , And so, since tt(al) > ji(a,). we prefer a, regardless of the target

return. Generally, as in this case. Fishburn's belowA-target model
U(s) = a + fis + is2  (4) will resolve ambiguities associated with the standard mean-

where the same states are assumed invariant over all alternatives variance model. The decisionmaker is free to specify a and t.a quadratic programming problem in prioritiz- Thus this represents a rather useful dominance type decision rule.suc althati w ere Extensions of this rule to the case of multiattribute and multiple
ing alternatives where objective preferences would have considerable value.

Suhlectite Utiin Theory: A number of researchers have pro-
E{ U( a,)) .= ' p,( a, )L'(i,) posed holistic decision rules based on the observation that peo-

t t ple. in unaided situations, do not typically perceive (objecti).

a + F{a. y~f (1 -probabilities such that the fundamental probability property
_v, p, = I is satisfied. There presently exists several decision

a I, -( ,: - ) situation models based upon a subjective utility theory in which
probabilities do not sum to one. Among these are certainty

Coombs [65[. 166[. [1851 has also been concerned with portfolio equivalence theory due to Handa 11441, sabjectivclv weighted
theory and assumes an optimum risk level in the form of a sin'le utilit, thoorv due to Karmarkar [I M1. [1891: and prospect theory
peaked risk preference function for every expected %alue level, due to ThcrskN, and Kahneman 1141, 13851. There haxe been
(ambies of equal expected value arejudged on the basis of Iter several additional studies involving prospect theory including
variance in the Markowitz' portfolio theory and on the basis of those of Thaler [3711. and I lcrshev and Schoemaker I152). [153].
deviation from optimum risk level in (oombs" portfolio theory. Some of the foundations for these subjective utility theory efforts
Stochastic dominance concepts [1241 are especially useful in can be found in the early work of AllaiN [31 who was among the
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first to note that the normative expected utility approach of von $. s Y

Neumann and Morgenstern. and the subjective expected utility P

modifications. did not necessarily describe actual descriptive
choice behavior. We believe that these studies are especially
relevant to information system design and so summarize relevant

features from these effects here. $•

In certainty equivalence theory five axioms are assumed. We
will use the term prospect or prospect (s. P) to mean the oppor-
tunity to obtain outcome s with probability P. Simply stated,
these are as follows. 

0 $5
.(a) (b)

I) Preferences are governed only by utilities and outcomes.

One is indifferent between a nonsimple prospect and an Fig. 5. Two actuarially equivalent prospects.

actuarially identical simple prospect with a single event
node. or

2) Complete ordering of prospects is possible and transitivity Pa

of prospects exists. (P) pP(9)

" 3) Continuity exists such that if (sI, PI) > (s_,, P0), p (S3, POP
then there exists an a such that (2, P) - (as, P0 + 03 where 0 < a < . This transformation of probabilities is such that "
- as3, P3)-

34) Independence exists such that if (s0. P,) (x,, l)Vi then large probabilities are understated and small probabilities over-
(s,P1 u((x,, 1) where s and P represent vectors of stated. Karmarkar emphasizes that the probability weight-

outcomes and probabilities s, and P,. ing function does not represent a probability perception phen-

5) Enhanced prospects are preferred if and only if a basic omenon but represents a bias in the way in which (objective)

prospect is preferred. Thus (fis, PI) > (fls, P,)Vp ; 0 if probabilities are descriptively incorporated into the evaluation,

a l P-,prioritization. and choicemaking process. In this model, the final
and only if (st, P) >' (S2, P). weighted probabilities do sum to one in accordance with the

These axioms are sufficient to insure that the subjective utility conventional subjective expected utility theory. However, the 1.

function of alternative a,, CE(a,) = CE[s(a,), P(a,)] = expression for any normalized weight w[P,(a)) is actually a

U(s', A'), is linear in s, and of the form function of the value of all other probabilities as seen in (7). The

effects of this confounding of influence remain to be investigated.

' U(s',p')~ s~w(Py)= wT(p'j)s (5) The considerably more sophisticated prospect theory of -

01- " - "Tversky and Kahneman (1841, (3851, contains a number of mod-

ifications to expected utility theory. Prospect theory consists of

Axioms I, 4, and 5 incorporate the major changes from the von an editing phase involving framing of contingencies, alternatives.

Neumann-Morgenstern axioms. It appears unduly restrictive to and outcomes, followed by an evaluation phase. These modify

require that the utility function be linear in the outcome and this subjective expected utility theory such as to enhance unaided

is reason enough to warrant the development of a more robust descriptive realism of the theory

theory.
Fishburn [1251, however, has shown that certainty equivalence 1) In the editing phase. the decision situation is recast into a

theory must reduce to the expected value model, U(s, f) = Prj, number of simpler situations in order to make the evalua-

%X 1w(P,) = I. This occurs because of the requirement that one tion task simpler for the choicemaker. The tasks in editing

must be indifferent between a nonsimple prospect and an actuari- are very much dependent on the contingency situation at -

ally equivalent simple prospect. To insure this for the two out- hand and offer possibilities for coding, combining, segregat-

come case. for the general actuarially equivalent two outcome ing, cancelling, and detection of dominance.

prospects of Fig. 5, requires that w(P) + w(i - P) = I., This 2) Value functions are devoid of risk attitude and are unique

certainty must be viewed as another limitation of this certainty only p to positive ratio transformations.

equivalence theory and indicates the considerable care that must 3) Ou'.comes are expressed as positive or negative deviations

be exercised in modifying the basic utility theory axioms. from a reference or nominal outcome which is assigned a

The subjective weighted utility model yields for the SWU of value of zero. Thus value changes represent changes in asset -

alternative a. position. Positive and negative values are treated differently

with the typical value function being an S-shaped curve that
SU(a,)is convex below the reference point and concave above it.

Displeasure with loss is typically greater than pleasure

associated with the same gain.

where the subjective weighted probabilities are 4) Probability weights w[P,(a)] reflect an uncertain outcome

-P.(a)] contribution to the attractiveness of a prospect. As in SWU

_________(7) 
theory, high probabilities are underweighted and low ones

LIJ P,(a) (7) overweighted. The following are among the properties of the " .

f[ wPP,(a)probability weighting function.
a) True at extremes w(0) =, w( = I

Although a variety of probability weighting functions are possi- b) Subadditive at low P, w(aP) > aw(P).O < a
•ble. Karmarkar[188]c [ 189] proposes use of a log normal function cp Oveeihted for small p. w( p) > p. p -hI
S1 [8 p s l r nd) Underweighted for large P. w( P) < P, P - 0

In( - = n i--" e) Subccrtain w(p) + w(l -p)<l

I-f/ - P f) Subproportional w( aP)/w(P) 4 w0afiP)/w(fP),0 <

5) The value of a prospect (1, J!) 
= (st, P) + (s,. P) is given

:" ~by".4

S'For the n outcome case we would have I". ,'( P%,) = I and we see that

the only general t)P, that will insure this is .(P,) = P,. a) V(s., P) v(s,) + w.(P,)[v(s 1) - v(s,)l (10)

................................... . '.+.......... .............- . . .- " .
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for strictly positive prospects in which P, + P, = I and Thaler [371] examines a number of the tenets of prospect
sI > s, > 0. or strictly negative prospects in which P, + theory with generally very positive confirming results. Additional
P2  . S, < S < 0. comments concerning the seminal prospect theory appear in a

b) V(s, P) = w(P,)v(S,) + w(P,)v(s,) (!I) previous survey in these transactions [304] including the observa-
tion that a number of the results of prospect theory, which are

., for regular prospects which are prospects that are neither seemingly at variance with expected utility theory, can be accom- Sstrictly positive nor strictly negative in that either P, + P2 modated successfully using multiple attribute utility theory.
: I and/or v(si) and v(s 2) are of opposite sign. Extensions of prospect theory to include multiple attribute

In no sense is prospect theory posed as a normative theory of preferences. large number of outcomes, sequential multistage
how people should make decisions. The editing or framing of decisionmaking, risk aversion coefficients, and subjective proba-
contingencies, alternative acts, and outcomes is similar to the bility effects would do much to enable this significant develop-
formulation step of the systems process. It is in this forming ment to be of even greater usefulness in explaining complex
phase that the contingency task structure and decision situation positive or descriptive decision behavior. This might well be of
model are. in effect, formed. For example, in a population of one much normative use as well.
million people where black lung disease might kill two thousand
people, possible forms are Heuristic Decision Rules

Form I-Alternative a, will save 500 people whereas if alter- A number of decision rules do not involve comparisons in a
native a, is adopted there is a 0.25 probability of true holistic fashion. Rather they involve comparisons of one
saving 2000 people and a 0.75 probability of not alternative with another, generally within a restricted alternative
saving anyone. set and attribute set. Within the heuristic class of decision rules

Form 2-Alternative a, will result in death of 1500 people we may distinguish those which compare alternatives against
whereas alternative a 4 will result in a 0.25 probability some standard by means of conjunctive or disjunctive compari-
that no one will die and a 0.75 probability that 2000 sons, those which compare alternatives across attributes, and
people will die. those which make comparisons within attributes. Generally, these

rules can result, when improperly applied, in intransitive choices
These two forms are really the same. yet many people will [2891. We will consider several rules from each subcategory. Firstinterpret them differently. The editing or forming phase of pro- we will discuss two noncompensatory rules [90] that are often P
spect theory allows different interpretations and thus makes used when there is an overabundance of data present.
provision for different evaluation of results in terms of alternative Disjunctive-A disjunctive decision rule is one in which the
formulations of the same issue. decisionmaker identifies minimally acceptable value standards

Prospect theory is especially able to cope with certainty effects for each relevant attribute. Alternatives which pass the critical
in which people overweight outcomes considered certain com- standard on one or more attributes are retained. Alternatives
pared with those considered only highly probable; reflection which fall below the critical standards on all attributes are
effects in which preferences are reversed when two positively eliminated. A single alternative is accepted when the criticalvalued outcomes are replaced by two negatively valued outcomes; standards are set such that all but one alternative fail to exceed
and isolation effects in which people disregard .,mmon outcome any of the critical standards on any attributes. Unlike multiat-
components shared by outcomes and focus only on components tribute utility theory (MAUT) rules, where poor performance on
that distinguish alternatives. Kahneman and Tversky have estab- one attribute can be made up by good performance on other
lished an axiomatic basis for prospect theory [184] for the two attributes such that the rule is compensatory, a disjunctive deci-
outcome case. sion rule is noncompensatory. A compensatory approximation to

* In a recent study involving prospect theory, Hershey and a disjunctive decision rule for attributes s, is
Schoemaker [1521 question the generality of the reflection hy-
pothesis of prospect theory which states that asymmetric prefer- m
ences are found when comparing gain prospects with loss pro- U = n, 1 (12)
spects. They introduce four types of reflectivity depending upon + nwhether subjects choose positive prospect (s,, P,) or the noninfe- c,
rior prospect (s,, P,), and whether they choose negative prospect
(-si, PI) or (-s,, P,). Across-subject and within-subject reflec- where in represents the number of attributes and c, is the critical
tivity are examined in terms of whether subjects do or do not value on the ith attribute. If U is greater than one, the alternative P
choose and do or do not switch from safe to risky prospects. in question is retained.
Thev conclude that predictions of prospect theory concerning Conjunctive-A conjunctive decision rule is one in which
reflectivity depend upon the size of probabilities. For P large minimally acceptable value standards for each relevant attribute
enough to insure underweighting of probabilities, it appears that are identified. Alternatives are acceptable if they exceed all
the reflectivity hypothesis is quite valid. For smaller values of P, minimum standards. They are rejected if they fail to exceed anv:" reflectivitv is neither predicted nor excluded from the results of minimum standard. The critical values for disjunctive and con-
Hershey and Schoemaker. junctive rules are generally different. A compensatory approxima- P

In another study Hershev and Schoemaker [153] examine tion to the noncompcnsatory conjunctive decision rule is
preferences for basic insurance-loss lotteries and show that risk "
taking is prevalent in the domain of losses. They suggest a utility U 1 (13)
function which is concave for low losses and convex for larger I +Lones. They indicate a context effect in shich various insurance s,
formulations lead to more risk averse behavior than for statisti-

E- cally equivalent gambling formulations. Their conclusion that An alternative is retained if the corresponding utility U is above a
probabilities and outcomes may be of less guidance in influencing threshold which is set just slightly below 1. These approximations
decision behavior as uncertainties concerning their magnitude for the disjunctive and conjunctive rules become noncompensa-
increase, strengthens conjectures concerning the influence of con- tory as n, approaches infinity.
text and perceptions of decision situation structural models upon By iterating through the conjunctive acceptance and disjunc-
decision results. live rejeclien rule several times with adjustable critical values or

S. . . • . • .
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aspiration levels, these rules become, in effect, forms of satisficing These outcome irrelevant learning structures (OILS) may result
rules. either from unaided judgment processes or from poorly conceived

Dominance models and additive difference models are two or possibly well conceived but improperly utilized, and therefore
examples of models which lead to decision rules involving com- irrelevant, systemic methods or processes.
parison across some, but not necessarily all, attributes. No The Maximizing Number of Attributes in Greater Arractveness
minimum standard of performance on attributes, that is to say Rule: This rule prescribes a choice of the alternative that has the
minimum aspects, are identified, greater number of favorable attributes. Specifically the rule re-

Dominance-A dominance decision rule is one which ,.hooses quires that the aspect of a decision alternative must be classified
alternative a, over a, if a, is better than a, on at least one aspect for each attribute as better, equal. or worse than the attractive-
and not worse than a, on any other aspect. An aspect is the score ness of the other alternative on that attribute. The preferred
of a specific attention on a specific attribute. There are a number alternative will be that which has the greatest number of favora-
of applications of dominance theory, including stochastic domi- ble classifications.
nance, to decisionmaking situations [331, [541, [75], [124], [3581, Elimination 1y Aspects: In this rule [288], [3811 attributes are
13 99. assumed to have different importance weights. An attribute is

Additive difference-In an additive difference rule [3821-13851. selected with which to compare alternatives with a probability
a binary choice is made between alternatives a, and a,. Dif- that is proportional to its weight. Alternatives which do not have
ferences are considered between values for a, and a, on each attribute scores above some aspiration or critical level are
relevant attribute. Differences of the form U,(a,) - U,(a,) are eliminated. A second attribute is selected with probability pro- ,
computed. Each of the differences is weighted in proportion to portional to its weight and evaluation by elimination continues.
the importance of the differences between alternatives on the The elimination by aspects model is thus seen to be a lexico-
various attributes. The resulting weight is f[U,(a1 ) - U,(a.)1. graphic rule in which decision-forming attributes are picked
Alternative I is preferred to alternative 2 only if according to a p" ,babilistic mechanism.

Sf,()U,(a , U(aj)] > 0. Wholis,ic Decision Rules

It is not possible to provide anywhere near a complete listing .. ..
This is a compensatory rule and can be used to compare any or discussion of the many possible wholistic decision rules. Three -

number of alternatives merely by retaining the winner in each of these wholistic judgment processes occur perhaps more fre-
comparison (2721. Only if the functions f, are linear will the quently than others: standard operating procedures, intuitive
additive difference rule necessarily lead to transitive choices, affect, and reasoning by analogy.

A third important subcategorization involves comparison Standard Operating Procedures: Standard operating procedures
within attributes. There are a variety of lexicographic procedures may result from the application of holistic or heuristic proce-
[1211 and the elimination by aspects rule [3811. [3821 which dures, or other wholistic judgment approaches. A standard oper-
explicitly involve comparison of alternatives on one, or at most a ating procedure is essentially what the name implies, a set of
few. attributes, experience-based guides to behavior which are typically used

Lexicographic Decision Rule: This rule prescribes a choice of without resort cN the underlying rationale which led to the
the alternative which is most attractive on the most important procedure. Often standard operating procedures are formulated
attribute. If two aspects on this attribute are equally attractive, bv one person or group and then implemented by another person
the decision will be based upon the most attractive aspect on the or group. Sometimes they involve habit or folk custom, such as
attribute next in order of importance. etc. "drink white wine with fish."

Minimum Difference Lexicographic Rule: This rule is much like Often user's guides and operating manuals are written in
the lexicographic rule. with the additional assumption that for attempts to standardize operating procedures for performance.
each attribute there is a minimum acceptable difference -1, of The greatest value of these procedures is as a checklist, reminder.
alternative scores. Thus. only differences greater than A, between or options, profile of attributes to look for. judgments to make or
the attractiveness values of two alternatives may determine a activities to select or perform. A fundamental often occurring
decision. If the difference on the most important attribute is less difficulty is that an expert may be able to use a checklist or
than .,. then the attribute next in the lexicographic order is profile of options as a guide to performance based upon the
considered. The lexicographic seemiorder rule is a special case of ability of the expert to quickly recognize the features inherent in
this decision rule where .1, is defined only for the most important the situation. Lack of training and experience will often make it
attribute. For all other attributes .1, 0. This procedure may not possible for the novice to utilize this capacity for task need
easily be extended to cases where the A are defined for the two recognition. Klein and Weitzenfeld [2021. [2301 pose that the lack -

most important aspects. This rule is often used in situations of training and experience inherent in the novice, the associated
where information about attributes are missing as a result of lack of ability to recognize contextual relations and analogous .
imperfect discrimination among alternatives on a given attribute situations. and the inability of guides to be able to teach this
or of unreliability of available information. In gcneral this rule ability are all fundamental impediments to the use of many
leads to intransitive choices %hen there are more than two standard operating procedure typc guides to judgment and per-
alternatives. It nav even lead to agenda dependent results for the formance.
case where there are only three alternatives. One should be

-. especially careful to examine relations used for ordenng alterna- ltttutttt' .4(f'a
tines to attempt to detect use of heuristics such as tlhi,. especially
if concepts such as tran.,itivity are used. perhaps intcrentiall\. to A person %.\ho makes tudaments based on intuit\c affect
determine partial orderinps. ris suggests the need for special t.pically takes in information by lookina at the "Mhole" of a
care %hen attemptlin to use transitivitv concept., to infer ordinal situation rather than by disatgregatina the situation into its
preferences. The resulting failure to seek disconfirmina informa- component parts and acquiring data on the parts. Valuation is
tion may well create structural preference illusions. typically based on an attempt to determine \,,hcthcr alternatiles

Einhorn 1961. 1971 first uses the term "'outcome irrelc\ant are pleasant or unpleasant. likeahle or unlikeable. ,.ood or had
learning structure- to descnbe processes which used deficient for indiduals. I Stressed the uniqueness of personalistic value
heuristics, and which then reinforces poor choices through expert- judanients. Zalonc [4111 presents a crv useful dicussion of
ences involing feedback and lack of discomfirming evidence, affect or feclinv as potcoLnitixe acti\it.
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Reasoning hy Anulogi" describing cognitive proccsses as they are influenced by the
r acontingency structural elements of task. environment and the

Many philosophers of science claim reasoning by analogy [55], human problem solver's experience with these. There have been a
1301. f3601 is the basis of hypothesis generation. It is funda- limited number of efforts to describe these such as those by Allaismentally different than deductive inference or inductive infer- and Hagen [31. Beach and Mitchell [32]. Borgida and Nisbett [421. 0

ence-based reasoning. In analogic reasoning we use analogies, Broadbent [49]. Bunn [53], Carrol [561, Dreyfus and Dreyfusprototypes, or other paradigms with which we are familiar to [821• Einhorn [96]. [97). Einhorn and Hogarth [981. Harsanyi
guide us in new tasks. These exemplars encourage recognition in [147], Hauser [149), Howell and Fleishman [1651, Huber [165].
a present situation in terms of experientially based knowledge. Janis and Mann [1761. [177]. Jungerman 1182]. Klein [2021. [2031.

Doubtlessly analogic reasoning, as well as reasoning by intul- Kleinmutz and Kleinmutz [204]. Kunruether and Schoemaker "
tive affect and standard operating procedures, are each heavily [207]. MacKinnon and Wearing [2331. Montgomery and Svenson
influenced by the contingency structure of the task at hand and [2561. Payne 1272]. [2751, Sage [3081. Simon [3381, [3401, [3411,
the environment. These are the judgment processes used by many [343] Soelberg [353]. and Wallsten [395], [3961. This is an area in
in reaching decisions. We will comment further in Sections V and which additional research could pay major dividends in uhi-
VI upon wholisticjudgment and its role [811, [82].[981.[1 161-[1 191, mately increasing the effectiveness of information systems in
[202], [203] in choicemaking. coping with the contingency task structure variables in planning

In this section we have examined a number of decision rules. and decision support.
We have discussed holistic, heuristic, and wholistic rules. The The contingency task structure model we first describe is
holistic models or rules are generally substantive and not neces- related to Piaget's theory of intellectual development [43]. [126].
sarily process models. They may be prescriptive or descriptive in [1311. [205]. [2621. [3621. After a description of this model [308] we
intent and use. The heuristic and wholistic models are more i mpito fr nformation onstemtdesignand the8rewa

indicate implications for information system design and the rela-
process oriented than the heuristic models. In unaided situations tionship of this model to models that have been proposed by
people generally do not have the cognitive stamina to utilize the others.
holistic rules or may not sense a need for them even if the' could Insights into the nature of cognitive development and insights
utilize them. A variety of contemporary research [273]-[275] has into a conceptual model of cognitive activity is contained in the
presented the strongest of evidence that choice of decision rules is works of Piaget, the founder of genetic epistemology." Accord-
very task dependent and actual choices may vary appreciably wok o Piaget. the four ofagentepisteolo" A
across different interpretations of the same decision situations. ing to Piaget. there are four stages of intellectual development:

Preference reversals have even been noted with translation of I) sensory motor
gambles and target return, reference point, or aspiration level 2) preoperational
effects. Phenomena such as these have recently been studied [274] 3) concrete operational
and shown to be potentially explainable by a descriptive model of 4) formal operational.
risky choice due to Fishburn [1231 and by prospect theory.

We note that people use different decision rules and models at The last twc of these are of particular importance to our efforts
different phases of a decision process as a function of a number here. In the writings of Piaget. intellectual development is seen as
of influencing variables, such as education, experience. motiva- a function of four variables:
tion, familiarity with the environment, and above all, stress. I) maturation
Etzioni [1031, [104] has proposed a mixed scanning model of 2) experience
decisionmaking that forms the basis for some current research in 3) education
information systems for planning and decision support [75], [76], 4) self regulation-a process of mental struggle with discom-
[245]. [399]. There are a number of contemporary efforts and forting information until identification of a satisfactory 40

* approaches that support the design of systemic aids that will be mental construction allows intellectual growth or learning.
more responsive to decisionmaker requirements. Especially im-
portant in this regard are the efforts of Einhorn. Kleinmuntz, and In Piaget's model of intellectual development concrete opera-
Kleinmuntz [95]: Hogarth and Makridakis [161]. Huber (168], tional thinkers can deal logically with empirical data. manipulate
Jungerman [181]. Kleinmutz and Kleinmutz [204], Lad [2081. symbols, and organize facts towards the solution of well struc-
Libby [2131. Montgomery and Svenson [2561. Payne [271]-[275], tured and personally familiar problems. Formal operational
Rouse [299]. Svenson 13641. 13651. Thorngate 13721. Toda [3731- thinkers can cope in this fashion also. A major difference, how-
13751. Tverskv and Sattagh [3841. Twenev et al. [387], VIek [3921, ever, is that those concrete thinkers who are not also capable of
[3931: Wallsten [395]. [396]. Efforts which concern the integration formal thought lack the capacity to reason hypothetically and to
of descriptise and prescriptive components of decisionmaking consider the effect of different variables or possibilities ot.,side of
[1421. 13071. [3221. [3231: efforts which concern determination of personal experience. Concrete operational thinkers, for instance.
coenitise choice models in realistic settings [221, [881. [1571. [1581, will often have difficulty in responding "true" or "false" to the
[3141. 1325j: efforts which involhe formulation and structuring of statement. "six is not equal to three plus four." As another
decision situations I I]. [2471. [2481. [255]. 12651. 12861. [2871. [30X). example: "A card has a number on one side and a letter on the
[3011. [3021. [353]. [397]: and efforts which involve the coaniti',e other: test the hypothesis that a card with a vowel on one side 9
effort inoled in dcisionmaking [1801. [3281 may offer much will have an even number on the other side." Concrcte opera-

promise as %%ell. tional thinkers will have difficulty selecting cards for bottom side
examination if the top sides of four cards are a. b, 2. 3. However.

V. CoN II-(,I'N( Y TASK SiRt( It'RU MODIIS failure to pick the cards with "a" and 2 on top may not indicate
inability as a formal operational thinker but. rather. failure to

The dcianer of information systems for plannine and decision properly diagnose the task and determine the need for formal
s support must he concerned both with normative models of dcci- operational thought.
sion and choice processes and %vith descriptive models of how We wish to develop a model of higher order cognitive Frocess-
people perform, and can perform. in given situations. Thus our ing that describes the mature adult decisionmaker. Such a de-
discussions of information processing and decision or evaluation cisionmaker will typically be capable of both formal and concrete
rule selection in the previous two sections take on particular operational thought. As we will argue, selection of a formal or "
meanlna in that they comment on the wide variety of possible concrete cognitive process will depend upon the decisionnaker's.
behaviors We will be especially concerned, in this section, with diagnosis of need with respect to a particular task. That nced will

e S
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Fig. 6. Learning through formal operational experiences.

depend upon a decisionmaker's maturity, experience, and educa- Formal operational thought involves three principal stages:
tion with respect to a particular problem. Each of these influence I) reversal of realities and possibilities
cognitive strain or stress, a subject that will be discussed later in 2) hpothetico-deductive reasoningties

this section. Ordinarily, a decisionmaker will prefer a concrete 3) operations on operations
operational thought process and will make use of a formal - .
operational thought process only when concrete operational as shown in Fig. 6. These are accomplished through reflective
thought is perceived inappropriate. In general, a concrete opera- observation, abstract conceptualization, and the testing of the
tional thought process involves less stress and may well involve resulting concept implications in new situations. It is in this way
repetitive and previously learned behavioral patterns. Familiarity that the divergence produced by discomforting new experiences
and experience, with the issue at hand or with issues perceived to allows the learning of new developments and concepts to be .2
be similar or analogous, play a vital role in concrete operational "stored" in memory as part of one's concrete operational experi-
thought. In novel situations, which are unstructured and where ences.
new learning is required, formal operational thought is typically A number of the cognitive style investigations discussed in
more appropriate than concrete operational thought. Section II have concluded that "abstract" decisionmakers are

We see, in the foregoing discussion, the dominant role of the more information oriented and would typically process much
contingency task structure in guiding problem solving efforts. In information in complex decision environments. "Concrete" de-
concrete operational thought. people use concepts which cisionmakers, on the other hand, could be expected to reach an

information overloaded state at lower levels of environmental
I) are drawn directly from their personal experiences. complexity; hence they would tend to process less information
2) involve elementary classification and generalization con- than would the abstract decisionmaker. Some models of cognitive

cerning tangible and familiar objects. style are based on the assumption that "concrete" decisionmakers - .
3) involve direct cause and effect relationships, typically in need more information to arrive at a decision than do "abstract"

simple two-variable situations: decisionmakers. suggesting that "concrete" decisionmakers do
4) can be taught or understood by analogy, algorithms, affect, not give existing information its full worth and more are prone to

standard operating policy, or recipe: and which fits of skepticism than "abstract" decisionmakers. At first glance,
5) are "closed" in the sense of not demanding exploration of cognitive style models such as the one suggested here appear to

possibilities outside the known environment of the person run in parallel to Piaget's concepts of concrete operational and
and stated data. formal operational thought. But there are very important and

In formal operational thought. people use concepts which may very. significant differences. These are explicable through the
contingency task structure and concept of task, environment, andI) be imagined. hypothetical, based on alternative scenarios. decisionmaker; a concept that appears. with some notable excep-

and/or which may be contrary to fact" tions, missing in much of the existing cognitive style research
2) be "open ended" in the sense of requiring speculation about cited in Section 1I.

unstated possibilities. The concrete operational thinker does not necessarily have
3) require deductive reasoning using unverified and perhaps limited abilities to process or integrate information, and the

flawed hypotheses. "formal" operational thinker is not necessarily capable of "ab-
4) require definition by means of other concepts or abstrac- stract" thought in the specific contingency situation at hand. The

tions that may have little or no obvious correlation with formal thinker is neither necessarily able to proccss information
contemporary reality, and which may which encompasses more complexity nor better able to cope with

5) require the identification and structuring of intermediate uncertainty and disjointedness in the decision environment than
concepts not initially specified. is one who uses concrete operational thought in a given decision

.....................................................................
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situation. Our contingency task structural model for the mature, familiar and simple world, a "concrete operational" world, these
perhaps expert, adult decisionmaker is one in which the de- judgment guides and judgment heuristics might well be. and in
cisionmaker may use formal or concrete operational thought fact often are, quite acceptable. In a changing and uncertain
based primarily on diagnosis of the contingency structure of the environment, an environment that is different from the one with
decision situation, and the stress that is perceived to be associ- which we are familiar, we may well err considerably by using
ated with the decision situation. This election of a formal or these concrete operational world appropriate judgment heuristics.
concrete operational mode of thought may be appropriate or If we do not have a developed set of coherent values relative to a
inappropriate, changing environment, we may respond affectively with the first

Systemic process design must be responsive to the observation alternative option that comes to mind. We may well adopt
' that there are two fundamentally different thought or cognition postdecision behavior such as to support and maintain a chosen

processes. These are often associated with different halves of the response and employ cognitive biases and cognitive heuristics to
brain [38], [67]. [1201, [246-2481, [2541, [410]. One type of thought justify this potentially ill-chosen response. This results in an
process is described by the adjectives verbal, logical, sequenced, affective response appropriate for a "concrete operational" situa-
thinking, and analytical: whereas the second is described as tion when an analytical response, appropriate for a "formal
nonverbal, intuitive. wholistic. feeling, and heuristic. The verbal operational" situation, is needed. In the Jams and Mann [177]
process is typically viewed as superior in engineering and natural terminology we adopt a coping pattern based on unconflicted
science. But this viewpoint on the nature of thought appears adherence or unconflicted change whereas vigilance is called for.
wrong and should be discouraged as positively harmful. For the A serious problem in practice is that we get used to very simple
two processes are complementary and compatible. They are not heuristics that are appropriate for "concrete operational" situa-
competitive and incompatible in any meaningful way. One tions in a familiar world and we continue to use them in "formal
thought process may be deficient, in fact. if it is not supported by operational" situations in an unfamiliar world in which they may
the other. The nonverbal supports the verbal by suggesting ideas, be very inappropriate. A typical heuristic is incrementalism: "Go
alternatives. etc. The verbal supports the nonverbal by ex- ahead and crowd one more beast into the commons." Such a
pressing, structuring, analyzing, and validating the creative ideas heuristic may be appropriate in the familiar situation our for-
that occur in the nonverbal process. An appropriate planning and bears encountered in a new unexplored continent. But the , social
decision support process must provide for verbal and nonverbal traps" produced by such judgmental heuristics in a now crowded
support. An appropriate planning and decision support process environment may be inappropriate. There are numerous contem-
must be tolerant and supportive of a decisionmaker's cognitive porary issues to support this assertion.
(thought) processes. These will typically vary across individuals Styles or modes of information processing, which includes
and within the same individual as a function of the environment, information acquisition and information analysis. are of much
the individual's previous experience with the environment, and importance in the design of information systems for interpreta-
those associated factors which introduce varying amounts of tion of the impacts of proposed policy. Information acquisition
stress. Thus a contingency task structural view of individuals and refers to the perceptual process by which the mind organizes the

t organizations in decision situations is needed as contrasted with a verbal and visual stimuli that i't encounters. As indicated in
stereotypical view in which individuals are assumed to process Section II. McKennev and Keen [2421 discuss two modes of
fixed, static, and unchanging cognitive characteristics which are information acquisition. a preceptive mode and a receptive mode.
uninfluenced by environmental considerations. We essentially utilize these modes for our model of information

This view will encourage us not only to consider the evolution acquisition and analysis.
of future events over time as inherently probabilistic, but also to
consider value change over time. It is especially important that preceptive acquisition and analysis, individuals bring
we consider values as containing noncommensurate, ambiguous, existing experiential concepts and precepts to bear to filter
and uncertain components, rather than as being absolute, data. They focus on structural relations between items and
sistent, precise, and exogenous with respect to choice [2361. [2381. look for deviations from their expectations. They then useTypically we learn from experience and adopt various decision formal precepts as cues for acquisition, analysis, and associ-

Typiall welean fom xpeienc an adpt arius eciion ated structuring of data.
rules in the form of cognitive heuristics based upon this experi- b) In receptive acquisition and analysis, individuals focus on
ence. The strength of belief that we have in the usefulness of cntex eti ather an pres structual relation
heuristics is often based on reinforcement through feedback. contextual detail rather than presumed structural relation-
Einhorn [961. [97] has described several supporting illustrations of ships. They infer structure and impacts from direct anddetailed examination of information. generally including
this. As we have indicated in Section IV. The use of various types potentially discomfirming information, rather than from
of lexicographic semiorders often lead to intransitive choices p d forah n
which are often not recognized as intransitive. We often define fitting it to their precepts.
issues by content rather than structure and convince ourselves to There is nothing inherently good or bad in either mode of
like what we get from a decision. As a consequence we find it information acquisition. analysis, and associated structuring. The
hard to separate decisions from outcomes in retrospective evalua- same individual may use different modes as a function of con-
tions of our judgments. Much of this is probably due to changing tingency task structure. Most people will have preferences for one
our attitudes and our perceptions in a very selective way without mode or the other in a particular situation, depending upon their
being aware of the change and to changing our forecasts, retro- diagnosis of the contingency task structure and perceived needs

' ,pectivelv. to correspond to events that have occurred without to accomplish effective information interpretation and associated
recognizing this change [I 171-[1 191. Thus we adopt a hindsight or decisionmakina. It is our hypothesis that cognitive biases often
"knew it all along" bias influenced by a variety of highly selective arise, or are initiated, b use of a situationally incorrect mode of.
perceptions of realitv, information acquisition and structunng. To use preceptive

We are most likelv to have coherent value preferences and are acquisition when receptive acquisition is more appropriate would
able to develop and utilize appropnate evaluation heuristics in appear to invite one or more of the inny biases associated with
well-structured situations with which we arc familiar. Learning by selective perception. To use receptive acquisition when preceptive
trial and error and development of judgment based on either acquisition is appropriate w ould appear to introduce much stress
reasoning by analogy, standard operating procedures. or organi- associated with the low likelihood of being able to resolse an

* zational rules typicallv results front these "concrete operational" issue in the time available.
situations and experiences. Long standing use of these "'rules" Information evaluation and interpretation refers to the dcci-
results in purely affective judgment and decision responses. In a sion rule portion of the problem solution. W-: advocate a model
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based on the use of the Piaget theory of concrete and formal of performance objectives and decision rules for evaluation of
operational thinking as a useful precept for information evalua- options associated with issue resolution. There are many in-
tion and interpretation. These thought process models may be fluences which act on the contingency task structure. Fig. 2
summarized as follows. indicates. conceptually, how the contingency task structure, and

the environment which influences it. acts to specify and directa) In concrete operational thought, individuals approach prob- problem solving efforts through selection of performance objec-lems either through intuitive affect. analogic reasoning, or tives and associated information processing and decision rule
through following a standard operating policy or organiza- paradigms.
tional processes. or some related process. It is our belief that the dynamic cognitive style models of Figs.b) In formal operational thought, individuals approach prob- 6 and 7 can be used as guides to illustrate both those modes of
lems through structuring in terms of imbedding realities information acquisition and information evaluation that should
into possibility scenarios, hypothetico-deductive reasoning, be used and that will be used on a given issue. We stress that the
and interpretation in terms of operations on operations. particular cognitive style most appropriate for a given issue will

Fig. 7 presents our conceptualization of information acquisition. depend upon the decisionmakers familiarity with a given issue,
analysis, and interpretation or problem solving styles. This figure the issue itself, and the environment into which the issue is
does not illustrate, however, the fundamentally dynamic nature imbedded. Thus a receptive or preceptive information acquisition

- of this process model. Fig. 6 has presented some of the dynamic style will be appropriate in a formal operational setting if the
learning experiences which link the concrete operational and issue at hand is an unfamiliar and unstructured one. The ap-
formal operational thought processes. Again we argue that no propriate balance between preceptive and receptive information
style is inherently appropriate or inappropriate. Appropriateness acquisition will be dependent upon the type of issue and the
of a particular style, as has been mentioned before, is very much experience or familiarity the decisionmaker has with possible
task. environment, and experience dependent. That most de- information sources and their likely reliability. It will, of course.
cisionmakers function as concrete operational thinkers is doubt- also be influenced by the "personal" style of the decisionmaker
lessly correct. A principal task of a well-designed information and the type, if any, of interaction with the systems analyst as
system is to assist in aiding the decisionmaker to detect the well as upon other characteristics of the decision situation. We
appropriate style for a given task, environment, and decision- accept the view that systems methodologies, especially as imple-
maker experience level. Another task is to enhance transfer of mented through use of human judgment to form a systemic
formal operational experiences to concrete operational experi- process. are highly value dependent. Different systems methodol-
ences. such as through conceptualization and evolution of ap- ogies allow one to define issues in different ways and are respon-
propriate heuristics. wholistic thought, analogous reasoning sive in differing amounts to value concerns, such as equity. Some
guides. standard operating procedures. other forms of affective methodologies explicitly encourage for example. detection of the , .
thought, and perhaps even precognitive responses. We posit that use of deficient heuristics and encourage correction. The "trans-
both types of information acquisition and analysis may occur parency" and communicability of a decision process. for exam-
with either concrete or formal thought although the appropriate pie, is very much a function of the methodologies used in process '. -
balance of receptive and preceptive acquisition and analysis will aiding for the formulation of issues, the analysis of alternatives.
vary from situation to situation. and associated interpretation efforts. This value dependence of

Our discussions have indicated the strong environmental de- systems methodologies is. therefore, an important aspect of infor-
pendence of the formulation, analysis, and interpretation steps mation system design and is related to performance objectives for
necessary for problem resolution. These steps are necessary steps the task at hand. ,, ,
in the resolution of any issue using systemic means, regardless of There have been a number of studies which focus upon the
the "st.de'" adopted for problem solution. Environments. organi- critical importance of task description and the decisionmaker's
zations, and technologies are three dominant concerns of systems interaction with the task through the cnvironment. Dawes (701,
engineering in gereral and for the design of systems for planning 1711 stresses the critical interaction among the mind and the task,
and decision support in particular. It is the interaction iof the and integrated models of the mind and the task requirements. fie
environment with an organization and a technology that results discusses the "even numhered-vowel"' experiment described earlier
in a management technology. Systems mana.emcnt is the term in this section as does Anderson [7]. Anderson indicates that the
we use to denote the interaction of human judgment with meth- failure, and a maority of educated adults do fail. to correctlv -
odological concerns (305]-[3081. Systems management denotes, resolve this task is due to difficulties in applying the nui/is tolens "
therefore, concerns at the cognitive process level that Involve the concept of conditional deductive reasoning. a concept which -""
contingency task structure and its role in influencing the selection requires thinking about what is not the case. Anderson also
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discusses a slight variation of this task, which is generally the 4) this application suggests options. including evaluation of
same. and in which almost all subjects performed correctly. The options and selection of a preferred option based on whattask involved looking at four pictures of ordinary letter envelopes worked in the comparison option; and
with the possibility of a stamp on them and picking the letters 5) the way the objectives and the decision are perceived. _ -
which should be turned over to test the hypothesis: if a letter is possible further adjustments of options, generation of new
sealed, it has a 180 stamp on it. The critical difference between options. and combination of options. follow from this.
the two tasks is the fact that most people have experiences similar Kgens
to the second task. It is relatively familiar compared to the first Klein strongly encourages development of decision aids to
task, concerning which people do not have significant experience. support the recognitional capacity of the expert; aids that will

We should be rather cautious however in the apparently rea- assist the expert in recognizing new situations in terms of analo-
sonable inference that we learn correctlv from experience. A gous comparison cases and in using these to define options or
number of important studies by Brehmer [46], [471 have shown alternatives. The adjuvant would also keep track of options. assist

- that by no means do people always improve their judgment and in generation of new ones, and perform computations to assess S
decisionmaking ability on the basis of increased experience. Bi- the impacts of various options. It certainly appears that this is a
ases. such as the tendency to use confirming evidence to the needed and necessary role for information systems adjuvants for
neglect of disconfirming evidence, are the key culprits. Brehmer planning and decision support. But it must he remembered that
[47] indicates how these biases can be understood in terms of not all users of such a system will be proficient and expert in all
available information. He concludes that truth is not manifest. It of the tasks they are to perform. We suggest the need also for
needs to be inferred in order to extract from experience informa. provisions for formal operational thought type processes for
tion components that will truly lead to better judgments and those contingency task situations that have not been sufficiently
decisions. The recent definitive discussion of judgment and choice cognized such that appropriate use of concrete operational
processes by Einhorn and Hogarth [98] emphasizes the impor- thought necessarily leads to efficient and effective performance.
tance and the interdependence of attention, memory, cognitive Dreyfus and Dreyfus [821 also argue that experienced and
representations. learning, conflict, and feedback. It provides much expert human decisionmakers solve new problems primarily by
valuable perspective concerning the importance of these topics seeing similarities to previously experienced situations in them.
for judgment and decisionmaking. They argue strongly that since similarity based processes actually

Carroll [56] is much concerned also with understanding deci- used by experienced and expert humans lead to better perfor-
sion behavior, especially through the process tracing techniques mance than formal approaches practiced by beginners, de-
that have been emphasized by Payne (2721-[2751. Carroll propo- cisionmaking based on proven expertise should not be replaced
ses that the decisionmaker might better be portrayed as possess- by formal models. They pose a model which contains five devel-
ing a rich store of knowledge organized around a variety of opmental stages through which a person passes in acquiring a
evoked schemas, those complex units of organized knowledge skill such as to become a proficient expert. Their basic tenet is
which guide the acquisition and use of case information, rather that people demand less and less on abstract principles and more
than exclusively considering the decisionmaker as exhaustively and more on concrete experience as they become proficient. Their
following the prescriptions of normative models. Many of the five stages and suggested instruction at each stage are as follows.
chapters in the recently edited works of Estes [1001, Hamilton I) Novice- Decompose the task environment into context-free
[1371, Howell 11671. Howell and Fleishman [165]. Schwcder [332], nonsituational features which the beginner can recognize without
and Wallsten [3961 discuss issues related to cognitive factors in experience. Give the beginner rules for determining action and
judgment processes. including task descriptions for scripts, those provide monitoring and feedback to improve rule following.
stereotypical sequences of actions and event schemas which often 2) Competence-Encourage aspect recognition not by calling
are of much use in explaining judgment. attention to recurrent sets of features, but rather by singling out

Studies of information support for U.S. Air Force command perspicuous examples. Encourage recognition of dangerous
and communication systems accomplished by Klein [202]. [2031 aspects and knowledge of guidelines to correct these conditions.
express a number of concerns regarding artificial intelligence and Equal importance weights are typically associated with aspects at
information processing approaches for decision aiding. These this stage.
reservations concern potential inabilities of humans to disaggre- 3) Proficienci-This comes with increased practice that ex-
gate situations into components and to analyze these discrete poses one to a variety of whole situations. Aspects appear more
components. ie indicates that the proficient performance of or less important depending upon relevance to goal achievement.
experts may well be based more on reasoning by analogy than by Contextual identification is now possible and memorized princi- S

* .. representations in terms of step by step descriptions capable of pies. called maxims, arc used to deternine action.
(discrete) digital computer processing. Further. expert proficient 4) Ex perse-The repertoire of experienced situations is now
performers may not follow explicit conscious rules. Requiring vast. such that the occurrence of a specific situation triggers an
them to do so may reduce performance quality, and they %%ill be .uuinrev appropriate action.

."" unable to accurately describe the rules that they do follow. Klein 5 .aster-The expert is ah~orhed and no longer needs to
views expertise as arising from perceptual abilities including devote constant attention to performance. There is no need for
recognitional capacity in terms of analogous situations, scnsitivit" self monitoring of performance and energy is devoted only to S
to envmironmental context in the sense of appreciation of the identifying the appropriate perspectives and appropriate alterna-
significance of subtle sariations. and sensitiv to intentional tie actions.
context by viewing the relevance and importance of task compo- l)refus and l)revfus associate the dcelopment of these five
nents as a %hole by anticipating that has to occur to achices a 'kill categories \with successive transformation of four mental
goal rather than just that will occur at the next time instant or functions :ie. 8 [821 indicates how these transformations occur
N ,tep. lie presents a comparison-guided model of proficient de- with increased stages of proficiency. While developed pnmarils,
cisionmaking. In this model [203] for training this model contains much of importance with respect

to information ssstem design to support planning and decision-
I) a current decision situation is perceived in terms of objec- making as well. A key issue in this table would appear to he the

tives; decselopment of concrete situational experience which first occurs
" 2) the dccisionmakers' experience allows recognition of a %then a person is able to recognize aspects. There seems to exist

comparison situation: some complimentaritv between our model of the cognitive tudg-
3) similarities and differences between the comparison situa- ment and decision process and that of Dreyfus and Dreyfus. The

tion and the current situation are noted; concrete operational thought of experienced decisionmakers
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Fig. 8. Dreyfus'judgment and decision process model.

would appear to be much the same as the thought of the expert processing. the distinction between hot and cold cognitions. and "
and the master. Of course in all of these models, "expert" is a several coping patterns associated with judgments.
relative term, with the environment and the contingency task Cold cognitions are those made in a calm detached environ-
structure of a specific situation needed to determine whether a mental state. The changes in utility possible due to different
decisionmaker is familiar and experienced with it. Some dif- decisions are small and easy to determine. Hot cognitions are
ferences in the models are doubtlessly present as well. Some of those associated with vital issues and concerns, and are associ-
these depend upon precisely what is meant by "processing infor- ated with a high level of stress. Whether a cognition is. or should
mation." Our definition is rather broad and certainly not re- be, hot or cold is dependent upon the task at hand and the -

stricted to quantitative processing. Generally information experiential familiarity and expertness of the decisionmaker with
processing, in our view, includes the formulation or acquisition, respedt to the task. The symptoms of stress include feelings of
analysis, and interpretation of data of value for decisionmaking. apprehensiveness, a desire to escape from the distressing choice .
This can be accomplished holistically, heuristically, or wholisti- dilemma, and self-blame for having allowed oneself to get into a
caiy. predicament where one is forced to choose between unsatisfac-

Very important concerns exist, in our view, with respect to tory alternatives. Janis and Mann 1177] state that "psychological
possible cognitive bias and value incoherencies in the concrete stress" is used as a generic term to designate unpleasant emo-
operational decisionmaking of experts or masters. Questions re- tional states evoked by threatening environmental events or
lated to the effects of changing environments upon the judgment stimuli. They define a "stressful" event as "any change in the
and decision quality of masters and novices alike are very im- environment that typically induces a high degree of unpleasant
portant in all of these models. For intuitive experience may not emotion, such as anxiety, guilt, or shame, and which affects
be a good guide for judgments and decisions in uncertain, un- normal patterns of information processing." Janis and Mann
familiar, and/or rapidly changing environments. But quantitative describe five functional relationships between psychological stress
or qualitative analysis-based efforts may well not be very good and decision conflict.
either due to changed decision situation and contingency task I) The degree of stress generated by decision conflict is a

structural models. In our view it is possible to become a "master:" function of those objectives which the decisionmaker ex-
but unfortunately possible to become a master of the art of pects to remain unsatisfied after implementing a decision.
self-deception as well as of a specific task. The external behavior 2) Often a person encounters new threats or opportunities that

of the two "masters" may well be the same: situational, wholistic, motivate consideration of a new course of action. The

intuitive, and absorbed. What was an appropriate style for one degree of decision stress is a function of the degree of "
"master" may well be inappropriate for another. commitment to adhere to the present course of action.

Behavior in familiar but uncertain environments is of much 3) When decision conflict is severe because all identified alter- .. .
interest. Studies of failure, situations in which experts and mas- natives pose serious risks, failure to identify a better deci-
ters fail or misdiagnose their degree of expertise or mastery, could sion than the least objectionable one will lead to defensive
yield exceptionally useful results and would also serve to incorpo- avoidance.
rate and integrate much of the experimental work involving 4) In severe decision conflict when the decisionmaker antic-
biases, poor heuristics, and value coherences into a more real ipates having insufficient time to identify an adequate alter-
decision situation. We hypothesize that the dynamic models of native that will avoid serious losses, the level of stress
decision styles presented in this section will be useful vehicles to remains extremely high. The likelihood that the dominantthese ends.".-,

theseen. spattern of response will be hvpcn'igilancc, or panic. in-
Judgment and decisionman efforts are often characterized creases.

by intense emotion, stress, and conflict: especially %%hen there are 5 A modcrate degree of ,tress, which results when thcre is
significant conscquences likeN to follo, from decisions. As the sufficient time to identify acceptable alternatives, in re-
decisionmaker becomes aware of various risks and uncertainties uation, induces a vigilant effort to

that ay h assoiate witha corse o acton, tis sress sponse to a challenaing sitatoidcsaiilnefrto
that may he associated with a course of ation, this stress carefully scrutinize all identified alternative courses of ac-
becomes all the more acute. Janis and Mann (1761. (1771 have tion and to select a good decision.
developed a conflict model of dectsionmakina. Conflict here -.--

refers to "simultaneous and opposing tendencies within the indi- Based upon these five functional relation propositions. Janis
vidual to accept and relect a given course of action" Symptoms and Mann present five coping patterns which a decisionmaker
of conflicts may he hesitation, feelings of uncertamnt,. vacillation, sould use as a function of the level of stress: unconflicted
and acute emotional stress with an unpleasant feeling of distress adherence or inertia. unconflicted change to a new course of "
being. tNpicailv. the most prevalent of all characteristics associ- action, defensive avoidance. h,,'pen'igilance or panic. and vigi-
ated with decisionmaking (491. The major elements associated lance. These five coping patterns. in conlunction with the five
with the conflict model are the concept of vigilant information functional relation propositions of psychological stress. were used
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Fig. 9. Interpretation of the Jams and Mann [1771 conflict model of decisionmaking.

by Janis and Mann to devise their :onflict model of decisionmak- information processing preference. and decision rule selection in
ing. This model postulates that each pattern of decision stress for terms of contingency elements associated with the environment
coping is associated with a characteristic mode of information and the decisionmaker's prior experiences.
processing. It is this mode of information processing which There are. of course, other models of the planning and de-
governs the type and amount of information the decisionmaker cisionmaking process. Within the field of artificial intelligence
will prefer. Fig. 9 presents an interpretation of this conflict model there exists a growing important body of literature concerning
of decisionmaking in terms of the systems engineering con- models of cognitive processes in planning and decisionmaking
tingency models discussed in this section. This model points 1150] [3981. The work of the Haves-Roths [1501 is definitive in
to a number of markedly different tendencies which become this regard. It presents a model of the independent actions of a
dominant under particular conditions of stress. These include large number of cognitive specialists who make tentative deci-
open-mindedness, indifference, active evasion of discomfirming sions for incorporation into a tentative plan. Different specialists
information, failure to assimilate new information, and all of the influence different portions of a plan and reguard decisions
other cognitive information processing biases identified in Sec- concerning the plan on a common data structure called a "black-

* tion III. Table II summarizes information processing preferences board." This blackboard allows specialists to retrieve prior plans
and decision styles generated by this conflict mode. The table and decisions and to combine earlier decisions with present
depicts the striking complexity entailed by the vigilant informa- decisions, thereby potentially generating new decisions. A process
tion processing pattern in comparison to the other coping pat- description of how knowledge generated during issue resolution is
terns. The vigilance pattern is characterized by seven key steps structured, stored, and used is available.
which require somewhat prolonged deliberation. The other four The basis assumptions underlying the planning model are: that
coping patterns require that only a few key steps be addressed. decisions occur at several different levels of abstraction, that
Selection of a coping pattern may be made properly or unwisely, present decisions will constrain subsequent decisions, and

-- just as selection of a decision style may be proper or improper. that people can adopt alternative and appropriate strategies for •
The seven steps of vigilant information processing appear quite planning. This important research suggests areas in which present
equivalent to the steps of systems engineering, and prospective planners need training by potentially allowing

Janis and Mann [177] combine the hypotheses they present determination of differences in the information processing and -

concerning the four stages of the decisionmaking (which we judgment strategies of people as a function of task and environ-
discuss in Section 1), the five functional relation propositions of ment.
psychological stress, and the five stress coping patterns. Also they
present a decision balance sheet, an adaptation of the moral VI. DI:cIStoNNtAKING FRAMEWORKS AND *
algebra of Bentamin Franklin [177). on which to construct a ORGANIZArtONA. SL I TnNUs
profile of the identified options together with various cost and
benefit attributes of possible decision outcomes. They have shown We have already discussed such topics as decisionmaking
that decision regret reduction and increased adherence to the rules, cognitive styies, information processing and contingency .-

adopted decision results from use of this balance sheet. Strategies task structural models. Each of these represents a necessary
for challenging outworn decisions and improving decisions qual- component in the description of components of the decisionmak-
ity are also deseloped in this seminal work. ing process. While these components are all necessary for under- .

It would be of considerable interest to indicate the typical standing of the decision process. they are not suffient. In
. interactions between this model of Janis and Mann. which would particular the nature of the decisionmaking proicess is very much

be an expanded version of Fig. I and the other three contingency influenced by the topics to be discussed in this section: various
task structure models of decision stvle that we have discu. sed in types of reasoning. the degree of approximation to various con-
this section. We believe each of these models to he appropriate ceptual models of decisionmaking, the degree of centralization of
and to portray different relevant features of task evaluation, the decision process, and the effects of these factors upon infor-
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mation acquisition. All of these factors are typically related and or effective as integration promotes survivability of the system
all are part of the contingency task structure. and not necessarily the people within it. In extreme cases of 7

inefficiency or ineffectiveness. people may leave the system and
Characterizations of Rationality establish another one. Four characteristics of a rational social

organization. as described by Diesing. are
Diesing (771 is among several writers such as Steinbruner (3591,

who have defined several forms or types of rationality. Diesing a) internally consistent roles that can be carried out by the
defines five forms of rationality. society without great strain: ".

I) Technical Rationality-This results from efficient achieve- b) harmonious roles that fit together without conflict among
ment of a single goal. A technically rational organization is one in roles:
which all of the activities of the organization are efficiently c) smoothly evolving roles such that there exists continuity
organized to achieve the goal of the organization. Technological and stability with no sharp impulsive changes in roles over
progress requires an increase in the efficiency of the productive time: and

process and the existence of social conditions that make this d) roles compatible with the nonsocial (i.e.. geographic, tech-

increased efficiency possible. Diesing notes that a technological nocconomic. temporal. and physiological) environment.

innovation that deals only with more efficient means to a single As it develops and becomes more integrated, a social svstcm
end will often have rather limited influence if the impacts of the develops a value system that reinforces, through feedback, the
technology and resulting attributes are morally and psychologi- structure of. and roles within, the social system. Well-intearated _

cally isolated from one another socially-rational systems typically resist change and avoid risk in
2) Economic Rationalht'-This results from maximum achieve- our interpretation of Diesing. One might argue, of course, that a

ment of a plurality of goals. There are four characteristics needed well-integrated social system should be adaptive to change and
for existence of an economy. Two of these relate to allocation: that failure to do so will subject it to a greater long term risk than
plurality of alternative ends. common means to the ends, scarcity if it were organically adaptive to change. This is. perhaps. the
of resources: and availability of a value system and associated difference between a descriptive view and a normative view of a

measurements. Two characteristics relate to exchange: plurality well-integrated social system.
of economic units, and a different prioritization of values among 4) Legal Rationality-A legally rational system is a system of -

these units. Diesing claims that maximum goal achievement or rules which are complex. consistent, precise. and detailed enough
economic rationality is possible if to be capable of unambiguous application. Some of these rules

a) the ends (goals) of the economic units are comparable and may apply impartially to all people, while others may apply
mea) nsual o a tsine se: i udifferently to different classes of people. A "legally rational"measurable on a single scale: system is rational because, and if. it is effective in preventingb) there are no limits on the assignability and use of the disputes. It does this by providing a framework which definesmeans:

c) economic units are integrated enough to engage in rational and supports performance of economic and social rules. This -

allocation and exchange: and framework also provides a procedure for settlement of those ,...

d) information about the supply-demand relationships for the disputes which occur.
various units is available and known to all. 5) Political Rationality- This is the rationality of decisionmak-

ing structures. A decisionmaking structure is composed of a set of
Consequently economizing includes both evaluation and selection discussion relationships and a set of beliefs and values that are
of various ends and means. Clearly it is desirable that conditions imbedded into a set of recognized roles. These roles have been
a)-d) hold but there exist many approaches to maximization assigned to individuals such as to enable actions within the
under constraints that may be used to yield optimum resource context of previous actions and commitments. Politically rational
allocation under constraints. Economic progress is equivalent to decision structures are based upon three guiding imperatives,
an increase in productivity per labor hour and, consequently, according to Diesing:
increased productivity can only result from economic and techni-
cal change. Economic progress will typically spread rapidly a) maintenance of independence of the group despite all pres-

throughout a culture because it allows more and more ends to sures for dependence:

become both alternatives to each other and means to other ends b) actions to structure the political group such that pressures

as well. Generally the rational actor model we have discussed are balanced and moderate, and

before is equivalent to Diesing's model of economic rationality. c preparation for future pressures which act to increase the
3) Socal Rationalty-A social system is an organization of stability and political rationality of the decision structure bv

cultural roles such as expectations. obligations, and ideals. A providing unification and broadening of participation.
social system is said to be integrated when the various associated These forms of rationality are certainly related. Technical
activities fit well. support. confirm. enrich, and reinforce one rationality is necessary for, and a part of. economic rationality. " '
another. Social integration is more than mechanical efficiency The primary characteristic which follows from rational economic .. -.

and cons,tencv due to the mutual support. enrichment. con- behavior is a detachment or neutrality of intrinsically valueless -

firmation. and reinforcement requirement. This integration makes commodities. These are useful only as means to ends such that
action possible by .scalar optimization may he used to select the commodity bundle

a) channelinz emotioal ee and preventing it from being of alternate means. Particularism and loyaltv are the primary"
deffurd and tosfr characteristics of social rationalitv such that obligations evolve

h) cimmnatmn, conilict %.hi.'h could h'ck action: from particular social relations with individuals and groups rather
c) prnmidn, those upporitl, factors hch strenthen action than general. universalist-detached relations which are applicable

and %thich allo%, action it he carned through to completion: to all. Ascription. in which actions towards people evolve from
and particular relations rather than as a response to adiiesement. is

d) makin actions n: re meaninnful by allovinz them to he another characten.tic of social rationality. Thus we see that the
related it past and future actions. haracteristics of economic rationality mum contrast sharply 'sith

those of social rationality. But this, we believe, is not necessari , -
An integratcd ,stoial %,tem is a rational social s,,stem that the case,. or. as l)icsing indicates, neither form of iationalitv can
enhances the meaningful and successful completion of actions. exist %,ithout some form of the other. Economic rationality
Successfulh completed actions are not necessan, either efficient theories are based on the assumption that social integration is a

. .-.. ... :..-. ,-.-..- -- :i
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reality: such that there exist communication and valuation capa- b) determination and clarification of all relevant objectives is,
bilities and no goal conflicts or factionalism. In a similar way of course, not possible;
social rationality assumes that societies' economic resource allo- c) determination and minimization of costs and maximization
cation problems are solved, of effectiveness will not necessarily lead to the "best" results

Social and political rationality are related in the sense that because of a) and b):
both are primarily concerned with internal structural concerns d) detached neutrality and a calculative orientation rather than
involving process and procedure: that is. the structure of interper- arbitrariness, conflict, and coercion are not always possible:
sonal relations, or the accumulation of power, or the direction of e) a unified process that will cope with interdependent deci-
pressure. Economic and legal rationality are primarily concerned sions will often be very complex;
with the substantive behavior as contrasted with procedural and f) sufficient time to use the method will often not be available:
internal structural concerns. We have argued strongly in previous g) sufficient information to enable use of the method will often %
sections that substantive and procedural rationality [2061, [3361 be difficult and expensive to obtain: and
are each necessary considerations in information system design. h) sufficient cognitive capacity to use the method will often

not exist.
Decision Frameworks It has long been recognized by systems engineers and manage-

We have presented a detailed synopsis of the perceptive work ment scientists that the attempt to use a normatively optimum
of Dicsing (771 concerned with five different forms of rationality, process will result in less than optimum results because of these
Additional forms of rationality [501, perhaps based upon the ten modeling inaccuracies, cognitive limitations, and solution time
interacting societal sectors noted [304], [307] could doubtlessly be constraints. Thus the presence of the realities of a)-h) will.
developed. It would be of interest to determine the extent to because of a combination of resource and intellectual constraints,
which these additional forms of rationality would be subsets of lead to selection of an alternative that is best only within con-
and independent of the five forms of Diesing. straints posed by the model actually used. We may also observe

March [2361 discusses bounded rationality, limited rationality, that an economically rational decision would only be appropriate
contextual rationality, game rationality, and process rationality, when the decision situation structural model is such that an
A study of relations of these forms of ra.onality both to the economically rational process is possible and desirable, and that
rationality forms of Diesing and decision frameworks, which we the intellectual and resource conditions extant make substantive p
will now discuss, could lead to useful insights and more relevant use of the rational actor model feasible.
systemic process designs. Simon [3371, [3391, [340]. [343] was perhaps the first to observe

The organizational science literature contains much discussion that unaided decisionmakers may not be able to make complete
relative to the development of conceptual models for decision- substantive, that is "as if," use of the model possible. The
making based upon various rationality conceptualizations. Among concepts of bounded rationality and satisficing represent much
these are the (economicl rational actor model, the satisficing or more realistic substantive models of actual decision rules and[ bounded rationality model, the bureaucratic politics, incremental, practices. We have described a variety of satisficing heuristic -

or "muddling through" model, the organizational processes model, rules in Section IV. Unless very carefully developed and applied,
and the garbage can model. These are related to the five types of these rules may result in very inferior decisions: decisions which
rationality described by Diesing in relatively obvious ways that are reinforced through feedback and repetition such as to result ' "
follow directly from a description of these decision frameworks, in experiences that are, by no means, the best teacher.

' I) The Rational Actor Model: The decisionmaker becomes Of possibly even greater importance to information system
aware of a problem, studies it, carefully weighs alternative means design is the fact that completely economically rational processes
to a solution and makes a choice or decision based on an may be neither desirable nor possible. Social. political, or legal
objective set of values. This is comparable to technical and rationality concerns may well prevail. And one of the other
economic rationality as described by Diesing. At first glance the decision frameworks we describe here may well be more ap-
rational actor model appears to contain much of value and to be propriate if these concerns are dominant over economic rational-
especially well matched to the detached neutrality, calculative ity concerns.
orientation, and avoidance of favoritism associated with the 2) The Sat.ficing or Bounded Rationahtv Model: The de-
achievement-oriented entrepreneurial western society. In rational cisionmaker looks for a course of action that is basically good
planning or decisionmaking enough to meet a minimum set of requirements. The goal is to

"not shake the system" or "play it safe" by making decisionsa) the decisionmaker is confronted with an issue that can be primarily on the basis of short-term acceptability rather than
meaningfully isolated from other issues: seeking a long-term optimum.

b) objectives are identified, structured, and weighted according Simon introduced the concept of satisficing or bounded ration-
to their importance in achieving need satisfaction on various ality as an effort to
aspects:

c) possible activities to resolve needs are identified: replace the glohal rationaht of cclnonic man with a kind of
d) the impacts of action alternatives are determined: rational hehasior that i compatible ,itth the acces% to information
e) the utility of each alternative i, evaluated in terms of its and the computational capahilitie that ire acitiall posswed by

impacts upon needs: and orianimn,, mcludin, man. i the kind, of enrnncnt, i Mich
f) the utilities of all alternatives are compared and the policv shidi . 'lsms ..-.-

-ith the highest utility is selected for action implementa- lie suggested that dccisionmakers compensate for theit limited
tion. abilities b% constructing a simplified representation of the prob-

These are essentiallv equivalent to the vigilant inlormation Ici1 and then btha,.ing rationally within the constraints imposed

processini steps of Janis and Mann J 1771. h this model. The need for this rests in the fact that many
Unfortunately. there are several substantive requirements for decisionmakers satisfice by finding either optinum solutions in a

um1plified %sorld or satisfactorv solutions in a more realistic,u1eu m plet prateaeludena that ln nr- orld- As Simon says. "'neither approach dominates the other
rall be met in practice. These iclude (3411".

a) comprehensive identification of all needs. constraints. and Satisficing is actually searching for a "good enough" choice.
alerables relevant to planning and decistonmaking is. of Simon supges ed that the threshold for satisfaction, or aspiration
course, not possible: ltel. may change according to the ease or difficulty of search. If
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many alternatives can be found the conclusion is reached that the A perceived more practical model process for decisionmakit
aspiration level is too low and needs to be increased. The con- than the rational actor model is, therefore, called for. The mod
verse is true if no satisfactory alternatives can be found. This may is descriptive and is an extreme version of the bounded rational-
lead to a unique solution through iteration. ity model. Alternative models have been proposed [317]. . -

The principle of bounded rationality and the resulting satisfic- T
ing model suggests that simple heuristics may well be adequate The main features of the model proposed by Lindblom are ti"
for complex problem solving situations. Satisficing strategies may following.
be excellent for repetitive problems. They may also lead to I ) Ends and means are viewed as not distinct. Consequentl"
premature choices that result in unforeseen disasterous conse- means-ends analysis is viewed as often inappropriate.
quences; consequences which could have been foreseen by more 2) Identification of values and goals is not distinct from the.
careful analysis. The heuristic decision rules described in Section analysis of alternative actions. Rather, the two processes are -
IV are all versions of satisficing strategies. A recent paper by confounded. -
Thorngate 1372] provides useful descriptions of ways in which 3) The test for a good policy is, typically, that various de
heuristic decision rules may be used and abused. Development of cisionmakers. or analysts. agree on a policy as appropriatt
efficient and effective decision heuristics is a contemporary need without necessarily agreeing that it is the most appropriate
for the analysis of decision behavior [561. 159]. 1601. the modeling means to an end.
of organizational and individual decisions (2921. (3651 as well as 4) Analysis is drastically limited, important policy options are
for the design of normative system. to aid decisionmaking (3161. neglected, and important outcomes are not considered. - -

We believe that to be effective as well as efficient, heuristics will 5) By proceeding incrementally and comparing the results of
have to be developed in a very cautious way with due considera- each new policy with the old, decisionmakers reduce or
tions for the many implications of the contingency task structure eliminate reliance on theory.
of a decision situation (3261. 6) There is a greater preoccupation with ills to be remedied

3) The Bureaucratic Politics, Incrententalism. or ",Muddling rather than positive goals to be sought.
Through" Model: After problems arise which require a change of
policy, policymakers consider only a very narrow range of alter- In a very readable recent work concerning "muddling through - .
natives differing to a small degree from the existing policy. One (2211." Lindblom classified incremental analysis at three levels:
alternative is selected and tried with unforseen consequences left simple. disjointed, and strategic. Incremental analysis is. as we
to he discovered and treated by subsequent incremental policies, have indicated, a good description of political decisionmaking
This is the incremental view. and is sometimes referred to as the political process model.

In 1959 Lindblom postulated the approach called incrementa- 4) The Organi:ational Processes Model: Plans and decisions are
lism. or muddling through [2181-1221]. to cope with perceived the result of interpretation of standard operating procedures.
limitations in the economically rational approach. Marginal val- Improvements are obtained by careful identification of existing
ues of change only are considered-and these for only a few standard operating procedures and associated organizational - --
dimensions of value whereas the rational approach calls for structures and determination of improvements in these.
exhaustive analysis of each identified alternative along all identi- The organizational process model, originally due to Cyert and
fied dimensions of value. A number of authors have shown March [681. functions by relying on standard operating proce-incrcmentalism to be the typical. common, and currently prac- dures which constitute the memory or intelligence bank of the
ticed process of groups in pluralistic societies. Coalitions of organization. Only if the standard operating procedures fail will . -

special interest groups make cumulative decisions and arrive at a the organization attempt to develop new standard procedures.
workable compromise through a give and take process that The organizational processes model may be viewed as an
Lindblom calls "partisan mutual adjustment." He indicates that extension of the concept of bounded rationality to choicemaking
ideological and other value differences do not influence marginal in organizations. It is clearly an application of reasoning and
decisions as much as major changes and that, in fact. considering rationality as discovery and application of rules to cases. It may
marginal values subject to practical constraints will lead to agree- be viewed as a hybrid of economic and legal rationality. It
ment on marginal programs. Further, incrementalism can result typically involves concrete operational thought as we have indi-
in agreement on decisions and plans even by those who are in cated in Section V. The main concepts of the behavioral theory of
fundamental disagreement on values. However incrementalism the firm. which is suggested as a descriptive model of actual
appears based on keeping the masses marginally content and thus choicemaking in organizations are as follows.
may not be able to do much to help the greatly underprivileged
and unrepresented, It is. of course, a combination of Diesing's I) Quasiresolution of conflict: Major problems are disaggre-
social and political rationality. Boulding has compared in- gated and each subproblem is attacked locally by a depart-
Crementalism to "staggering through history like a drunk putting ment. An acceptable conflict resolution between the efforts
one disjointed incremented foot after another." Yet there have of different departments is reached through sequential at-
been a number of studies., sich as Allison's study of the Cuban tention to departmental goals.
missile cnsis [41. Steinbruner's case studies [359). and others [44]. 2) Uncertainty avoidance is achieved
[10]. [1351. [40)) which indicate this to be an often used ap- a) b, reacting to external feedback.
proach in practice. b) by cmphasizing short-term choices, and

It is important to note [218] that Lindblom rctects leconomic) c) by adsocatinz negotiated futures.
comprehensive rati ,natv een as a normatise model and mdi- 3) Problem ,,eartch in which
cates that sstems atnal,,is will often lead to ill-considered. often a) search is stimulated by encountcnn issues.
accidental incompleteness, lie indicates the folloing inevitable h) a forn of ",atisficinr'" is used ,is a decision rule. and
limitations to analsis. c search in the neishborhood of the status quo only is

attempted and cnlv incremental solutions are considered.a) It is fallible, never rises to infallibility, and can be porlv 41 Organization learning- Organizations adapt on the basis of
informed, superficial. biased, or mendacious. experence,

h) It cannot %%holly resolve conflicts of .alue and interests, pnn
c) Sustained analysis may be too slow and too costly com- The organizational process model may he viewed as suggesting

pared with realistic needs. that decisions at time i may be forecasted with almost complete
d) Issue formulation questions call for acts of choice or will certainty from knowledge of decisions at time t - T where T is

and suggests that analysis must allow room for politics, the planning or forecasting period. Standard operating proce-

I,
................. ............ .......... ....-......
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dures or "programs." and education motivation and experience Very definitive studies of the interpersonal comparison of
or "programming" of management are the critical determinants utilities have been conducted by Harsanvi [1451-[147]. He argues
of behavior for the organizational process model, convincingly that we make interpersonal utility comparisons all

5) The Garbage Can Model: This relatively new model [631 the time whenever we make any allocation of resources to those
views organizational decisionmaking as resulting from four vari- to whom we feel the allocation will do the most good. The
ables: problems. solutions, choice opportunities, and people. De- prescription against such comparisons is one of two key restric-
cisions result from the interaction of solutions looking for prob- tions which lead to the Arrow impossibility theorem. By using
lems. problems looking for solutions, decision opportunities, and cardinal utilities such that it becomes possible to determine
participants in the problem solving process. The model allows for preferences among utility differences (i.e. whether u(a) - u(b) >
these variables being selected more or less at random from a u(b) - u(c)). and interpersonal comparison of utilities, Harsanvi
garbage can. Doubtlessly this is a realistic descriptive model. It is shows that Arrow's impossibility theorem becomes a possibility
especially able to cope with ambiguity of intention, understand- theorem. This is a major point in that it is generally not possible
ing. history., and organization. Further, it provides much support for a group to express meaningful transitive ordinal preferences
for a feedback model of organizational choice in which pref- for three or more alternatives even though all individuals in the
erences and cognitions of individuals affect their behavior. behav- group have individually meaningful transitive ordinal preferences.
ior of individuals affect organizational choices, organizational Harsanyi is concerned primarily with organizational design
choices affect environmental activities and responses. and en- 11471. how to design social decisionmaking units so as to maxi-
vironmental activities and responses affect the preferences and mize attainment of social objectives or value criteria. He shows
cognition of individuals [237]. An extensive and definitive discus- that rational morality is based on maximization of the average

-i sion of ambiguity and choice in organization. with emphasis upon (cardinal) utility level for all individuals in society. The utilitarian
the garbage can model, is contained in [237]. criterion is applied first to moral rules and then these moral rules

All five of the models or frameworks for decisionmaking have are used to direct individual choices. Thus each utilitarian agent
both desirable and undesirable characteristics. Conclusions may chooses a strategy to maximize social utility under the assump-
be drawn from these models and the fact that any of them may tion that all other agents will follow the same strategy. Harsanyi
be relevant in specific circumstances. If we accept the facts that recognizes a potential difficulty [147] with this particular

utilitarian theory of morality in that it is open to dangerous -
I) decisionmakers use a vaniety of methods to select among political abuses as well as the numerous problems associated withalternatives for action implementation: information acquisition and analysis in a large centralized sys-
2) these methods are frequently suboptimal: and tem. He posits a difference between moral rationality and game-3) most decisionmakers desire to enhance their decisionmaking theoretic rationality. He argues the unavoidable use of interper-

efficiency and effectiveness: sonal cardinal utility comparisons in moral rationality and the

then we must conclude that there is much motivation and need inadmissibility of such comparisons in game theory. Much of
for research and ultimate design and development of planning Harsanvi's efforts concern game situations [146] in which out-j ~and decision support systems. But these five models make it very comes depend on mutual interactions between morally rational
clear that improved planning and decisionmaking efficiency and individuals, each attempting to better their own interests. We will
effectiveness and aids to this end can only be accomplished if we not attempt to explore here the very interesting subjects of
understand human decisionmaking as it is as well as how it might bargaining, conflict, resolution,' and negotiation and the use of
be and allow for incorporation of this understanding in systemic systems for planning and decision support to these ends [21]. [45],
process adjuvants. One of the requirements imposed on these [269].
adjuvants will be relevance to the individual and group de- Harsanvi's concept of utilitarianism has occasionally beenj_=- cisionmaking structure [1811. [237]. [286]. [3031. [4011. Another criticized for making inadequate provision for equity, or equiva-
requirement is relevance to the information requirements of the lentlv for social group equality. John Rawls. a philosopher, has
decisionmaker. We discuss both of these in this section of our presented a theory of justice (291] which involves a difference
survey and interpretation, principle in which decisions are made under uncertainty rather

There have been many studies of group decisionmaking. These than under risk. This difference principle advocates selection of
include the fundamental theoretical studies of Arrow [171 and the altc-native choice which is the best for the worst-off member
others %hich show that, under a very mild set of realistic axioms, of society and is. therefore, the direct social analog of the
there is no assuredly successful and meaningful way in which maximum principle for the problem of individual decisions under
ordinal preference functions of individuals may be combined into certainty. Rawls uses a "veil of ignorance" concept in which
a preference function for society [171. [1%1. [2791. [302]. Conflict- individuals must determine equitable distribution of societies'
ing values [3781 are the major culprit preventing this combina- resources before they know their position in society. His argu-
(ion. This has a number of implications which suggest much ment is essentially that people will select a resource allocation
caution in using ordinal preference voting systems and anv rule that maximizes the utility of the worst-off member of society.
systemic approach based only on ordinal, possibly wholistic, or Discussions of some of the potential difficulties associated with
heuristic preferences among alternatives. Among other possible Rawls' "'social contract" justice theory are presented by Ellsworth
debilitating Occurrences are agenda dependent results which can, and (authier [1631.
of course, be due to other effects (2801. There ha~e been a Other useful interpretations of cardinal uitiitv and intcrper-
number of studies of group decisions and social and oraani- sonal utility comparison,, have been made by Keenev and
zational interactions such as those by Bacharah [191. l)avis Kirkwood 11941 and Keenev (195[. Their axioms allow deelop-
169]. Ebert and Mitchell fS9]. Einhorn. llogarth. and Klempner ment of a multiplicative group utilit, function in contrast to the
[921. Htolloman and Hendrick [1621. Janis and Mann [176]. 1177) .  additive utility function of Harsan~i. It is possible to more
Leavitt [21 I1. Mintzberg 12481. Penrod and Hastie [276]. Schein directly deal with cquitN considcrat:ons in a multiplicative group
[3121. Shumwav. et a/. (3291. Simon [3411. Vinokur and Burnstein utility model than in an additive model. Papers by lBodilv, Brock.
13901. [3911 and in the edited work of Hooker. Leach. and and Keeney [2011 contain insi htful discussions concerning group
McClcnnen [1631. Several systemic methods have been proposed and individual utilities of a multiattribute nature. Ulila and
for forming and apgregratin group opinions as described in the Snider [2011 illustrate use of multiattribute utility models in
'vorks of logarth 155]. Huber 11691. HIs land and Zcckhauser negotiations.
11731. Rohrbaugh [2951. Van de Ven and Dclbecq [3881. An We are particularly interested, here, in describing decision-
excellent survev of voting methods and associated paradoxes is making efforts in hierarchical organizations [2411. This leads

p . presented by Fishburn 1122] and by Plott [279] naturally to a study of information processinp in organizations
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Fig. 10. Delta chart on how to decide who should decide (after t1691).

and a description of how decisionmakers may determine informa- we may determine whether or not to involve others by posing
tion needs. While there have been a number of studies of group questions involving decision quality, understanding, and accep-
decisionmaking roles and organizational behavior [357], [3701, our tance, personnel development, and relationships, and time -
efforts will be based primarily on those of Vroom and Yetton required.
1394] and Huber [1691. Vroom and Yetton have been much concerned with leadership

Huber. Vroom. and Yetton have indicated a number of po- and decisionmaking [394). Their primary concern is with effective
tential advantages and disadvantages to group participation in decision behaviors. They develop a number of clearly articulated
decisionmaking. Since a group has more information and knowl- normative models of leadership style for individual and group
edgt potentially available to it than any individual in the group. decisions. These should be of use to those attempting to structure
it should be capable of making a better decision than an individ- normative or prescriptive models of the leadership style portion
ual. Group decisions are often more easily implemented than of decision situations which are capable of operational implemen-
individual decisions since participation will generally increase tation. We will not illustrate these here since they essentially
decision acceptance as well as understanding of the decision. involve generalizations of Fig. 10. It is the apparent goal of
Also group participation increased the skills and information that Vroom and Yetton to move bevond generalities such as the
members may need in making future organizational decisions. On leadL '-ip style theorv X-thcorv ) [21 I, [394]. They desire to
the other hand there are disadvantages to groups. They consume come to grips with and explicitlv use leadership behavior and " .

more time in decisionmaking than individuals. The decisions may situational vanables to enhance organizational effectiveness.
not fully support higher organizational goals. Group participation Much of our discussion in this section has concerned the J
may lead to unrealistic anticipations of involvement in future evaluation component of vanous decisionmaking frameworks and
decisions and resentment towards subsequent individual dcci- organizational settings. Effective planning and decision support is
sions in which they have not participated. Finally. there is no based not only upon evaluation. but upon information acquisi-
guarantee that the group will converge on a decision alternative. tion and processing as well. We have emphasized this in our

Huber asks four pnmary questions the answers to which discussions thus far in terms of individual information processing
determine guidelines for selection of a particular form of group behavior: but have not vet given explicit consideration to infor-
decisionmaking. The delta chart of Fig. 10 indicates how the mation processing behavior in organizations.
responses to these questions determines an appropriate form of Keen [1931 acknowledges four causes of inertia relative to
group decisionmaking. There are a number of subsidiary ques- organizational information systems. He indicates that informa-
tions concerned with each of the primary questions. For example. tion is only a small component, human information processing is

. . . . ... -
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experiential and relies on simplification, organizational change is which can lead. as has been noted. to the use of poor information
incremental and evolutionary with large changes being avoided, processing and judgmental heuristics. especially since judgments
and that data is a political resource affecting particular groups as and decisions are typically based on forecasts of the future and.
well as an intellectual commodity. Each of these suggests the therefore, inherently involve uncertainty.5 importance of a knowledge of the way in which information is There are formidable needs and issues to be resolved that are
processed by organizations. associated with the design of information processing and judg-

Of particular interest among studies concerning information ment aiding support systems. These relate to questions concern-
processing in organizations are the works of Baron [28], Ebert ing appropriate functions for the decisionmaker and staff to
and Mitchell [891. Fick and Sprague [1101, Gem-in and Tuggle perform. They concern the type of information which should be
[129], Howell and Fleishman (165]. Huber [1691-[171], Keen available and how this information should be acquired. analyzed.
[193]. Libby and Lewis (215], Lucas [2251-[228]. O'Reilly [2681. stored, aggregated. and presented such that it can be used most
Shumway et al. [329]. Simon (342], Starbuck and Nystrom (357], effectively in a variety of potential operational environments.
Taggart and Tharp [367]. Tushman and Nadler [3791, Tuggle and They concern design of information systems with strong space-
Gem-in (380], Wright [406], and Zedeck [409]. time-environmental dependencies. They concern design of infor-

The purpose of systems for planning and decision support is to mation systems that can effectively "train" people to adapt and
provide timely, relevant, and accurate information to system use appropriate concrete operational heuristics in those environ-
users such as to enhance human judgment, and decisionmaking ments in which inexperience dictates initial use of formal opera-
efficiency and effectiveness concerning resource allocations that tional thought. They concern design and use of information
affect issues under consideration. To enhance efficiency and systems that support enironmentallv experienced decision-
effectiveness available resources must be allocated and coordi- makers in the use of a variety of effective concrete operational
nated in space. across a hierarchy of decisionmakers: and in time, heuristics. And because of their use by multiple decisionmakers.
as new information arrives and the environmental situation ex- these tasks must be accomplished in a parallel architectural
tant changes. Associated information acquisition. analysis, and fashion.
evaluation and interpretation must. as a consequence, often be Huber [170]-(171] and Tushman and Nadler [3791 have devel-
distributed both in space and in time. This must be accomplished oped a number of propositions, based on their own research and
selectively in space and time since different decisionmakers have upon the research of others, reflecting various aspects of informa-
different information needs. In addition, it will be physically tion processing in organizations. There are a number of funda-
impossible and often behaviorally undesirable to supply all rele- mental propositions developed by Tushman and Nadler which
vant information to each decisionmaker in the hope that it will be relate to the development of a model of an organization as an
effectively cognized and utilized. Further. differences in educa- information processing system. These fundamental propositions
tion. motivation, experiences with the environmental situation include [379] the following.
extant, and stress will influence cognitive information processing
style. Consequently a central task in the design of effective FPI: Tasks of organizations and their subunits vary in uncer-
information systems is that of selection and choice of appropatetainty and risk variables.
information system architecture to enhance selective information FP2: As uncertainty and risk increase so also does the need for

processing in order to provide each user of the system with the information and increased information processing capa-

most appropriate information at the most appropriate time. Thus bilitv.
questions of information selection, information aggregation in FP3: Capacities and capabilities in information processing will
space and in time, and the contingency task structure become of vary as a function of organization structure.
major importance. FP4: Organizational effectiveness increases as the match be-

It is desirable that an appropriately designed system, and the tween information processing requirements and informa-
associated process. be capable of the following. tion processing capacity increases.

FP5: Effectiveness of organizational units will depend upon
I) Assisting in the evaluation of alternative plans and courses their ability to adapt their internal structures over time

of action that involve formal operational thought processes. to meet the changed information processing require-
2) Assisting in the transfer of formal operational situations to ments that will be associated with environmental changes.

concrete operational situations.
3) Assisting in evaluation of alternative plans and courses of In an effort to enhance efficiency, organizational information

action that involve concrete operational thought processes. processing typically requires selective routing of messages and
4) Assisting in the avoidance of information processing biases summarization of messages. Huber [171] identifies six variables

and poor judgmental heuristics. associated with the routing of messages. Six propositions relative
.5 Asisting in the proper aggregation of information cues to message routing are identified and associated with these vana-

from multiple distributed sources bles. Three propositions are associated with delay in messages.
6) Assisting in the use of a variety of judgmental heuristics eight with organizational message modification, and four with

appropriate for given operational environments as natural message summarization. Table 11 presents an interpretation of the
extensions of a decisionmaker's normal coenitise style, impacts of the variables associated with organizational informa-

7) Assisting. to the extent possible. in the dctermmnation (f tion processing and the probabilities of routing, delay. modifica-lion. and summarization of issas. It is posble to infer a f
whether a formal or concrete style of cognition is most
appropnate in a g,sen situation, impacts not discussed in this notessorthy wsork of Htuber. \lost of

these simply relate to the observation that if somethine happensS1 Asstine deci.,,onmakers %\ho need io' use fornial opera-

tional thought and those whose expertise allo-%s appropriate to decrease the probability of sending a messaae unmodified then
and cffectise use of concrete operational thou,ht to func- the probability of the message being delayed and, or modified is

lion together in a symbiotic and mutually supportive way increased.
Identification of other %anables which influence information

.(earb, there is a space-time and an organizational dependence processin by organizations would represent a desirable activity.
-"otviated ,ith these desired capabilities. Among the man, con- To determine how these information processing variables are

,'. -. tcrn, that dictate needs and requirements for automated support influenced bv the information processine biases of individuals
ss"stems is the fact that decisionmakers must typically make more discussed in Section Ill would seem especially desirable in terms
1Udments and associated decisions in a given period of time than of the likely usefulness of the results and the need for an
thcv tan comfortably make. This creates a stressful situation expanded theory of group information processing biases. There
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TABLE II = B.O
CROSS IMPACT MATRIX BETWEEN VARIABLES AFFECTING

ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION AND ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES

2 M) MODAL
z oo QUA..FERSl !' '~

0z .. 1 22,

OPOSSIBLE

1. INCREASES IN ECONOMIC AND -REBUTTALS

OTHER COSTS OF A TRANS- - -
MSSION SENDING Fig. II. A possible structure for information processing based upon the
NC mcEAseS IN WORKLOAD six elements of logical reasoning.OF S ENDING UNIT +- - 4

3. PERCEIVED RELEVANCE OF
MESSAGE TO SENDING UNIT +1 o) e +
M ESSAGE TO SENDING UNIT + E) E) + - search and appraisal, highly directive leadership, and a con-4 DECREASES IN PERCEIVED GOAL

ATTA t NMEN T, STATUS OR tingency task situation which leads to high stress. Among the -

POWER OF THE SENO)INGUIT -symptoms of groupthink cited by Janis and Mann (177] are an
S. INCREASES IN PERCEIVED illusion of invulnerability, collective rationalization, belief in in-

GOAL ATTAIN ENT,. STATUS + herent group morality, excessive pressure against dissenting views.
OR POWER RESULTING FROM S "i" .
MODsFCATON elf-censorship, illusions of unanimity, and members who shield

6. PERCEIVED GOAL ATTAINMENT, the group from disconfirming information. They cite a large
STATUS. OR POWER OF THE G) G ® number of case studies involving groupthink; cases where in-
SENDING UNIT crementalism and bureaucratic politics were the dominant de-__

7 FREQUENCY OF PAST COMMUNI- 'a
CATION OF SIMILAR MESSAGES + i D v cisionmaking framework typically adopted. Nine prescriptions
P PERCEIVED TIMELESS OF are offered to avoid groupthink.
MESSAGE FOR THE RECEIVING
UNIT I) The group leadership should be noncommitted to particular

9, NUMBER OF ACTIVE COMMUNICA- alternative courses of action.
-I INKN THE CHAIN + + +

B'WEEN RECEIVER AND SENDER 2) The group leader should encourage critical evaluation.
10 DECREASE IN STRESS OF THE 3) "Devil's advocates" should be included in the group.

RECEIVER PE RCEIVED BY THE e+ 4) Subgroups should be formed, allowed to function indepen- -
TEOEJER TERESULT FRO GI

MD_ , _CTON dently, and then meet with other subgroups to express .,
11. AMOUNT OF DISCRET-ON generated ideas and resolve differences.

A LOIEO ALTERING OR o
CHOCSING THE MESSAGE 5) A variety of alternative scenarios of potential opponents
ORMAT intentions should be developed. - .

12 NCREASEDCNDFFERENCE 6) Second-opinion meetings should be held to allow full ex-
BETWEEN ACTUAL. MESSAGE
CONTENT AND TRANSMITTER'S G pression of doubts and rethinking of the issue.
DESIRED CONTENT 7) Experts with opposite viewpoints to the majority view should

13 INCREASED IN PERCEIVED be encouraged to present challenging views.
AMBIGU TV OF DATA ON 9 8) A small "policy" subgroup should always discuss subgroup
WHICH MESSAGE IS BASED

14 INCREASES IN SAVINGS DUE deliberation with the larger group to attempt to obtain
-o SVMARZATiGN - disconfirming feedback.

9) Independent policy planning and evaluation groups should
be formed.

+ ENHANCING IMPACT SEEN By ( '1 The suggestions offered in Section III to avoid cognitive bias and
- INHIBITING IMPACT SEEN BV (1,) to ameliorate the effects of those that do occur appear capable of

I ; IERREO ENHAN NG ...PACT application to groups as well as to individuals. Explicit study of
*NEPREO I ,,-,,-,'.:.-,.'.Tc group and organizational bias that would compliment and extend

existing studies [161. [19). [1291, [155]. [1731, [2571. [276], [279].
[2801. [388]. [3901, [391], [394] of group and organizational de-
cisionmaking should yield results that are valuable for the designappears to have been only limited results obtained in the area of ofpangandeionsprtytm.

cognitive information processing biases and use of inferior heuns- of planning and decision support systems.
ticson he art f goup. Tus mny f te aeas iscsse in A major difficulty in cognitive information processing seems totics on the part of groups. Thus many of the areas discussed in be failure to identify and use an appropriate structure that allowsSections III and IV could be extended to groups.

Especially noteworthy concerning results that have been ob- appropriate weighting of observed data. Investigation of theEspecialy n y ceffects of various structured-information processing, decision aid-tained in this area are the groupthink studies of Janis and Mann a n of
1 771. (iroupthnnk is a collective pattern of defensive avoidance, a g protocols upon the acquisition, analysis, and int, rpretaticn of

information and its integration with judgment and decision-
co,":urrence-seeking tendency of highly cohesive groups. When making activities would appear to be a contemporary need in
groupthink occurs, people develop rationalizations to support information system design. There are six elements found in
selectively perceived illusions or wishful thinking about issues at
hand and typically participate collectively in development of a e i a nt7
defensive avoidance pattern. In groupthink a group collectively 1) EIainis or hypotheses.
falls victim to one or more of the cognitive biases described in 2) grounds or foundations to support the claims.
Section Ill. 3) arrants or justification for the grounds or foundations.

Among the conditions which lead to groupthink are high 4) backing or the general body of information that is presup-
cohesiveness, insulation, lack of use of systemic procedures for posed by the warrant,
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A Multiple Objective Optimization-Based
Approach to Choicemaking

CHELSEA C. WHITE, III, MEMBER, IEEE, AND ANDREW P. SAGE, FELLOW, IEEE

Abs --A approach for chole mahlng under carmbity, based in part A standard approach to solving problem P is multi-
an mtlp obJective opitdmmaita, Ia praetd in thin paper. with thin attribute utility theory (MAUT) (Keeney and Raiffa [4],
I i clea Iferior atM tives amel meated d ubsets OA - Edwards [1]), which can be described as follows.

wd are determined which are guaranteed to contain the m preferred
alte r austes toah we of a- induced partial order on the set of alteria- I) Assess a real-valued (utility) function u, defined on
dye.. Use of suc a fthtion to oites the atrnative Set paiUly Is the alternative set X,u:X-.R, which satisfies the P
emlint of iuldobjective optim timn theory (MOOT). Our MOOT of alternative x is greater

based approach Is believed behaviorally relevant i property that the utility

cam accm date a variety of cotignive style &W levels of oillm than the utility of alternative x' if and only if alter-
decslonalier preference feedbaclk It does not require elicitatio, of all native x is preferred to alternative x'; i.e., u(x)>
crterion or attribute weights - does the multiple attribute utility theory u(x') if and only if x>-x'. Mathematically, the con-
(MAU) apprach. MAUT is compatible with and can be smed to comple- verse is also true. That is x>-x' if and only if
ment and potentially enhance the effectiveness of the aproach a u(x)>u(x'). In practice we elicit utility or value
elicitation for chokemaldng. AppIcation of the MOOT based approach Is

illustrated by several examples. functions and from this infer preferences. Behavior-
ally the concept of preference must preceed that ofu tility .. -i

1. INTRODUCTION uiiy2) Compute u(x) for all xEX and rank order the

E FOLLOWING problem statement is central to computed utilities.
HE. FereOWN cho emig probem s anmay be 3) Identify the alternatives that generate the N largestTLmany different choicemaking problems and may be'

compatible with several decisionmaker cognitive styles. utility values.
There are conditions,' e.g., mutual utility independence,

P: select, and rank to the extent possible, the N most which imply that utility functions having special func-preferred alternatives from X, the finite set of all tional forms, e.g., the multilinear form, adequately model
alternatives under consideration. t l fm-oa decisionmaker's preferences (Keeney and Raiffa [41).

The motivation for problem P is due to the fact that Such specialized functional forms significantly reduce the
decisionmakers and policymakers, in seeking the most amount of time and effort required to complete the assess-
preferred alternative, typically will first request a modest ment of a multiattribute utility function. However, verifi-
number, perhaps between three and five, of highly pre- cation of sufficient conditions to insure existence of these
ferred alternatives from their analysts. They then will functional forms can be a time and effort consuming task.
explore further the rationale behind the selection and Also, if such sufficient conditions do not hold, utility
ranking of these alternatives. The goal of the analysts, functions with functional forms based on these conditions
therefore, is to provide the N most preferred alternatives may not represent good quantitative models of decision- . -

and (generally) an explanation of the rationale behind maker preference. Finally, the cognitive style of many
their selection and ranking in such a manner that dis- decisionmakers may make elicitation of the complete set
benefits of planning and decisionmaking such as the time, of attribute weights needed for MAUT very difficult.
cost, and stress of choicemaking are kept to a tolerably Thus, although MAUT provides a solution to problem P,
low level. We will assume throughout that the set of accurate execution of step I) can be a time consuming
alternatives X has previously been identified and perhaps and stressful activity in practice, especially if there are
refined with the aid of an elimination by attributes proce- many attributes under consideration and the decision-
dure which eliminates clearly undesirable alternatives maker is not comfortable with the highly structured elici-
(Tversky [101). tation procedure required to determine attribute weights.

Manuscript received December 17, 1979; revised March II, 1980. 'Many authors distinguish between preference (value) functions and
The authors are with the Department of Engineering Science and preferential independence conditions for the riskless case and utility

Systems. School of Engineenng and Applied Science. University of functions and utility independence conditions for the risky case. We use -."-.
Virginia. CharlottesviUe, VA 22901. the word utility to represent both of these.
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In this paper we propose a behaviorally attractive corn- II. THE MOOT BASED CHOIcEmAKNo APPROACH-
plementary and alternative approach to solving problem COMPLETE PREFERENCE FEEDBACK
P. This new approach only attempts, a least initially, to In this section we present, discuss, and analyze the
order the alternative set partially. This is suggestive of a MOOT based approach to solving problem P. We make a
search for the Pareto-optimal, .noninferior, or non- complete preference feedback assumption: that the de-
dominated set (or frontier) in multiobjective optimization cisionmaker can choose the most preferred alternative
theory (MOOT). We therefore refer to the choicemaking from any given nondominated set. Procedures are sug-
approach to be presented and analyzed in this paper as gested for improving the likelihood that this assumption
the MOOT based approach. There have been a number of will hold. This section begins with several preliminary !
previous studies concerning multiple objective optimiza- definitions and assumptions.
tion theory (Haimes [3], MacCrimmon [6], MacCrimmon We assume that M presumably noncommensurate
and Siu [51, Starr and Zeleny [9], and Zeleny [121). How- attributes have been identified and that for each attribute
ever, our approach is fundamentally much more an m, a real-valued objective function on X,Vm :X--R, has
evaluation, refinement, or ranking approach than an opti- been assessed.2 For the mth attribute, v,. is equivalent to a
mization approach. total order, "<m, on X; i.e., x' is preferred to x with

The primary advantage of at least initially assessing respect to the rth attribute (x-< mx') if and only if Vm(x)

only a partial order on the alternative set is that the often 4V(X').
difficult and time consuming effort of trading off non- Although the MOOT based approach to choicemaking
commensurate objectives, or attributes, may be partially presented in this paper requires M objective functions to
avoided. Avoidance or delay in making trade-offs will be assessed, compared to only one utility function to be
eliminate or at least postpone explication of those values assessed for the MAUT approach, assessment of the com-
and goals that the decisionmaker may wish to leave ini- plete set of lowest level objectives (v,) is often signifi-
tially implicit. The disadvantage of a partial order is that cantly easier than complete assessment of u. Typically,
the resulting nondominated set of alternatives will con- assessment of a complete scalar utility function will re-
tain, in general, more than one alternative, thereby requir- quire assessment of M lowest level component utility
ing further effort for final choice selection. The reason for functions vi or u,, i= 1,2,-. • ,M, and trading off all of
determining the partial order, however, is that if the these utility functions by assessing at least M- I utility or
nondominated set is sufficiently small, the decisionmaker attribute weights. Assessment of {v,) for the MOOT

may be able to select the most preferred alternative from based approach does not require trading off the M lowest
the nondominated set without any significant further ex- level nonconmensurate objectives, an activity that utility
ternal assessment. Equivalently, the partial order can be function assessment cannot avoid. For example, few
thought of as eliminating dominated alternatives from would disagree that i) maximizing economic benefit and
further consideration. We remark that since, for example, 2) minimizing environmental pollution are two important

the second most preferred alternative may not be in the objectives in the management of many industrial innova-

original nondominated set is not guaranteed to solve tion situations. It is unlikely that determining objective
obilm ne smeasure functions for these two objectives would be un-problem P. duly time consuming, stressful, or controversial. Trading

The MOOT based approach to solving problem P is off achievement levels for these two objectives, however,

presented in Section II. The key assumption made is that off ach in To the two obe, hower,
the decisionmaker can select the most preferred alterna- may be agonizing.3 To the extent possible, it may be

tive from any given set of nondominated alternatives. This rd ese ialif te a e ea ll necear, s

assumption is referred to as the complete preference feed- mayeoften estecase.may often be the case•.' ""
back assumption. Three procedures are offered for en-
hancing the likelihood that the complete preference feed- the.vctor Non tha X b e ied a ti")'
back assumption will hold. *{v,(x),. ,vw(x)). Note that v is equivalent to a partial

An algorithm for solving problem P for the complete order on X, i.e., x' is preferred to x (x<x') if and only if -

v(x) <v(x'). Let v(X) = (v(x) : x E X}, and assumepreference feedback case and an example are presented in wneiiSecionii! Ou deelomen o ths agorthm prsenedwithout significant loss of generality that v:X-t(X) is . - .
Section Ill. Our development of this algorithm, presented oet-n n no h -etreeetwGvX none-to-one and onto. The M-vector element w s(X) and in Section IV, is based on use of a directed graph repre- its corresponding alternative are said to be nondominated
sentation of the partial order on the set of alternatives X if there does not exist another element .' C v(X) such that .
induced by a vector of objective functions. if ard notwh

In Section IV we modify the statement of problem P The MOOT based choicemaking approach for solving

and the associated analysis to accommodate the possibil- problem P consists of two basic steps.
ity that complete preference feedback may not be availa-
ble. An algorithm and several examples are presented for 2Fur notational convenience we will use v, to represent attributes and
this partial preference feedback case. objectives for the MOOT based approach and u, to represent attributes

A for the MAUT based approach.
A rather complete hypothetical example is presented in Generally. practical determination or objective measure functions

Section V to illustrate several of the notions developed requires preference independence among objectives, a requirement com-
earlier. mon to both MAUT and our MOOT based approach.

earlier..
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' Select the most preferred element in v(X) from the represents a special case of an isotone social choice func-
nondominated set of v(X), i.e., the set of all non- tion.
dominated elements in v(X). The primary difficulty in successfully accomplishing

2' If the number of alternatives determined thus far is Step I' is that the decisionmaker may not be able to easily
less than N. say N', then redefine X as X with these select the most preferred element in the nondominated set
N' alternatives removed and go to I); otherwise stop. of v(X), i.e., the complete preference feedback assumption

may not be valid, in general. The ease with which this
We now discuss several important issues raised by each of selection can be made depends on the specific decision
these two steps. situation, the efficiency of the attribute or objective struc-

A) Step I' turing procedure, the number of attributes, and the cogni-
tive style of the decisionmaker and decision situation

Two fundamental assumptions must hold in order that associated task characteristics.
Step I' can be successfully accomplished: In some case. the nondominated set of v(X) may be

sufficiently small and/or its alternative elements may be
a) the most preferred element in v(X) can be found in sufficiently distinguishable, and/or the dimension of the

the nondominated set of v(X); objectives vector v may be sufficiently small for the de-
b) the decisionmaker can select the most preferred ele- cisionmaker to select the most preferred alternative

ment in the nondominated set of v(X). This is the without further preference elicitation. For example, a re-
complete preference feedback assumption. cently developed medical diagnostic decision aid, which

We remark that it is particularly desirable for the first uses a specialized and simplified version of the MOOT
assumption to hold since, in general, the fewer the alterna- based approach, typically provides a nondominated di-

tives the decisionmaker has from which to choose, the agnostic test set which is sufficiently small to cause a
easier it is to select the most preferred alternatives. We physician little difficulty in selecting a test from the non-
will show that the first assumption holds under a weak dominated set without further explicit preference elicita-
and behaviorally relevant hypothesis, which will be pre- tion (White et al. [I I]). If this is not the case and the
sented after a needed definition. decisionmaker finds it difficult to select a most preferred

Definition: A scalar socio, choice function is a function alternative from the nondominated set of v(X), two ap- ....

I V:v(X)-,R which when composed with the objectives proaches, not requiring complete preference elicitation,
function v produces the utility function u; i.e., V is such can be considered.
that u(x) - Vlv(x)J for all x EX. a) Decrease the size of the nondominated set until it is

The scalar social choice function trades off the objec- small enough for the decisionmaker to be able to
tives functions to produce a real-valued measure of prefer- select a most preferred alternative.
ence. In our approach, we wish to avoid a complete b) Modify problem statement P and the desired end p

* explicit assessment of V as much and for as long as result of the analysis in order to accommodate the
possible. To verify that it is sufficient to examine only fact that complete preference feedback is not availa-
elements in the nondominated set of v(X) in searching for ble.
the most preferred element in v(X), however, we must
assume its existence. The second approach will be considered in detail in

Lemma 1: Assume that the social choice function V is Section IV and will not be discussed further in this sec-
isotone (monotonically nondecreasing). Then, there is a tion. We devote the remainder of this section to the first
vector element w in the nondominated set of v(X) such approach.
that V(w)> V(w') for all w'Ev(X). There appears to be three potentially implementable,

Proof: Assume that there is a 4'Ev(X) which is not general procedures to accomplish the first approach:
in the nondominated set of v(X) but which has the I) trading off objectives such as to reduce, in effect, the
property: V(i)> V(i,) for all Q in the nondominated set number of objectives by moving up the objectives
of c'.\'). This property implies that v; > Qv for all i in the tree,
nondominated set of c(X); hence, i, is a member of the 2) determining bounds on the objective trade-off
nondominated set of t(X), which is a contradiction. weights,

In light of Lemma I. we therefore assume throughout 3) utilizing prior elicited knowledge concerning the
the remainder of this paper that the social choice function functional form of the social choice function.
is isotone in the value function in order to preserve the
isotonicity of the utility function u with respect to the The first procedure results in trading off some of the
parntal ordering induced by v on X. objectives. This is equivalent to redefinition of some lower

We remark that if mutual utility independence (Keenev level objectives in terms of higher level objeLtives and, in
and Raiffa [41) holds, then the multiplicative form of risk this way, "moving up" the objectives tree. Following
preference or utility under nsk several preliminary definitions, we will show that. under

proper assumptions, trading off some of the objectives is a

I + Ku(r)= I + Kk, u,,(x)] generally desirable activity, especially where there are
,i many lowest level objectives. Trading off some of the
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objectives: off elicitations if this were to result in an increased num-
ber of alternatives to be considered. We remark, however,b) dotentheaddelemntsctothetset ofnndor that strict isotonicity is required. For example, if f(w) - Ib) does not add elements to the set of nondominated
for all wEv(X), then X= X.elements and often results in a reduction in thenumer f lemntsinthenonomnatd st.The procedure of making trade-offs may be accom-number of elements in the nondominated set. plished by the use of an attribute or objectives measure

Let 6:X--R NN-<M, be defined as 6(x)-=f[v(x)] for template, or tree, the structure of which is generally ob-
all x E X, where f: R M, R N. Let -. be the partial order tained as part of the impact assessment and analysis phase
on X induced by 6. Define ,X and I as the nondominated of a choicemaking effort. As has been demonstrated bypLets in X generated by the respective partial orders -< and Lemma 2, moving up the objectives template by increas-

-<. ing the number of objectives traded off will not increase
We remark that the function f can represent a social the size of the nondominated set. It is therefore beneficial

choice function (if it is isotone and if N= 1) or a function to perform as many attribute or objectives trade-offs
that trades off less than all of the objectives functions. For initially as is comfortably possible (i.e., make the number
example, let f(wl,' ',wm)={Wl,,WM2,g(WM_,WM)} of objectives M as small as is comfortably possible).
E RM - , where the function g: R 2--,R' represents a (pre- Trading off all of the objectives (through use of an
sumably isotone) "local" social choice function of the two assessed social choice function which may be an ap-
objectives functions wM -i and wM. The function f can proximation based on ordinal preference data or a func-
also delete some of the objectives from consideration (let tion based on a complete cardinal preference assessment)
f(w 1 ,. .. ,wM)={w,...,wN}, where N<M). See (Fish- is mathematically, though not necessarily behaviorally,
burn 12]) for a relat -;! discussion which involves lexico- equivalent to assessing a utility function and would pro-
graphic ordering. Deletion of objectives, however, appears duce a nondorninated set consisting of only the most
best accomplished as part of the prescreening and pre- preferred alternative.
scanning of alternatives, or alternatives refinement step, The second procedure to decrease the number of ele-
which would precede the use of the MOOT based proce- ments in the nondominated set of v(X) involves determin-
dure. ing bounds on the objective trade-off weights. This proce-

Lemma 2: dure would impose at least a partial ordering on the
alternatives within a nondominated set. For example, con-

tha) 1ff is impes the for anypair.thea sider the following M=2 case. The isotonicity of a social
that x-<x' implies X<x. - choice function guarantees that if an equipreference curve

b) 1f f is strictly isotone, then X cfX.
goes through the point w in Fig. 1, then the remainder of P.

Proof: We note that x<x' if and only if v(x)< v(x') the curve will be in the shaded area. Therefore, the
which implies 0(x)=f[v(x)],(f[v(x')J=3(x') if and only isotonicity of the social choice function does not provide
if x-<x'. Thus part a) is shown to be correct, sufficient information to determine how the points w and

To verify the correctness of part b) we will prove that w' are related by preference. If, however, it could be
X c XC, where the superscript c stands for complementa- determined that the equipreference curve would remain in
tion with respect to X. Let x E X. Then there exists an the shaded region depicted in Fig. 2, then we would be
x'EA such that v(x) <v(x') and v(x)t#v(x'). The strict assured that w is preferred to w'. For example, if the
isotonicity of f preserves this property under composi- decisionmaker can state that the weight of objective 2 can
tion.4 Hence, i5(x)=f[v(x)Jf[v(x')I i3(x') and iU(x)# never exceed a times the weight of objective I and that
6(x'), which implies xX. a >(w, -w,)/(w' -w 2), then we can surely assume that w

Part a) of Lemma 2 states that if alternative x' is is preferred to w'.
preferred to alternative x before a trade-off is made, then The third procedure for reducing the number of ele-
this preference will also hold after the trade-off is made. ments in the nondominated set of v(X) requires utilizing
Clearly the converse may not be true- for example, let what information there exists regarding the functional
w = (1,2), w' (2. I), and f(w)= w1. Thus, a trade-off will form of the social choice function V. For example, assume
always "strengthen" (more properly. not weaken) a partial V is linear in the objectives funcions, hence the
ordering on X (and -< is said to be stronger than <) in equipreference curves are lines having negative slope as in
that there will be at least as many pairs of alternatives Fig. 3. Consider three alternatives x,. x,. and x,. each
having elements that can be related by -< as could be producing objective vectors, v(x,), of (0,1), (1,0), and
related by <. (0.4,0.4). respectively. Clearly, all three alternatives are

Part b) of Lemma 2 states that, under the assumption nondominated: however, it is easy to demonstrate that the
that the trade-off function is strictly isotone, the set of linearity of V implies that alternative x3 can not be
nondominated alternatives resulting from a trade-off will preferred to both x, and x2 .

never contain more alternatives than before the trade-off
was made. This is desirable since a decisionmaker would Step 2'
not want to spend the time and effort involved in trade-

Once an alternative has been determined as most pre-
4' composed with v is the function Avi.)l. ferred in Step I', Step 2' requires that this alternative be
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V2  
V2

10 - • I "

. W4

.W3

VI  W7  -

-I S
Fig. I. Bounds on equipreference curves. vi

Fig. 4. Elements of v(X) for the example.
V2  l :

W = (WI, W2)  NONDONIMATED ELEMENTS

DOMINATED ELEMENTS

vi W7

Fig. 2. Reduced region for equipreference curves.

V2NONDOMNATED SET Fig. 5. Initial digraph for the example: contextual relation "dom-

S W1, W2, W3$ inates.'"

INCREAS IN
m IN D PREFERENCE constructed using the contextual relation "dominates."

Details of the construction of such digraphs are given in --W2 [1 and elsewhere. We now present an example in order to
WEQUI PREFERENCE LINE illustrate the relationship between 5 set v(X) and its

associated digraph.
Example. I: Assume M=2 and that t(X) is composed

of the following points, where w, = { w,,w, 2):
w=(ll,

10 )

w2 = (9, I1)
Vi w 3 =(12.4)

w4 =(8, 8)
Fig. 3. Dominated and nondominated alternatives. = (5.9)

w6 = (6.5) S
removed from further consideration. Even though the
most preferred alternative must be in the nondominated
set, the second most preferred alternative may not be. Fig. These points are displayed in Fig. 4: the associated di-

. 3 illustrates this fact, which is very important in practice graph is presented in Fig. 5.
. for successful use of multiple objective based approaches. Consider the following algorithm.

0) Set n = 1.
Ill. ALGORITHM FOR THE COMPL.ETE PREFERENCE I) Determine the most preferred element in the topll.A ORT FORDTilE CAPSTE PRlevel set (or nondominated set) of the digraph. This

FEEDBACK"CASEis equivalent to determining the nth most preferred

Following some preliminaries, we present an algorithm alternative.
in this section for determining the N most preferred 2) Remove the selected element from the digraph.
alternatives and their ranking from a finite set of alterna- Move up to the top level all second level elements
rives. This algorithm assumes that the decisionmaker can which were predecessors of on/v the removed ele-
always identify the most preferred element from any given ment.
nondominated set. 3) If n = N stop, if not. increase n by one and go to step

The algorithm for the complete preference feedback I).
case as well as one other algorithm to be presented in We illustrate the above algorithm with the following
Section IV, will be based on a directed graph, or digraph. example.
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Example: 2: Assume that X-{x 1 ,... ,x7 ) and w- 2
v(x,), i- 1,.-,7, as given in Example I and depicted in NOND0MINATED ELEMENTS
Fig. 4 and 5. We note from Fig. 5 that search for the most -
preferred alternative can be restricted to those represented DOMINATED ELEMENTS

by (w w2,w3) (or equivalently alternatives {xt, x2,x 3}); 5 W4
consequently, the decisionmaker can ignore the elements
w,, i-4,--. ,7, in selecting the most preferred alternative. 7W

Assume that the decisionmaker selects x, as the most
preferred alternative. We then eliminate w, to produce
Fig. 6. Observe that altho,h elements w4 and ws are no
longer dominated by w, (which is now removed), they Fig. 6. Digaph with w, eliminated.

remain dominated by w2, and hence no new elements
move into the nondominated set. A search for the second 4 W3 N'T

most preferred element can therefore be restricted to the
set ( w2, w3 ). Assume the decisionmaker selects w2 as the DOMINATED ELEMENTS -

second most preferred score. Removal of w2 from Fig. 6
now allows w4 and ws to enter the nondominated set, as W6

shown in Fig. 7. A search for the third most preferred Fig. 7. Digraph with w, and w2 eliminated.
element in v(X) can therefore be restricted to the set of
attribute or objective scores ( w3, w4, w} and the alterna-
tives x3, x4, and x, that they represent. the set of alternatives considered in Examples I and 2

because it is incompatible with the digraph displayed in -
Fig. 5; i.e., the digraph indicates that x7 cannot be the

IV. THE PARTIAL PREFERENCE FEEDBACK CASE third most preferred alternative.
Lemma 2b) demonstrated, for the complete preference

As discussed in Section I. the complete preference feedback case, that trading off objectives would not cause
feedback assumption may not always be satisfied without additional alternatives to be included in the non-
making difficult trade-offs to insure a sufficiently small dominated set. We now prove an analogous result for the -
dimension for the objectives vector and sufficiently small partial preference feedback case, following several pre-
size of the nondominated set. In order to be able to liminary definitions. Let 1k, be the collection of ordered
accommodate the possibility that complete preference subsets of X which is defined as 'X, is defined, except .X.
feedback may not be available, we modify the statement is determined based on a partial order < that is stronger
of problem P as follows. than <.' Similarly, we define XN c X as the union of all

P': determine IX., a collection of ordered subsets of X, subsets of X in XN.

where Corollary: Assume that the function f defined in Sec-
i) each element in 9XN contains N alternatives, tion II is strictly isotone. Then, IT, c .'(, and .v cXN.
2) each element in 'X, is a candidate for the ordered Proof: Clearly, ix' C XN if X,, c IN,. Lemma 2b) im-

set of the N most preferred alternatives based on: plies that .X1 c XI; ossume CX,, c C"(, ,. It is easily
a) the digraph induced by the vector func- shown that Lemma 2b) then implies .k. c.(,, and the

tion v result follows by induction.
b) preferences additional to those already expressed An algorithm for the determination of IXN is as follows.

in determining the vector-valued function v. 0S =0 d=0) Set A. - and n= 1.:" .- o'
We remark that although the information contained in I) Assume _ = {X,_.,. • ,X'_i} and X, =0; set

"X is of obvious value for decisionmaking, 6N may not k- I. .1- .
be the most desirable form in which to present this infor- 2) Construct a digraph from the alternatives in X-
mation. A desirable aggregated form might be X., CX. X,. . L
where X, is the subset that is guaranteed to contain the N 3) Assume there are L nondominated alternatives in
most preferred alternatives. The subset XN is easily ob- the digraph constructed in step 2). Set 1= 1.
tained by taking the union of subsets in AN. Observe that 4 Let Y= {.X'._ x). where x A' is the /th non-
in general A,' cannot be reconstructed from X, and the dominated alternative in the digraph constructed in
digraph because of the additional preference information step 2). or not t
supplied by the decisionmaker. It is true. however, that 5) Determine whether or not the set Y C.7 should be

v is a subset of the set of all combinations of alterna- included in .,, and include it or exclude it as
tives in X, which are compatible with the original di- appropriate. This determination should result from
graph.

We observe that any subset of X having cardinality n R e f e i se
(i.e., containing n elements) may not be a member of A tefer to Section 11 for further explication of thee sets and subsets.sA--A nB';B that is, A -B is the set of all points in A which are
For example. (x,.x 2.x,) cannot be a member of ' for not also contained in B.

• -.-' '- -.' --.. i '- -' .-' . . - - .* - - . - ' - . - " i i - . " - " "
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either direct interaction with the decisionmaker or x2  X, X, X, X, x X X, X, X,
from preference information, additional to the infor-
mation contained in the function v, obtained from x, x, x, x, x, x, X, x, x, X,
the decisionmaker.

6) If I >L, GO TO 7). If I<L, let /-1+ 1 and GO TO 4). x. X5  X4  X4  X4  X3  X2  X2  X2  X2  X2
7) If k>K, GO TO 8). If k <K, let k= k+I and GO TO

2). X- X X5  x x-,

8) If n >N, STOP. If n<N, let n=n+ I and GO TO I).

We can now demonstrate that problem P' generalizes X, X, X, X3  X5  X5  X5 X5 X5  X5  X5

problem P for the case of complete preference feedback. S
Observe that complete preference feedback would select 3  X6  X, x X6  X6  X6  X7  X5  X, X6

A. , to be composed of one subset. This subset would
contain only one alternative, the most preferred alterna- 7  X X X X X X X X X 1

tive. We assume A, contains only one ordered subset N f-

of X which contains the n - I most preferred alternatives. in - , . ,, 

Then, a quick iteration of the algorithm indicates that step 'A a a a , a v, a v, ,

5) determines the nth most preferred alternative which is a 0 % a , ,0 v a

included with the subset of A", _ to result in the single ' F. - U ,1

subset contained in XF for this complete preference ig. 8. Preferences and domination relations for linear social choice
feedback case. function.

The following four examples illustrate the MOOT based
choicemaking algorithm for the partial preference feed- member of X3. Then, tX 3 becomes S
back case and several forms of the partial preference
information that may be available from the decision- -C 3 ={{XIX 2 ,X 3},{ X1 .X 2,Xs},{XIX 3.X 21,(X2,XIX 3 },

maker. { X2 , X I ,X 5 ), (X2. X3,X1), (X 3, XIX 2),{ X 3, X 2, XI} }.
Exanple 3: Consider the set of alternatives and their Example 5: Assume that the decisionmaker cannot ex-

objective measures which were examined in Examples I clude any of the original three nondominated alternatives -
and 2. We will assume, however, that the decisionmaker A
can supply no preference feedback beyond the preference ias the most preferred alternative, given only the informa-

information already contained in the function v. This t-ion. provided Fo thes I ase,! 2hov wssum
assumption is the opposite extreme of the complete prefer- {{x, , x2)}.{ x3) ). For the n - 2 case. however, we assume..

that the decisionmaker feels that both x, and x2 cannot be
ence feedback case and will be referred to as the no more preferred than x3. or equivalently that x3 must either
preference feedback case. Note that step 5) in the above be preferred to x, or to x2. Therefore,

* partial preference feedback algorithm is essentially re-
moved in this case. Thus. {x.{x X2 x,Xn.x1 x3} },

S{(x.{ .rf}.{ .r 3 } }. which is ider :ical to the -*k 2 determined in Example 3
with the sets {x1,x2) and {x2.x1) excluded. If no further
preferences can be expressed. it then follows that

{X.x.) } }. { {x,. x3.x }.(x 2 .x3 .x,}.{xx,.,}.{ x3 x2.x,}.

-A3= {Xn..r 2 X3 ,.x..x2,X 4 }.{xIx 2 .x,}(XIx 3 , x 2 ). Thus. X,X 2 -X3- {x2x2 ,x 3). We now observe that

{(x,.x,.x 3 ).{-x,.x.x 4 }.{ x,.x 1.x}.( x 2.x 3,xm}, alternatives x, i-4... ,7, can be excluded from consider- . ...

x 3.Xn.X 2 }.{xxz.. }}ation in determining the three most preferred alternatives.
x6 and x, were already excludable; the information thatas can easily be seen by inspection of Fig. 5. We note that both alternatives x1 and x2 cannot be more preferred than

A'--{. (x1 .x3 } x3 allows us to exclude x4 and x, from consideration as 0

x2= .Xr.xx 3} candidates for the three most preferred alternatives. Note
that this exclusion has been accomplished without de-

V3 = { X'x ,X3,X 4 .x- }. tailed elicitation of weights.

It is of interest to observe that if the first three most Example 6: Again consider the data presented in Ex-
preferred alternatives are sought. then alternatives x and amples I and 2. Assume preference information from the
x, can always be excluded from consideration, even if no decisionmaker has implied that the three most preferred -O
preference feedback is available from the decisionmaker. alternatives are x,. x,, and x4 and that the social choice

We remark that for the no preference feedback case A, function is linear. Let (x)=f { t(x).L.2(x)) and assume
can be reconstructed exactly from X, and the original that the social choice function is V[v(x)]-av,(x)+

. digraph. v2(x),a>0. We can easily obtain the preference or
Example 4: Assume that in examining the results of domination digraph of Fig. 8. Since we have assessed that

Example 3. the decisionmaker decides that x4 cannot he a - (x,.x2.xf} we see from Fig. 8 that ! <a I. It

.. _:. ... ... . . -: . _ - . .- • . -. i ' . . . " .-2
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also follows without further preference information that
9C4 - ((xt, x 2, x4, x 3},(xt, x2, X4 1 x5)}. Note thatL.P
(XIX 2 , X4.X 6 ) a 9C4 due to the linearity of the social choice
function even though x6 is in the nondominated set of X - -

with alternatives xi, x., and x4 removed. Thus we see that
complementary use of the proposed MOOT based ap-
proach with an ordinal linear social choice function has
allowed bounding of the linear social choice function and B C-E F

elimination of infeasible alternatives without detailed
efforts to elicit all attribute weights. Of course we, indi-
rectly, use many of the attractive and useful features of
MAUT in this procedure. However we selectively use
portions of the attribute or objectives template and our
MOOT based approach to bound and limit criterion or Fig. 9. Attribute structure.
attribute weight elicitation. Here we are able to eliminate
x6 from further consideration and, as a byproduct, de- TABLE I
termine bounds on a linear social choice function trading ALTERNATIVE SCORES FOR LowEi LEVEL ArriuBrEs oR
off v,(x) and v 2(x). CRITERIA

V. AN EXAMPLE APPLICATION OF THE MOOT ALTERNATIVE SCORES FOR ATTRIBU'ES

BASED APPROACH .
A B C D E F G H

We now present a hypothetical example of an interac- X 70 100 65 40 o 10 100 60

tive decision support process which utilizes the MOOT • 2 1 4 7 3

based choicemaking approach. It is assumed that the 100 40 70 30 100 10 10 100

template displayed in Fig. 9 represents the attribute struc- X3  60 :5 70 35 10 10 40 50

ture of the problem. For example, if the problem under
consideration is to purchase a new automobile, the attri-
bi'es in Fig. 9 might have the following meaning: x, 65 40 0 40 75 0 30 55

A) safety 6 35 60 0 90 40 0 0

B) initial cost
C) fuel economy X1 X
D) scheduled maintenance expenses 2

E) unscheduled maintenance expenses
F) resale value
G) attractiveness X5 .6
H) trunk and passenger compartment capacityl) desirabilityFig. 10. Domnation digraph for Table 1.". i
I) desirability
C)-E) operating cost
B)-F) cost. eration at this point.7 If the ultimate intent is to select

more than just the best alternative, then all alternatives

Note that the template indicates that "cost" is composed require further consideration. We also observe that if the
of "initial cost." "operating cost." and "resale value." two most preferred alternatives are to be selected and

Assume that six (6) hypothetical alternatives are under x,(x,) is considered the most preferred alternative, then
consideration. x, through x. Table I presents alternative x6 (x,) can be deleted from further consideration.
scores for each alternative and for each lowest level attri- Fig. 10 may contain a sufficient amount of information
bute. rhese scores would be assessed from experts for choicemaking; however, if this is not the case, which is
familiar with the particular attribute and alternative. They very likely since there are eight lowest level attributes.
correspond to the w, = t'( % function form concepts used some trade-off assessment becomes necessary. In order to
in our previous examples. strengthen the partial order on the set of alternatives, we

The objectives measure value for alternative x, is at move up the objectives template by performing our first
least as great as the objectives measure value for x for trade-off. The attributes which we assume are first traded
ever attribute, and therefore x, dominates x. Similarly.
r1 dominates xA. Filg. 10 presents the associated digraph. 'Unless there exists the possibility that x, may be "unavailable." in " '- "

If the intent is to select a singie alternative eventually, which case x, should be retained, or the possibility that x3 may be"unavailable" in which case x6 should be retained. Henceforth we will
then both x, and x, could be deleted from further consid. routinely assume potential availability of all alternatives.
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• TABLE 11 TABLE IV
Thue-OFP Wmorrs FoR Armsurr C, D, AND E TRuD-OFF Wmors FOR Armzuurs B, C-E, AND F

ATTRIBUTES AT-RIRUT7S

C D E B C-E F

BEST ALTERNATIVES IN I '4 BEST ALTERNATIVES x 1  X2 X2
WORST ALTERNATIVES Ix. X 4  WORST ALTERNATIVES x4  x3  x5

WEIGHTS .20 .35 .45
WEIGHTS .40 .10 .50

TABLE III .
ALTERNAT'm ScoRn FOR AL. OwuCavE MEAsURE TABLE V

VALUES: Ftsr TADE-OFF CAS ALTERNATIVE SCORnS FOR OBJECTIVE MEASuRE VALUES:
_______ ______________________SECOND TRA-Orr CASE

ALTERNATIVE SCORES FOR ATTRIBUTES______ALTERNATIVE SCORES _

A B C-E F G H 9
A B-F G H

x 70 100 63 10 100 60 x 70 51.3 100 60

x2  100 40 69.5 100 10 100 X 2  100 72.95 10 100

> x 3  60 35 30.75 10 40 50 x 60 22.075 40 50
- - - 3 _02.05 40 s

Ix 50 0 55 90 10 100 54x
4  50 50.5 10 100

-J 5 65 40 47.75 0 30 55 x5  65 20.775 30 55

0 35 52.5 40 0 0 X, 0 39.25 0 0

X1 X2 X x•

X4
x 5X

4  Xe

* Fig. II. Domination digraph for Table I1. X3  X5 -

Xe
off are C, D, and E. We note that with respect to each of "
these three attributes, the best and the worst alternatives Fi& 12. Domination digraph for Table V.
are given in Table II. Assume that the decisionmaker
provides the following information: the linear weights for S
comparing the difference between the best alternative and Fig. I I may convey enough information to the de-
the worst alternative are 0.20, 0.35, and 0.45 for the three cisionmaker for alternative selection. If not, as may well
attributes C, D, and E, respectively. Table III gives the be the case since there are now six lowest level objectives,
resulting objectives measure values. We now note that x, further trade-off assessment is required. In order to fur- -

. dominates x3 and x5, and x2 dominates x4 and x6. Thus ther strengthen the partial order on the set of alternatives,
t" we have the digraph of Fig. 11. Note that if the intent we assume that the decisionmaker has decided to move up .5

were to determine a single best alternative, it would be the template by trading off the attributes B, C-E, and F.
. sufficient at this point to eliminate alternatives x 3, x4, x5 , The best and worst alternatives for each of these attri-

and x6 from further consideration. A comparison of Figs. butes are given in Table IV.
10 and I I indicates the impact of strengthening the partial Assume that the decisionmaker provides the following
order on the set of alternatives by trading off the three trade-off information: linear weights for comparing the
attributes C, D, and E. If selecting more than the best difference between the best alternative and the worst S
alternative were the objectives of the choicemaking effort, alternative are 0.40, 0.10, and 0.50 for the attributes B,
once again all alternatives would have to be considered C-E, and F, respectively. Table V provides the resulting
further. We observe also that if the two most preferred objectives measure values. We note that x, continues to
alternatives were being sought and x,(x 2) were chosen as dominate x3 and x, but now also dominates .r6. Once
most preferred, then x, and x6 (X3 and x4) could be again, x2 dominates x4 and x. Also, x4 dominates x. The
eliminated from further consideration. digraph of these new relationships is presented in Fig. 12.
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TABLE VI TABLE V1111
TaAD.-O, WEIoH'r FOR Arruimrs G AND H TAoe-O, Wauoms rOR Ari'mu'm A. G-F, AND G-H

AT. IBUTFS ALTERNAr'IVr

G H A B-F C-H
BEST ALTERNATIVES lxI x 2 .x 4

BEST ALTERNATIVES x 2  x 2  x2,x 4WORST ALTERNATIVAAS x6  x x6

WEIGHTS .10 .90
WEIGHTS .40 .50 .10

TABLE VII TABLE IX
ALTERNATIVE SCORES FOR OaRCTV MEASUR VALUES: ALTmATIVI SCORES FOR OXIEc'TiV ME SURE VALUES:

THIRD TRADE-OFF CASE FINAL CASE

ALTERNATIVE SCORE

ALTERNATIVE SCORES A-H

A B-F G-H

x 1  60.05

x1  70 51.3 64

x2  100 72.95 91
_ _x 39..9375
> 3x3  60 22.075 49 ..

__.-___ x 54.35

x 4  50 50.5 91
- - x 41.6375

x 5  65 20.775 52.5 19562
3925 0X 6  1 19.6 -25

x
6  0 39.25 0

Pig. 13. Domination digraph for Table VI. ?

From this digraph we observe that x6 need not be consid- .,ered further if the objective is to seek the best and second ' ?'
best alternatives. We also note that if the decisionmaker .. -.icould select x2 as the most preferred alternative without "'
further assessment, then x3 and x5 each would join x6 as -. "'.
being at best the third most preferred alternative. If x n is ; -:-the most preferred. then x2 , .x3, and x5 would compete for Fig. 14. Domination digraph for Table IX.-
second best. .r4 could be no better than third best, and x6  -.
could not be better than the fourth most preferred. TABLE X '.-

If the second trade-off has not provided the decision- FaAL WEaO'rs FOR LOWEST LEVEL Artrius
* maker with enough information to make the desired selec-tions, another trade-off assessment is required. We there- A 0.4000., i"

fore move up the template by trading off at least some of B 0.2000 - _the second level attributes. Assume the decisionmaker C 0.0100 ..
*elects to trade off the attributes G and H. Table VI lists D 0.0175 .? ..-the best and worst alternatives and their associated incre- F 0.0225".

mental weights for each of these two attributes. Table VIIlists the resulting objectives measure values, and Fig. 13 F 0. 2500 " _
presents the associated digraph. It is now clear that *x: is 0 0.0100 _the most preferred alternative and .x1 and .% would corn- ,, .09o .c0 ..

: . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . .. ..-. .-.. .. . .. . .. . . . ....-... ... ..... ... . ......-. .... . . . .. . . : . . .. . . . . .. -. _

............................ .-
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TABLE X-
ALTERNATVE SCORES FOE, OBcEnvE MEASuRE VALUES:

Tan TRADE-OFY CAsE wnrH VARIED WEoJrGs

ALTERNATIVE SCORES -0 ..

ALTERNATIVE A B-F GH

x 1 70 51.3 74 '" -, X5

X2  100 72.95 68.5

x3  60 22.075 46.5

x 50 50.5 68.5

Fig. 15. Domination digraph for Table XI.

x 6  0 39.25 0 6

TABLE Xll
PossmiDLny SUasETS FOR N BEsT ALTERNATIVEs. N- 1, 2

TABLE FIGURE ORDERED SUBSET CANDIDATES FOR N SUBSET GUARANTEED TO CONTAIN S
BEST ALTERNATIVES N MOST PREFERRED ALTERNATIVES

1 9 1 - ((X 1 ), (x2 }. x3 ), {x4 }) X - (xx 2 x 3 ,x4 )

X2 = ({X1,X2) , {x 1 x3 ), fX ,X 4 ), {Icx 5 , X 2 = (X ,X 2 ,X 3 oX 4 ,X 5 ,X 6 )

{x2 ,X1 ) {x2 ,x 3}, (x2 ,x4 }, (x2 ,x6
!x 3,x1), Ix3,x2), (x3,x4 , fx4,x1),

(x4,x 2 ), (x 4x 3 )) e
3 10 X 1 .x 1 }, 1 x2 x - (Xx '-

- ,X 1,X 2 ). (x,x 3 1, (X,1x 5 . ,x. 11. X 2 - ix 1 .x 2 1X3 1X4,X 5 X 6 )(xI.x4 ), (xi,x 6 )' .'-.______-•______•___

5 11 x1 = ((xI), Ix2 )X = x ,x2 ))

X 2 - ((X 1 ,X 2 1, (X1 ,X3), {x 1 ,x 5 ), {xi,x2 ), X2 - (X 1 ,X 2 ,X 3 ,X 4,X 5 }
{x 2 .x 4 }}. . -

12 X "I x2)' X 1 (X 2)

X2 = ((x2 'x1 1' (x2 'x4') X 2 . (X 1 'X 2 'X 4 )

9 13 X 1  = Xx2 2 1  ...X2 )

9, - fx,, 1  X (X1, 2

. pete for second most preferred. If x4 were chosen to be cisionmaker will be most desirable as aids in choicemak-
second best, then x, would be the third most preferred ing. It will be very difficult to do this for many objectives _
alternative, with x3, x5, and v, competing for fourth best. which is another reason that appears to support the poten-
If. however. x were chosen as second best, x 3, x,, and x tial attractiveness of our proposed approach.
would compete for third best, and x6 would be at best the In order to order the alternatives totally, if such a total
fourth most preferred. We now have moved up the attri- ordering were necessary, trading off all three of the re- • --

bute tree or template such that there are only three lowest maining attributes would be required. All hypothetically
ij level attributes. They correspond to safety, costs, and assessed trade-off information and associated results are ,

attractiveness in terms of beauty and spaciousness. At provided in Tables VIII and IX and in Fig. 14; Table X
higher levels in the attribute template, trade-offs become lists the final weights for the initial attributes. :
more difficult to make as the "noncommensurateness" of We expect that the decisionmaker frequently will not
the attributes increases as we move up the tree. Choice- require full trade-off assessment for choicemaking and
making at this point, or prior to this point, seems a strong hence will elect to reach a decision using the decisionmak-
possibility. Interactive computer graphics to present the ing support process before the final assessment. Regard-
results of figures and tables such as these to the de- less of the stage at which final evaluation is made, how-
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ever, the decisionmaker is likely to want to know the maker preferences which augment those preferences
impact of trade-off weight variation and initial objective elicited in construction of the vector of objectives func-
measure value variation on the digraph structure. For tions. By analogy, the no preference feedback case is an
example, let the weight for attribute G in Table VI be open-loop procedure.
changed from 0.10 to 0.35, thus changing the weight for Future research and application of the MOOT based
attribute H to 0.65. The new table of objectives measure approach to choicemaking will include risk and uncer-
values are presented in Table XI and its associated di- tainty considerations and will indicate behaviorally rele-
graph in Fig. 15. This sort of sensitivity analysis should vant procedures for implementation of the approach to
always precede final alternative selection especially where form a planning and decision support process for aided
there are any questions concerning subjectivities of either choicemaking. Contrasts, comparisons, and complemen- -
the alternative scoresor criterion (attribute) weights. tarity with the well-known MAUT approach will, of

Table XII presents the %. and Xn, n= 1,2, for this course, be of interest.
example for each level of trade-off considered. We note
that the number of elements in both X. and X. decrease REF N

as the number of trade-offs increase, which is in agree-
ment with the corollary presented in Section IV. [1) W. Edwards. "How to use multiattribute measurements for social

decisionmaking" IEEE Trans. Syst., Man, Cybern., vol. SMC-7,
pp. 327-340 May 1977.

VI. CONCLUSION [2 P. C. Fishburn, "Lexicographic orders, utilities and decision rules,"
Management Sci.. vol. 20. no. II, pp. 1442-1471, 1974.

We have presented an approach to choicemaking which [31 Y. Haimes, Hierarchical Analysis of Water Resources Systems.W haepeetdaapraht hieaigwih New York: McGraw-Hill. 1977. "
may substantially reduce the amount of trade-off informa- [41 R. L. Keeney, and H. Raiffa. Decisions with Multiple Objectives:

tion required from the decisionmaker relative to the Preferences and Value Trade Offs. New York: Wiley, 1976.
MAUT approach. The approach presented may be used [5] K. R. MacCrimmon and J. K. Siu, "Making tradeoffs." Decision

Sci., vol. 5. pp. 680-705, 1974.
to complement the MAUT approach and as an alternative (61 K. R. MacCrimmon, "An overview of multiple objective de-
to it. The most general assumption considered relative to cisionmaking," in Multi Criteria Decisionmaking. J. L. Cochrane

the amount of preference information that should be and M. Zeleny Eds. South Carolina: Univ. South Carolina, 1973,
pp. 18-44.

elicited from the decisionmaker was the partial preference [7) H. Raiffa, Decision Analysis: Introductory Lectures on Choices
feedback assumption. Two special cases of the partial Under Uncertainty. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1968.
preference feedback assumption were considered. The [81 A. P. Sage. Methodology for Large-Scale Systems. New York:McGraw-Hill, 1977.
complete preference feedback case was considered in de- [9 M. K. Starr and M. Zeleny, "MCDM-state and future of the arts."
tail, and three procedures were presented to enhance the TIMS Studies in the Management Sci., vol. 6. pp. 5-29, 1977.
likelihood that this assumption would hold. The no prefer- (101 A. Tversky, "Elimination by aspects: A theory of choice," Phychol.

Rev., vol. 79, pp. 281-299, 1972.
ence feedback case was examined by means of an exam- [11] C. C. White, E. C. Wilson, and A. C. Weaver, "Decision aid
pie. We remark that the partial preference feedback case development for use in ambulatory health care settings," working

paper, Dep. of Engineering Science and Systems, Univ. VA, 1980.is, to borrow a phrase from the optimum systems control [121 M. Zeleny, Linear Multiobjective Programming. New York:
literature, a closed-loop procedure involving decision- Springer. 1974.

.. '. . ...- -.
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ON HUMAN INFORMATION PROCESSING AND INFERENCEL ANALYSIS AS LARGE SCALE SYSTEMS PROBLEMS

Andrew P. Sage

Department of Engineering Science and Systems

- University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia

This paper presents a survey of human Computations in a hierarchical framework will
in formation processing and associated inference generally be easier than computations in an
analysis in decentralized organizations as a undecomposed forynat. There is experimental
large scale systems problem. One purpose of aids evidence to indicate [l, 2] that hierarchical
for inference analysis is to assist humans in decomposition of human inference tasks reduces
using techniques which allow them to make the tendency of humans to selectively process
better use of information. The use of hierar- more favored data while virtually ignoring other
chical systems concepts with structured logical data. The result of this is cognitive infor-
reasoning protocols is discussed and illu- mation processing bias [3, 4] that may result in
strated in this overview paper. a very flawed judgment and choice.

INTRODUCTION This paper discusses, at a conceptual level,
relations between frameworks for information

In processing inforymation, it is generally processing and hierarchical information proces-
assumed that observed data is directly related sing. We indicate, in a preliminary way, how
to a hypothesis under consideration. Further, structured frameworks of decision situations
it is assumed that the impact of data on the influence information needs and information
probability of a hypothesis being correct processing within a hierarchical inference format.
can be computed in a straightforward fashion
by use of Bayes' rule. This process is known 2. Hierarchical Inference Analysis
as inference. It may operate in an inductive
or deductive manner. Typically inferences In a very large number of contemporary areas
are structured in a deductive fashion and of interest, there are issues involving the
data are processed in an inductive manner. possible occurrence of uncertain-to-occur events. e
There are at least two complexities which may, Often we can obtain more veridical results in
in practice, make this difficult to accomplish: determining probabilities and likelihoods for

* event outcomes if they are conditioned upon the
1. The complexity and knowledge require- occurrence of other events and/or decisions. This

ments associated with many information approach formns the basis for cross impact analysis,
processing tasks may be so great that hierarchical inference analysis, and other related
no single individual may be able to approaches in which probability structures or
supply the required informnation, probability diagrams have proven to be of con-

siderable value [5].
2. Multi-stage information processing

tasks, that is tasks where data are In these approaches, it is assumed that ob-
*not directly and immuediately related served information can be directly related to

*to the hypothesis under test, are complex. postulated hypotheses and that the impact of ob-
Raither involved computations may be served information on the probability of a given
required. hypothesis being true, or occurring, evolves

sequentially according to Bayes rule. The
Hierarchically decomposing multiple stage complexity of many contemporary large scale

v inferential information processing tasks into issues is such that the amount and type of cog-
a num-ber of single stage inference tasks, and nitive skills and technical knowledge, required

* then aggregating the results of these single to express all appropriate probabilities or like-
stag~e inferences, may resolve each of these two lihood ratios which infer or link all informna-
Potential difficulties. It may allow experts, tion elements to postulated hypotheses, is be-
with an appropriate knowledge base, to partici- yond the unaided capability of any single indi-
pate in portions of the inference task in a vidual, and often even the aided capability. .-

logically consistent manner that is also appro- One possible approach to ameliorate this situa-

priate in terms of the experts knowledge 
base. 

tion is to 
disaggregate 

the complex 
issue into
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a hierarchical structure such as the ge,---c 2. A i * 1,2,.... a set of identified

structured framework suggested by Figure 1. 
4 ferred activities, or possible

surrogate activities, which represent

In the hierarchical approach to information observed cues relative to the issue -

structuring and associated inference, a number or diagnostic of the hypotheses under

of intermediate elements are identified. These consideration. Each activity category,-.'

elements typically represent activity states or A1 , may be further disaggregated into

activity indicators which are relevant to the a set of mutually ex lusive exhaustive . -

postulated hypotheses. These activity states subactivity states A i , j = 1,2,........- -

or activity indicators are presumed to be mea-

ningful representations of a portion of the 3. 1 i = 1,2,..., activity indicators -

issue. They correspond to the six elements ewich impact upon the hypotheses throgh __ -

in Figure 1. Probabilities which relate ob- various activities. Any activity in-

served information to these intermediate dicator may consist of a number of

elements are assessed or elicited, as well mutually exclusive exhaustive subac-

as the probabilities which relate these inter- tivity indicator state variables,
mediate elements to the postulated hypotheses. I ., j - 1,2...., which are presumed

Also included are propositions and implications to be diagnostic of the related im-

from logical reasoning such that it becomes pact activity state variable, A.. -

possible to display credibility 
and plau-

sibility indices that encourage detection of 4. E., i = 1,2,... events, or outcome

individual inconsistencies as well as group states that influence the indicators.

differences with respect to recognition and The events are not guaranteed to have

enhanced communication of differences in mes- occurred; rather there are infor-
sage interpretation and the rationale for this. mation reports on occurrence, or non-

oc ',r'ence )f events.
The rationale behind this approach is be-

haviorally and organizationally compelling. 
5. V., i = 1,2,..., data or information A

Parties at interest to a given issue may be variables which may impact directly

expert in diverse portions of the complete on hypotheses, activities, activity
issue and a single individual, or group, will indicators, or events.
probably not have sufficient experience and
knowledge to relate lowest level information Data or information variables or elements may

to highest level hypotheses. If a complex connect with, or impact, directly to hypothesesan-

issue is hierarchically decomposed, it may be activity, or activity indicator variables or _

possible to utilize the abilities and knowledge elements. Activity indicator states must connect

of various experts in an efficient and logically with or directly impact activity states. Activi-
consistent fashion. Presumably, organizations ty states may connect to activity indicator
are structured in a hierarchical manner to take states or hypotheses. By definition, the hypo-

advantage of opportunities such as these. theses are at the top level of the inference

hierarchy and correspond to the "claim" in Figure
There is no unique structure for a hierar- 1. Since an activity state may be just a surro-

chical model of a given issue. These models are gate for a hierarchy, we can, in effect, allow -

necessarily subjyctive contingency structures hypotheses to appear a-. other than the top level

in that they can only represent a conceptual of the structure. Formally, however, hypotheses
model of a particular issue, and the way in which will be at the top of the structure. Figure 2

a particular issue is disaggregated. The in- represents a prototypical hierarchical inference
fluence of various cognitive styles of the indi- structure. Hypotheses are at the top level of

vidual or group constructing the model and the these structures. The second level contains

influence of various constraints, such as envi- various activities, A., which directly influence
ronnental constraints, are generally the stron- the hypotheses. The ext level contains indi-

gest determinants affecting the choice of a par- cators which impact directly on activities that

ticular hierarchical model. Still the generic are at the second level. The fourth level con-

- structure of Figure 1 appears fully appropriate tains the events, which influence various activi-
to capture the subleties required by many effec- ty indicators. At the fifth and final level of ""

tive information processing tasks. It would these structures, we have various information . .

appear appropriate as well for providing a variables or observables. Figure 2 represents "*

logical framework for discussing differing plau- the inference structure thus described. The -

sible interpretations of assumptions and intents, procedure to develop an hierarchical inference

tree involves determination of an important
A generic prototypical hierarchical inferen- influential or causal structure. There are a

ce structure will consist of five different types variety of structuring procedures that can be

of elements: used for this purpose [6, 7). In general, the

inference tree can have many more than 5 levels.
I. Hi, i - 1,2,..., a set of mutually _

exclusive hypotheses which describe the Computations based upon hierarchical

issue under consideration, often in inference are conceptualized in a relatively
terms of claims.
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simple way. The posterior probability that a types of information sample dependc-:ies; enhan-
particular hypothesis is true given an observed cing and inhibiting. In the enhar.cng depen-
datum is, where P (/) denotes conditional dency case, the probability in favor of a . ,
probability, hypothesis being true if two correlated infor-

mation samples are received is greater than what
P (H/V) P (H) P (V/H) (1) it would be if the two samples were independent.

F(V The opposite is true in the case of inhibiting
dependency information. If either enhancing or

To make this calculation we need to know the inhibiting information is present, i.e., if
prior probability that the hypothesis will be dependent information samples are observed, then
correct and the prior probability that the data an extra activity state variable can be intro-
will be observed. Further we need to know the duced as a surrogate to formally make the infor- .
conditional probability that the data will be mation samples independent. The use of this
observed conditioned upon the hypothesis being intervening activity state variable will allow
valid. observed information to be diagnostic of this

surrogate state which is, in turn, diagnostic [8]
When data influence various events, E., then of the fundamental hypotheses under considera-

we can calculate the conditional probability tion. Figure 3 displays some possible numerical
of a hypothesis being correct from results to support this.

P(H) There is a considerable elicitation and
P (H/V) P ' P (V/Ej,H)P(Ei/H) (2) assessment effort saving if information samplesare independent since it is not necessary to
Now we need to know the probabilities that the elicit or estimate conditionally dependent
datum will occur conditioned upon the events probabilities or likelihoods. There are at
and I*h? 'iypothesis. This !ort of expansion least two major implications of this for infe-
can be continued such that we can evaluate rence analysis: S

the probability of a hypothesis conditioned
upon many events, activities, activity indi- a) Careful structuring of decision situation
cators, and data. Generally, the calculations and inference structures to result in
are extraordinarily complex unless independence, a minimum of information dependencies
P(V/Ej,H) = P(V/E.), exists. may be very rewarding. A study of the

tradeoffs between structural and infor-
We need to obtain P(H/V) for use in a mation dependency complexities is, there-K decision analysis effort. However, estimates fore, an important research topic.

of the quantities on the right hand side of
Exs. (1) and (2) are normally much more easily b) Aggregating strongly correlated Infor-
obtained. These are readily available from mation samples prior to elicitation or .-
a hierarchical inference structure. estimation of probabilities or likeli-

hoods may result in reduced dependencies
We may assess probabilities for a hierar- and therefore reduced overall effort.

chical inference structure in either deductive Again, there are some interesting trade-m or indictive form. In a deductive structure, offs involved in this although they will
the hypotheses at the top of the structure are be more subjective and difficult to
"source" elements for a single source digraph quantify than in case a.
tree which begins at the various hypotheses.
In an inductive structure the hypotheses at the It is possiblealso, to examine and investi-
top of the structure are "sink" elements for gate the effects of nonstationary environments
a single sink digraph tree which terminates at upon hierarchical inference. In most hierarchi-
the various hypotheses at the top of the tree. cal inference models, it is assumed that the
The hierarchical inference structure of Figure marginal or prior probability of hypothesis Hi
2 may be replicated several times over to form being true, P(H.), is independent of information
the structure of Figure 1. being received, or time. This is, of course, not

necessarily true. A Kalman-filter-like struc-
3. Hierarchical Inference as a Large Scale ture (9,102 may be used to accomodate the

System. Issue estirator part of a combined estimation-detection
type scheme for processing inferential informa- L
tion. Although much has been written about com-

It is possible to examine and evaluate the bined estimation and detection for optimal con-
potential increase in potential predictive trol type problems there appears to tve been
accuracy made possible by replacing simple few if any efforts to relate this to typical
hierarchical inference models in which inforna- decision analysis and inference analysis type
tion samples are assumed to be received inde- problems. A difficulty in accomplis -i; this
pendently, by one in which information samples is that structural changes are typicaIy incor-
are assumed dependent. There are two basic porated in a deductive fashion wherezz oara-

metric information updates are proc Sza.1 in an
inductive fashion in the Kalman filtz-.
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Of course, a simple probability function There are a number of interesting implica-

for hypothesis change can be used to adjust tions to this. One and only one hypothesis

the prior probabilities after each information from a mutually exclusive well-posed set can be

update. This change probability would be a true. The conventional structure of an inferen- -

function of information received and time. ce analysis problem does not provide for the
Clearly the approach is suboptimal but it may possibility that more than one of the hypothesis
be effective in that the approach is simple, is true, or that none of the initially posted
relatively easy to understand, and probably hypotheses may be true, or the one that is true
does not introduce major errors. Thus, it may not be identified until later. Structurally,
should result in enhanced analysis ability we may add additional hypotheses: or for that ..

with respect to modeling and comprehension of matter activities, activity indicators, events
decision situations in nonstationary environ- and/or information sources. The structural
ments. A simple and appropriate, but sub- changes due to bordering an additional inference
optimal, approach is almost always better element onto an existing inference tree result
than a more correct complex, difficult to in some interesting and apparently unexplored
comprehend, and improperly used approach, espe- problems in structural sensitivity analysis. To
cially in situations in which process concerns, investigate the effect of inference structure
which involve human and behavioral factors, changes due to sequential hypothesis generation
are important. may lead to interesting conclusions concerning - -

the "value of structure and information" that
Also, it is possible to examine and eva- may compliment the many existing studies con-

luate the effects of various stopping rules and cerning (only) the value of information. This
newly generated or identified hypotheses. In will be especially the case when it becomes
many information purchasing studies, a decision- possible to determine a useful problem formu-
maker may make a decision after receipt of any lation to allow joint consideration of optimum
given sample of information. "Optimal stopping" topping, postde'irion inferences, and pre and -,
.s a term used -.o refer to sufficiently well postdecision sequential hypothesis generation.
structured inference situations where the costs,
diagnosticity, utilities and payoffs, are well 4. Summary
known. One can precompute and select a best
time to maki a decision. Several realities com- This paper has described contemporary ef-
plicate the picture, however. Information ga- forts in hierarchical inference as a large
thering and processing behavior may be quite scale systems problem. A number of suggestions
different after a decision has been made than have been made for efforts which add considerable
before the decision was made. More information realism to, and which enhance the utility
of a given quality may be required in order to of, formal hierarchical inference approaches in
influence a decisionmaker to change a decision enhancing human information processing. -

once it has been made, i.e., after commitment
to a decision, than that initially required to Many recent studies in cognitive science in-
make the decision. Prior to decision commit- dicate that people are flawed information pro--
ment, information is processed to increase the cessors due to their failure to (12]:
likelihood of making a good decision. Post-
decisional commitment information is often used, 1. Seek disconfirming information
or misused, to justify the already committed
to course of action. Clearly, inferences are 2. Analyze disconfiming information '
made postdecision as well as predicision, and
a study of postdecision inference analysis 3. Identify alternative hypotheses J
should lead to rather interesting and useful
results. 4. Consider whether evidence supporting a

favored hypothesis supports alternative
Hypothesis evaluation and inferences are hypotheses just as well; or perhaps

made possible because of a very precise and even better.
specific problem formulation and structuring in
which uncertainties are represented by a (finite) The goal of adjuvants to human information pro-
set of exhaustive and mutually exclusive hypo- cessing is to eliminate these flaws through
theses, This exclusivity requirement pre- appropriate detection of biases and flaws,
cludes identifying and expanding the hypothesis and through appropriate debiasing procedures.
space as the inference analysis effort progres-
ses in time. In realistic situations, the 5. References
receipt of additional information will often
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O HUA'N SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

Andrew P. Saqe

Department of Engineering Science and Systems, University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA 22901

Abstract. This oaner discuss needs for and potential accomplishments that
could-result from, development of a theory of human system identification.

NEEDS FOR HUMAN SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION extant changes. Associated information ac- S
quisition, analysis, and evaluation must,

Much recent research has concerned coqnitive as a consequence, be distibuted both in
heuristics and biases [lJ that denrade infor- space and in time. Information acouisition,
mation processing [2); human inference; and analysis and evaluation must be accomplished
associated human judgment, choice and decision- selectively in space and time since different
making [3,4,5]. It is very imnortant that decisionmakers have different information

* planning and decision support processes deter needs. In addition, it will be physically
use of these biases as well as seek to over- impossible and behaviorally undesirable to
come the many other fundamental limitations supply all relevant information to each
of systems engineering and related areas [6]. decisionmaker in the hope that it will be
To do this requires the design of planning effectively cognized and utilized. Further,
and decision support systems and processes differences in education, motivation, ex-
[5,7] that are adaptive to user requirements, periencor with the environmental situation[ problem situations, and the experiential fami- extan* d stress will influence cognitive
liarity of the user with these elements that, informal ' processing style. Consequently,
taken together, constitute the contingency a central task in the design of systems is
task structure. Design of an aopropriate that of selection and choice of approoriate
planning and decision support system requires information system architecture to enhance
an integration of the descriptive and the selective information acquisition, analysis,
prescriptive. It requires that we be able and interpretation in order to provide each
to not only detectbut that we also correct user of the system with the most appropriate
for shortcominqs in human information pro- information at that appropriate time. Thus
cessing such as to support efficient and questions of information selection, infor-
effective management of information. It mation aggregation in space and in time, and
requires, in effect, system identification of the contingency task structure,which is a
?ie human-organization-computer process that function of the environment and the decision-
involves knowledge organization, information makers, become of major importance.
processing, and associated judgment and choice.

As is true with systems engineerinq efforts
The purpose of Information Systems for plan- generally, the structural components of a

* ning and decision support is to provide time- planning and decision support system con-
ly, relevant, and accurate information such sist of adjuvants for:
as to enhance human judgment, and decision-
making efficiency and effectiveness, concerning. a) issue formulation

,"* planning and the associated resource alloca- '
tions. Not only should these systems, and b) issue analysis
associated processes, aid and support the
decisionmaker in makinq efficient and effec- c) issue interpretation

.. tive decisions; they should also enhance con-
fidence both in present decisions and in the The issue formulation adjuvant will enable
ability to make more efficient and more effec- decisionmakers to acquire, process, and
tive decisions in the future, evaluate information in order to perceive

the current state of the environment; to
For maximum efficiency and effectiveness, compare that perception with a desired state;
available resources must be allocated and co- and to identify Dossible action alternatives

" ordinated both in space, through a hierarchy which might cause the environmental state
• of decisionmakers, and in time, as new infor- extant to change such as to be more in con-

mation arrives and the environmental situation formity with the desired environmental state.
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The issue analysis adjuvant will enable deter- poor use of information and poor agqregation .
mination or analysis of the impacts of the pro- of facts and values, perhaps accomplished
posed action alternatives in-terms of environ- intuitively and wholistically, to form
mental state changes. Finally, the inter- judgments [1,4]. Extraordinarily poor con-
pretation adjuvant will allow valuation, in crete operational thought and associated .-

accordance with a value system, of the identi- judgment may well be the result of these
fied action alternatives in terms of their im- maladies which may be very effectively re-
pacts upon the environment such as to enable inforced through feedback to create an S
selection of one or more of the proposed action Outcome Irrelevant Learning System [9]. 4

alternatives for deployment or implementation. A major result of many recent studies in
behavioral decisionmaking is that by no

A variety of questions and concerns make design means do we necessarily learn well from ex-
and application of the aforementioned adju- perience [10].
vants a non routine task. Perhaps central
among these questions and concerns is the fact Thus it is desirable that appropriately 0
that decisionmakers may differ considerably designed automated aids, or adjuvants, for
in their education, motivation, and prior ex- planning and decision support systems be
perience with particular operational environ- capable of:
ment conditions extant. Whether a formal
operational style or concrete operational style assisting in the evaluation of al-
of cognition is appropriate for a particular ternative plans and course of action
contingency task, and whether or not this will that involve formal operational 0
be used, is strongly dependent upon these thought processes,
factors and.the type of stress that they
produce F8]. assisting in the transfer of formal

operational situations to concrete
Automated aids must, consequently, be flexible operational situations,
in the sense of being capable of adaptation to
a variety of information processing and judg- assisting in evaluation of alterna-
mental styles that are difficult to specify tive plans and courses of action .6
a priori. Further, they must be parsimonious that involve concrete operational
with respect to overloading neither the data thought processes,
base management subsystem which will degrade
efficiency, effectiveness and reliability of assisting in the avoidance of infor-
information retrieval from computer memory; mation processing biases and poor
nor the human information subsystem, which will judgmental heuristics, -

result in an increase in stress and the like-
lihood of use of cognitive information proces- assisting users to combine cues re-
sing biases and poor judgmental heuristics. ceived from multiple source in an

appropriate fashion,
Expert decisionmaking is typically done in a
concrete operational mode of cognition, and assisting in the use of a variety
involves use of one or more of a variety of of judgmental heuristics appropriate
typically wholistic judgmental efforts. These for given operational environments
decision styles are doubtlessly appropriate for, as natural extensions of a decision-
and potentially capable of excellent results in maker's normal cognitive style,
environments when the decisionmakers diagnosis
of situationally caused stress, and when other assisting, to the extent possible,
components of the contingency task structure, in the determination of whether
are appropriate for these forms of concrete a formal or concrete style of cog-
operational behavior. In unstructured situa- nition is most appropriate in a
tions and in unfamiliar environments, a for- given situation, S
mal operational mode of cognition is generally
appropriate. One task of an automated system assisting decisionmakers who need to
is to assist decisionmakers in acquiring the use formal operational thought,
experience and situational familiarity appro- and those whose expertise allows

priate for cognizing the formal operational appropriate and effect use of con-
thought process into a situation where con- crete operational thought, to
crete operational thought is efficient, effec- function together in a symbiotic
tive, and otherwise appropriate. Concrete and mutually supportive way,
operational thought typically involves use of
forward processed judgmental heuristics based assisting decisionmakers in maxi-
upon a preceptive mode of information pro- mizing the many beneficial aspects "
cessing. It is the preferred cognitive style of experiential learning. -" -

when and if it is "fully appropriate" for in-
formation processing and judgment. Inferior Clearly there is a space-time dependency
cognition and/or poorly perceived concrete associated with these desired capabilities. 0
environmental situations may, however, result
in a combination of information processing Also among the many concerns that dictate
biases, poor judgmental heuristics, and value needs and requirements for automated
incoherencies which may result in extremely Systems is the fact that decisionmakers
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must typically make more judgments and asso- be available and how this information should
ciated decisions in a given period of time than be acquired, analyzed, evaluated, summarized, .-
they can comfortably make. This creates a stored, aggregated and presented such that
stressful situation which can lead, as has it can be used most effectively in a variety
been noted, to the use of poor information pro- of potential operational environments. They
cessing and judgmental heuristics, especially concern design of information systems with -

since judgments and decisions are typically strong space-time-environmental dependencies.
based on forecasts of the future and, as a They concern design of information systems
consequence, involve uncertainties and risks, that can effectively "train" users to adapt

and use appropriate concrete operational
The basic requirement for an aiding procedure heuristics in those environments in which
is to enhance the initial acquisition of-in- inexperience dictates initial use of the
formation, and the structuring and analysis more inefficient and time consuming, but
of the information received from multiple potentially more effective and reliable, •
sources. Objectives associated with improve- formal operational thought. They concern
ment in the situation extant and possible design and use of information systems that
courses of action will also be identified, support environmentally experienced users
Typically there will be uncertainty with in the use of a variety of effective con-
respect to this information and the events crete operational heuristics. And because
likely to follow from various alternative of use of the system by multiple decision-
actions. Additional information may reduce makers, these tasks must be accomplished in
this uncertainty but can only be obtained at a parallel architectural fashion.
various costs. Determination of the value of
additional information will enable determina-
tion of whether it is worthwhile to acquire
and analyze it. When new information is ob- ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION
tained, it is aggregated in with existing PROCESSING
information. Additional information is ob-
tained if it is believed to be desirable, that Keen [12] acknowledges four causes of inertia
is to say cost effective, and is processed in relative to organizational information
a similar manner. This information processing systems. He indicates that: information is
sequence terminates when the decisionmaker only a small component; human information
determines that it would be non cost effec- processing is experiential and relies on
tive to obtain additional information [11]. simplification; organizational change is
This can occur because of one or more of a incremental and evolutionary with large --
number of considerations and constraints: changes being avoided; and that data is a
temporal, human and other resource limitations, political resource affecting particular
etc. When information acquisition and ana- groups as well as an intellectual connodity.
lysis finally terminates, information evalua- Each of these suggests the importance of a
tion and interpretation is accomplished and knowledqe of the way in which information is
a judgment or decision is made. There have processed by organizations. Only with a
been a number of studies of human information knowledge of descriptive process components
processing L5] which generally indicate un- of information processing can we design
aided information processing and associated useful prescriptive aids.
judgment to often be flawed.

Of particular interest among studies con-
Not only is there a need to solve problems cerning information processing in organiza-
over a particular planning horizon, but it is tions is a large body of literature concer-
often necessary to update the resulting ning how individuals integrate or aqgregate
solutions "periodically" as better informa- information and attribute causes [3j; how
tion is obtained. Thus it is necessary to cope various ways of presenting information and 0
not only with planning horizons, but also to how various cognitive structures influence
update solutions, or recommended alternative behavior [13]; how decision makers deter-
courses of actions, at various planning periods, mine information requirements and associated
These difficulties are further confounded with analysis techniques (14]; and how the actual
space and multiple decisionmaker, and related process, as opposed to the substance, of
organizational, issues; with the cognitive style, judgment and decisionmaking evolves in par-
experience, and contingency task structure ticular situations.
related determinants of human information
processing and judgmental mechanisms; and with Huber [15) and Tushman and Nadler [16] have
potential information processing bias and developed a number of propositions, based

. judgment heuristics, on their own research and upon the research
of others, reflecting various aspects of

Thus we see that there are indeed formidable information processing and -sociated deci-
needs and issues to be resolved that are asso- sionmakinq in organizatir. .7]. In an 0
ciated with the design of information pro- effort to enhance efficiency, organizational B
cessing and judgment aiding support systems. information processing typically reouires
These relate to questions concerning appropria- selective routing of messages and summa-
te functions for humans to perform. They rization of messages. Huber [15] identifies
concern the type of information which should six variables associated with the routing

of messaqes. Six prooositions relative to
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message routing are identified and associated 4. backing or the general body of
with these variables. Three propositions are information that is presupposed
associated with delay in messages, eight with by the warrant
organizational message modification, and four
with message summarization. Identification 5. modal qualifiers or circumstances
of other variables which influence information contingencies or restrictions
processing by organizations would represent a which will have to exist in order
desirable activity. To determine how these that the warrant truly supports
information processing variables are influ- the grounds
enced by the information processing biases of
individuals would seem especially desirable 6. possible rebuttals or circum-
in terms of the likely usefulness of the re- stances, contingencies, or re- .. -.

sults and the need for an expanded theory of strictions which, if they exist,
groun information processing biases. There will refute or diminish the force
appears to have been only limited results ob- of the warrant would appear to be -

tained in the area of cognitive information the elements of interest for
processing biases and use of inferior decision development of structured pro-
heuristics on the part of groups. tocols.

Especially noteworthy concerning results that A simplified block diagram of the interaction
have been obtained in this area are the group- among these elements is given in Fig. 1. The
think studies of Janis and Mann [18). Group- information processing "structure," consi-
think is a collective pattern of defensive sting in part of the decisionmakers view of
avoidance, a concurrence seeking tendency of possible and probable action courses and the
highly cohesive groups. When grouothink occurs, "decision situation model," is specified by
people develop rationalizations to support se- elements 3-6. Element 2, the "grounds," com-
lectively perceived illusions or wishful thin- prises the situational data pertaining to
king about issues at hand and collectively the operational conditions extant. The claim,
participate in development and use of a eleneiit 1, is the empirical statement which
defensive avoidance pattern. In groupthink, is supported by other elements in this in-
a group collectively falls victim to one or formation processing structure. This struc-
more of the many cognitive biases. tured information processing model is also

sufficiently general to accommodate analy-
Among the conditions which lead to groupthink tical hierarchical inference. Thus it may
are: high cohesiveness, insul-tion, lack of well provide a structured framework for in-
use of systemic orocedures for search and formation processing that can accommodate
appraisal, highly directive leadership, and a variety of information processing styles
a contingency task situation which leads to and approaches and be appropriate for a
high stress. Among symptoms of groupthink are: variety of operational environments and con-
an illusion of invulnerability, collective tingency task structures. It would appear
rationalization, belief in inherent group mora- to so structure the information processing
lity, excessive pressure against dissenting framework that areas where additional infor-
views, self censorship, illusions of unanimity, mation is needed can be identified. Thus,
and members who shield the group from discon- this structured framework represents a com-
firming information. Nine prescriptions are municable plausible way of capturing, as well
offered to avoid groupthink by Janis and Mann[18-as explaining, a rather complete view of the

belief system of a decisionmaker with respect
A major difficulty in human information proces- to a given issue.
sing seems to be failure to identify and use
a* appropriate structure that allows appropriate Use of a structured information processing
weighting of observed data. It is both the format may reduce the tendency for message
structure and the content within the structure distortion, perhaps to a considerable extent.
that determines the essence of a decision situ- Mitroff and Mason [203, have presented some
ation. Investigation of the effects of various suggestions concerning use of structured
structured information processing/decision ai- logical reasoning to cope with ill structured
ding frameworks and protocols upon the acqui- policy problems and the often occurring di-
sition, analysis, and interpretation of infor- vergence between opposing formulations and
mation, and its integration with judgment and perceptions of large scale issues. These
decision makihg activities, would appear to be appear especially relevant to the design of
a contemporary need in information system knowledge based information systems for
design. There are six elements found in expli- planning and decision support. Potentially
cit argument [19): very useful results are obtained by using

the structure and logic of rational argument
1. claims or hypotheses to develop a basis for detection of incon-

sistencies and bias. These models may be
2. rounds or foundations to support used to detect inferences, and their likely

the claims consequences, that are the result of an in-
consistent set of premises. It should be

3. warrants or justification for the possible to do this in such a way as to make
grounds or foundations explicit those inconsistencies which are due

to different perceptions of an issue. This
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aids in understanding the viewpoints of others design of knowledge based systems for plan-
as well as providing a basis for determining, ning and decision support.
perhaps by assigning a quantitative index to,
the credibility of verbal reports and quantita-
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AN INTERACTIVE APPOACH TO LTERNATIVE RANKIN INVOLVING INVERSE DECISION AIDIN,
.O

Chelsea C. White, III, Andrew P. Sage, Shigeru Dozono

Deoartment of Engineering Science and Systems, University of Virginia
Thornton Hall
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901

Abstract. We present an iterative and interactive aonroach to aid a
Zecisionmaker in selecting an alternative from a finite set of alternatives
under conditions of outcome uncertainty. This approach allows parameters,
i.e., probabilities and utilities, to be described imprecisely. The decision-
maker can: determine the impact of imprecise parameter values on alternative
rankinq, determine the implications of a wholistically determined alternative
ranking on narameter values, and elect to more precisely describe the values
of the Darameters. The intent of iteratively oerforminq these three tasks is
to determine descrintions of narameter values and an alternative ranking that
are acceptable, consistent, and support the selection of the most preferred
alternative. ..

INTRODUCTION precisely described initially, thus essen-
tially eliminatinq the need for nost-optima-

In this paper, we consider the issue of helning lity analysis.
a decisionmaker select a sinqle alternative -

from a finite set of alternatives under condi- The result of a DA exercise is a total orde-
tions of outcome uncertainty. A normative ap- ring of the alternatives. Such alternative
oroach is taken which is based on the maximiza- rankinq specificity may be more than is neces-
tion of expected utility. Three key characte- sary in order to support the decisionmaker's
ristics of the aporoach are: selection of a most preferred alternative.

For example, Dhysicians diagnosing a common
1. probabilities and utilities may be ambulatory complaint found it quite satisfac- -

imprecisely described as being mem- tory to have 10 to 12 diagnostic tests elimi-
* bers of given sets, nated from a total number of 14 orior to test

selection (White, C.C., E.C. Wilson and A.C.
2. the ultimate goal of the analysis Weaver,1982). As indicated by the second

is to provide only enough alterna- characteristic, we do not necessarily renuire
tive ranking information in order the assessment of information sufficient to
to sucport the decisionmaker's determine a total order on the alternatives,
desire to select the most preferred which tends to reduce our data needs relative
alternative, to DA. .

3. the decisionmaker is allowed to The third characteristic suggests two features
iteratively provide information of our approach:
about the orobability and utility
values, examine the impact of this 1. the decisionmaker, rather than a
information on alternative ranklnq paradigm iteratively selects how
and adjust and augment the nara- much alternative rankinq specifi-
meter information as needed in city is necessary for alternative
order to .roduce a desired alter- selection.
native ranking.

2. the decisionmaker is allowed to
These three characteristics distinguish ou- (a) qo back and adjust informa-
anoroach from multiattribute decision analysis tion reqarding probability and
-DA), as described, for example in Keeney and utility values if those values

Raiffa (1976). The DA paradigm typically re- produce a counterintuitive alter- -
quires orecise probability and utility initially native rankinn and/or (b) read-
and then examines the impact of parameter im- just his wholistic view of how
precision on ootimality via a standard oost-op- the alternatives should be ran-
timality analysis. As indicated bv the first ked on the basis of the impact
characteristic, we allow parameters to be im- of parameter values on alternative

604 ranking.
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The decisionmaker therefore has substantial con- known. The justification of this assumption
trol over how the decision aiding process evol- is as follows. Facts, represented by pro-
ves, a fact which presumably enhances decision babilities, may not be known precisely due to
aid acceptability. This and other behavioral large confidence intervals, if the probabili-
and organizational considerations important in ties are statistically determined, or due to
the desiqn of decision support systems are dis- lack of consensus or confident expertise, if
dussdin (Sage, 1981). the probabilities are subjectively deter- -

mined. Values, represented by utilities, may
l~e beqin by formulating the decision aiding not be known precisely because the decision-
problem and specifying the types of information maker may not want to explicitly reveal pre-
assumed to be available for its resolution. We ferences for a variety of reasons, e.g., le-
state our model of parameter imprecision and - gal, oolitical, personal. Lack of time neces-
present a quadratic program which determines an sary for parameter assessment also represents
alternative ranking based on this parameter im- a possible barrer to precise parameter value 0
precision. Our approach to decision aidinq is determination. -
then presented. It can involve the determina-
tion of a description of parameter values based We dpscribe parameter imprecision as follows.
on a wholistic alternative ranking, which we Let ,C represent the total nuwber of possible
call the inverse decision aiding problem and consenuences, i.e., card (C)= C, u(a)=row
which we at least partially analyze. These re- lu(a#l),... u(a,7C)], and p(a)=col [p(a,l),...,
sults are illustrated by examoles. Conclusions p(a,'C)]. Assume for each pair (a',a)cAxA, - -
of our results are then presented. a'Oa, there is a set U(a',a) and a set S

P(a',a). U(a',a) represents constraints on
u(a') and u(a), i.e., Lu(a'), u(a)]U(a',a),
and P(a',a) represents constraints on p(a')

PROBLEM FORMULATION and p(a), i.e., [p(a'), p(a)]cP(a',a). The
following example illustrates the usefulness

A single alternative is to be chosen from a fi- of these descriptions of parameter imprecision.
nite set of alternatives A. Once an alternative
is selected, a single consequence, from a finite EXAMPLE 1. A physician must decide whether
set of consequences C, will result. The problem to operate (OP) or to treat with druqs (T),
objective is to select the most preferred alter- i.e., A={OP,T). Two consequences are possible,
native from A. bad (B) and good (G), i.e., C={B,G). If the

consequence is good, it is better to have
intervened as little as possible; however,
if the consequence is bad, more intervention

SOURCES OF INFORMATION would be perceived as better. Thus,
O=u(T,B)<u(OP,B)<u(OP,G)<u(T,G)=I, and U(T,OB)

Ile consider two possible sources of information represents the set of alT utility values that
useful in selecting the most preferred alterna- can satisfy these (linear) inequalities. The
tive: direct information and indirect informa- probability of a good consequence is enhanced
tion. Each type of information is described as by the operation. Therefore, p(OP,B)<p(T,B),
a relation on A. R represents the presumably and P(T,OB) represents the set of all-proba-
trinsitive relatioR determined by direct infor- bility values that can satisfy this (also I
mation and R renresents the relation determined linear) inequality.
by indirect Information. The pair (a',a)cRD if
and only if the decisionmaker is willing to who-
listically state a preference for alternative a'
relative to alternative a. DEFINITION AND DETERMINATION OF R

We can now define R (a',a)cRI if and only
if u(a')p(a')>u(a)p~a) for all ol

PROBABILITIES AND UTILITIES [u(a'),u(a)]cU(a',a) and [p(a'), o(a)]P(a',a).

We observe that if U(a',a) and P(a',a) repre-
The determination of R requires more structure. sent linear constraints, then (a',a)ER if
Let o(a,c) represent the probability of conse- and only if the optimal value of the c~iterion
quence c occurrinq, given that alternative a was of the following quadratic program is non-
selected. We assume p(a,c) > 0 for all acA and negative:
ccC and that z_ CP(a,c)=l for-all aEA. Let
u(a,c) represeht the utility of selecting alter- minimize: u(a')p(a')-u(a)p(a)
native a and receiving consequence c. We assume
that minA u(a,c)=O and max u(ac)=l for subject to: [u(a'),u(a)]EU(a',a)
all cEC. a

aA [p(a'),p(a)]cP(a' ,a).

We observe that if either orobabilities or
utilities are known precisely, the ouadratic 0

PARAMETER IMPRECISIONI programs become linear programs. Unfortunate-
ly, Kuhn-Tucker conditions for these ouadra-

Expected utility will serve as the basis for tic programs are only necessary, an easily
determining R,; however, we will assume that the shown fact. and hence their use will produce
probabilities and utilities may not be precisely only an upper bound R, on RI , i.e., RCRI.
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Use of this quadratic programming procedure is modification of the above iterative proce-
illustrated in the following example. dure:

EXAMPLE 2: Consider the case where A={1,2,3,41, IP2: 1. Assess R and parameter value
C=:B,G., pi=p(i,B), and informaton, and determine RI.mI p4 > p3 - p2 > p, p4 < 0.1 2. Combine R and R to produce a

new relaty'on, R, on A.
0 = u(4,B) < u(3,B) < u(2,B) < u(l,B)

3. If an alternative can be selected
u(l,B) < u(l,G) on the basis of R, then stop. If

not, assess more wholistic and . -

u(l,G) ' u(2,G) < u(3,G) < u(4,G) = 1 parameter value information, re-
determine RD and RI, and go to

u(3,B) = 0.1, u(2,B) = 0.2 Step 2.

0.8 < u(3,G) < 0.9 We remark that by encouraging the decision-
maker to revise wholistic preferences among

0.5 < u(2,G) < 0.6. alternatives, i.e. to revise R , we are su-
bjectinq the associated knowlepge base to a

This example represents an extension of Example learning effect, which in general should
1w 1 for the case where there are four available improve the quality of human judgment. It
alternatives and where certain additional re- is not, at present, clear what protocols to
strictions on the parameters are given as above, use in order to best accomplish Step 2. We
Presumably, we have been able to assess an upper feel, however, that potentially valuable com-
bound on P4. exact values for u(3,B) and u(2,B), ponents of Step 2 are comparinq R to R
and bounds on u(3,G) and u(2,G). Use of stand- examining the implications of R Rn terqs of
ard quadratic programming software indicates parameter value information, an2 possibly
that R = {(4,2), (4,3)}. Routine algebraic revising the-parameter value information
analysis confirms that R = 4; that is, alter- and/or R due to learning effects. Such a
native 4 dominates alternativ s 2 and 3 and al- DrocedurR clearly puts the decisionmaker in
ternatives 1 and 4 are nondominated. Hence, more control of the decisionmaking process
alternatives 1 and 4 are possible contenders for than does IPl. Support for the claim that
the most preferred alternative, such an occurrence enhances potential user

acceptability can be found in Adelman and
others (1982) and Beach (1975). We
now examine a key substep of Step 2 in IP2:

AN ITERATIVE PROCEDURE FOR DECISION the determination of parameter value infor-
AIDING mation that generates a given relation on

the alternatives.
S .. For the case where R represents the basis for

alternative selectioA, the following iterative
procedure has been suggested for decision aiding

L (White and Sage, 1980; White, Sage and Scherer, INVERSE DECISION AIDING
1981):

Assume that we wish to determine conditions
IPI: 1. Assess U(a',a) and P(a',a) for on the narameters that would produce a given
* all (a',a)cAxA, a''a. relation R, which we refer to as the inverse

decision aiding problem. Clea-ly, u(a) and2. Determine RI * p(a), acA, must be such that if (a',a)cR,R1. then u(a')p(a') > u(a)p(a). One of our mo-

3. If an alternative ,can be selected tivations in examining the inverse decision
from the nondominated set genera- problem is to find elements (pairs of alter-
ted by R , then stop. If not, natives) in R that generate acceptable con-
assess more precise parameter in- straints on tRe parameters additional to
formation, update U(a',a) and . those constraints assessed from the decision-
"P(a',a) for all (a,a), and go to maker. Additional constraints tend to make
Step 2. the oarameter values more precise, which in

turn tends to make the nondominated set asso-
Generally, but not always, more precise para- ciated with R smaller and hence more help-
meter information produces an R with a smaller ful in the alternative selection orocess.
nondominated set, which presuma!ly enhances al- The procedure that we earlier proposed for
ternative selection. Thus, the decisionmraKer determining R was based on the assumption
provides parameter value information, examines that the constraints on the parameters were
the resulting nondominated set, and then pro- linear. We therefore prefer that a given

_. ivides additional parameter value information relation R would produce linear constraints
if the nondominated set is too large for alter- on the parameters. Additionally, it may be
native set. easier for a decisionmaker to understand the

factual and/or preferential meaning of linear,~, The availability of RD suggests the following rather than nonlinear, constraints on the
parameters.
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If lowest level attribute scores and probabili- procedure for identifying precise tradeoff
ties are known precisely for problems involving weights based on an application of regres-
multiple objectives and an additive utility sion analysis to wholistic preferences among
function, then linear inequalities can be de- alternatives. An outstanding unresolved
termined on the tradeoff weights. That is, if issue is how to deal with the situation
p(a) is precisely known for all acA, u(a) = where a set of probabilities and utilities
r . u(a) = x6(a) for all a A, and the appro- and a relation on the alternatives exist
ppistly defined matrix 5(a) is precisely known that are believable to, perhaps even advo-
for all aiA, then (a',a)& implies X[G(a')p(a')- cated by, the decisionmaker yet are not con-
p(a)] 0 0. Linear inequalities can also result sistent.
under conditions involving some knowledge of
parameter values, as we illustrate in the fol-
lowing example.

The reported research has been supported by
EXAMPLE 3: Assume A = (1,2,3,41, C = fB,G). ONR Contract N0014-80-C-0542, work unit
and R = ((4,3), (4,2)". We wish to determine number N197-065.
what conditions on the parameters must be satis-
fied in order for RcR I. First, consider the
assumption that (4,4) . This assumption holds
if REFERENCES

P3u(3,B)+(1-0 3)u(3,G) < P4u(4,B)+(l-P 4)u(4,G), 1. Adelman, L., M.L. Donnell, R.H. Phelps,
and J.F. Patterson, "An Iterative Baye-

a nonlinear relationship. Assume the decision- sian Decision Aid: Toward Improving the
maker agrees that u(4,B) = 0 and u(4,G) = 1. User-Aid and User-Organization Inter-
Then, algebraic manipulation implies that faces,"' IEEE Trans. on Systems, Man, and

Cybernetics (in press).
2. Beach, B.H., "Expert Judgment about Un-

If the decisionmaker is further willing to put certainty: Bayesian Decision Making in
a lower bound on u(3,G) - u(3,B) and an upper Realistic Settings," Organizational
bound on u(3,G), say 0.7 and 0.9 respectively, Behavior and Human Performance, 14, 10-59,
then we know that p4 < 0.7p + 0.1 implies 1975.
(4,3)cR Similarly,-if u(,G)-u(2,B) has a
lower b~und of 0.3 and u(2,G) has an upper bound 3. Hammond, K.R., G.H. McClelland, and
of 0.6,then n <0. 3o2 +0.

4  implies (4 2)cR J.L. Mumpower, Human Judgment and
Thus, if u(4'9) L O, u(4,G) = 1, 0.7 <u(3,6 ) - Decision Making, Praeger, 1980.
u(3,B), 0.9 > u(3,G), 0.3 < u(2,G) - (2,B),
0.6 > u(2,G), and P4 < O.3-min (p,p0) + O1, 4. Keeney, R.L., and H. Raiffa, Decisions
tnen--(4,3), (4,2)'cR. These codiions are with Multiple Objectives: Preferences
weaker than those imp~sed in Example 2. It is and Value Trade Offs, Wiley, N.Y., 1976.
also easy to show that more precise parameter
value information leads to a relation on A con- 5. Sage, A.P., "Behavioral and Organizational
taining more alternative pairs. Thus, the above Considerations in the Design of Informa-
conditions imply {(4,3), (4,2)}= R. tion Systems and Processes for Planning

and Decision Support," IEEE Trans. on
Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, SMC-II,
640-78, 1981.

CONCLUSIONS
6. White, C.C., A.P. Sage, and W.T. Scherer,

We have presented and discussed a decision aiding "Decision Support with Partially Identi-
procedure that allows for probabilities and uti- fied Parameters," DESS Tech. Reo. 81-5,
lities to be imprecisely expressed and permits University of Virginia, 1981.
the constraints on their values to be iterative-
ly modified in order to produce a desirable ran- 7. W1hite, C.C., E.C. Wilson, and A.C. Weaver,
king on the alternative set. The decisionmaker "Decision Aid Development for Use in Am-
can see how his perceptions of facts and values bulatory Care Settings," Operations Re-
affect alternative ranking and, importantly, search, to be published, 1992."
what facts and values are required to support
perceptions of a reasonable alternative ranking. 8. White, C.C., and A.P. Sage, "A Kultiple
Alternating between these two modes of thought Objective Optimization Based Approach to
will produce a set of probabilities and utili- Choicemaking," IEEE Transactions on
ties, perhaps only imprecisely described, and Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, SMC-10,

a relation on the alternatives that are both 315-326, 1980.
justifiable and consistent. Future efforts will
be directed toward further refining 1P2 and de-

veloping a general perspective on the concept of
inverse decision aiding. We anticipate that this
concept will comnliment social judgment theory
(Harrnond, McClelland and Mumpower, 1980), a
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A TOP DOWN APPROACH TO IMPRECISE INTERACTIVE ATTRIBUTE WEIGHT
STRUCTURE AND ALTER14ATIVE SCORE ASSESSMENT-

Andrew P. Sage Chelsea C. White, III

Department of Engineering Science and Systems
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA 22901

certain case. However our results apply equally
well to the risky case.

ABSTRACT The interactive decision support problem for-
mulation is presented in the next section. The

This paoer describes a sensitivity based third section develops the approach to top down
interactive top down proceoure that will allow aiding and presents an illustrative example. Con-
ioentif~cation of the structure of-an attribute clusions are presented in the final section.
tree. elicitation of attribute weights and
alternative scores on lowest level attributes PROBLEM FORMULATION
in such a way as to ultimately result in evalua- ii
tiun of alternative courses of action. We consider a normatively based model of deci-

sion makiro under risk. We assume that there exists . "
A alternative courses of action a., i1,2,....A.
When an alternative a. is selecte ,one of C conse-
quences, x(a), i=l ,,... ,C occurs. Consequence i
xi follows from a. with probability p(xi.a.) =

1 3
pl(a.). The utility, or bliss, associated with
c6ns quence xi(a 3 ) is denoted U(xiaj). We assume

that the conditions for additive independence are
satisfied such that the substantive criterion of
choice that any sensible person should follow is to
evaluate the subjective expected utiTity(SEU)of al-
ternative a given by

INTRODUCTION

EU(ai) U(xai)p(x.ai) (1). .
For a variety of reasons a decis-onmaker may i'i'

=j I

be unwiilinc or unable to provide the precise in-
'C-etirn that is necessary to assess utilities for it,2 . A, and selct the alternative with the

!nC identify preferences. Generally, this com- difficult to specify the single scalar utility

:. i:ates the search for a dominance structure that assocat th pe eting a.a rcilic

enables selection of a single nonoinant iated with implementing a and receiino con-:ive, fro. a mutually exclusive set, for imple- seauence x.. When the additive utility conditions

action In order to cope with this hold, we cin write the scalar total utility of

OSi" Ioity, we have developed a procedure for implementino option a, and receiving consequenceiltenativy, we hae vlpdapoeuefr(ai) in terms of N omponents

'%ernative eva;uation that allows for elicitation
decision situation structural model and iden- N

caio f iniorecise parameters within this N~.a) u( 2
s- .ct :re (E-12). These imprecise parameters may j k

esen: event outcome probabilities, alternative

e across attributes, and tradeoff where ck is the tradeoff weight associated with the

!t arwkr attribute. Generally it is helpful to define
tnc hir :naper, we presen a procedure for outcome states x. that are functionally independent

S'lincinc :Ile assessment of a too down structure, of alternative a . Then the utility function will
Er-c :arariocr irnforztior, within this structure, be, functionally, alternative independent. It is

• r erarc~ica tree cf attributes. We assume particularly desirable to accomolish this modelinc
S; babiites associatec with event out- since this will insure that the importance weights,

s ire :,ec.sely nowr. For ease in oresenta- the k will not be alternative dependent. in this
4n e ill illustraze our results conly for the

representation we have a common set of outcome states,

"is research was x, for all alternatives. We are then assured that
"Tais research uner suporte by the COfice of tiie weigh-ts, k are alternative indepenoent. If

0360-8913/82000.663 SOO.75 0 1982 IEEE



this modeline is not accomplished, assessment of C
utilities anc weights can become a very tedious, where Vk(ai) m rax ulk-P.(ai) (7)
although certainly not impossible,task. Ukj j

With this assumption, our expected utility Despite the possible utility and weight pare- - -"
expression becomes in scaler notation and meter imprecision we can say with Certainty that

in somewhat more convenient vector-matrix form, alternative ai is preferred to alternative aN C 1m

EU(a) kUkjPj(ai) " c'UP(ai) (3) (ai  am) if and only if
k;l jl

min[EU(a,) - EU(am)]• 0

We assume that the coitional probabilities Using the definition of SEU in Eq. (3) in the fore,
p(xjIai) are all known precisely. The going results in

utilIty components, u.i may be precisely known N
or may be imprecisely inown with the imprecision mi T Vk(ai.a ) > 0 (8)
expressed by inequalities p k=l -

aj Ukj -j C -

where a. and . yav be numbers or linear functions where Vk(aiam) - min u [p (ai)-pj(am)]  ()"
of the r, for m =i ,2,...,C. It is very important Ukj j-l
To note 5at our linear utility inequalities must
be expressed within attributes. Thus u cannot It is a simple matter to show (4) that
be expressec as a function of unm for ki n.

T.11s is behaviorally realistic. It would be dif- Ou i Um S'u E u o
ficult to imagine utility assessment across
attributes. It might be tempting to believe that we could de-termine whether a, I a by checking to see whether

In a similar way we assume that the attri- EU (a.) EU(a) here"U(a) =min EU(a) and '

bute tradeoff weiahts are expressable by linear . ... 1
ineoualities of the form DD + e > 0, subject -U(ai) = max EU(ai). If EUa > EU~am ) we have

cf course to T'ck ck 20 . Generally it is sufficient, but not necessary conditions for
Sa. a . Using this relation will guarantee con-desirable that we obtain fixed numerical limits servatTsm. If we determine that EU(a. r-U(a)

for probabilities and utilities in the form-_
o0 : ' E and 6 k ' n k. Linear equalities we know for sure that a. ea , but the converse isXi -k -not necessarily true. e p~int this out here since
suc as1- c nd U k uk2 U are we will generally wish to use E(a.) and EU(a.) as

vuite accentale mathematically but purely displays to the decisionmaker to alsist in the
Orcnal specif'c~tions such as these may well attribute tree structuring effort. 1t will be a -

c^rvev such oreat imprecision that it is Ict very u!eful ouide, but enly a auide. Large diffe-
Dossible to establish any meanincful dominance rences between EU(a.) and EU(a.) at any attribute
;aztern. suggest that it is idvantaeoui to disaggregate the

tree from that attribute node downward in an at-
We can now write the minimum and maximum tempt to get greater parametric precision.vatues cf EU(a.). We o~tain " '=

ue The certain outcome case is a special subset
2 2 of the results presented here thus far. Alterna-

= ,a-) m in E'.(a ) min ! a)(4):,Ua1  m m 1 (4 tive a. leads to nutcome x. with certainty and C=A.
k1 We use p.(&.) = .(ai ) wiere E. i(a.) is the

Kronecke4 dilta "4tiOn. EquatiOns i5), (7) and
w,(9 brome"".

w ere V _ (a ) 2 m n Uk pj(a i ) (5) (9) become

ukj .12 _.(ai) min uk(ai) U.(a i )UkP(ai0

for k=1 .2.. We can rinimize the expression -.- 1;

fcr V, ter, by ter only because cf the assump- - (a.) 2 max U(a
tion [hat we express set inecualities ir, u . only Vk k 0 .k(a-)
witt.4n attritutes and not across attributeP In" uk(a 0
a similar way we have

N u k(aiu (

EO(a. )  max EU(a i) - max I Vk (ai) (6) .
.u 0 k=l rk 

,

6U



r,* .

Uk(a) I j attribute tree shown in Figure 1. We do not assume

. When the inequalities on are a set of numbers that the entire tree is known prior to the elicitation

Only we obtainUk(i) 
effort but merely pose this now to avoid sketching

several partial trees.

but we caution that this still results in the 
W

inequality

n TT ulai)-ulam)3 min TV wo wew
i n[a u)c,u(i),( a 21

N N

- in a k4 (a)-Max I O u k(a M)
0 k l k W E

rather then an equality between these expressions. 
W W4 '

THE ATRIBUTE TREE STRUCTURING PROCEDURE wIF
In some approaches to attribute tree struc-

turing it is assumed that all attributes have beenfoEaml
identified and related to one another through the Figure 1 - Attribute Tree for Example Z!

contextual relation "is included in". While this
approach certainly works, there is no way prior to

CO"St-t' no the strictire and parametrizirg it
to know that the tree is too deep in the sense of "*,.

, more attributes being included than are really
needed to meaningfully characterize the utility Suppse there are 4 non dominant alteratives
function. The approach described here is a sen- initially identified. The decisionmker elects to

sitivity based approach (2,4,5) in which sensitivity do a top down evaluation. Thee attributes are

is interpreted by means of the parameter precision initially identified. The decisionmaker initially
wich the decisionmaker expresses. This is used to identifies the following scores on the three first

cide the attribute tree structuring such that a level attributes, where a - b indicates that the score

more or less minimal but sufficiently complex may vary from a to b.

tree structure results. Attribute Scores

Initially we assume that the decisionmaker au(ai) u)(ai) .cantslc hr~ial Alternative .u (a) u i) u'

cannot select wolistically from among A attributes. 
.'2•

Two or more attributes next to the top of the tree
are identified, such as, for example, cost and a1  0.3 0.6 0

zffectiveness. The decisionmaker expresses an

initial belief in the range of costs and effective- a? 1 1 0

nesr to be expected from identified alternati'es, 
02-0

d c range of importance weights expressing per- a 0.4 0.9 (.2 0.3 0.3 - 0.6

ceotons concerning tradeoffs among these attri- 
a.1 0. -.

bites. It may well be that 
this is sufficient 

to

identify a single non-dominant alternative. 
More a 

'

0

cften than not, this will not be possible. Cal- we note that there is little imprecision over scores

cilations of the differences between maximum and 
on attribute w • But, there is considerable impre-

nirJ! Derforrance for each alternative on each cision over the other top level attributes. If the-

attribute sucgest the direction of tree expansion decisionmaker cannot identify a unique best and
• t like Prtoeyiece significat chanen a -unique worst alternative on each attribute, the
ernative preference specificity. Even when a attributes are generally in need of redefinition.

incle non oorinant alternative has been found, If this is infeasible, surrogate best and worst
is often advisable to extend the tree one level alternatives should be introduced. In terms of the

.- oer anc then aggregate up the tree or do a con- difference between best and worst scores on each of "

'entionyl cfT assessment (1.3) as a check. or the these three attributes, suppose that the decision-
veracity cf tne structurin and paraeterization maker initially identifies ranoes for the swing

weigrts as -0.3 and w <3w!. ihen we ask

"- The rescr be a p roach is perhaps best if the interpretation 0.35 < c .67, w 0

fand 0.233 < w< 0.35 is a reasonable set of bounds.
e 3  .

The decisionmaker acrees and then we compute, using
.. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE Eqs. (4) through (7), the minimum and maximum ranges

i.. A IMLE XAMLEfor the composite scalar utility ii

Suppose that the decisionmaker perceives the ,' I -

.65 i "

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ..

. . . . .' . -.. . . . .



Alternative ul(a i)

U(aa) aI  0.56

Alternative nin max a2  0.80

a1 G-37:1 0.56 a3 0.43 ":':

a2  0.65 -. 767 a 0.21 . .

al 0.305 - .65 Generally, these agree with the results obtained
a earlier. And the value scores are precise now. -

a 0.2033 - .50 But we had best be careful in using the old weights
(wrl- w-, and wo)to find the total utility. They _

were b sed on 9nChorinc value scores at 0 and 1.
We can chance these scores for uo(a ) to the interval

2 0 1 by use of Y = ax + 6 wit. 1 1.6949 and
b -.3559. Then we aet -

Alternative u!(a)

a1  .6034

Fioure 2 - Domination Digraph After 1.0
Disaggregating One Level 

a2

Down the Attribute Tree a, .3729 -

Tnese sufficient conditions enable us to draw the a 0
?orlination dicraph of Figure 2. It appears that 

4 "

.lternative 2 is the single nondominant dioraph.
However small changes could easily result in al- Now, perhaps the DM suggests the same weights as

ternative 3 becoming (also) nondominant. So we before. Then we can calculate

may wish to oo further down the tree.

Suppose that the decisionmaker wishes to u(ai) -

prioritize the alternatives and so elects to go Alternative min max -'

further down the tree. We have shown that, except
in ;athoTlo'Tcal cases, aggregating up the tree a 0.5148 0.5612
strengthens the oarameter specificity order. Thus
Cisacgrecazinc cown the tree miont seem counter- L2 0.65 - 0.767
D'oouctive. in a top down approach, however, we
necessarily may have little confidence in initial a 0.2955 - 0.4305
weic,:s anc utility scores elicited at the top of 3

t.e tree but are atle to refine these to have a4  0.2033 4 0.50

reatpr precision as we rove down the tree.

We r.iot, for example disaocreoate the como-

nents cf tPe utility uW(a) to get 2

Attribute Scores

Alternative u 1 (a) u2(a i ) u (a- '

a. .6 1 .2 Fioure 3, Dorination Digraph

a 2  1 0 1 and can now select the two best altetnatives as

shown in the domination digraph of Figure

. a- .7 .4 0
Next the DM perhaps suogests that disaagre-

a .6 .c cation of the comoonents of u(a) is desirable.
SupDose that we obtain

>,e decisionnaker ricrt alsc say that
C.E, ' 0.2, and w: = 0.3. Now we are able

: c culate the utility score at attribute ua.
-!e cbtain

..-

"



than previously as well as creater separation

S Alterrnative u"(a.) u (ai) between U(a) and U(a,) or U(aY)

Of course we could expand the attribute tree
a, I still farther but the effort thus far seems to

strongly suggest that alternative 2 is our most pre-
a2  0 0.1 - 0.4 ferreo alternative. At this point we might wish to

use the structure that we have elicited, and redo the

a, 0.3 0.5 - 0.8 parametric elicitation effort as a check on our
approach. We would use Eqs. (6) and (7) which yield

a4  0.2 " 0.7 0 necessary and sufficient conditions for aj am.

::se nat we unitiallv obtain w- 3wa SUMMARY

Sacreement that 0 < WE C 0.25 and We have used a sensitivity approach, based on
-hese ar -oparameter imprecision and a tor down aoproach, to ,

1.0. These are, o; course required elicit the minimally relevant structure for an at-

-.s inequality. Next we calculate tribute tree and to prioritize a set of alternatives.

Alternative u (a,) 1. Farquhar, P.H. (1982), "Utility Assessment
Methods," Working paper 81-5, Graduate School 'a
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DECISION AND lNTOPMATIOt STRUCTURZES IN REGRET[_ O~NDELS Ot" CHOJCL UNDE1% UNCLETAINTY '.

Andrew P. Sage Elbert B. White

Department of Systems Engineering
University of Virginia

Charlottesville, VA 22901 "

ABSTRACT may choose for the decision situations, are truly
representative of the essential features of theThis paper first discusses the use of the pre- situation at hand in order to avoid, or at least

:erence relation "selection of A and rejection of B is minimize, possibilities for cognitive bias that say
:referable to selection of B and rejection of A." be stimulated by an "improper" frame. -.-

O:.is contextual relation yields descriptive models of Consider, for example, the decision situation .•
,:ioice under uncertainty that explain many observed illustrated in Figure 1. Alternative B should be
,'.olations of classical single attribute utility chosen over Alternative A, assuming that our deci-
heory. It is shown that successful use of this sion rule is to select the alternative with the . -
-elation, for descriptive purposes, requires careful greatest expected return. Generally, the value of
ittention to elicitation of realistic decision situa- money is not a linear function of the amount of

--Lion structural models and information observability money, however, 4ue to the satiation effect. Also
conditions within this model. Reservations with- we have an attitude toward risk that further shapes
respect to use of the regret model for normative the value function into a utility function. These
urposes, due to potential nontransitivities of the separate and distinct issues of preferences and risk
:ontextual relation, are discussed, aversion will be discussed later. Further, negative

cutcomes are valued in a different fashion than
I. 1TRODUCTION positive outcomes of the same amount. Valt,. func-

Tbe:s is much eviiezue 16,9,10,17-21J avs-fable tiors %*t often convex f-r gains and concave for -._that many people systematically violate the tenets of losses 19]. V
subjective expected utilitvy theory in actual, or Let us now examine the various urn represen-
descriptive, choice situations. Many human informa- tations shown in Figure 2 from which the decision
Lion processing and judgmental flws could be cited. situation graphically illustrated in Figure I could
Among the many detailed studies of these information have been obtained; let us also speculate on how the
"7rocessing biases and flawed cognitive heuristics that decisionmaker might react in each case. There are
nay lead to poor judgment with reference to much four choice situations illustrated. In each case,
contemporary literature are 110,38-21). Prospect the decisionmaker is able to view the ball drawn

*.neory 19,2]) represents perhaps the most significant from the urn. In some cases, additional information
study of systematic descriptive violations of the is available.
normative expected utility theory. Our purpose in Suppose that we must choose between the options

...this paper is to discuss the recently revived interest described in choice situation 1. If we choose

. anc extensions to regret theory ()-3.13] especially as option A and a white or shaded ball is drawn, then
h'.tnew relate to descriptive and normative decision we obtain nothing. However, it does not appear that
ehavior. We are especially concerned with extensions we would feel badly about not having chosen option B .,

of regret theorv to incorporate decision situation since, in this latter case, we would surely have
Wraming and information availability perspectives, lost money. We might well feel quite good at choos-

ing or.lnn A and not cbo"sirg urn B. Thus, we see
I. THE FRTA.ING OF DECISION SITUATIONS ANT that the value felt from a decision outcome may be a

ASSOCIATED EFFECTS ON CHOICE combination of value for what we did obtain, as well 0
- Violations of consistency and coherence in choice as regret or joy for what we could have obtained had
m~ay. often be traced to cognitive limitations which we chosen the other option. If after having sel-
;overn the perceptions of decision situations, the ected option A, a black ball is drawn, we might or
rrocessing of information, and the evaluation of might not have regret associated with not having

--cptions. A strong determinant of the frame or struc- selected option B where we would have won $500. It @
ture adopted for a given decision is the decision- is possible that we would just feel good about

.-.-aker's experiential familiarity with the issue under having played it safe and won SlO0. Alternatively,
consideration. Because of imperfections in human there couldI be regret at not having chosen option B. -
cognition, changes of perspective often reverse the It appears that many people would express post-deci-
relative apparent desirability of achieving various sion regret at selecting option A and obtaining a
bjectives and. consequently, the relative desirabil- black ball. Therefore, the need to include regret

lty of options that lead to objective attainment, as an attribute of the descriptive choice situation
Sirilarly. variations in tbe framing of alternatives, becomes more apparent.
.crLingencies, and outcomes may result in systematic Suppose that we choose option B. If a white or-eversal of preferences. The order in which infor- shaded ball is drawn, it is very possible that we
:.ction is presented (primacy or recency effects) often would feel badly about having been greedy and chosen
.nduv influences ones initial estimate (anchor) of a option B over the safer bet of selecting option A.
situation. It is essential that problems be framed in Thus, there exists regret associated with this
Svery careful fashion such that mental models, or any choice. Here, again, one experiences post-decision-
c Lther models that the decisionmaker al regret. If a black ball is drawn, we would be

quite happy with having selected option B in the
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- . . S., " :% 0,a&-tdecisiun effect, by thjt ojje-"uh,. tu- oijtcuvmt full izluitarationf 4,jl

t Es cr i.c:,essi. 0.at s mcoif:ed !ron the pre-beci- shown in Figure 4. In this case, if one win$r. .

sion sI t.,M. nxa &a Ion Af chni ce siIItions 2, loses after h-'in sclccted onc option. then it a

, and L sho6 Lhat these are not at all equivalent, even be determined whether one would have won or lostha d

though ti0ev are represented by the same 3czision true. the uther option been selected. However, Suppoae
t-,t Figure 3 was intended to be representative of

3. THF T F. Tn AVATLARLE INF(1KM,;TJ N SENSITIVE the two urn prohle= shown Figure 5. There are
TJ!.OFZS OF REGRET only two cases associated with the model of Figure 5 _ .

Bell 1'-31 was perhaps the first to advocate L,,' where regret enters the decision situation as a
inclusit.n of rperot a% a rfnnti attrihute in m're second attribute. These involve cption A. If we
fully capture the decisionmaker's values. It has select notiof R and the certain return, there is--

often been suggested that regret be used as a surro- way of knowing whether we would have won or lost had

gate for value and that an option alternativc t. Lhe other urn been selected.

selected which minimizes regret. But regret, in the A question of -ivnifirant interest is whether or

definitive work of Bell, is measured against some not post decision knowledge of the outcomes increases

ideal best and worst outcomes and these same anchors or decreases the overall utility of qe certa s

are used to measure regret for all outcomes. Bell's outcome alternative B. The utility of B, witb Do -

effort. and related independently obtained results due post-decision information about the outcomes obtained

to Loomes and Sugden (131, consider value and regret from alternative A available, is u(C). With post-
as simultaneously present attributes of decision decision information (regret) available, it is

outcomes. Twc-option situations are considered and EU(B) = u(C) + pf(C-M) + (D-p)f(C) (3)

regret is a differential concept that is measured The answer to our question seemingly lies in the . "

within the outcome states across the options Lhat regret function. Post-decision outcome informat.oo.

could have led to these states. increases the utility of alternative B, such :thaL
This method appears applicable in two outcome ) B, if

win/lose situations where the selection of a winner in pf(C-H) + (l-p)f(C) < 0

one choice would result in post-decision error-free and decreases the utility of alternative B, such-that

identification of a win or loss situation had the B , if

other option been selected. There are, of course, pf(C-M) + !I-p)f(C) > 0 (5)
many examples of decision situations where one may The alternatives A and A should have the same ex-

obtain, post-decision, full knowledge about -hat would pected itility hzre for these paiswise preference -

have ..appened under the option not selected. There comparison, examples. We will have alternative A

are, however, other decision situations where complete preferred to B, A B, if

post-decision knowledge about what vould have happened p11 + f(1-C) + (]-p)f(-C) > u(C) (6)

under the option not selected is not available. And where we let f(O) = 0 for convenience. We see that

there are many decision situations which involve more there will exist preference reversals, B A A ) B,

than two alternative courses of action. This effort if Eqns. (2) and (6) are satisfied. If this occurs,

extends regret theory to incorporate these considera- Eqn. (5) is satisfied. In a similar way we obtain

tions. preference reversals, B A A )u B, if neither Eqn.

Consider, for example. the problem represented in (2) nor Eqn. (6) is satisfied. If this occurs, Eqn.

Figure 3 where option A gives $1,000 with probability (W) is satisfied. Thus we see that, under appropri-

0.9 and SO otherwise. Option B gives $750 for sure. ate circumstances, we can obtain preference reversals

The choice of option B over lottery A may be attri- by changing the information set available to the

buted to a certainty effect; we prefer a certain 5750 decisionmaker. In most cases we expect that greater

to a 0.9 chance of winning $1.000 and a 0.1 chance of post decision outcome information will increase the

winning SO. In the full information framing situa- utility of the uncertain outcome alternative. assu"'

tion. the decisiornmaker views the problem as shown in ing it is favorable, and then we expect Eqn. (4) to

Figure 7. In the ordered pair (a,b), the first attri- hold.

bute "a" represents what we actually gain or lcse and An interesting modification to the urn model

the second attribute "b" represents the assets fore- decision situations can be made by inserting k no-win

gone by not having selected the other alternative. We white balls in each urn for the decision situations

assume a linear multi-attribute utility function form depicted in Figures 4 and 5. We preserve the regret

such that for n outcomes of a decison alternative A, that is associated with choice situation 7 but the

we Lave certainty regret effect associated with choice situa -

EU(A) : p(A, u (A) + f.(A)]. (1) tion 8 seems to vanish. There is now no certain wa

:ere p,(A) is the probability of obtaining outcome i of knowing what would have occurred under outcome B

-iver cnat opticn A is selected. u.(A) is the utility if we select option A. Of course, if k is small we

Essociatec w:th obtaining outcome i from selection of have a relatively good idea of what would occur, but

cti'on A. f;(A) is the regret associated with obtain- there is no way in which we can know for sure.
* g outcome . fro option A and not "btaning some Suppose, for example, that we let h = $1,000, C"

cther ou:come." Clearly, we needto be careful in $750, m z 45, and n = S. It seems not at all unrea"

ancncring this other outcone. In order to have option sonable that we prefer choice A to choice B in choice

1 preferred to option A. B ? A, we must have, where we situation 7 and b A in choice situation 6. This

.e! u(ICOG) = 1 and u(0) = 0, might be especially the case if we represent a group,

P11 - f(t-C)) + (l-p)f(-C) < u(C) (2) and if we might encounter group criticism should we

• pf(C-!i) kl-p)f(C) select an option that yields a result that is less

* The second attribute in the ordered pair is than that which is known to have been obtained under

referred to as the foregone assets under the tota) the other option.

* nformalion assu.7ticn since it is just the outcome in Now suppose we add k = 950 white balls to each

.,e otner lottery. It is very important to note that urn. We then obtain the decision situation struc
...alue here is a cardinal value function measured with tural models of Figure 6. Our preferences should

-ore presumed anchor whereas regret is a differential remain the same regardless of k if we asswne that

cardinal measure anchored on another outcome that conventional utility theory is fully applicable. The

could have been.' sure thing principal of Savage and the strong inde-

This procedure suffices for the special case pendence axiom of Samuelson each require this. These

:,ere the problem being evaluated may be represented early seminal results in decision analysis are based

......-.v..-.... ....................... ..



< n- the .assuirrtion that pre-decision and post-decision anid B by changig a rom some suLll number (tvpi-
* regret information is the same. cally) to ]. This simply means that we remove shaded

It is very likely, however, that we will prefer bails from the urn. In each cse, we obtain the
the more risky options A and A since there £s a 331. standard utility expressions if we remove the regret
treater return with only slightly greater risk. At Lerms. Also, the certainty effect is absent in the
fi:rst glance, this might appear to contradict the model of Figure 7(b).
results that follow from use of Eqn. (6). Bit Eqn. By no means does this discussion suggest that
(t) is formally not applicable as addition of the k the situation model of Figure 7(b) is more realistic
w1-ite balls to the urn has modified the information than that of Figure 7(a). A judgment of this sort
content present. Now we no longer know that option F must necessarily depend upon the task at hand. If we
will produce a winner, and the decision situation consider the specific situation where C = $5,000, H
-odel is now that of Figure 6a and not that of Figure $4,500, p = 0.98 and a = 0.05 then changing a to I
- resiults in quite different frames of the decision

The significance of this observation is that a situation as indicated in Figure 10, which is cow-
knowledge of information patterns in the decision puted with n = 1000. To use either of these models
situation model is essential; and that the notion of requires some illustration of the physical situation
regret" is not at all independent of risk levels, involved!

especially when there are post-decision information Thus, it is not fully meaningful to speak of
uncertainties. If k = I. for example, it is quite value and regret associated with prospects A = (h,p)
cbious that the regret model of Figure 8 would be and B = (C,3). There is no formal difficulty in
more applicable than that of Figure Sa. However, when using the value concept since it is presumably an-
there is full post-decision outcome information, then chored on some ideal best and ideal worst possibil-
it would appear that regret is not strongly dependent ities. But the regret concept is based upon oppor-
uon the risks involved. With k = 950 such that tunity foregone by not selecting the other option and
F:gure 5b results for the full post-decision outcome the question immediately arises concerning available
information case, and with k = 0 for which we obtain information about what we would have obtained under
Figure , the regret terms are essentially the same. the option not selected. The conclusion that e must

There have been a number of attempts to illu- exercize considerable care in -obtaining the decision

strate the nonrationalitv of choices which violate one situation structural model is inescapable.
or norr of the class.c j:.%3ns o: decision theo.y. We
shall briefly examine a simple situation which is 4. THE POTENTIAL FOR NONTRANSITIVE BEHAVIOR

' illustrative of these here. Ouz purpose in doing this USING PAIRWISE REGRET COMPARISONS
is to demonstrate the need to carefully construct It is well known that sets of pairwise pre-
decision situation structural models, especially with ference comparisons are often nontransitive. This
respect to information flow patterns, including the may well occur using the regret concepts presented
nature of any "regret" tnat is associated with the here since the regret associated with selecting an
decision situation. In the "full information" case alternative must necessarily be associated with the
illustrated in Figure 4 many people will prefer B alternative not selected. Thus, it is not meaningful
(C,l) to A = (MP) but will prefer A= (h,ap) to B = to speak of the expected utility of alternative A
(C.a), where M > C and 0 < a, p < I. There are at when regret associated with not selecting alternative
least two decision matrices which may be claimed to B is involved. We could use
describe this decision outcome situation: N
(a) Probability of Outcome EU(A,B) = p(A) u(A) - fi(A,B)]

, "C%,tior, 2 a ()-a) (1-ap)a i i

where the u.(A) are the, perhaps mule-attributed,
.4 M 0 components of the utility of the i outcome of

go option A: the f.(AB) are the regrets, which are
C 0 C negative for true regret and p~ptive for rejoicing,

associated with obtaining the i outcome from alter-
-(b) Probability of Outcome native A rather than the possibly known outcome asso- ..

_ ition a(L-p) ]-a ciated with rejecting alternative B; and the p.(A)

arE the probabilities associated with obtaining the
__ A N 0 0 i outcome state following choice of alternative A.

It is very convenient but not strictly necessary that
- C C 0 this probability be the same across the N outcome

1r each of the above matrices we have A A (a 0) states for options A and B. We will say that A ) B
a E (a = 0). The question which immediately iff EU(A,B) > EU(E,A). From this, we easily see that
c:=ses is: what does "full information" infer here? there is no reason to infer that if A ) B and B ) C,
7re answer is that there is no answer to the question we must necessarily have A C. Figure 8 illustrates

posed. 6e simplv must know about the decision a three-choice situation with preference intransi-
, .tuation structural model or frame used to represent tivities that occur because of the different informa-

'e task at hand. Ve may represent these two "full Lion sets available ir. the three pairvise preference
.fcr.r.at;on" decision situations by the urn models and comparisons. This would suggest much caution in the

'ec:s:on trees cf Figure 7. If we view value and use of any prioritization approach that is based on
re et s the components of utillty, the decision pairwise preference comparisons and assumed, but

cr:teria for tnese two frames are quite different and rionverified, transitivity among preference relations
;.yen by A £ E iHf as it becomes extraordinarily easy to produce agenda

C- c) +aplf(-C) - f(C-N)] * p(l-a)lf(N) dependent results.
., f( ))+ (j-ap)lf1(-C) - f(C)] > 0

!cr the situation model of case (a) and 5. CONCLUSIONS ANT SUbLinbRY
p - v(c) + plf(N-C) - f(C-N)] - (]-p)If(-C) In this paper, we have examined the recently

- f(c) > 0 introduced concept of pairwise comparison regret. As
f or the situation model of case (b). It is this expected, the regret concept does not necessaril

atter situation model that we have considered in our lead to transitive preference comparisons. We have
-revious discussions. For the situation model of demonstrated the strong need to incorporate decision
Fgure 7(b) we go from options A and B to options A process descriptions in framing of regret situations.
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IMPRECISE IMPORTANCE WEIGHT ASSESSMENT FOR
MULTILEVEL OBJECTIVES HIERARCHIES*

Chelsea C. White and Andrew P. Sage
Department of Engineering Science and Systems

Thornton Hall
University of Virginia

Charlottesville, Virginia 22901

We present a procedure for importance weight PROBLEM FORMULATION:
assessment for a single stage decisionmakinq
model under uncertainty that allows imprecision We now present a normatively based and
in the utility values and in the importance behaviorally relevant model of sinqle-stace
weights. An assessment approach for dealing decisionmaking under uncertainty. Let A be the
with nonunique best and/or worst alternatives number of available alternatives. Once an
for a given attribute is suggested. An alternative is selected, one of C consequences
example illustrates the procedure and how the will occur. If alternative a is selected, then
procedure could be implemented using currently consequence c will occur with probability p,(a)....
existing software. If alternative a is selected and consequence c

occurs, then a utilitZ of ut (a) is accrued with
respect to attribute i, I I We assume

INTRODUCTION-- -- - - - - that the attributes are additive independent
(Keeney and Raiffa, 1976; p. 295). Thus the

A decisionmaker may not be able and/or expected utility of alternative a can be
willing to provide information necessary to expressed as

precisely identify his or her preferences,
expressed in terms of a utility function. In I C S..
order to deal with this possibility and with the pi Uic(a)Pc(a) - pu(a)p(a),
possibility that probabilities also may be i=l c=l
imprecisely known, Sarin (1977a, 1977b),

- Fishburn (1965), White and Sage (1980), and where p(jO is the importance weight associated
White.et a]. (1982a, 1982b) have developed
procedures for alternative evaluation, prioriti-
zation, and ranking based on imprecisely known with attribute i4 oi = 1, max{uc (a): for all a
parameter values (e.g., probability, importance
weight, lowest level utility scores) for single and c = 1, and min{uic(a): for all a and c 0. -
stage decisionmaking models. Assume that all of the probabilities pc(a)

In this paper we present a procedure for are known precisely, ui - fuic(a): for all a and
enhancing the assessment of possibly imprecise c) is known to be a member of the set Uii=l,...,
importance weight information for the case where I, and p = (oi, for all i) is known to be a
lowest level utility scores in a multilevel member of the set P. Let R be the relation on the
objective hierarchy may be imprecise and where alternatives defined as follows: (a',a)cR if and
probabilities are precisely known. We also only if the expected utility of alternative a' is .
indicate how currently available software, which at least as great as the expected utility of
has been named ARIADNE for Alternative Ranking alternative a for all possible values of
Interactive Aid based on DomiNance information uj,i=l,...,I, and p. Thus, (a',a)cR if and only if
Eicitation, can be used to provide information
useful for this assessment. The problem mn pu(a')p(a)-u(a)p(a)] (1)
considered is formulated in Section 2, and the i n v en s t s
assessment procedure is described in Section 3. is nonnegatlve, where the minimum is with respect
An illustrative examole is presented in Section to all ulcUi,i=l,...,I, and ,P. It is shown in S
4. Conclusions are given in the final section. White, e al. (1982) that the determination of (1)

can be computed by the following two-level set of

* This research supported by ONR Contract
NO0014-80-C-0542.
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linear programs when Ut,1-1,...I, and P are We will observe shortly that if for a given attri-
polyhedra: bute the best and worst alternatives are not

uniquely identified, then importance weight assess-

minm Pv (al,a) ment can become complicated, sometimes significant-
ly. Thus, in most circumstances it will be bene-
ficial to refine knowledge of the utility functions

where through further assessment and/or to possibly
v1 (a',a) min 7c[Uic(a')pc(a')-uic(a)pc(a)]. restructure various portions of the decisionmaking

problem In order to avoid as much as possible,
ut CUt Iassessment difficulties associated with nonuniquebest and/or worst alternatives for a given

Note that complete determination of R can attribute. Although the utility functions assessed
require the solution of A (A-l) and A (A-1)I at the terminal branches of the objectives
linear programs, respectively. Use of the easily hierarchy may uniquely identify best and worst
proved fact that R is transitive may possibly alternatives for each attribute, higher level
reduce the number of linear programs required to importance weight assessment may still involve - -

determine R. We remark that the forms of the U1  nonunique best and/or worst alternatives. This
and P may indicate that there exists simplified fact will be illustrated by the example presented
procedures for solving the above linear programs. In Section 4.
Simplified procedures, e.g. procedures for
solving linear programs with bounded variables ASSESSMENT OF P:
(Bradley et al., 1977, p. 78), may be of con-
siderable importance if quick response is We will assume that constraints on the
necessary and/or a small computer environment ui'.uic(a). for all a and c) are known. These
is required. constraints might be based on assessment proce-

dures discussed, for example, in Farquhar (1982,
Determinotion of the vj(a',a) may require p. 22) and/or the binary variable description just

the solution of a mixed integer program if the presented.
best and/or worst alternative/consequence pairs
with respect to an attribute are not uniquely Assessment of the Importance weights are
identifiable. To illustrate this fact, assume typically based on information contained in (1) the -

C-1 (decisionmaking under certainty), A-S, utilities for each attribute and (2) an objectives
O<u(a)cl for all a, and hierarchy. An objectives hierarchy is a graphical

depiction of the functional relationship of the
u(l) = 1 and/or u(2) 1 objectives. For example, consider the objectives

hierarchy in Figure 1. If p1 and P2 are associated
u(4)<u(3)<u(l) with
u(5)u(3Y u(2)

" u(4) = 0 and/or u(S) 0.

Such inequalities perhaps indicate an ordinal
ranking of the alternatives where alternatives 1
and 2 are ranked "good", alternative 3 is ranked '
"fair" and alternatives 4 and 5 are ranked "poor". w' 4
Note that our model insures that maxa(u(a)}=l and
minafu(a)}=O, a common convention (see Keeney and
Ralffa, 1976, p. 119 and 231). The above 3
inequalities would then have the following 1
interpretation: Wl w2

l>u(1)>l-4l w2 w2 =1

l>u( 2 )>"2 w'+w 3 = 1

u(l)>u(3)>u(4) w"+w4 = 1

u(2)>u(3)>u(5) pl+p2+03+04 =

5.u(5)>O FIGURE 1: An Example of an Objectives Hierarchy.

0<61+A2'1 initial cost and maintenance cost, respectively.

O<S4+A <1 then w' would be associated with a notion of cost,
- 5- say overall cost, that represents a combination of

initial cost and maintenance cost.

We remark that importance weiqhts can assume
two basic forms which we will call the o form and

...................................... .". ..
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the w form. These forms are illustrated In Figure weights). For example, again referring to Figure
I for the objectives hierarchy presented there. I, assume p and p are associated with initial
Note that • is theimportaneet fr the th"  cost and maintenane cost, respectively. If the
terminal at ribute. The w form of importance difference between best and worst initial costs is
weights assumes that the importance weights are considered to be twice as important as the differ-
normalized at each level of the objectives hier- ence between best and worst maintenance costs,
archy, as indicated in Figure 1. The relationship then p = 2p and hence w1 =2/3 and w =1/3. Due to
between the p and w forms is straightforward to the additive form of the utility fungtlon, we can
determine. For example, for the objectives hier- then determine the utility values for the attri-
archy depicted in Figure 1, bute "overall cost" by calculating u(a)-w u (a)+

w u2(a). We have thus "moved up" the hieachy.
wi - P1/(O3+P 2 ) , il,2, The best and worst alternatives with respect to

"overall cost" and attribute 3, whatever it might
w' - (pl+p2)/(pl+p2+p3) represent, can then be combined to produce

utility scores for the upper level attribute
w3 = p3/(pl+P 2+P3 ) associated with w". Once w" and w are assessed,

a total order on the alternatives Ian be deter-
w" . P3 + P2 +P3  mined and the most preferred alternative identi- s

fied.
W 4 :P4

We now present a generalization of the above

P1 = wIw'w" , 1-1,2, importance weight assessment procedure that
allows utility function and importance weight

P3 = imprecision. Let S (S .) be the set of all
possible most (least) peferred alternative/

P4  w4  consequence pairs with respect to attribute i. S
These sets can be obtained directly from the

Note that assessed {u (a), for all a and c}. Assume that
we wish to lisess the relationship between wI and

wjWj = Pi/pj w., i=j, where i and/or j may be other than
IW ,jcfl,2}, l~west level objectives. Select (a*,c*)eS.,

w' w (a1*,ct,)c.S,,(a*c*)cs* (a ,,c.,) TA OA the
3 - (pI+P2)/03 as umption that af,c- ((a*,cj*)) 4s the most

w"w 4  (Pl+P 2+P3)/P4  with respect to attribute I and that (a* c

Also, observe that ((a .,c.)) is the most (least) preferr
4 d Alter-

natve/onsequence pair with respect to attribute

wb i- 1.2, J, we assess bounds on the ratio w /w.,
. wi-b o4b(Pl +P2 )  , i~l,2,a<w./w.<B. Assume such bounds are'asiessed fn

w' eich pksible combination of pairs in S* .s s
<_b Pl+P2!b(Pl++P3)  and S Let a* (*) be the lowest sucB lower1 '

(largest such upper) bound on w./w We then
w3-b P3 -b(l+P2 + P3)  assume that a <w./w.<B*. Let attributes i and j be
w"<b P b the lower leveT 1tt Tbutes associated with the

4 P+p2+P3b higher level attribute k. Then,

w4<b P4b u(a) = w U'i' (a)+w U' (a) w +w= l,
kc i ic Jjc Ij

Thus, assessment in terms of the w form can easily where u^'(a) has been normalized as follows:
be described in terms of the p form. Description c l I..
of the importance weights in the p form is uic(a) = [Uic(a)-U. (a)]/[uic (ai).
preferred from a computational perspective because ic icii..
it is most directly applicable to the afore-
mentioned linear and/or mixed integer nrogramming u ic.(a)]
procedures. However, it is often useful to use i-..

. the w form for assessment. with u a) analogously defined.

A standard approach for precise assessment AN ILLUSTPATIVE EXAMPLE:
of the importance weights when no uncertainty
exists and when the u (a) (since the consequence We now present an example to illustrate the
is certain, it is witAout loss of generality that above assessment procedure. We will also describe
we drop the dependence of u. (a) on c) are known how currently available software, ARIADNE, can be
precisely is as follows. F6F each i, identify the used to solve this example. For simplicity,
most and least preferred alternatives, a* and a.., assume C=l,i.e. the decisionmakina under certainty
respectively; thus, u (a*)= ] and u.(a .*)O, for case. Let the ui(a) satisfy:
all i. The importanci of u.(a*)-u1 (a .J relative
to u.(a.)-u.(a..) then rep4seAts ihe irelative ul(1)=O, ul(2)=I, O.3<uI(3)i0.5, 0.2 til(4)-0.3
valu o4 0- JtoJk. (or of w. to w , if it is pre-
ferred to Seal with the w form of importance

t -... I L ; T . i . . .
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U 2(1)-O~u2 (2)-l 0,2<u2(3)<0.5, 0<u2(4)10.4 utility score information and the following impor-

.2()0u2()1 O2'c c. .O .4 tance weight information: o.gspl/O2 l.0S,

O.3<u 3(1)<_], 0.8<u 3(2)<1. u3(3)=1, u3(4)=0 lOp13l+P2, and lOPPl+p2+P3.
u4(1)=lO.7<u4(2)<iO.75, u4(3)=0, 0.4<u4(4):10.75. . i.

4 .4.4. COMMUSONS: "

On the basis of this information and no importance
weight information, R w f,l.e.none of the alter- In this paper, we have presented a procedure
natives is preferred to any of the other alterna- for importance weight assessment which allows ,
tives. This fact can be determined using ARIADNE imprecision in the utility values and in the

by introducing the above equalities and importance weights. We have noted that a charac-
Inequalities on the u (a). We remark that ARIADIE teristic of this procedure is that best and/or

can also consider bouhds ;n ratios of the utility worst alternatives for a given attribute may be
scores as long as bp o s nnonunique. An assessment approach for dealing with

cotparison;is not made across this characteristic was suggested. An example was
attributes; e.g., bZUic(a)/Uic,(a)<_b*. used to illustrate the procedure and how the pro- -

Let Figure 1 represent the objectives cedure could be implemented using a currently

hierarchy for this example. Clearly, S! = {2) and existing software system, ARIADNE. Of course,

Sid {1) for i=1,2. Assume an assessnwnt pro- assessment of importance weights given precise
vtdes 0 .95<w,/w<l.O5, or equivalently, utility scores does not necessarily have to
oe / !05 t This information does not Involve best and worst alternatives for each
affect R;'Fence R remains null. We can use attribute. Other approaches to importance weight

ARIADNE to determine this fact by allowing it tO assessment given imprecise utility scores are

consider in addition to the utility scores the under development.
following importance weight information: .

O"95<-p1/p2<l
"05"

Let u'(a) = w u (a)4w u (a), the utility REFERENCES

function associated'with w'? It is easily shown BPCnthat u'(1)=O,u'(2)-l, 0.2487<u'(3)<0O and Bradley, S. P., Hax, A. C.. and Magnanti, T. L. '":

0.0974u'(4)<0.3513. We not that'S ={2}, an(1977), Applied Mathematical Programming, Addison-

O147)O31. U o~taS ={1 Wesley, Reading. Mass.
" = 01, S3 = {3), and S3. =4}. ARIADNE can be 4

nd and Farquhar, P. H. (1982), "Utility AssessmentS3 S 3.) by Methods," Working paper 81-5, Graduate School of
letting it consider in addition to the utility Administration, Univ. of Calif., Davis, Calif.
score information, the following importance
weight information: 0 95<o /p <1.05, Fishburn, P. C, (1965), "Analysis of Decisions .
p3-P4u0s=O(P3l]). Assume-aA aiSessment provides with Incomplete Knowledge of Probabilities,"

lOw3:', or equivalently lOPl.pl P2. Analysis Operations Research, 13, p. 217-237.

then indicates that R-{(2,3)},i.e. alternative 2 Keeney, R. L., and Raiffa, H. (1976), Decisions
is at least as preferred as alternative 3. with Multiple Objectives, Wiley, New York."
ARIADNE can be used to determine this alternative
relation, given as input the utility score infor- Sarin, R. K. (1977a), "Screening of Multiattri-
mation and the following importance weight infor- bute Alternatives". Omega, 13, 481-489.
mation: 0 95<o /p <1.05 and 10p < +p2 . Thus,
alternative I-, T 4 may be thd-mst preferred. Sarin, R, K, (1977b) "Interactive Evaluation and

Bound Procedure for Selecting Multi-attributed
If the above alternative ranking information Alternatives". in TIMS Studies in Management

is not sufficient for alternative selection, we Sciences, 6, 211-224.
consider the utility function u."(a) = w'u'(a)+
w u (a) which is associated with the importance White, C. C., Dozono, S., and Scherer, W. T.
w~iht w". Calculations show that O<u(l)<0.0909, (1982a), "An Interactive Procedure for Aiding
0.9818<u"(2)<l, 0.2487<u"(3)<O5455 -and- Multiattribute Alternative Selection," submitted
-.08857u"(4) 0.3513. Thus, ' = (2), S (1,4), for publication.

1, and S4* (31. We can use ARIADNE to White, C. C., Sage, A. P., and Scherer, W. T.

determine S and S (.S4 and S4.) by providing (1982b), "Decision Support with Partially

ARIADNE with the utility score information and the Identified Parameters". Large cale Systems 3,
following importance weight information: to be published.
0.95<ol/ .05, lOo ,+n2

, and 04=0 (p4=1)•

Suppose an assessment provides lOw4-w", or
equivalently lO4<l +(%2+03. Then, 1 {(2,3),

(2,4), (3.1)) and thus alternative 2 is the most
preferred alternative. We determine this informa-
tion using ARIADNE by providing as input the

. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Decision and Information Structures in Regret
Models of Judgment and Choice

ANDREW P. SAGE, FELLOW, IEEE, AND ELBERT B. WHITE

II

Absruacie use of the preference relation "selection of A and 1. INTRODUCTION
e' rejection of B is preferable to selection of B and rejection of A" Is

discussed. This contextual relation yields descriptive models of choice 'THERE IS much evidence [6], [9], [10], [171-[21] avail-
under uncertainlfy that explain many observed violations of classical single T able that many people systematically violate the tenetsr attribute utility theor. It is sbowi, thae sucssful use of this relation for of subjective expected utility theory in actual, or descrip.
descriptile purposes, requires careful attention to elicitation of realistic tvcoc iutos ayhmnifrainpoes

esion situation structural models and pre- and post-decision information stuatn s ion re ss-

asailabilitv conditions within these models Reservationsith respect to use ing and judgmental flaws could be cited. Among the many
of the retret model for normative purposes, due to potential nontransitivi- detailed studies of these information processing biases and
lies of the contextual relation, ae discuse flawed cognitive heuristics that may lead to poor judgment

with reference to much contemporary literature are [101,
disuse.is revd June2. 2 iseld ctoe0 8 nd T HR uc iec[18-[211. Prospect theory [9]. [211 represents perhaps the

November 3. 1982. This is a revised and expanded version of "Decision most significant study of systematic descriptive violations
and information Structures in Regret Models of Choicc Under Uncer- of the normative expected utility theory. Our purpose in %
dentCip which appears in the Proceedings of the 1982 International this paper is to discuss the recently revived interest and
Conference on Cybernetics and Societ. October 1982. The research
reported here wassupported, in part, by o the Office of Naval Research extensions to regret theory [l-31 [131 especially as they
under Cntract N00014W C0542 and in part by the Army Research in- relate to descriptive and normative decision behavior. We
stitute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences undcr Contract MDA are especially concerned with extensions of regret theory to
903.i92-C.0124,

The authors ar with the Departent of Systems Engineering. Univer. incorporate decision situation framing and information :
nsity of Virina. Charlottesville. VA 2290. availability perspectives.
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We will first discuss the framing of decision situations. 1/4 $100
Next. we will incorporate notions of decision situation
framing within regret theory, as it now exists. We will be WA3/4 so
especially concerned with information availability. A dis-

cussion of potentially nontransitive behavior [5] that may
result from the use of the pairwise comparisons implied by B 1/4 $500

regret theory is followed by our conclusions and sugges-
tions for extensions of this effort. 3/4 $100

Fig. I. Decision tree for a simple example.

11. THE FRAmING OF DECISION SITUATIONS AND
ASSOCIATED EFFECTS ON CHOICE Choice Situation .

Violations of consistency and coherence in choice may Option A

often be traced to cognitive limitations which govern the Urn 1 Oth. Win so
perceptions of decision situations, the processing of infor-.Optio, Black 5., Win $500

mation, and the evaluation of options. A strong determi- Urn, Other, W/n -$100
nant of the frame or structure adopted for a given decision0 Choice Situation

is the decisionmaker's experiential familiarity with the issue 0Oton c Black 5.1, Wia s100
under consideration. Because of imperfections in human Urn I Other. Win $0

cognition, changes of perspective often reverse the relative Shaded B.l1, Win $500Option D

apparent desirability of achieving various objectives and, Urn I to Oher, Win -$100
consequently, the relative desirability of options that lead Choi:, situ.ti.n 01

to objective attainment. Similarly, variations in the framing Black 5.11. Win $100

of alternatives, contingencies, and outcomes may result in optio. E

systematic reversal of preferences, The order in which Urn I Other, Win so

information is presented (primacy or recency effects) often option Black Ball. Fin $500

unduly influences ones initial estimate (anchor) of a situa- Urn 2 Other, Win -$100

tion. It is essential that problems be framed in a very Choice Situation 04

careful fashion such that mental models, or any other Option 0 Black Ball. Win $100

models that the decisionmaker may choose for the decision Urn I Other, Win so
situations, are truly representative of the essential features Shaded Ball. Win $500Opti ao°

of the situation at hand in order to avoid, or at least Urn 2 Urn 2 Other, Win -$100

minimize, possibilities for cognitive bias that may be Fig. 2. Choice situations that have a common decision tree.

stimulated by an "improper" frame.
Consider, for example, the decision situation illustrated

in Fig. 1. Alternative B should be chosen over Alternative badly about not having chosen opt;on B sine., in thir ltter
A, assuming that our decision rule is to select the alterna- case, we would surely have lost money. We might well feel
tive with the greatest expected return. Generally, the value quite good at choosing option A and not choosing option J.
of money is not a linear function of the amount of money, B. Thus, we see that the value felt from a decision outcome
however, due to the satiation effect. Also we have an may be a combination of value for what we did obtain, as
attitude toward risk that further shapes that value function well as regret or joy for what we could have obtained had
into a utility function. These separate and distinct issues of we chosen the other option. If after having selected option
preferences and risk aversion will be discussed later. Fur- A, a black ball is drawn, we might or might not have regret
ther. negative outcomes are valued in a different fashion associated with not having selected option B where we
than positive outcomes of the same amount. Value func- would have won $500. It is possible that we would just feel
tions are often convex for gains and concave for losses [9]. good about having played it safe and won $100. Alterna-

Let us now examine the various urn representations . tively, there could be regret at not having chosen option B.
shown in Fig. 2 from which the decision situation graphi- It appears that many people would express post-decision
cally illustrated in Fig. I could have been obtained; let us regret at selecting option A and obtaining a black ball.
also speculate on how the decisionmaker might react in Therefore, the need to include regret as an attribute of the
each case. There are four choice situations illustrated. In descriptive choice situation becomes more apparent.
each case. the decisionmaker is able to view the ball drawn Suppose that we choose option B. If a white or shaded
from the urn. In some cases, additional information is ball is drawn, it is very possible that we would feel badly
available. about having been greedy and chosen option B over the

Problem i: Suppose that we must choose between the safer bet of selecting option A. Thus, there exists regret
options described in choice situation 1. If we choose option associated with this choice. Here, again, one experiences
A and a white or shaded ball is drawn, then we obtain post-decisional regret. If a black ball is drawn, we would be
nothing. However, it does not appear that we would feel quite happy with having selected option B in the first

I.i
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($100; feel good about winning but regret not selecting option B)
black

shaded

-(S; bad feeling about not winning but glad option A selected in
this case since there would have been a loss with B)

A white

($500; feel really good about winning and glad that option B Was selected)
I black

%, / shaded

shad } (-$100; feel badly about losing and regret having been greedy
and lost $100 by choosing option 5)

whit.

(a) 
.....

00 ($100; feel good about winning; feels really good about selecting option C) 
black

shaded (50; bad feeling about losing and really feels badly about selecting
c option C as option D would have resulted in a win of $500)

white
(0; bad feeling about losing but glad option C selected in this case)

(-$100; bad feeling about losing and really feels badly about
__<D blackF having been greedy and not choosing option C)

shaded
($500; really feel great about having won and having chosen option D) -

S ewhite
(-$100; bad feeling about losing and having been greedy and not
choosing option C)

(b)

blae --- t$100; feel goon about winning and no regret about not selecting option F)

shaded .
E white }(S0; bad feeling about losing but no regret about not selecting option F)

--
c 

blde

SFig. 3. Decision tree with outcomes characterized by happiness outcome and post-decision regret. (a) Problem I. (We are

allowed to see outcome results for options not selected.) (b) Problem 2. (We are allowed to see outcome results from options
not sele'ted.) (c) Problem 3. (We are not allowed to see outcome results from options not selected.)

.lace Again, we see a p')st-de-ision effect, bliss or sadness, This -nay be repre-ented by the two-urn mod!el for :hoice
that is modified from the pre-decision situation. situation number 3 or 4 involving options E and F for

Problem 2: Suppose that we must choose between the situation 3, or G and H for situation 4. Suppose that we
options described in choice situation 2 of Fig. 2. If a black choose option E. If a white ball or a shaded ball is drawn,ball is drawn, we should really feel good about having we are simply informed of the loss. Since there is no way of
selected option C instead of option D. One hundred dollars determining what would have been the outcome had the
would have been lost had option D been selected. If a other option been selected, we have no basis for regretting
shaded ball is drawn, no money is lost, but $500 would not having chosen the other option. If a black ball is
have been won had option D been selected. Here, we may drawn, we are informed that we have won. Since there is
feel quite badly about not having selected D in the first no way of determining what would have occurred had the
place as we know, post-decision, that we would have won if other option been selected, we can only be happy abouti" we had selected option D. If a white ball is drawn, we are having won. We surely should not assume that we would
likely rather glad that option D was not selected, since have obtained a black ball if we selected option F in choice
there would have been a loss of $100 with this option. situation 3 where we would be happier, or in option H

-. Suppose that we choose option D. If a white ball is drawn, where we would be very sad. Suppose that we do choose
we would most likely feel badly about having been greedy option F. If a white or shaded ball is drawn, we would only
in selecting option D instead of option C. If a black ball is feel badly about having lost. There should be no regret. If a
drawn, we would probably feel badly about not having black ball is drawn, we would be happy with having gone •
selected option C. Finally, if a shaded ball is drawn, then for the "big win" and won.
we would probably feel good over having both drawn the In our discussion, we assumed that the decisionmaker
shaded ball and selected option D. had explicit information available concerning the outcomes

Problem 3: Assume that we are only informed that we from the option not selected in choice situations I and 2,
have won or lost according to the color of the ball drawn. the one-urn problems. We assumed that no information

... 
,.".-
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was available concerning the outcomes from the option not choice situation 0.
selected in choice situations 3 and 4, the two-urn problems. Draw SDraw Shaded Bail, W'in $1000

Option I

Even though there are, indeed, subtle differences that are U 3 Draw White Ball,. Win So
" perceived to exist between the choice situations, they are urn 3

sometimes modeled in the same way in the decision tree Draw Black Ball. Win $750
representation shown in Fig. 1. which is a good representa- Opion Ja ieUrn 4 Draw White &all, Win $o

tion of the decision tree portion of the decision situation. s.
However it is not a good representation of the attributes of urn Choic Situation • "

"" decision outcomes. For this, we need an attribute tree, or ai " ] 4' Draw Black Ball, Win $100-
more complete labeling of the outcomes in terms of their O- '5 Dption X -"cBli
attributes, as shown in the decision tree of Fig. 3. Even in '5 1 Draw Shaded or White Ball. Wi. SO
the very simple situations, we see that we have identified 0 Draw Black or Shaded Ball. Wirn $750

two attributes associated with the outcomes. These are the Urn n Draw White Ball. Win s

amount of money, won or lost, and the regret, or rejoicing,
associated with what could have been obtained from the Fig. 4. Urn model representation of two different choice situations.

decision not selected.
* In the single-urn model, we generally have post-decision 2) Is there, and should there, be a difference between

regret or post-decision conflict associated with outcomes. choice situations 5 and 6?
In the two-urn model, we do not generally have post-deci- 3) What constructs are available to explain, in descrip-
sion regret since we do not know the outcome for the tive and normative senses, any differences in these?
option not selected. The central issue in this is that the 4) Are there possibilities for nontransitivities or other
decision situation rrndel shnuld n')t be the s.me for Al o" anomalons results from us:nv these constructs? - "
these choice situations. The outcomes and the associated
values are not the same, and our feelings towards them are III. THE NEED FOR AVAILABLE INFORMATION
not the same since the available information is different SENSITIVE THEORIES OF REGRET
in each case. Post outcome information about outcomes
from decisions not selected is both context dependent and Bell [1]-[3] was perhaps the first to advocate the inclu-
different from predecision information. Thus, we need to sion of regret as a second attribute to more fully capture
examine models which allow inclusion of the available pre- the decisionmaker's values. It has often been suggested that
and post-decision information on choice situations. regret be used as a surrogate for value and that an option

* In each of the problems just described, the probabilities alternative be selected which minimizes regret. But regret,
of winning were the same; however, the amount to win in the definitive work of Bell, is measured against some -. -

varied. Now consider the decision situations represented in ideal best and worst outcomes, associated with the specific
9' Fig. 4 where options I and K result in a 0.045 chance of choice situation, and these same anchors are used to inca-

winning $1000 and options J and L result in a 0.05 chance sure regret for all outcomes. Bell's effort, and related
of vini;ng $751). The dr~cs'on opti ns rere! .ted in choice isdependrntly obtained results cue to Loomes and Sugdren
situation 6 are such that one knows exactly what would [13], consider value and regret as simultaneously present
have been won or lost for both options once an outcome attributes of decision outcomes. Two-option situations are
has been observed. The lotteries represented in choice considered, and regret is a differential concept that is
situation 5 are such that there is no means of determining measured within the outcome states across the options that
what would have been won or lost had the other option could have led to these states, as in Bell's work.
been selected. There are many other urn representations This method appears applicable in two outcome win/lose
which result in different post-decision information avail- situations where the selection of a winner in one choice
able to the decisionmaker that will have the same decision would result in post-decision error-free identification of a
tree representation, even though the pre-decision informa- win or loss situation had the other option been selected.
tion is the same. There are, of course, many examples of decision situations

Fig. 5 presents the information that the decisionmaker where one may obtain, post-decision, full knowledge about
has available (post-decision) under the framings repre- what would have happened under the option not selected. ."
sented in choice situations 5 and 6. Again, we see that the There are, however, other decision situations where com-
attributes of the choice situations may be quite different. peeos-decision knowledge about what would have hap-
We wish to explore the implications of this here. The pened under the option not selected is not available. Also
primary questions that we wish to resolve in this paper are there are many decision situations which involve more than
as follows, two alternative courses of action. This effort extends regret

theory to incorporate these considerations.
I) Is there a difference between choice situations 1.2 , 3, Consider, for example, the problem represented in Fig. 6

and 4? Should there be a difference with respect to where option A gives $1000 with probability 0.9 and $0

. judgment concerning the most preferred alternatives otherwise. Option B gives $750 for sure. The choice of

in each situation? option B over lottery A may be attributed to a certainty

. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...%
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($1000; feels good about having won, no regret about having selected I)
shaded

.045

.05

Urn ($0; feel badly about having los, no regret about having selected I) " "

-- ($750; feel good about having won; no regret about having selected J)

Urn .0.50

-' .950

"" '"($0; feel badly about having lost; no regret about having selected )

I ... (a)

black ($1000; feel good about having won; feel good about selecting C)
Urn .050

K white 950

spotted

($0; feel badly about having lost; ndiregret about having selected J)

.m j -- ($750; feel good about having won; possibly would feel better if C selected)

L black .

b ade ($750; feel good about having won; rather happy about having selected 0 )

.045

.90

white .

s d ($0; feel badly about having lost; ndifferent about having selected )

, wh t .95

Fig. 5. Illustrations of regret as post-decision outcome attribute. (a) Choice situation 5. (b) Choice situation 6.

_.$1000 Choice Situation 7 .

.9d~

~~~Black Ball Drawn, Win N -"'

IA .1White Ball Drawn, Win $0 :i

90

Black Ball Drawn, Win C

$750 Option B

B"1.hWhite Ball Drawn, Win C"

C. 0.0
-$ 0 h a i n s-- -- D

Fig. 6. General problem which illustrates certainty effect. cm a (a . .a 5,

Black B (n, Wi-C)
Urn A

effect; we prefer a certain S750 to a 0.9 chance of wirning """"
S 1000 and a 0.1 chance of winning SO. In the ful informa- 1 -$p

lion framing situation, the decsionmaker views the problem A (0,.-C)

• as shown in Fig. 7. In the ordered pair (a, b, the first .-
attribute a represents what we actually gain or lose and the B .€, (C, C-) ,..,

'. second attribute b represents the assets foregone by not .;,
<having selected the other alternative. We assume a linear-p

" multiattribute utility function form such that for n outcomes C C

,L- of a decision alternative A, we have Fig. 7. Regret model of a decision situation represented by urn model"
shown-illustration of certainty effect.

',- -EU(A) = ~p()v()+f,(A)]. : )
• to~ represent the regret associated with obtaining the out-.-

•."" Here p,(A) is the probability of obtaining outcome i given come a, .

. tat option A is selected, v,(A) is the value associated with p[ 1 + f(M - C)] + (1 - p)f( -C) i
obtaining outcome ifrom selection of option A. f,(A) isthe (C pf- ) 1 pfC) 2

.: regret associated with obtaining outcome i from option A< ()+/C-M +(1 pfC.(2 : '

... and not obtaining "some other outcome." Clearly, we need The second attribute in the ordered pair is referred to as ,.
,,.'.. to be careful in anchoring this other outcome. In order to the foregone assets since it is just the difference between -

,. ,have option B preferred to option A, B >- A, we must have, the outcome actually realized and the outcome in the other :"
gwhere we let u(1000) - and u(0) - 0, and now usef (a) lottery. It is very important to note iat value here is a

p ~(M 11-...0

" .Urn
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Choice Situation 8 pies, since we know in each case what outcome occurs from

M the option not selected. We will have alternative A preferred
A *AJto B, A >- B, ifJ

P [I + f(M - C)] + (I -pAf (-C) > V(C), 6

where we let f(0) = 0 for convenience. We see that there ..
Option A Option B will exist preference reversals, B >- A - A>- B, if (2) and

Draw black ball, win $1000 Draw black ball, win $750 (6) are satisfied. If this occurs, (5) is satisfied. In a similar
Draw shaded ball, win $0 Draw shaded ball, win $750 way we obtain preference reversals, .f> A- A >- B, if

" neither (2) nor (6) is satisfied. If this occurs, (4) is satisfied.
Thus we see that, under appropriate circumstances, prefer-
ence reversals may be made to occur by changing the(Mp information set available to the decisionmaker. Changing

( -P the probabilities of obtaining the outcomes may also result
in preference reversals. In most cases we expect that greater

p (C, No regret) post-decision outcome information will increase the utilityof the certain outcome alternative, assuming it is favorable, -
1 -p relative to the uncertain outcome alternative, and then we

expect (5) to hold.
Fig. 8. Two-urn model with certainty effect. An interesting modification to the urn-model decision f

situations can be made by inserting k no-win white balls in
cardinal w-lue function measured with some prefumed each urn for the decision situations depicted in Figs. 7 and r

anchor whereas regret is a differential cardinal measure 8. The resulting situations are just those depicted in Figs. 4
anchored on another outcome that "could have been." and 5 for a specific set of numbers for k, m, and n. We

This procedure suffices for the special case where the preserve the regret that is associated with choice situation 7
problem being evaluated may be represented by the one- but the certainty effect associated with choice situation 8
urn, two-outcome full information model shown in Fig. 7. seems to vanish. There is now no certain way of knowing
In this case, if one wins or loses after having selected one what would have occurred under outcome B if we select
option, then it can be determined whether one would have option A. Of course, if k is small we have a relatively good
won or lost had the other option been selected. However, idea of what would occur, but there is no way in which we
suppose that Fig. 6 was intended to be representative of can know for sure. Suppose, for example, that we let
the two-urn problem shown in Fig. 8. There are only two M = $1000, C = $750, m =- 45, and n = 5. It seems not at
cases associated with the model of Fig. 8 where regret all unreasonable that we prefer choice A to choice B in .J3
enters the decision situation as a second attribute. These choice situation 7 and B >- A-in choice situation 8.
involve option A. If we select option if and the certain Now suppose we add k =950 white balls to each urn.
rev'., tl-er, is no way of knowing wheoher we would have We then obtain the decision situation structural models of
won or lost had the other urn been selected. Fig. 5. Our preferences should remain the same regardless

A question of significant interest is whether or not of k if we assume that conventional utility theory is fully
post-decision knowledge of the outcomes increases or de- applicable. The sure thing principle of Savage and the
creases the overall utility of the certain outcome alternative strong independence axiom of Samuelson each require this.
B. The value of B, with no post-decision information about These early seminal results in decision analysis are based
the outcomes obtained from alternative A available, is on the assumption that pre-decision and post-decision re-
v(C). With post-decision information (regret information) gret information is the same.
available, it is (from Fig. 7) It is very likely, however, that v--# will prefer the more " "

risky options A and A since there is a 33 percent greater
EU(B) = v(C) +pf(C - M) + (I -p)f(C) (3) return with only slightly greater risk. At first glance, this

might appear to contradict the results that follow from useThe answer to our question seemingly lies in the regret 7f()'oee 6 sfralyntapial sadto

function. Post-decision outcome information will increase of (6). However (6) is formally not applicable as addition
the utility of alternative i, relative to that of alternative B, of the k white balls to the urn has modified the informa-
such that if B, if EU(f) - EU(B)> 0, or if tion content present. Now we no longer know that option

B will produce a winner, and the decision situation model
pf(C - M) + ( - p)f(C) < 0 (4) is now that of Fig. 5(a) and not that of Fig. 8.

and will decrease the utility of alternative if, relative to The significance of this observation is that a knowledge.that of alternative B, such that B >- Bf, if of information patterns in the decision situation model is

essential; and that the notion of "regret" is not at all
pf (C - M) + 01 - pVf(M > 0. (5) independent of risk levels, especially when there are post-

The alternatives A and A should have the same expected decision information uncertainties. If k - 1, for example, it
utility here for these pairwise preference comparison exam- is quite obvious that the regret model of Fig. 8 would be I
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more applicable than that of Fig. 5(a). However, when (I-a)a & A n

there is full post-decision outcome information, then it 3 (I-ap)n Winn M Wi C
would appear that regret is not strongly dependent upon a pn 0 Win Wino
the risks involved. With k = 950 such that Fig. 5(b) results o P(I-a)n Win0 WiC
for the full post-decision outcome information case, and .l-o wc-
with k - 0 for which we obtain Fig. 7, the regret terms are W 0-,p)n Win 0 Win 0 S
essentially the same.

There have been a number of attempts to illustrate the 2 / (Win H. regret H-C)

nonrationality of choices which violate one or more of the (Win H, regret H)

classic axioms of decision theory. We shall briefly examine ) (Win 0, regret -C)

a simple situation which is illustrative of these here. Our \I-,(-,P) (Win 0. regret 0)

-- purpose in doing this is to demonstrate the need to care-
fully construct decision situation structural models, espe- 2 - (Win C, regret C-H)
cially with respect to information flow patterns, including "(Win 0, regret -H)
the nature of any "regret" that is associated with the (Win C. regret C

decision situation. In the "full information" case illustrated
in Fig. 7 many people will prefer B = (C, 1) to A = (M, p) \-,)(,-.p) (Win 0, regret 0)

but will prefer A1= (M, ap) to B= (C, a), where M > C (a)
and 0 < a, p < 1. There are at least two decision matrices
which may be claimed to describe this decision outcome option Option

situation: pn WinM Win C

(a) Probability of Outcome 
Q n ) W.

Option a2 p ap(l - a) (I - ap)a ( -a)(- ap) ( Win WinO

A M M 0 0
C 0 C 0 Sp (Win H, regret H-C)

(b) Probability of Outcome a(1-p) (Win 0, regret -C)
Option ap a(l -p) I - a (I Win , regret )

A M 0 0
C Ap (Win C, regret C-) P

In each of the above matrices we have A i A(a = 1) and a(I-p) (Win C, regret C)

B = B(a = 1). The question which immediately arises is: ("-a) (Win 0, regret 0)

what does "full information" infer here? The answer is that -.-
there is no answer to the question as posed. We simply

* must know about the decision situation structural model or Fig. 9. Two different information flow models which yield same pros-

fLame used to represe.nt tLe task at har.d. We n:ay repre- ects. (al Decision situation model for case a. (b) Decision situation for
- ~Case b..

sent these two "full information" decision situations by the
urn models and decision trees of Fig. 9. If we view value
and regret, and probability, as the components of utility, By no means does this discussion suggest that the situa-
the decision criteria for these two frames are quite different tion model of Fig. 9(b) is more realistic than that of Fig.
and given by A >- B if we have 9(a). A judgment of this sort must necessarily depend upon

the task at hand. If we consider the specific situation where

p - v(c) + ap[f(M - C) -f(C - M)] +p(l - a) C = $5000, M= $4500, p = 0.98 and a = 0.05 then
[(M)-f(-M)] + (1 - ap)[f(-C)-f(c)] > 0changing a to I results in quite different frames of the

decision situation as indicated in Fig. 10, which is corn-
, for the situation model of case a and puted with n = 1000. To use either of these models re-

g p - V(c) +p[f(M - C) -f(C - M)] quires some illustration of the physical situation involved!
Thus, it is not fully meaningful to speak of value and

+ (I - p)[f(-C) -f(C)] > 0 regret associated with prospects A - (M, p) and B .

for the situation model of case b. Here we let v(0) = 0 and (C, 1). There is no formal difficulty in using the value
r(M) = I. It is this latter situation model that we have concept since it is presumably anchored on some ideal best
considered in our previous discussions. For the situation and ideal worst possibilities. However the regret concept is

"  model of Fig. 9(b) we go from options A-and ff to options based upon opportunity foregone by not selecting the other
A and B by changing a from some small number (typically) option and the question immediately arises concerning
to I. This simply means that we remove shaded balls from available information about what we would have obtained

. the urn in Fig. 9(b). In each case, we obtain the standard under the option not selected. The conclusion that we must
, utility expressions if we remove the regret terms. Also, the exercise considerable care in obtaining the decision situa-

certainty effect is absent in the model of Fig. 9(b). tion structural model is inescapable.

.. . . . .. . . .. 4"-_ . ...-.-. . . _". _._ 2 -.'
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I0 1.o..
• 0"o , /o *98
.05 200931 02

0951 619000

Options AEB Options A Options B & OptionsA&3 Options A&A Options B &

980 win H inC I 980 WisH " inC

9" Win H Win 0 20 0 Win 0 Win C

K.20 WinO0 Win C 0 WinO0 WinO0

Options A Win 0 Wii 0 Options A &B

(a) (b)

Fig. 10. Illustration of urn model changes for two different decision frames. (a) Case a. (b) Case b.

IV. THE POTENTIAL FOR NONTRANSITIVE BEHAVIOR option A option

USING PAIRWISE REGRET COMPRISONS 1 * Win $1000 Wn50

It is well-known that sets of pairwise preference rm- .20 WJ i I
parisons are often nontransitive. This may well occur using tion A & ,Urn,
the regret concepts presented here since the regret associ-
ated with selecting an alternative must necessarily be asso- Cn C Vatue .ed regret tnfutlsn
ciated with the alternative not selected. Thus it is not * Win $780 v(X) - .e 0 01

meaningful to speak of the expected utility of alternative A
when regret associated with not selecting alternative B is Option C Urn
involved. We should use for (1) .9 (1,00 200)

N A --(10 0, 2800) EU(A.0) - 0.6152

E.U(A, B) =Ep,(A)[,,,(A) +fA -As):.
(AI B] 

£U(BA) - 0.3026
• I ' (300, 000)

where the v,(A) are the, perhaps multiattributed, compo-
nents of the ut ty of the ith outcome of option A; the 1. (800, 20) u(5.C) - .e,. ,

I,(A, B) are the regrets, which are negative for true regret C

and positive for rejoicing, associated with obtaining the ith C€< -c , -20) tU(c.0) - 0.7257

outcome from alternative A rather than the possibly known I 0 (00) EU(C.A) - 0.7800

outcome associated with rejecting alternative B; and the C(1,000. 220) c A
p,(A) are the probabilities associated with obtaining the 0EU(A,C) 0.6779

ith outcome state following choice of alternative A. It is A *I 0)
very convenient but not strictly necessary that this proba- Fig. II. Illustration of nontransitivities resulting from pairwise compan-
bility be the same across the N outcome states for options sons using regret. J
A and B. When these probabilities are not the same we
must generally reformulate the situation model in a
meaningful way such that we obtain p,(A) = p,(B). We . C

will say that A >- B if EU(A, B) > EU(B, A). From this, In this paper, we have examined the recently introduced
we easily see that there is no reason to infer that if A >- B concept of pairwise comparison regret. As expected, the
and B >- C, we must necessarily have A >- C. Fig. 1 I regret concept does not necessarily lead to transitive pref-
illustrates a three-choice situation with preference intransi- erence comparisons. We have demonstrated the strong
tivities that occur because of the different information sets need to incorporate decision process descriptions in fram-
available in the three pairwise preference comparisons. ing of regret situations. Several illustrative examples indi- -

This would suggest much caution in the use of any prioriti- cate that the framing of decision output states and the
zation approach that is based on pairwise preference com- information available concerning the outputs, resulting
parisons and assumed, but nonverified, transitivity among from decision options not selected, greatly influences the
preference relations as it becomes extraordinarily easy to regret calculations. The central conclusion from this is that
produce agenda dependent results. careful decision situation structuring must be associated
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with the regret concept if the results obtained are to have have much potential normative, as well as descriptive,
descriptive value, appeal.

Even more interesting and potentially useful questions A number of extensions to our efforts suggest them-
concern usefulness of the regret concepts in a normative selves. Two that seem particularly cogent concern examina-
sense. Clearly, many people experience notions of regret tion of regret elicitation approaches and a closer compari-

* and hesitate rejecting alternatives because of some desir son contrast and integration of the regret concept with 0
able properties of the rejected alternatives that will then be prospect theory [71, [9], [21), other axiomatic approaches
foregone. We must be careful however to note that the [141, especially the insightful generalized expected utility
"preference" relation implied, through use of regret, by analysis of Machina (151, (161 in which a nonlinear value
A >- B is not just "A is preferred to B" but "selecting A functional is proposed which depends upon event outcome
and rejecting B is preferable to selecting B and rejecting probability as an attribute and where only a local linear

- A." Thus the two preference relations A >- B and B >- C utility function satisfies the savage substitution axiom, and 0
do not provide sufficient information to infer A >- C. The the recently introduced very promising concept of relative
contextual relation >- is not uniquely d-fined here. It risk aversion due to Dyer, Sain, and Krzysztofowicz [4].
should really be written to infer the true contextuality of [11].
the situation at hand. What we have really shown is that
A >-AB and B >- cC do not necessarily allow us, when
comparing A and C, to say anything about >- Ac. It might REFERENCES
well be a serious mistake to use approaches which inferwelt bes erious mtakw o uase poae ns hih hi Ill D. E. Bell. "Components of risk aversion," in Operational Research
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Multiple objective evaluation and prioritization under risk
with partial preference informationt0

CHELSEA C. WHITE III+ and ANDREW P. SAGE+

Much current interest surrounds the design and development of interactive multi-
- criterion decision support processes. We consider a finite alternative course of

action, a single-stage, decision situation model under risk with multiple attributes,
fcriteria or objectives. In this approach, a decision-maker is able to select interactivelyS

and iteratively a mixture of complete judgement (e.g. intuitive affect), heuristic
elimination (e.g. elimination by aspects), and holistic assessment (e.g. expected
utility theory) of partial preference information to enable aggregation of some, but
not necessarily all, criteria or attributes. We consider three dominance relations
on the alternative set : expected-value score dominance, first-order stochastic
dominance, and second-order stochastic dlominance. Two important issues are

'.-.

resolved here. The first of these involves establishment of the impact of various
forms of partial objective aggregation information, in the form of attribute weights.
upon dominance relations for the alternative option set. The second concerns the
computational tractability of the second-order dominance relations. In resolving
the first issue, we show that under suitable conditions that will almost always prevail.
additional attribute aggregation information implies greater alternative discrimination
specificity for the three dominance relations considered. A fourth dominance relation
is defined that represents a computationally attractive upper bound on the numeri-Scally demanding second-order stochastic dominance relation. The ultimate goal of
the proposed procedure is rational and behaviourally relevant assistance in the
search for a dominance structure.

1. Scope and purpose
In this paper, we consider two behaviourally relevant issues that arise

* from the application of a recently developed decision aiding approach to an
important class of multiple objective decision-making problems under risk.
A key characteristic of the decision aiding approach is that the decision-maker
may iteratively and interactively select the mix of effort devoted to (1) assess--
ing the relative importance of some, but not necessarily all, objectives, and
(2) completely selecting the most preferred alternative on the basis of a. --

dlominance structure. The two issues, posed as questions, are :() does

more of the former type of effort reduce the requirements for effort of the
latter type and (2) is the application of the decision aiding approach to
this class of problems amenable to interactive computing ? In resolving the
first issue, wve show that under mild and generally prevalent conditions, more
information assessed regarding the relative importance of the objectives or
attributes tends to redutce the number of candidates for the most preferred
alternative. WVith respect to thle resolution of the second issue, we present

an aplroxiniation that is substanitially miore (-onmputationaliv attractive than
an inpor-tant method for determining tile second-order stochastic dominance-:--
relation andI associated preferences amiong the alternatives. These r-esulIts. -
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we feel, significantly enhance the potential computational efficiency and
effectiveness, and hence acceptability, of interactive multicriterion decision
aiding approaches.

2. Introduction

Many decision situations can be characterized as choice problems that
involve selection of a preferred alternative, or sometimes selection of the N
most preferred alternatives, from among a finite number of alternatives in a
single decision node multiple-outcome model of decision making under risk.
Crawford et at. (1978), Keefer (1978) and Pliskin et al. (1980) are among those .. ..
who have considered applications of a decision situation model of this type.

Our research considers the following general approach for aiding single-
stage finite-alternative multicriteria decision-making under risk. We assume
that the structure of the problem has been identified, and that probabilities
and value scores for each objective criterion or attribute have been assessed.
However, attribute aggregation information, in the form of attribute weights,
has not been assessed. We assume that the assessment of weights to enable
attribute aggregation information, the central focus of this paper, is carried
out in a three-step iterative procedure.

(1) We use various algorithmic procedures to partially order the alternatives
into a dominance structure on the basis of currently available aggrega-
tion information.

(2) If this partial order provides enough information so that an alternative
can be selected completely without more specific alternative ranking
information, then stop.

(3) If complete selection cannot be made, then assess further objectives
aggregation information and return to Step 1.

We envisage three forms of decision rules to enable judgement here. In a
holistic rule, the whole is disaggregated into its parts, values for the parts
are determined and aggregated to form a single-scale value measure. In
heuristic elimination, alternatives perceived as unacceptable are eliminated
by use of various conjunctive or disjunctive scanning approaches, etc. In
wholistic judgement, alternative selection is made on the basis of reasoning
by analogy, intuitive affect, or other forms of judgement that consider the
whole of a situation without disaggregating criteria associated with outcomes
into various criteria. See Sage (1981) for a discussion of various decision
rules associated with these three judgement types.

Three basic dominance procedures for ordering alternatives into a dominance
structure are considered here.

(1) Expected value score dominance (EVSD).
(2) First order stochastic dominance (FOSD). . .

(3) Second order stochastic dominance (SOSD).

We remark that utilization of the iterative approach for decision aiding" '
suggested here allows the decision-maker (D31), rather than a paradigm, to . .
determine the mix of holistic judgement or heuristic elimination (Step 2), and

S.
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assessment of objectives aggregation information (Step 3). Support to the
claim that this iterative procedure enhances the flexibility and the behavioural
acceptability of decision support systems (DSS) can be found in White and
Sage (1980) and White et al. (1982). Single-stage alternative selection under
certainty is discussed in White and Sage (1980). The design, implementation
and partial evaluation of a microprocessor-based DSS based on a single-pass ..
version of the above iterative procedure is reported in White et al. (1982).
The intent of the DSS discussed by White et al. is to provide a physician with
a set of non-dominated diagnostic tests, determined on the basis of cost and
expected information flow, in order to aid in the diagnosis of a common
medical complaint. The set of non-dominated diagnostic tests usually con-
tains no more than four tests from an alternative set containing fourteen .
tests. Physicists who have used the DSS have found that such a small
initial non-dominated set usually represents sufficient support for alternative
selection, which in part justifies the restriction of the above iterative procedure
to a single pass in this decision-making environment. An evaluation of the
aid's capability has indicated that its use has a significant beneficial impact
on the cost and the frequency of major diagnostic errors. Perhaps more -•
interestingly, an evaluation of the aid's acceptability in an operational (i.e.
clinical) environment has indicated a promising level of user acceptability,
relative to the level of user acceptability usually experienced by other DSSs
(Adelman et al. 1981, Sage and White 1980).

We assume that the objectives aggregation information assessed represents -

a global description of the amount of influence that two or more lower (not -0

necessarily lowest) level objectives have on a higher (not necessarily highest.)
level objective. In contrast, a complete scalar multiattribute utility assess- -

ment represents a global description of the amount of influence that all lowest
objectives have on the highest level objective (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976).
Several iterations of the aforementioned three-step procedure may therefore -

be required in order to specify fully the DMs utility function. The suggested .
procedure does not, however, necessarily require a complete specification of
the utility function to enable evaluation and prioritization of the alternatives.
This may reduce the time and stress associated with complete preference
information assessment, sometimes considerably. If desired, the approach
may be continued so that ultimately, a completely specified scalar multi-
attribute utility function is obtained such that the dominance structure is .p
that of totally ordered alternatives.

A similarity exists between this decision support (evaluation) approach
and various interactive multiple-objective optimization approaches (e.g. ",.
Geoffrion et al. 1972. Hwang et al. 1980, Oppenheimer 1979., Musselman and
Talavage 1980, Zionts and Wallenius 1976) in that both interactively and
iteratively attempt to eliminate clearly inferior alternatives from further -*
consideration. However, our lroblem definition (liffers fundamentallv from
the problem formulations on which the interactive multiple-objective optimiza- " '
tion procedures are based. Most of the multiple-objective optimization .,. -

formulations, such as those cited. are deterministic and assume a non- . .

denumerable set of alternatives and structural conditions which allow for
the direct application of various mathematical programming procedures. _ S
Furthermore. the interactive nultiple-ohjective optimization procedures are "

L - ', °..
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fundamentally impact assessment and optimization procedures which most
appropriately refine parameters within a system, rather than evaluate and
prioritize different policy alternatives. Within the systems engineering
framework (Sage 1982), these are analysis and optimization procedures,
whereas we present an evaluation and interpretation procedure for decihon
support.

Two important issues may be posed as questions. These naturally arise
from our approach to decision aiding. Their resolution is the primary con-
cern of this paper. The two questions are as follows. )

(1) Under what conditions will additional objectives or criteria aggregation
information imply a reduction in the number of alternatives requiring -

holistic or heuristic judgement.
(2) Can the various algorithmic tasks associated with this approach be

carried out in times compatible with interactive computing

This first issue arises from our perception that most DMs will expect that
more effort devoted to the assessment of objectives aggregation information - , .

will reduce the effort required for holistic judgement or heuristic elimination
by reducing the number of alternatives that are candidates for the most
preferred alternative, and conversely. In fact, this expectation may not
always be realized. We provide conditions in this paper which guarantee
that additional objectives aggregation information implies increased alternative
discrimination specificity.. "

The second issue has become of concern due to the fact that the SOSD
relation often requires significant computational effort. In order to reduce
this effort, we take advantage of the facts that the FOSD relation is a lower
bound on the SOSD relation and that there is a computationally attractive
upper bound on the SOSD relation. We call this upper bound the strong
SOSD relation (SSOSD). All of these relations are transitive.

This paper is organized as follows. Several preliminary definitions and
remarks are presented in the next section. The EVSD, FOSD, SOSD and
SSOSD relations are defined in §§ 3-6. In §§ 3- 5 we present conditions
which guarantee that additional objectives aggregation information implies
increased alternative discrimination specificity. These results resolve the
first issue, at least partially. In § 6, procedures are developed for reducing
the computational effort associated with the SOSD relation, thus at least
partially resolving the second issue concerning computational attractiveness.

3. Preliminary definitions and remarks

p Ve assume that the DM can select for implementation any one of Ppredletermined alternatives from the finite alternative set 11 =17T .. .... r" }'" "

Implementation of an alternative will result in the occurrence of any one of
M1 possible out(omcs. There arc N objectives associated with each out'otme..
Let r,,- be the alternative independent. pre(detcr|iite(d r-rum scor' of th le in t h
outcome with respect to the Pith objective. The real nunmber r,,"1 is isotone
(monotonically non-ilecreasin|,-) in pilere|,e with respect to the untlh objec-
tive; that is. ouitcome tit' is (weaklv) p eferred to outconte i with respect
to objective n. if and onlY if We,,"'> r,,". \' define the vahle score vector.

"°I 4o'
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associated with the ?nth outcoe ...... .. and let V= {vm, m
1, ... , M) be the collection o/ all -a'zue score vectors. The probability that
outcome mn will result if alternative irP is selected is the scalar 70v(vm). We
note that 771 is equivalently considered to be a probability mass vector having
nith scalar component 7fP(vm) ; i.e. 7rP=" -Jr(V"n),n,- We remark that -

- alternative dependent value scores can be considlered in this framework by
properly expanding the outcome set and appropriately redefining the outcome
probabilities. .

Each of the four relations. EVSD. SD, SOSD and rit)o , will be -

alescribed as a subset, say R, of ordlered pairs H x 11. The relation (7r', 7=)E.?

.will be given the interpretation that alternative r' is (weakly) preferredl to
alternative 7r (with respect to R). The set R of ordered pairs represents aS
valuable aid in selecting an alternative. The non-dominated set of R is
guaranteed to contain the most preferred alternative. (Alternative ha11 is

said to be dlominated if there is a 7r'E=l such that ( ', ?\Ve and (t, ,T)-R.
The set of all alternatives in H that are not dominated is called the non-
dominated set of R.) Hence, search for the most preferred alternative can
be confined to the non-dominated set. (However, the second most preferred
alternative may not be in the non-dominated set. This may cause concern
if the objective of decision aiing is to select, the K most preferred alternaties
(White ansl Sage 1980).) More specifically, if there is a (''E ,r such that
(ir'. i)enR for all iel, then r' is an optimal alternative. Additionally, if
(7r, iv)R for all ir except for the case whered e=r' then t' is the unique
optimal alternative. p

Throughout. the function IR tNbtRL will represent the objective or
attribute aggregation function, a functional representation of the ls prefer-
ences. regarding value score aggregation. For example, we might let L=
N - 2 >_ 1, /1 (v) = v1(l = 1, ... , N - 3), IN- 2 (VN- 2, VX..I, v.N) represent the value
score for the aggregated attribute 'operating expenses', where Vnc 2 , V"

all cV represent the value scores of the three attributes ' fuel expenses
scheduled maintenance expenses f andl unscheduled maintenance expenses

that. taken together. comprise the higher order attribute operating expenses
III thle next three sections, we will examine the impact of objectives aggre-

i gation functions on the EVSD. FOSD and SOSD relations. Specifically, let
Rand R be any one of these three relations o ill before and after an objectives 

aggregation ree ctW ould g n erally hope and expect that RI P.

This is equiv.aln to althe statement that objectives aggregation has provided
at least as much alternative tiscrimination specificity as there existed- before
the aggregation. However. R? s; f? does niot guarantee that the non-dominated

I. .set in HI associate with a? is smaller than that associated with R. Examples
of a non-dominated set becoming larger following tle elimtination of a n
attribute are eas to construct but are sormewhat pat 'logical in practi "e.

Inl applications, nonl-dominlated sets tend to "rowv smaller as mote peerence
informat ion is assessed. Thus, from at practical pe'rspect ive. 1t' PEsslti l
stl)orts tesol(tiant of tile first issule addtressedl inl this palnet. Om. itv'it.

L." t e ne. in the fol ns wing three sect i ns is to det ef ine what cn ditions -
lngpv that I? it- for the E'VSD. FOSD and S()SD relations.

ag. h a e t .
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4. Expected-value score dominance

Let Be be the subset of ordered pairs in H x H defined as followvs (7T, 71)c-R,
if and only if the vector relation

is satisfied. (Note that
J1

where vn 2r(v '
m) is the X-vector having nth scalar element v m lr(vM).) We

refer to Re as the expected-value score relation on H, a relation which is -

clearly transitive. (The relation R is transitive if and only if (7r", 7')GR and
(7r', 7)eR imply (17", 7r)ER.) Note that (r', 7r)eRe if and only if the expected-
value score associated with alternative 7r' is at least as great as the expected-
value score associated with alternative 7r for every objective. Thus if the "
value score vector represents Von Neuman Morgenstern utility, then we
are calculating expected (vector) utility. Our interest in Re is due to the .
fact that it represents the basis for several operational decision aids (Kelly
1978). Let -Re be the expected-value score relation after an objectives
aggregation that is, let Re be such that (77', 7T)cR, if and only if

f (V)7r'(v)>> / (v),,(v) :::t

The following result presents the relationship between R e and Re.

Proposition 1
If either
(a) / is affine (linear on V plus a constant) and isotone, or 1 "

(b) M=2 and / is isotone,

then R, q; R,
Under the additional assumption that f is strictly isotone, a straight-

forward argument shows that the aggregation will not cause the non-dominated
set to increase. Linear objectives aggregation represents a very common
aggregation procedure for operational decision aids (Kelly 1978), and is the
ultimate result of continuing the process of obtaining greater attribute aggre-
gation at each' iteration.

Proof "
(a) Assume (7', ,r)ER,. By the isotonicity of .

M[,. i'(v) > IE',.XV(V)

That f is affine thenl implies (7r', )7/1f ,,, .
(b) Note that for tie case where .11 2

,'. y. ',,'(V') > E 1'7r(t') ?.-.

is equivalent to

r17'v)- s(r 1)I) r2[77'(tv') - 7r(0 1 ) -

,,7
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Assume ir'(vl ) - 7r(v1 ) > 0, which implies v1 > v2 from the foregoing inequality.
Note that vI > V2 implies /(vl) >j(v 2 ), which in turn implies

(Vl)[ ['(Vl) - n(vl)] > I(v2)7r'(v1) - n(v )]

which is equivalent to the desired result. The 7r'(v
1) - 7r(v 1 ) =0 case is trivial; -

- the 7r'(vl) -ir(vl) < 0 case proceeds as above. l 0

We now present a counter-example to the possibility intuitive claim that,
in general, Re Re.

Example I
We consider a specific two-alternative three-outcome case where there are

two attributes corresponding to each outcome. Let

if(vl) = 02, &(V
2

) = 02, 3T'(V
3

) =.06

,(vl)= 0 3, 7r(v
2 )= 0 3, 7'(v

3 )= 0 4

We see that

Sv ' ( v ) = 0 6 5]
-. . .0.65]

"" V0 V 0 601
[ O.6Oj 

' . : .

m Thus (7r', i)ieR,; that is, alternative 7r' dominates 7r with respect to the P
EVSD relation. This means we can expect that 7r' is preferred to 7r no matter
what the relative weights of the two attributes.

Consider the case where the aggregation function is the multilinear case
j(vi)=kv 1i+k.v2i+(-k-k)vliv0

i for i=1, 2 or 3. A multilinear utility
function is a necessary condition for mutual utility independence ; see Keeney
and Raiffa (1976) for details. Note that (vl)=k2, (v)=k, and /(v 3

)= ]

3(k, +k3) 16 + 9/16. It follows that the expected values of the two alternatives
are

.f ( v ) 7 '( v ) = (% k + + k 2) + " ....
'eV

*E 1., ( ) r ( r ) 3 (k , + k , ) +

()hserve that if (kI +k 2) < 915. then (ir'. if) ,. however. when (k, +k..) > 1)/5.-
(r. ,) ,. Thus when the sum k, +k., exceeds ! 5. objectives aggregation"
using, the nitultilinear utility function does not i ph that R,. c , I, For the

£2 particular case where the multilinear function is linear, we have k, +k.= I
and (7T', 7r)CJ1R,.

Or%

.:,",,-: 
.-:.
1.....

1:::
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Example 2

We now present a simple numerical example which illustrates the deter-
mination of R, and R. Assume there are five possible outcomes, four
lowest level attributes initially under consideration, and six available alter- .
natives, i.e. M 5, N = 4, P 6. Table 1 presents assumed data, and the
expected value scores are listed in Table 2 (a). On the basis of the informa-
tion contained in Table 2 (a), Re={(l, 3), (2, 3), (4, 3)} and the expected-
value dominance digraph for the six alternatives is given by Fig. I.

Assume 1(v) = Av. where the first three attributes are aggregated together
into a single attribute according to

0 0 1]

Table 3 presents the value scores resulting from aggregating the value scores
of Table I (a) and these weights. Here. the aggregation function is isotone .

Outcome number, i .
1 2 3 4 5

[ 1 1 05 0.5 0 05

(a) Attribute "
number. n 3 " "-: '"

3 03 0. 0 0.3 3

4 41.5 0.5 0.5 4) 1

I 06 1 02 0.1 0.0 -

2 0-7 04'0 0.1 0-2 04().

(b) Alternative 3 03 O" 00 04 02..
number, p 4 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.5

5- 0.1 0.1 0o. 0 . 07 1 0.

6 0,0 0.1 0-l 0.4 0.8

Table I. Data for Example 2. (a) Value scores v,,"' for each outcome. ..
(b) Probabilities for each alternative, vf"(r"').

Figure I. Expected-value dominanc'e digraplh for alternative before agiret.ation.

. .- , ..
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Alternative numbers

1 2 3 4 5 6

J 1 0-75 075 045 0-60 0.50 0.50

(a) Attribute 2 0.60 070 0-30 0-30 0.10 0

number 3 041 0-31 0.18 0-34 027 0-37

1 4 0-45 0-40 0-40 0-70 0-80 0.90

(b) Attribute 1-3 0463 0-393 0-219 0362 0276 0346
number 4 0-450 0-400 0-400 0-700 0-800 0-900

Table 2. Expected-value scores for Example (2): (a) before the aggregation, and

(b) after the aggregation.

Outcome number. m

1 2 3 4 5

Attribute 5 1-3 044 029 0.85 0 029

number 4 0-5 0-5 0-5 0 1

Table 3. Value scores v. 11 for each outcome.

7r, 7r45S

" -Figure 2. Expected-value dominance digraph for alternatives after aggregation.

and linear and the trade-off -weights for the three attributes I, 2 and :3 or -I,
-'- . and 0-S. respectively. Table 2 (b) gives the expecte(l-value scores after
the agregation. indicating that 1? = {(I ) (2, 3), (4.3), (6, 5), 5, 3)}. Note
that the aggregation has produced a non-dominated set, the set 1I, 4. 61.

r. which is strictlv smaller than the non-dominated set before the aggregation.
4, , 4. 5. 61. Figure 2 indicates the expected-value (iomilaee digraph foi,

the six alternatives after aggregation.
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5. First-order stochastic dominance . ,

Let R, be the subset of ordered pairs in H x H defined as follows: (7r', 7r)ER1 .
if and only E(u, 7r') > E(u, ir) for all ueU, where U, is the set of all real-valued
functions on V that are isotone and where

E(u, ir)= Y u(v)r(v)
"e V

Thus, E(u, 7r) is the expected utility vector associated with utility function u
and probability mass function 7r. We refer to R1 as the first-order stochastic
dominance (FOSD) relation on f, a relation that is both transitive and anti-
symmetric (Fishburn and Vickson 1978). An equivalent and more opera-
tionally useful definition of R1 is as follows (Lehmann 1955) : (7r', 77)ER, if

and only if 7r'(K) > ir(K) for all KeY = {K E V : if veK, v'E V and v'> v, then
v'EK} where i(K) (

.1' is the (finite) collection of all the so-called increasing sets in 1'.

Let 71 = {K g V : if vK, v'e V and f(v') > 1(v), then v'eK}, the collection
of increasing sets after an objectives aggregation. Define R, exactly as R,

was defined, except replace _t- with J". We now present our main result
involving objectives aggregation for FOSD.

Proposition 2

If / is isotone. then R1 c- RI .

Prool

A simple argument demonstrates that X 5;X# which implies R,1  . .
directly from the definition. .

We now illustrate Proposition 2 with the following example.

Example 3

Consider the problem presented in Example 2. The data presented in
Table 1 (a) generate the dominance digraph of outcome state elements in V
in Fig. 4. The increasing sets in X' associated with this digraph which are
of interest are: {1}, {3}, {5}, {11,3, , 5 , {3,5}, {1, 3, 5} and {1, 2, 3, 5}.
We delete consideration of {l, 2, 3. 4, 5})r and OcV since 7T({l, 2, 3, 4, 5})= 1.0
and 7r()-00 for all ITEH.

We do not need the cardinal values given in Table I (a) to generate the
increasing sets shown here. Any ordinal preference relations that imply the

Figure 3. First-order stochastic dominanie digraph for alternatives before attribute
aggregat ion.

S. - • --. *%
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Vi V5

Figure 4. Domination digraph of Example 3 for the v.,lue scores associated withTable 1.

Increasing Alternative
subset 1 2 3 4 5 6

{1} 0-6 0-7 0-3 0.3 0-1 0.0 .
{3) 0-2 0.1 0.0 0-1 0.0 01 -

(5) 0.0 0.0 0-2 0.5 0-7 0.8
{1,3} 0-8 0.8 0-3 0-4 0.1 0-1
11,5) 0.6 0-7 0.5 0-8 0.8 0.8 "
f3, 5) 0-2 0.1 0.2 0.6 0-7 0.9

(1,3,5) 0"8 0"8 0"5 0"9 0"8 0"9
(1,2,3,5) 0-9 0.8 0.6 0.9 0.9 1.0-

i-? ~(a) -'':

{3) 0-2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0-1
{5} 0.0 0.0 0-2 0.5 0-7 0-8

{ {3, 5) 0-2 0.1 0-2 0.5 0-7 0.8
(1, 3) 0-8 0-8 0-3 0-4 0.1 0.1

(1, 3, 5) 0-8 0-8 0.5 0.9 0-8 0-9
(1, 2, 3, 5) 0-9 0.8 0-6 0.9 0.9 0.0

(b)

Table 4. Probabilities of the increasing sets for each alternative, i.e. P(vEKI r)
for each Ke,% " and -IEH: (a) before and (b) after the value score aggregation ....

in Example 3.

outcome state domination digraph of Fig. I will suffice. We do use these .
values for aggregation later in this example, however.

The probabilities associated with each of the above sets for each alternative
are displayed in Table 4 (a). We note that the only alternative pair (7r/, 7nj) ,-

for which iri(K) >- (K) for all Ke.fY' is the pair i = 4, j = 3. Thus. it follows -'-

that R, ={(4, 3)', and hence for this example R, c-R,. Figure 3 illustrates
the FOSI) relation among alternatives before an attribute tradeoff. There P
will generally be 'less dominance 'associated with FOSD than i-'VSI).

. ,P :
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As in Example 2, let / be linear and assume the value scores for attributes
1, 2 and 3 are traded-off with weights 0.1, 0.1 and 0.8, respectively. Again,
this results in the value score matrix given in Table 3. The resulting domin-
ance digraph of output state elements in V is given in Fig. 5. This digraph " -

has the following increasing sets of interest: {3}, {5}, (3, 5}, {1, 3}, {1, 3, 5}
and {1, 2, 3, 5}. Notice that the total number of increasing sets has been
reduced by the aggregation. Table 4 (b) presents the probabilities associated
with these increasing sets. It then follows that R1 = ((1, 2), (4, 3), (6, 5)},
which provides more preference information with respect to the alternatives
than does R,. Again we see that there is less preference information given - -

by FOSD than by EVSD. Thus R1 c Re. Figure 6 shows the FOSD digraph
for the six alternatives of this example.

V3 V
5

V1

Figure 5. Output state value domination digraph for the value scores associated
with Table 3 after the value score aggregation for Example 3.

© ©o-.

Figure 6. First-order stochastic dominance of alternatives after attribute aggregation.

It is of interest to give conditions that relate the two orders R, and R1.
Let the function K : 1'--{0, 1} be such that IK(V)= 1 if veK and IK(V)=0
if r0K. Let 1 = {'K)J,} . Thus, I(v) is a y-vector, if Y contains y subsets
of V', which identifies the increasing sets containing v. It is easy to demon-
strate that (7r'. 7r)eR, is equivalent to

-:,.l(v)7r(v) > ),.l(V)7r(v). .;

It is now straightforward to show that the following results hold.

Proposition 3 "i ""

(,a) Assume there is an isotone. affine function a such that 3j/(r)J =r for
all rcl'. Then R, R .

(b) Assume there is an isotone, affine function such that fl(v)= I(r) for
all I' . Then IR,c-RI,.

We now illustrate Proposition :1 with the following example.

-2'

. .° -. •. ,
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Example 4
Consider the data presented in Tables I (a) and 4 (a). With reference to

Table 4 (a), note that 1(v 1 ) =col (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 11, in that letl}, 10{3),
1$1.5), Ie{I, 3), and so forth. The collection of column vectors 1](0'),
I(v1)} is then

1 0 0) 0 0

00 10 0

0 0 0 0 1

(1 0 1 0 0

1 0 4 ) 0 1

In order to illustrate Proposition 3 (a). we seek an isotone. affine function Oe
such that

t v1 .  V5] OC[I(V'). I(r-)]

where, from Table I (a)

1 0-5 0-5 0 051

0-303 1 0 0-3

0-505 0-5 0 1 j
Xote that since v'=aIl(v), a is required to be linear. i.e. at is a 4 x 8 matrix.
We can now omit V4 and J(V4) irom further consideration. Standard algebraic
procedlures show that

j0-5 0 0) 0 0) 0 0 0-5

1I 0 0 0 0 4 0 0

0 074 4) 0 0 0 0-3

[.0 )0 (.; 04 44 4) 4) 0*5-

is such that a[I(r) 1 = v for al~l re V'. We remark that ae is not tini 1 ue and that
other ac can he found which are linear and satisfY xjJ1(r)JI=r buh~t are not
isotone. ('learly a is isotone. and hence from Proposition 3 (a). R, C- R, _
which is verified hv the results in PExamples 2 and :3. Since the aggregation
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function used was linear in both Examples 2 and 3, it is straightforward to
show that R, !e, using Proposition 3 (a) and the same a as above.

Straightforward algebraic manipulation shows that there exists a unique
8 x 4 matrix P such that Pv --- (v) for all vE V, where

0 1/10 0 0

-3/35 3/70 1/7 0

-115 1/10 0 115

-3/35 1/7 1/7 0

-1/5 1/5 0 1/5

-2/7 1/7 1/7 1/5

-2/7 17/70 1/7 1/5

1/5 -1/10 0 0

Note, however, that P is not isotone and thus it does not necessarily follow
from Proposition 3 (b) that R, _R1. In fact, we observe from Examples 2
and 3 that R, g R, does not hold.

In concluding this section, we present two facts that have potential
computational impact for determining R,. Let -Y' = {Ke.: Kee.} . ...
it',=.Xc, where X'1 c is the complement of -Y,. It is interesting to note
that 7r'(K)=nr(K) for all KEJf 1 if and only if (7r', 7r)c-R1. This fact suggests
that in trying to determine whether or not (r', ir)ER a simple initial check
would be to see if 7r'(K) =ir(K) for all KE9 1 . We observe that only half of
the Y,~ sets need to be checked since 7r'(K)=i'(K) iff 7r'(K") = (Ke), thus
reducing the computational burden of checking all of the sets in X,. It
can easily be shown that if all elements in the outcome set are non-dominated,
i.e. 9#. =.f 1 , then all elements in !l are non-dominated ; thus, if all elements -. 1

in the outcome set are non-dominated, it is unnecessary to determine the
relaticn on the alternative set.

6. Second-order stochastic dominance

Let R 2 be the subset of ordered pairs in l1 x 1H1 defined as follows (7r', 7r)R,
if and only if E(u, ir') >_ E(u, ir) for all uEL,,, where '2 is the set of all real-
valued functions on I' that are both isotone and concave. We refer to R.,
as the second-order stochastic dominance (SOS[)) relation on 11. The con-
cavity of a utility function is the functional representation of global risk
aversion. describing the preference structure of a (lecision-niaker who will
never invest in an actuarially fair prospect.

Fishburn and Vickson (1978) have presented a slightly less general version - "
of the following necessary and sufficient conditions for (r'. 7r)eJR., (7r'. ')EJI?

• • . •.... . . . .-.... .
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if and only if there exists a feasible solution to the following set of linear
equalities and inequalities

i') i)dij 0 for all i, j 1, .... 1]

. . (ii) d~ 1 for all i 1, ... ,M
j-1

such that 7r'(vi) 9 0
M

(n(Vj) 7' (vi)dij for all j = 1,
i-l

(iv) d < for all i= 1. A
jf nj <

such that 7r'(vi)60 and all n = 1, ... , N, where v, is the nth scalar
entry of vie V ; i.e. vj = {Vlj, ..., vNi}.

Interpretations of the solution {di,} to the ahove can be found in Fishburn
and Vickson (1978). To proceed, it is desirable to determine conditions under
which R2 g R2 We define R 2 as R, was defined, except replace U., with U2,
where

U1 = {u : u is isotone on f(R-v)}

U, {UEU = : u is concave on /(Rv)} . ,-

We now present the conditions on w which insure R. s; R,

Proposition 4

If we assume that objectives aggregation function / satisfies the following
K conditions

- (1) Mlvi)= v,,jb., whereb,,,>0 o-

for all n = X ,Nand = L....L

(2) if vi $ vi, then /(vi) # (vJ)

o-'

"" ~~then R 29A.2-"-':

" ., , l( i) l,(v)
- . ~j=l -'I"

for all i =. 1! such that 77'(v') 0 and all I . L. Condition (2)
implies that the number of ri such that 7r'(v) # does not changte after the
aggregation is performed. Condition (I) can be use(l to show easily that (IV)
implies the above inequality.
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We remark that R, is both transitive and antisymmetric and that R, cz R,
(Fishburn and Vickson 1978). The following example illustrates the latter
fact and Proposition 4.

Example 5
Again consider the problem presented in Example 2, using second-order

stochastic dominance as the method of generating a partial order on 1. It
follows from application of the results of conditions (i) to (iv) that R,2=
{(I, 3), (4,3)) and R2=(1, 2), (2, 3), (4, 3), (6, 5), (5, 3)}1. Note that by tran-
sitivity (1, 3) and (6, 3) are members of R,2 Note also that it is only coin-
cidental that R. = R,. We observe that the assumption of risk aversion
has caused the relationship R, E- R, to be strict both before the aggregation
and after the aggregation. Figure 7 illustrates the second-order stochastic
dominance before and after the aggregation of the first three attributes, with
weights (0-1. 0-1. 0-8) into a single attribute.

7771 774(7.

a) BEFORE ATTRIBUTE AGGREGATION

b) AFTER ATTRIBUTE AGGREGATION

Figure 7. Second-order stochastic digraphs of alternatives for Example 5.-

7. Strong second-order stochastic dominance
We observe that dletermining R. requires formulating and dectermining the

feasibility of P( J)- ) linear p~rogramus. each having up to .1(.11+.V +2)
(decision variables (231 of which a re artificial variables) and up to .1(N + 2)
sidle contstraints. Of course, these comiputationail req1uiremlents iuiaY be
dlecreasedl if the transitivity of I?.,. andl 'or the fact that It, g R., are efficient ly
utilizedl. Our experience indicates, however, that for even modestly' sized
p~rolems where card (RI~ ,card (11 x 11) is 'ehLtivelv small11 (Whicll is co0mmon01).
(determination of R2 often generates computer times that are ilnacceptalY
largze for interactive romjputing. ((Card .1 is the cardinlalitv of thle set A1

* . . - .
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i.e. the number of elements in the set A if A is finite.) For such cases, it
would be useful to have an easily computed upper bound on R2. We now
investigate one such upper bound.

Let Rs n be the subset of ordered pairs in H x 1H defined as follows:
(ir', 7r)eR31 if and only if E(u, irT') > E(u, r) for all ueUS, where Usn is the
set of all real-valued functions on Vn= {vnm, m = 1, ... , M} that are both
isotone and concave. Thus Rs n is equivalent to R 2 when only the nth
objective is under consideration, and hence R2 _ R s n for all n 1 ... , N. Let

X

- Rs=n Rsn

and call Rs the strong second-order stochastic dominance (SSOSD) relation.
Since each Rs n is transitive and antisymmetric for all n, then so is R s .
Clearly, R2 g Rs . We remark that determining whether or not (7r', 7r)eR s
is equivalent to at most N separate checks for univariate second-order
stochastic dominance, for which there exists a computationally simple pro-
cedure (cf. § 2.14 in Fishburn and Vickson (1978)). We describe this
procedure as follows. Assume for notational convenience that for objective

n, m'> m implies v1
"m' > v.- ; i.e. with respect to objective n, outcome in + I

is a least as preferred as outcome m, for m= 1 1- 1. Then (7r'. 7r)ER""
if and only if,vi (Vi I-[ i[ i. -

:. . i=l j=l Ii =-..

for all 1=1 ... M. - 1.
We also note that under certain independence conditions (presented, for

example, in Theorem 2.11 of Fishburn and Vickson (1978)), 11=R s . We
IL now present an example illustrating the computational usefulness of Rs.

Example 6

We again consider the problem presented in Example 2. Recall that
R, {(4, 3)}. Calculations based on procedures suggested in § 2.14 of Fishburn
and Vickson (1978) show that R,=f{(1, 3), (2, 3), (4,3)}. Thus it is only
necessary to check the pairs (1, 3) and (2, 3) in order to determine R2. Solu- - -

tion of the two associated linear programs indicates that (I, 3)eR 2 and
(2, 3)eR,, and hence R 2 =RU(l, 3)={(1, 3), (4, 3)}, which is. of course, in
agreement with the results of Example 5.

t-. Calculations show that R = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (4, 3), (6, 5), (5, 3)}. Recalling
that R,1 = (1, 2). (4, 3), (6, 5)}, the only pairs that require examination are
(2. 2), (5,3). The pairs (1, 3) and (6, 3) are members of R,. by transitivity.
We observe that if (2. 3)eI?. and (6. 3)eI?.. then it is not necessary to check
if (1, 3)e/I, and (5, 3)e110. rcsl)ectively , because of the transitivity of 11,.
Solution of the associated linear programs shows that (I, 3) and (6, 3) arc
members of R. \Ve have therefore determined that R.,= s y formulatin,•
and solving only two linear programs. Dominance digraphs for the S)SlI)
relation are presented in Fig. 7.

-,.%
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8. Conclusions

We have addressed two important issues that arise in the application of
stochastic dominance concepts to interactive decision support with a single-
stage finite-alternative multicriteria decision-under-risk model. The key
characteristics of this approach are that the DM, rather than the paradigm,
is allowed to select iteratively and interactively a mix of wholistic judgement,
heuristic elimination, and holistic evaluation of partial preference information
to enable aggregation of some but not necessarily all criteria or attributes.
Conditions on the attribute aggregation function were given which guarantee
that preference information supplied by the DM in the form of attribute-
value score aggregations is transmitted to the relation on the alternative set - -
in the form of a stronger partial order for three important relations : expected-
value stochastic dominance, first-order stochastic dominance, and second-order
stochastic dominance. A fourth relation was introduced to reduce the compu-
tational burden that is often associated with the determination of the second-
order stochastic dominance relation.

With respect to the interactive decision support approach outlined in the .
Introduction, the behavioural impacts of the results obtained here are as
follows.

(1) Under weak conditions, more effort devoted by the DM to the assess-
ment of objectives aggregation information will result in a reduction
of effort by the DM required to obtain a rational dominance structure
of alternative prioritization that is suitable for wholistic judgement.

(2) There is a computationallv attractive upper bound on the SOSD
relation which enhances our ability to obtain approximate and useful
SOSD results in a timely manner that is consistent with interactive
decision support.

It is of interest to observe that the expected-value score relation and the
stochastic dominance relations differ fundamentally in their interpretation
of a complete-value score aggregation, i.e. for the case where the aggregation
function /: R-Rl (the L= I case). In this case, Re is a linear order and
R, and R., may only be partial orders. R, essentially treats 1(v) as a utility
function, i.e. ?u(x)=/[v(x)J, whereas R1 and R,3 assume there exists a still
unassessed function U which, when composed with 1(v), produces the desired
utility function, i.e. u(x)=U[v(x)]]. A discussion of the usefulness of
assuming the existence of such a function U. especially for modelling risk. 7

can be found in Bodily (1980).
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A KNOWLEDGE BASED INTERACTIVE. PROCEDURE FOR PLANNING AND5DECISION SUPPORT UNDER UNCERTAINTY AND PARAMETER IMPRECISION
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Abstract activities as deemed appropriate for the task at
hand 11,21. Especially when there are a large number

We summarize key features of an interactive plan- of alternative courses of action under consideration. .'

* ning and decision support process for multiple criteria the decision process will typically involve mixed
alternative selection situations. Probabilities, scanning, where some noncompensatory rule is first used
utility scores for the lowest level attributes, and to eliminate grossly inappropriate alternatives. This 4

attribute tradeoff weights, i.e., the parameters, can is then followed by one or more compensatory informa-
be imprecisely described by set inclusion. Within a tion evaluation operations that results in a dominance
specified structural model of the decision situation, structure which enables final judgment and alternative
the process allows the decisionmaker to iteratively selection.
select the mix of parameter value precision and alter-
native ranking specificity. By selecting this mix, the The research discussed here is based upon the
decisionmaker is able to direct the alternative selec- hypothesis that people are able to evaluate alternative
tion process in an interactive manner, using alterna- plans and decisions efficiently and effectively, and
tive selection strategies based on behaviorally mean- with low stress, when there is a clear dominance pat-
ingful dominance search strategies. Emphasis is placed tern among alternatives that enables establishment of
on the motivation of the research and the behavioral sufficiently discriminatory priority structure. Our

* relevance of the support process. goal is to provide a knowledge based decision support

process that enhances the quality of the dominance
1. Introduction structure used for judgment and choice.

The process of choosing among multiattributed The next section will present a summary discussion
alternatives often involves an initial search for a of the features and structural constructs of our deci-
dominance structure and ultimate identification of a sion support system. The following section presents a
set of nondominated alternatives. By definition, a more detailed discussion of these structural constructs
nondominant alternative is one which is not worse than and introduces some of the modes in which the support

" any other alternative on any attribute and which is process can be used. Then we discuss some behavioral
better than each other alternative on at least one issues that relate to the conceptual design of ARIADNE.
attribute. In most decision situations, however, there The list of references contains citations to a number
is no single alternative that dominates all other of works which discuss the algorithmic content of the

1 alternatives, at least initially. In such decision decision support system.
situations, the decisionmaker typically "adjusts" the
structure of the decision situation, and parameter 2. Features of the Decision Support System
values within this structure, so as to identify a
dominance structure which contains a single nondominant We now investigate concepts for the design and
alternative. This search may involve rational activi- evaluation of an interactive knowledge based planning
ties, such as aggregation of attributes and compera- and decision support system which combines, or allows
tory tradeoffs through determination of judgmental combination of, several evaluation rules and contin-
weights. Alternately, it may involve various rules gency structures often used as a basis for evaluation,
which may be quite flawed. Examples of such rules are prioritization, judgment, and choice. We have de-
(i) lexicographic ordering, in which the best alter- veloped a knowledge based system to interactively aio
native on the most important attribute is selected, and planning and decision support processes through en-
(ii) sequential pairwise comparison of alternatives couragement of search for a dominance structure that is
using a preference relation that is a function of the behaviorally realistic and rational, from both . sub-
two alternatives being compared. In this latter case, stantive and procedural viewpoint. The suppcrt system .
nontransitive preferences may easily result due to the is called ARIADNE for Alternative Ranking !nteractive
fact that the contextual relation used to determine Aid based on DomiNance structural information Elicita-
preferences changes from binary comparison to binary tion. The support system enables use of various inte-

- comparison, grated forms of wholistic, heuristic, and holistic
reasoning in an aided search for dominance information

" A variety of holistic, heuristic. and wholistic among identified alternatives. We believe it to be
judgmental activities will typically he involved in the flexible enough to closely match diverse decision
search tor a dominance structure among the alterna- situations and environments in order to support varyin.-
tives. These take on various forms and mixtures of cognitive skills and decision styles, thereby enablin'.
formal knowledge based, rule based or skill based planners and decision makers to adapt its use to their

own cognitive skills. decision styles, and knowledge.

M..r efforts have concerned thoire making situa-
This research was supported by the Oftice of Naval tions under certainty and unde, risk. primarilv for the-
Research under Contract NOOOI4-RO-C-O342 single decision node case rthis tormulation allows
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consideration of a variety of imprecisely known param- itized, then bounds on attribute weights, consistent
eters such as: attribute tradeoff weights, outcome with the wholistic prioritization, may be determined by
state values on lowest level attributes, event outcome using a linear programming approach. Alternately, if
probabilities, and various combinations of these. weights are specified, then it is possible to determine
Parameter needs are determined from the structure of bounds on alternative scores on those attributes subor-
the decision situa tion, as elicited from the decision- dinate to the attribute at which prioritization was
maker during the formulation and analysis stens of the made through use of linear programming algorithms.
decision support process. We consider these frmula-
tion and analysis steps to be outside the scope of our As alternatives are identified and prioritized.
present software developments but recognize the essen- updates on these bounds are made available. The re-
tial need for them in a complete decision support sults obtained from using the inverse aiding feature ...
process. are, in many ways, comparable to those obtained from

the regression analysis based Social Judgement Theory
The decision situation structural model may repre- (8]. This approach provides weight identification

sent decisions under risk or under certainty. The only, with a "confidence" measurement concerning the
attribute tree representing the features of decision validity of weights, cardinal preferences are assumed.
outcome states may be structured and/or parameterizcd Results in the form of bounds on, or ranges of, weights
in a top-down or bottom-up fashion through use of are available with a very few alternative prioriti-
ARIADNE. A single level structure or a multiple level zations in the inverse aiding approach. The prior-

t.e hierarchical structure of attributes may be used with itizations needed may involve a mixture of cardinal and
the choice of these being at the discretion of the ordinal preferences. For a large number of prioriti-
decisionmaker. Multiple decision node situations may zations, the inverse aiding approach may become cum-
be approached through a goal directed decision struc- bersome computationally compared to the regression
turing approach in which the growth of the structure of based appr-ach, where additional information may be

alternative decisions and event outcomes is guided by easily proc .sed in a sequential fashion.
sensitivity-like computations obtained through use of
the ARIADNE algorithms (3-51. Combination of inverse and direct aiding to en-

hance decisionmaker specification of imprecise values,
Parameters are elicited from the decisionmaker in weights, and probabilities enhances the usefulness of

the form of equalities and inequality bounds. A var- ARIADNE since it allows for judgments and their expla-
iety of mathematical programming approaches and graph nation, using a combination of formal knowledge based
theory, have been used to generate interactive displays and skill based modes. This enhanced usefulness will
of preference digraphs. These mathematical programming also occur through encouragement to the decisionmaker

approaches are used to determine dominance structures to become more aware of relevant alternative courses of
for alternative prioritization that are based on para- action and to identify new alternatives on the basis of
meter information elicited from the decisionmaker. At feedback learning of the impacts of alternatives upon
present, only a linear programming approach will yield issues and objectives in a behaviorally relevant way
necessary and sufficient conditions for determination that, hopefully, encourages "double-loop learning" (9].
of a priority structure and computational times that
are consistent with interactive decision aiding. This 3. Structure of ARIADNE

- requires that we elicit structural parameter infor-
mation in a slightly restricted form which we denote A complete set of activities envisioned in using
the "behaviorally consistent information set" (BCIS). the single stage, or single decision node, version of
Often this BCIS will be in such a form that solution of ARIADNE involves the following set of activities.
the generally nonlinear programming problems associated
with determination of dominance structures can be Formulation of the Decision Situation

"* replaced by the solution of simple, computationally
amenable linear programs with bounded variables. The 1. Define the problem or issue that requires planning
major simplification associated with eliciting param- and decisionmaking by identification of its ele-
eter imprecision in a prespecified structural format, ments in terms of
however, is in the natural language dialogue needed to
establish a model of the decision situation. (a) Needs, and

The purpose of the graph theory algorithms is to (b) Constraints or bounds on the issue.
enable construction of a domination digraph, or dom-
inance structural model. This digraph is a pictorial 2. Identify a value system with which to evaluate
representation of the ordinal preferences as determined alternative courses of action, and identify oh-
from a dominance reachabili.y matrix. This matrix is jectives or attributes of the outcomes of possible
determined by the linear programming algorithms from decisions or alternative courses of action.
the decision situation structural model and parameters
elicited from the decisionmaker. These domination 3. Identify possible alternative courses of action,
digraphs encourage either selection of a preferred or option generation.
alternative, or further iteration using the aggregated

. preference information for feedback learning. Analysis of the Decision Situation

. An inverse aiding feature is currently being
incorporated into the decision support system 16,71. I. Determine outcome scenarios.

This feature allows the ,lecisionmaker to make whol-
istic, skill based prioritizations .imoni alternatives. 2. Identify decision structural model elements, that

* These prboritzatons may he arross some, or ai is those elements or factors from the conceptual
• formulation framework which appear pertinent for

identified aiternatives, at the top level of the hier- forulation rinora dhich ipatin tfrt
ar~hv of attributes or it some intermediate lovel. If mnCnrporatininto a decision situation structural
we eiirt numerical bouinds on the attribute scores for mode I

those attributes which are subordnate to and included
within the attribute at which alternatives are prioi-

S . . .. . . . . . . . .. ..- . . .



3. Structure decision model elements: step I of the Evaluation and Interpretation
(C). There exists many possibilities for

(a) Structure decision tree, obtaining greater alternative evaluation
specificity such as: - -

(b) Structure information acquisition and pro- 5
ceasing tree--which may be part of the basic (i) setting higher aspiration levels or
decision tree, and aspects,

(c) Structure attribute tree or objectives hier- (ii) moving up the attribute tree by deter-
archy. mination of a subset of attribute trade-

off weights,

4. Determine independence conditions among elements
of the attribute tree and decision alternatives. (iii) "tightening" bounds on attribute trade-

off weights,

5. Identify potential for the use of deficient infor-
mation processing heuristics and provide appro- (iv) "tightening" bounds on event outcome
priate debiasing procedures. probabilities, possibly through infor-

mation processing updates,
6. Determine impacts of, or outcomes thay may result

from, alternative courses of action. (v) "tightening bounds" on value or prefer-
ence functions.

7. Encode uncertainty elements in the form of event ,
outcome probabilities, or bounds on these, to the 5. If the decisionmaker has provided (partial) whol-
extent possible. istic preferences as part of the analysis effort,

use these with the inverse aiding feature of the
8. Identify risk aversion coefficients, if needed, to aid to determine bounds on attribute weights

the extent possible. implied by these preferences such as to provide

learning feedback to decisionmaker.
9. Identify preference or value functions, or bounds

on these functions, to the extent possible. 6. Conduct sensitivity analysis. Provide the deci- 0
sionmaker with an indication of how sensitive the

10. Identify attribute weights, or bounds on these optimal action alternative, or prioritization of
functions, to the extent possible. alternatives, is with respect to changes in values

and information about impacts.
11. Identify wholistic preferences among alternatives

to the extent that this is possible. 7. Evaluate validity and veracity of the approach.
Encourage judgment concerning whether the formu-

12. Identify possible disjunctive and conjuctive lation, analysis, and interpretation are sound. - .
aspects, or thresholds for attributes, of iden- If not, encourage appropriate modification to
tified alternative courses of action, structure and parameters associated with the

decision situation, including identification of
Evaluation and Interpretation of the Outcome of Alter- additional attributes and alternative courses of
native Courses of Action action. Then, iterate back to an appropriate step

and continue.
1. Identify a decision aiding protocol, or plan, for '.

evaluation and interpretation of the decision In our work to date, we assume that the details of _

situation. issue formulation and analysis are accomplished ex-
ternal to the interactive aid itself. There are a

2. Identify potential for use of deficient judgment variety of procedures for accomplishing these tasks.
heuristics. (101 Our research assumes that there exists an issue

formulation structure and that the impacts of alterna-
3. Use conjunctive and/or disjunctive scanning to tives are known. These are provided through various

eliminate very deficient alternatives and retain elicitation activities. We do not envision that the
alternatives meeting minimum acceptability cri- software we develop for interactive interpretation,
teria across attributes, including evaluation and prioritization, will generally

be suitable for use independent of a trained decision
4. Determine the maximum amount of domination infor- analyst. Whether software can be evolved to result in

mation possible: an appropriate "stand alone" aid is very dependent

upon the environment and other factors that constitute
(a) Display domination digraph. the contingency task structure for a specific situa-

tion. In situations which are repetitive and environ-
(b) Identify alternative courses of action which ments which are stable, such as in health care or

could not be among the N most preferred equipment fault diagnosis situations for example, it
alternatives. Normally these are deleted seems entirely possible to design useful "stand alone"
from further consideration. aids. In most strategic, and in many tactical situa-

tions there will not be a stable anderlying structure
(c) If the decisionmaker can select an alterna- that will easily allow this. The activities involved

tive for implementation by wholistic judR- in issue framing and the identification of a dorinance
m-nt, or prioritize the remaining alternative structure appropriate for decisionmaking are often very"
set through heuristic elimination, then go to situation dependent.
step 6 of Eiatlation and Interpretation.

There are a number of considerations that influ- -.-
*.1) If a choice carnot he made, then assess enre planning and decision support processes. The

foirther ,nformation about values of Impre- person using a decision support system should he aware
,iselv known parameters by iterating through of these considerations if best use of the aiding
steps h-1, of Analysis (B), them r.tirr. to process is to he obtained. Generally these considera-
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tions involve the operational environment and the The decisionmaker must provide the analyst, fol-
familiarity of the decisionmaker with the environment lowing behaviorally realistic elicitation procedures,
and task at hand. It is the interaction of these information regarding:
factors that influence: - -

(1) alternative scores on lowest level attri-

(1) behavioral characteristics of the decision- butes,
maker,

(2) tradeoff weights,

7 (2) interaction between decisionmaker and ana-
lyst, (3) probabilities, and

(3) choice of computer-based support for deci- (4) relative risk aversion coefficients
sionmaker analyst interaction

or appropriate ratios or bounds on these quantities
Among the behavioral characteristics of the de- which represent the precision that the decisionmaker

cisionmker that influence aiding consideration believes appropriate or is capable of providing for the
strongly are the facts that the decisionmaker: given decision situation.

(I) is often impatient with time consuming and There are many computer based support considers-

stressful assessment procedures; tions which evolve from decisionmaker-analyst interac-
tion considerations. A goal of all decision support

(2) wants to see some preliminary results prompt- system design efforts is to obtain "friendly software",
ly if these are needed or wanted; software that is friendly both to the decisionmaker and

the analyst. In particular, the analyst must be able

(3) may lack interest in interacting directly to interpret the decisionmaker's structural and param-
with complex quantitative procedures for eter information for input to the computer. To do this
decision aiding that do not seem tailored to may require:
the specific contingency task structure of

the issue at hand; and, as a consequence, (1) redefining the outcome space, such as redefi-
nition of attributes to ensure satisfaction

(4) requires a decision aiding approach that of independence considerations and
adapts to the decisionmaking style appro- %
priate for the decisionmaker in the given (2) describing parameter information in terms of
contingency task structure, inequalities (or more generally set member-

ship).
There are a number of considerations that in-

fluence the most desirable interaction between the The analyst must be able to interpret computer

decisionmaker and the analyst. The interaction must be output in a fashion that facilitates the decision- .
such that these result: maker's understanding and decisionmaking abilities. " "

The analyst must be able to assist the decisionmaker in

(a) a list of objectives and an objectives bier- responding to the following question which is central
archy; in our interactive knowledge based support system:

(b) a list of alternatives; and Has sufficient preference and structural
information been elicited from and provided to the

(c) a list of outcomes for each alternative. decisionmaker for alternative selection, or is ..
more information required for identification of a

The extent of the need for the use of these identified dominance structure that is relevant and appro-
lists will vary greatly with the "expertise" of the priate for quality decision support?
decisionmaker. A major task of the analyst in the
formulation and analysis portion of the aiding effort If the decisionmaker feels that an alternative can

is to assist the decisionmaker in obtaining these be selected for action implementation at any stage in
"lists" in a behaviorally relevant and realistic man- the interactive aiding effort, the analyst must be able
ner. to encourage decisionmaker judgment concerning whether 9

or not the issue formulation, analysis, and interpre-
The analyst must also ensure, to the extent pos- tation are sound. If the issue formulation, analysis,

- sible, that: and/or interpretation are not perceived as sound by the
decisionmaker, the analyst must be able to encourage

(I) the above lists are reasonably complete; appropriate structural and parameter value modifica-
• tion, typically by means of sensitivity analysis., in

* (2) the lowest level objectives are additively order to insure effective, explicable, and valid plann-
independent; ing and decision support. If the decisionmaker cannot

choose an alternative from among those considered, the 7.

(3) the alternatives are mutually exclusive, and analyst must he capable of eliciting further structural
and/or parameter information to enhance appropriate

(4) the outcomes that follow from each aiterna- selection of alternative courses of action.
tive are mutually exclusive and exhaustive.

One very important feature of a knowledge based

The nature of the interactive process is such that system for planning and decision support is encourage-

iterative changes can he made in terms of addition or ment to the decisionmaker for generating new options,
'leletton of alternatives and Ltteibutes. Nevertheless, outcomes, and attributes at essentially any point in
there are significant advant.lRes in attempting to he the aiding effort; and ability to properly evaluate
reasonably complete at the start of the interpretation these new options. The analyst must he able to cope --
portin ot the process. with this alditional information under the assumption %

that: *,, '

,9- '.
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(1) the new iniotuatiou is consistent with pre- deterministic representations of decision situations
viously obtained information; or that make information processing easy and which do not

reflect the complexities and uncertainties that are

(2) the new information is not consistent with associated with the actual situation. A goal of a3 previously obtained information due to decision support system is to encourage wide scope
perceptions and associated information processing. The

(a) structural inconsistencies, or process used to assess probabilities, utilities, and

(b) parameter inconsistencies, weights will doubtlessly affect the quantities that are
elicited. It is possible, for example, that a poor

Thus, the capacity to resolve potential inconsis- elicitation procedure may, unknowingly or knowingly,
tencies through interaction with the dccisionmaher must create rather than measure values (131. An advantage
exist within the planning and decision support process, to formal support for planning and decisionmaking
The indirect, or inverse decision aiding, feature processes is that it is possible to conduct a search
should be of particular value to this end. In a "poli- for inconsistent judgment and perhaps even detect
cy capture" like fashion, this indirect feature will flawed information processing heuristics if process
allow identification of bounds on attribute weights in tracing is used. When inconsistencies are discovered,
terms of wholistic preferences among some, or all, it then becomes possible, at least in principle, to
alternatives. In the direct aiding feature, values, examine the judgment process to determine which judg-
weights, and probabilities are identified and priori- ments imply flawed information processing, and/or
tization of alternatives result from this. Combined incoherent or labile values, and/or deficient decision
use of the direct aiding feature with indirect aiding rules. A major ultimate goal, outside the scope of our
should result in much learning feedback concerning present study, is to suggest debiasing and other cor-
relations among the various modes of judgment. rective procedures to enhance the quality of human

information processing and decision rule selection.
ARIADNE, as we have noted, does not contain soft-

ware to assist in the formulation and analysis portion This mixed scanning based planning and decision
of the planning and decision support effort. It is in support system is based upon rational search for a
these two steps that alternative choices, attributes dominance structure which will enable exposure of some
and decision impacts or outcomes are elicited or iden- of the processes upon which judgment and choice is
tified. Our effort is much more concerned with the based. In particular, it enables determination of the
interpretation part of a decisionmaking effort; that is precise point in a dominance structure search process
to say how information is processed concerning formula- when a decisionmaker is able to select a single non-
tion and analysis based quantities such as probahili- dominated alternative. We should be able to do this
ties, values, weights, ratios, and bounds upon these, without resorting to a complete elicitation of precise
We are concerned also with the way in which this parameter information and prioritization of all alter-
information is aggregated, by any of a variety of natives. The activity of complete precise determina-h formal knowledge, rule based, or skill based modes of tion of all parameter information is often stressful
cognition that result in judgment and choice. We and time consuming, may require perspectives outside of
recognize the difficulties in separating the tasks the experiential familiarity of the decisionmaker, and
of formulation and analysis from those of interpre- allows few results until conclusion of the aiding
tation. There are difficulties at the systems manage- effort.

.. meat level since the way in which people cognize a
* problem, as part of the contingency task structure of a The overall process described here appears well

particular situation, determines the way in which they suited to accommodating the fact that neither indi-
will go about resolving it. Thus the performance viduals nor groups possess static decision styles
objectives, information processing style, and decision capable of being stereotyped and captured by a rigid,
style that are most appropriate and that are likely to inflexible support process. It is specifically recog-
be used for a given task, are very much dependent upon nized that an interactive process is needed that is
the task itself. When a particular concrete opera- capable of adaptation to a variety of decision styles
tional or skill based strategy has yielded previous that are contingency task structure dependent. System
satisfactory results, many people will tend to use that design should reflect the realization that is generally
strategy unquestioningly and uncritically in new situa- not possible to define a problem or issue fully until
tions perceived to be similar. This can result in very one knows potential solutions to the issue. A major
unsatisfactory judgments and choices in decision situa- cause of this is the fact that information to fully
tions that have changed and that are not recognized as define the issue generally becomes available only as
different from familiar past situations. This may one evaluates potential solutions. Planning and de-

result in premature cessation of search and evaluation cisionmaking will therefore necessarily be iterative.
of alternatives prior to identification of quality
strategien., even for familiar situations. The efforts 4. Behavioral Relevance Issues
can be devastating in unfamiliar environments that are
not so recognized 111. Our decision support system design paradigm is

based upon a process model of decisionmaking in which a
The strategies which a decisionmaker will desire person perceives an issue which may require a change in

to use for interactive interpretation will be strongly the existing course of action. On the basis of a
dependent upon the way in which the task requirements framing of the decision situation, one or more al-

are initially cognized. This will infl..ence the objec- ternative courses of action, in addition to the present
" tives, attributes, and alternatives generated in the option which may he continued, are identified. A %

formulation step and the value scores or impacts asso- preliminary screening of the alternatives, using con-
ciated with them in the analysis step. The input jinctive and dlisiunctive scanning, may eliminate all
information to the interpretation step is just this huit one alternative course of action. Unconflicted
information. Adequacy of the interactive interpieta- adherence to the present course of action or uncon-
tion step will clearly he dependent tipon the "quality" flitted change to a new option may well be the meta
of the information input to it. strategy for judgment and choice that is adopted if the '

decisionmaker perceives that the lecision situation is
*any recent studies (121 have indicated that a familiar one and that the stakes are not so high that

people often constr- selectively perc.ived sitaLe a more thorough search and deliberation is needed (l11.

.
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Alternately, if the decision environment is an 1. We should allow for top-down or bottom-up
unfamiliar one, or the stakes associated with judgment structuring of the attributes of outcomes, or
and choice are high, a more vigilant form of informa- impacts of decisions. The "tree" or "hier-
jive acquisition, analysis, and interpretation are archy" of attributes should be structured to
called for. This desire for more vigilant information the depth believed appropriate by the de-

. processing leads to a search for a dominance pattern cisionmaker.
among alternatives, the search for new alternatives
that are not dominated by presently identified alter- 2. Rather than force a decision situation struc-
natives, and the elimination from further consideration tural model in the form of a tree, we should
of alternatives that are dominated. If no single non- encourage the decisionmaker to identify a
dominated alternative ia found, adjustments to the cognitive map of goals, objectives, needs,
dominance structure of alternatives are made through attributes, alternatives, and impacts tha. is '.
various forms of cognitive activity such as: attribute reflective of the way in which the decision-

- aggregation, additional information acquisition and maker perceives diagnostic and causal infer-
analysis, and identification of additional attributes ences to occur. At some later time this
and/or alternatives. This is continued until the cognitive map may be used to structure a
structure of needs, objectives, attributes, and alter- multinode decision tree which is represen-
native action options, and their impacts are such that tative of substantive rationality, but not at
identification of a single non-dominated alternative all necessarily representative of process
results. This "single alternative" may well represent rationality.
a combination of subalternatives. If there is insuf-
ficient time and experience to accomplish these cog- 3. We should encourage identification of alter- -

* nitive activities, hypervigilance generally results, native courses of action, additional attri-
The decisionmaker is in a situation where the present butes of decision outcomes, and revisions to

" course of action is diagnosed as unfortunate and there previously obtained elicitations, at any
is a shortage of time and experience that might enable point in the decision support process as
identification and evaluation of an appropriate one. awareness of the decision situation and its

Given sufficient time and experience, vigilant structure grows through use of the support

information processing often results from the afore- s

mentioned tasks. Figure I presents some salient fea- 4. We should not force a person to quantify
tures of this dominance process model for search, parameters to the extent that this becomes
discovery, judgment, and choice, overly stressful, or behaviorally and phy-

sically irrelevant in view of the inherent
The mode of judgment and choice that is "proper" uncertainties or imprecision that is asso-

depends upon the decisionmaker's situation diagnosis of ciated with the knowledge of parameters
the contingency task structure. Here, "proper" deci- characterizing the decision situation struc-
sion behavior is based upon the assumption that the tural model or their assessment.
environment, the task, the experiential familiarity
with the task, and the environment that constitutes the These have two primary implications with respect
contingency task structure are diagnosed correctly. If to our interpretation efforts. We allow for revision

' this is not the case, then the strategies leading to in the elicited structure of the decision situation and
" unconflicted change, adherence, or vigilant information for the identification of new options as awareness of

processing may be significantly flawed. The role of the decision situation grows. Also, we do not require
the contingency task structure in situation diagnosis the decisionmaker to quantify parameters beyond the

3 and in influencing, at a meta level or systems manage- level felt appropriate for the situation at hand. If
ment level, the process of judgment and choice is, the decisionmaker feels comfortable in exercising
therefore, a very important one. precision with respect to factual outcomes, this is

perfectly acceptable and desirable. But parameter
There have been many realistic paradigms of the imprecision should be allowed if we are to have a

process of judgment and choice. We believe that the realistic support process.
dominance process model described here is not incon-
sistent with the primary features and intensions of ARIADNE allows parameter imprecision in order to
these descriptive models. Our purpose, however, is to satisfy this quantification relevancy requirement, as
develop a conceptual design for a prescriptive approach do approaches based on fuzzy set theory (161. We
to judgment and choice that will aid in the search for encourage the decisionmaker to specify precise values

" better decisions. We recognize that a truly rational or numerical ranges for facts and values. Thus we
approach to prescriptive decisionmaking must be cog- allow, for example, expressions far alternative (A)
nizant of the process of dectsionmaking as it evolves scores on attributes (i) in the form 0.2 C v.(A) C 0.5, .' T
in a descriptive fashion, that is to say process ra- M - - .,. vA,

tionality, or it will not be possible to evolve sub- weights associated with attribute i in the form 0.2 < .
w.< 0.4, and probabilities of event (i) resulting fromstantively rational support systems.-

alternative A in the form 0.3 < P(A) < 0.45. We allow
It is important that an appropriate decision I.-

support system be capable of assisting the decision- ordinal representations in the linear forms vi(A) < ... '. "

maker through encouragement of full information acoui- vi(R) < v.(C). 2w. < wj < wk P (A) < P (A) < 3P (A),
sition, including that which may disconfirm strongly -j k - i - k

held beliefs, and in the analysis and interpretation ot or in similar forms. Quantification of imprecisionin the form of numerical bounds on parameters always -. ...
this information such as to avoid a variety of cogni- i o n c u n m a
tive biases and poor information proces1ing heuri3tis leads to what we call "behaviorally consistent infor-

that may lead to flawed judgment and choice I2,12I. mation sets (lCIS)." Sometimes totally ordinal infor-
mation may need further quantification in order to make

A realistic decision support process is nrces- the precision and rignlity of the mathematics cor-
. resond tothe intnsmonsof the decisionmaker in " ."

sarily iterative. Several lesiderata follow from this: respond to the intensions
making a purely ordinal specification. This is gen-
erally not needed to ubtain solutions but, rather, to
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obtain parametric models that are faithful to the (8) Hammond, K. R., McClelland, G. H., and Mumpower,
understandings of the decisionmaker. For example that J., Human Judgment and Decision Making, Praeger,
ordinal alternative score inequalities 0 < vi(A) < 1980.
v.(B) < v (C) < I are satisfied by the relations 0 < ( Argyris, C., Reasoning, Learning, and Action,

1% vi(A) < 1-2t, W < vi(B) < 1-t, 2W < vi(C) < I for small Jossey-Bass, 1982.

positive t and W which in the limit become zero. It
will generally not be the case that the decisionmaker 10) Sage, A. P., Methodology for Large Scale Systems.
would express this much imprecision, and would wish to McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1977.
see it more fully quantified to be reflective of (sub-
jective) beliefs. It is, therefore, important that a (11) Janis, I. L., and Mann, L., Decision Making, Free

simple and informative display of value scores, Press, 1977.

- weights, and probabilities be provided to the decision- (12) Kahneman, D., Slovic, P., and Tversky, A. (ads.),
maker. This will enhance interactive use of the sup-
port system and will enable learning of the impact of Judgnt Under Uncertainty: Heuristics and bi-

these parameters, and associated imprecision, upon ases, Oxford University Press, 1982.

decisions. (13) Fischhoff, B., Slovic, P., and Lichtenstein, S.,

5. Conclusions "Knowing What you Want: Measuring Labile Values,"

in T. S. Wallsten (ed.), Cognitive Processes in

In this paper, we have examined some underlying Choice and Decision Behavior, Erlbaum, 1980.

considerations that have influenced the development of
a decision support system that specifically recognizes (14) White, C. C. and Sage, A. P., "Second Order Sto-

that imprecise and incomplete knowledge is important to chastic Dominance for Nultiple Criteria Evaluation
judgment and choice and which allows for its incor- and Decision Support," Proceedings 1981 Interna-

poration in the knowledge base of a decision support tional Conference on Cybernetics and Society,

system. The system allows for judgment and choice at a
skill based wholistic level as well as at the formal
reasoning based level at which most decision analysis (15) White, C. C. and Sage, A. P., "Mutiple Objective

based paridms operate. For detailed discussions of the Evaluation and Choicemaking Under Risk with Par-

algorithmic content of ARIADNE, the reader is referred tial Preference Information," International Jour-

to [6,7,14-261. nal on Systems Science, Vol. 14, No. 5, 1983, pp.
467-485.
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ASTACT 4. ARIADNE requires less time for use than does " -

SMART.

In this paper, we present the objectives,

operational details, results, and conclusions of an 5. Decistonmakers do not feel that it is necessary

evaluation of a decision aiding procedure ARIADNE. The for an aid to produce a single best alternative to

results of the evaluation indicate that ARIADNE, in assist the decisionmaker in selecting the most

comparison to a well-known decision aiding procedure preferred alternative.

called SMART. (1) has a more flexible model of

parameter value description that tends to reduce 6. ARrADNE is more useful than SMART in situations

assessment stress and makes ARIADNE more useful in where information precision is poor.

situations where information precision is poor. (2)

allows earlier presentation of initial alternative 7. Problems typically encountered in the subjects

ranking information and (3) allows the decisionmaker to operational environment would be more

idjust the mix of alternative ranking specificity and appropriately examined aided by ARIADNE than aided

parameter value precision. by SMART.

i. INTRODUCTION 8. ARIADNE is no more difficult to understand and use

than SMART.

In this paper, we present the objectives,

operational details., results, and conclusions of an We now discuss the procedures for testing these

evaluation of two decision aiding approaches, ARIADNE hypotheses.

nd SMART. An indepth description of SMART (Simple,

MIultiAttribute Rating Technique) can be found in Ir. OPERATIONAL ASPECTS OF EVALL'ATION

Edwards (1977); Detailed discussions and algorithmic

descriptions of ARIADNE (Alternative Ranking Eight (8) civilians employed by the United States

Interactive Aid based on DomiNance structure Army Foreign Science and Technology Center (FSTC)

information Elicitation) are presented in the companion participated as subjects in the evaluation. Each of
* ~paper (Sage and White, 1983). InScinIw it the subjects had had extensive involvement in technical

the hypotheses that were tested during the evaluation, project evaluation in a military environment and thus

The operational aspects of the evaluation are detailed had sufficient experience to appreciate the

in Section Ill. We present the results of the difficulties and operational issues involving proposal

evaluation, and the conclusions that we obtain from evaluation. Proposal evaluation was a subject

these relative to the identified hypotheses, in Section addressed in the more specialized of the two

IV. decislonmaking scenarios examined by the subjects

during the evaluation.

II. IDENTIFIED HYPOTHESES:
The two scenarios developed for the evaluation

The intent of the evaluation was to test the were proposal evaluation and sports car selection. Each

following hypotheses: . of these scenarios can be obtained from the authors.

It was assumed that each scenario involved

1 1. Use of the more general model of parameter value decisionmaking under certainty. The firs-t scenario was

description in ARIADNE tends to reduce stress designed to represent a realistic proposal evaluation

associated with the assessment of alternative problem that might occur in a DOD funding agency.

values and attribute weights. Although attributes and some ordinal relations among
-. attribute weights were specified in the RFP to which

2. Use of the more general model of parameter value the proposals were to respond, information presented in
description in ARIADNE tends to increase the five (5) submitted proposals from which to deduce

confidence in the final alternative selected, utility scores and hence tradeotf weights was often

vague and/or not available. Also, there wes room for

3. The ability to provide additional parameter judgement in strengthening the ordinal relations among

information, in a form and sequence selected by the attribute weiphts that were provided in the RFP

the dectsionmaker, and to observe its impact on qummarized in the scenario. The sport% car selection
alternative ranking in an iterative fashion is a 9cenarto was desip.ned to represent a much more

desirable feature of ARIADNE. precisely detinod alternative selection problem.

Standard proradisron were ulsed in order to ,

investigate and nmpensate for eftects d-ie to

* hisfacilitation style and order with respect to decision
his research has been supported bv the Office of aid and scenario.

N.val Research under contract number NOOOI-ROC,)$.2
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The chronology for the evaluation was as follows: 53: "Perhaps more stress initially (with ARIADNE)
because I didn't understand the process. out

1. General briefing. A briefing was given to the after using it, I would be inclined to say far

volunteer subjects regarding the purpose of the less stress (with ARIADNE) for complex

evaluation and the characteristics of the two aids. applications."

Individual evaluation sessions were scheduled, and both S
scenarios were given to the subjects to read prior to Q6: What was the most comfortable way of expressing

the individual sessions, parameter value information for you?

2. Individual sessions. Individual evaluation
sessions were conducted. Each session for each R: Indicated that two subjects (S2, SS) preferred

individua subject involved a subject, facilitator, and exact values, two subjects (SI. S8) preferred
individnterva estimates andlve fou subect failtaor 56, S7

computer terminal operator. If ARIADNE was used,

assessed information regarding lowest level attribute preferred ranking statements for expressing

M utility scores and tradeoff weights was allowed to be parameter value information. There was one -

•se s eigts relevant comment from S3: "for the exercise
imprecise and was translated into linear inequalities today, (exact value] would be the answer; however,

by the facilitator and/or computer terminal operator, for actual application in complex areas, (ranking

Initially, only utility score information for the statements) is my answer." These responses

alternatives on the identified attributes was assessed.
cause us to conjecture that if the subjects had

Once this assessment was completed, a domination been more experienced in expressing parameter
digraph on the alternatives was computed and displayed values imprecisely (several had experience in

to the subject. The subject could also view a score value seoral hadexpeince in

sheet of values from which this digraph was obtained, preiny vle scres ad taeoff wts

If this digraph provided sufficient information for sprsey thn hthe lb o

alternative selection, then this portion of the session support for this hypothesis.
was halted. If not, then further utility score and/or
tradeoff weight information was requested and the2: Use of the more general model oftrdof eih ifrmtonws euetd n te parameter value description in ARIADNE tends to , '
resulting domination digraph displayed. This

increase confidence in the final alternative selected.
irformation could concern attribute scores and weights Relevant Questionnaire questions and responses:

not previously obtained or more precise estimates of
previously elicited scores and weights. This iterative 2

procedure continued until the subject halted the chosen when aided b ARIADNE than in the final 

process.alternative produced when aided by SMART.

If SMART was used, all parameters were precisely R:

assessed. Then the total linear order on the -5 0 +5

alternatives was displayed. If the subject wished, a 2 7 4 1 3

post optimal sensitivity analysis was performed on 5 8

whatever single parameter values were of concern. 6 .

Detailed descriptions of facilitation protocols can be

obtained from the authors, indicating slight support for the hypothesis. There

were no especially relevant written comments.
During the examinations of each scenario, the

computer terminal operator completed an Analyst Q8: I disagreed with the action alternative

Information Sheet, detailing various times and types of recommendation obtained using ARIADNE.

requests. After completing both scenarios, the -

subjects were asked to complete a short questionnaire R: (St,...,S7) "no"; S8 "don't remember."

and return it. Copies of both the Analyst Information

Sheet and the Questionnaire can be obtained from the Q14: I disagreed with the action alternative

authors. recommendation obtained using SMART.

IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS; R: 52 "yes;" (S1. 53. ... , S7) "no;" S8 "don't

remember." Thus, responses to questions the
We now examine each of the hypotheses in the latter 2 indicate no recognizable difference in

context of data collected during the evaluation, the perceived quality of the decisions made using

ARIADNE versus those made using SMART. There were .

Hypothesis U#I: Use of the more general model of no relevant comments associated with either

parameter value description in ARIADNE tends to reduce question.

stress associated with the assessment of alternative
values and attribute weights. Relevant O.estionnaire 017: Which approach would you prefer to use to make
questions (0) and responses (R): recommendations to others concerning evaluation

and prioritization and why?

Ol: being allowed to express parameter values

imprecisely using ARIADNE produced more stress R: (S1, S3, S7, SS) "ARIADNE;" (S2, S5, S6) "SMART;" -

than being required to state all parameter values S4 "neither." Three relevant comments were made:

precisely using SMART. S-s: "Depends on Situation." S6: "Since SMART

gives percentages, one can see if two proposals
R: (presentin individual subect t,,or. below the are close and then adjust the rankings by

line; +5(-5) indicates strong (dis)agreement) consideration of factors that were not originally

,:onsiderpd." S7:"8 v only indicating preference

"" as opposed to exact values is very helptul; weight
i A " max-mmn display nire feature."

We feel S.'s comments tends to explain his response to
i n'tlcating a tendency to agree with the hypothesis, this question. The romments ot S6 and S7 indicate that
There were t.. relevant comment.: SI (S,,blt 1). the mnx-m.n display (Indicating the maximum and minimum

"tiked the ft-xibilitv." valuec of expected utilitv for each Alternative) .

--.-. .
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Incorporated into ARIADNE was liked by S7 and may not Indicating that the subjects found moderately
have been requested by S6. We conjecture that had S6 attractive the fact that SMART always produces a best

seen this display, his response would have been alternative in one iteration.

different.

The responses to 03 and 04 indicate that the -
012: Use of ARIADNE encouraged me to carefully weigh decisionmaker should be encouraged to be as precise ast

the positive and negative consequences of each possible in order to reduce the number of iterations of
alternative. ARIADNE for final decision selection.

016: Use of SMART encouraged me to carefully weigh the Hypothesis # 4: ARIADNE requires less time for --

positive and negative consequences of each use than does SMART. Relevant questions and responses: ..-

alternative.
05: Use of SMART lead me to a decision more quickly

Responses to Q12 and Q16 were, respectively: than use of ARIADNE. .0

-5 0 5 R:

6 5 2 3 4 1 -5 :
7 8 6 8 7 1 2 4

3 5

indicating that the perceptions of the subjects tend
-5 0not to support the hypothesis.

3 1 7 2 5
4 Timing data recorded on the analyst information

6 sheets support the perceptions of the subjects withi

8 regard to the average total length of time per session.

Let VET - value elicitation time, WET - weight
indicating that ARIADNE and bMART provided an elicitation time, TST - total session time. Then, the

approximately equal level of encouragement to the timing data (in minutes) are as follows:

subject for him to carefully weigh the positive and

nepative consequences of each alternative. ;

1 2 3 4
In summary, questionnaire responses indicate that

the level of confidence in the output of ARIADNE and APS

SMART appear to be quite similar. Also indicated was
that both aids equally encourage the careful weighing VET 41.75 18.75 19.25 21.25
of the possible consequences of the alternatives. WET 9.5 10.5 6.0 14.0

TST 57.0 41.25 47.25 51.0
Hypothesis # 3. The ability to provide additional S

parameter information, in a form and sequence selected CCW
by the decisionmaker, and to observe its impact on

alternative ranking in an iterative fashion is a VET 29.5 24.25 28.75 25.0
desirable feature of ARIADNE. Relevant Questionnaire WET 11.75 9.75 10.0 11.5

questions and responses: TST 57.5 40.75 47.0 51.25

03: Being able to provide additional parameter TOTAL -

information and then to observe its impact on S
alternative ranking in an iterative fashion, was a VET 35.625 21.5 24.0 23.125
desirable feature of ARIADNE. WET 10.625 10.125 8.00 12.75

TST 57.25 41.0 47.125 51.125

-5 0 5 where I - ARIADNE, 2 - SMART. 4 - proposal evaluation,

5 6 2 1 8 3 - sports car selection. Thus, use of ARIADNE

7 3 required on average 40% more total time than did SMART

4 and the proposal evaluation scenario required on 9
average 8.5% more time to evaluate than did the sports

indicating strong support for the hypothesis. car selection scenario. Both facilitators on average
required -. 9.125 minutes per scenario.

As an indication of how often the feature of

ARIADNE being evaluated in this hypothesis test was Also recorded on the analyst information sheet was
exercised, the computer terminal operator recorded on the length of time between the beginning of the session

the analyst information sheet the number of iterations and the beginning of the weight elicitation process.
required in constructing the final domination digraph. For ARIADNE. this length of time represents an upper -
The number of iterations for each subject was bound on the length of time to the presentation of the

*resptectively: 3, 3. 0, -, 1), 2, 5. and 3. first digraph. These times for the 8 suibJects were:
25, .I, 20, 30. 30. 15, 25, 35 for an average of 27.625

hss the sulblects developed a reasonable level of '~conds. We remark that SMART reflitired approximatels . "

experience with this feature of ARIADNE. placing a high .v more time to provide intial alternative rankin"
level of .:ontidvnce in the responses to 03. -%mr iet rvd nta lentv akn

intormation tn the decisinemaker than .id ARIADNE. It
we nisume that total session times tor SMART and the"

04: Knowing that a single iteration always produces a lengths of time between the beitinning of the session O
best alternative is a desirable fpatuare of SMART. and the betinninR of the weight elicitation process tor

ARIADN are realizations of normailv distribusted ran,tom
variables with tunknown means and linknown varianps. . %

, h thn a standard stattsti,-al teat indicates that these
- . realizations rome from tuo different random variables

1 8 with a contidence level of greater than 0.q5. "

1. •
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In summary. ARIADNE required less time to provide -5 0 5

initial alternative selection feedback than did SMART 1 8 3 7 2

but more time to complete the entire session. 4 5

Therefore, if the alternative selection situation is 6
such that some alternative ranking information is
better than none, ARIADNE would tend to be the These responses indicate a perceptable preference for

preferred aiding procedure. ARIADNE over SMART in the subjects' operational

environment.
Hypothesis 0 5. Decisionmakers do not feel that it

is necessary for an aid to produce a single best There were no relevant comments to 010. Relevant

alternative to assist the decisionmaker in selecting comments to 013 were: S2: "My operational environment

the most preferred alternative. Relevant Questionnaire does not involve actual decisionmaking with multiple

question and response: criteria. It does involve analysis of the

decisionmaking of other parties/governments." Sa:

Q7: It would be necessary for an aid to produce a "Much of the data I deal with are abstract."The

single most preferred alternative before I would response of (and further discussions with) S2 indicate

feel that I could select the best alternative, a need for an inverse decision aiding procedure that is

not currently operational with ARIADNE. The response

R: of S8 to 010 and 013 indicate that "abstract" appears

-5 0 to be synonymous with "vague" and "imprecise."

1 4 2 8 3 7
5 We conclude that ARIADNE appears to be somewhat

6 better suited than SMART for the operational

environments of the subjects. We suspect that this is

indicating strong support for the hypothesis. A recent in large part due to the fact that hypothesis # 6 had

evaluation of a decision support system, designed to strong support.
provide a nondominated set of alternatives to the

decisionmaker rather than a single most preferred Hypothesis 0 8: ARIADNE is no more difficult to

alternative, also has supported this hypothesis (White understand and use than SMART. Relevant Questionnaire --

et al., 1982). Therefore, we conclude with high questions and responses:

L confidence that decision situations do exist where the

decisionmaker does not find it necessary for a decision Oil: SMART is easier to use than is ARIADNE.

aiding procedure to identify a single most preferred

alternative. 015: ARIADNE is easier to understand than is SMART.

Hypothesis # 6. ARIADNE is more useful than SMART Responses to Oil and 015 were, respectively:

in situations where information precision is poor.

Relevant Questionnaire questions and response: -5 0 5

1 1 6 5 7 2 4 3
8

09: ARIADNE is more useful than SMART in situations -5 0 ,

when information precision is poor. 3 2 1 7

4 a S
• ~R: "'

-5 0 5 These responses indicate that SMART is both simpler to
L 2 6 1 use and easier to understand than ARIADNE and therefore

5 7 3 contradict the validity of the hypothesis.

4
8 Relevant comments to Oil were: S6: "Since one has

to be specific in SMART, it is harder to feel
indicating strong support for the hypothesis. There comfortable with the exactness of the results." S8:
was one relevant comment: S8: "Very much agree that "ARIADNE does require some knowledge of computers and "

ARIADNE aids one with imprecise data." the manipulation of data on them; or at least one that

- can operate a computer." The 56 response appears to
Hypothesis 0 7. Problems typically encountered in support hypothesis 0 2.

the subject's operational environment would be more

" appropriately examined aided by ARIADNE than aided by The relevant comment to Q15 was: S6: "Since an

SMART. Relevant Questionnaire questions and responses: "interpreter" was used, most interfacing problems were

eliminated."

010: Typical problems encountered In my operational

environment would not be appropriately examined by The above data indicate that the evaluation results

SMART. contradict the veracity of this hypothesis. However,

there are two factors which contribute to this
01: Typical iprnblems eneo'tntered in my operstional contradiction that could possibly be eliminated or

environment uouild not be appropriately examined by mollified. First, many ot the subjects had had

"ARIADNE. previoiis experience with SMART-like scoring and

weiphtinp .ssnssment procedures, and none had had any
Responses to 010 and 013 were. respectively: experleon:e with ARIADNE. Seond. cirrent facilitation

procedares tor ARIADNE are more complicated avd les%
0 entablih-d than those for SMART. we conjecture that:

2 2 6 3. a1 s,,tf irient amo nt of familiarity with the more

general model ot parameter value inc:orporated into
% %FRIAPNE and 2. the completion ot triliv established

tacllitation procedures for ARIADNE (as exist tor

p- .2. .,:

%" N
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SMART)would cause ARIADNE to be perceived by the user 4. White, C.C., Wilson. E.C.. and Weaver, A.C.,

as no more difficult to understand and usa than SMART. "Decision Aid Development for Use in Ambulatorv

Training time to achieve such a level of familiarity is Health Care Settings,' Operations Research, Vol.

likely to be longer for ARIADNE than for SMART due to 30, 1982. pp. 446-463.

the relative increased flexibility inherent in ARIADNE.

O issues 5. Sage, A. P.. and White, C. C., "ARIADNE: A

SOther issues and associated questions: Knowledge Based Interactive System for Planning

Was the posterior sensitivity analysis associated and Decision Support," IEEE Transactions on

018: hp r v ySvstems. Man and Cybernetics. Vol. 1', No. 1.

with SMART helpful? January/Fubruarv 1984. .7

019: Which decision making scenario was the most 6. Sage, A. P., "A Methodological Framework for -. -

appropriate for ARIADNE and why? Systemic Design and Evaluation of Planning and

A 02- Which decision making scenario was the most Decision Support Systems," Computers and 9
appropriate for SMART and why? Electrical Ensineering, Vol. 8, No. 2, June 1981,

pp. 87-102.

Responses to 018, 019, and 020 indicated, respectively,

that: 1. the post-optimality sensitivity analysis

feature was useful in SMART, 2. the proposal evaluation

scenario was most appropriately evaluated using

- ARIADNE, and 3. the sports car selection scenario was

most appropriately evaluated using SMART. Generally 3.
comments to questions 0 19 and 0 20 indicated that for
complex decision selection situations having less

quantitative information available. ARIADNE would be

preferred to SMART, which provides further support for

hypothesis 0 6.

Summary, our evaluation lends credence to the

following claims: I

1. The more flexible model of parameter value

description employed by ARIADNE tends to reduce

assessment stress and makes ARIADNE more useful

than SMART in situations where information

precision is poor.

2. The iterative, progressive information 3
requirements associated with ARIADNE is a

desirable feature that allows earlier presentation

of initial alternative ranking information than

does SMART.

3. SMART requires less total time for use than does

ARIADNE.

U '. Being able to adjust the mix of alternative

ranking specificity and parameter value precision

is a desirable feature of ARIADNE.

5. ARIADNE may require more training than would be

required by SMART for successful use.

6. The level of confidence in the output of ARIADNE

and SMART appear to be quite similar.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we examine the issue of inconsistency and
present a new approach to its resolution for a modal of single
stage, multiattribute decisionmaking and tradeoff weight
determination under risk. The model considered, a generalization
of a standard decision analysis paradigm (see Keeney and Raiffa,
1976; Sarin* 1977a, b; White at al., 1983), allows the

VI decisionmaker to describe the value or possible values of the
tradeoff weights by (1) (possibly imprecise) tradeoff weight
assessment and (2) directly expressed preferences among the
alternatives. Human decisionmakers, however, occasionally
produce noncoherent responses in judgmental tasks. This
noncoherence may be compounded by the different perspectives
implied by the above two approaches to tradeoff weight
determination. As a consequence, the set of all tradeoff weights
that can satisfy both the results of the tradeoff weight
assessment and the directly expressed preference exercise may be 3
null. The intent of this paper is to present a new approach to
resolving this type of inconsistency.

1. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRELIMINARIES: Assume p(a) is known precisely for all a
A. Let W W - IwCR

1
:wi > O,Ziw i  " It

Ne assume: represent the set of all possible tradeoff
weight vectors, a set presumably derived from

A is the finite set of alternatives, information provided by the decisionmaker
regarding the relative importance of

I is the number of additively independent attributes. The set W is assumed to be

attributes, described by a set of linear inequalities iw-

C is the number of consequences, For each i,i-l...,., let Ui represent

the set of all possible values of the *AxC
uic(a) is the utility associated with matrix ui-luic(as)),c , where *A is the number

alternative i of selecting alternative a and o elements in A. we assume that the sett
receiving consequence c, is derived from information provided by the

decisionmaker regarding alternative and
pc(a) is the probability of receiving consequence rankings for attribute i.
consequence c, given that alternative a was Typically, the Ui will be described by sets
selected, of linear inequalities. We will assume

throughout that U i  9F, for all i-l...,.,
w i is the tradaoff weight associated with where 0 is the null set.
attribute i.

Let the information provided directly by
Let w - row~wl,...,w,,. u(a) - ,uic(a).), and the decisionmaker regarding the relativ
p(a) - colpL(a),...pc(a)). Then, desirability of the alternatives be described

by the relation R C AxA, where (a,a) R if
and only if the decisionmaker has stated that

a' C alternative a' is at least as preferred as
wua)p(a) - X I uC)P ) alternative a. We interpret (a',a) R to moon

that

represents the expected utility of selecting wu(a')p(a') > wu(&)p(&)
alternative a. Alternative a' is said to be w -u-.-.
at least as preferred to alternative a if and
only if for all possible values of w, u(a'), and

L- u(a). Thus. (a',a) R implies the following S
restriction on the tradooff weights,

wu(a')p(a,) > wu(a)p(a).

5. wk min vi(a',a) > 0.
The researrh reported has been supported under uEui

014R Contract 00014-80-C-0542.



where vi(a',a) - [ui(a)p(a) - ui(a)p(a)], I1. INCONSZSTENCY RESOLUTION:
and uj(a) - (uic(a)lc. We observe that if U i

described by a finite set of linear Assume there is no PEP such that S(P)-
Inequalities, then P. Then, there is no tradeoff weight in .

that satisfies all of the inequalities in S.

Two objectives appear reasonable:
min vi(al,a)

uiEU i  1. Determine a tradeoff weight that
minimizes, in some sense, the extent of
violations of the inequalities in S.

is a linear program. Lot §R represent the

sot of all such linear inequalities generated 2. Request that the decisionmaker
by the ordered pairs in R. reevaluate preferences associated with the

inequalities in S with the hope that some of
the inequalities can be removed or modified

Define P as the coarsest partition of 9 in order to produce a consistent set of
generated by the inequalities in S - 5

W SR, inequalities and associated judgments.

For each PEP, lot S(P) S represent the set
- of inequalities that are violated by the w P. For the type of model being considered

We say that S is consistent (inconsistent) if here, linear programming procedures like
there exists (does not exist) a P P such that those found in Pokelman and San (1974) can be
S(P) - 9. That is, S is consistent useful in helping to achieve the first
(inconsistent) if there is (is not) a objective. The difficulty with such
tradeoff weight in 9 for which no inequality procedures is that the criteria may not
in S is violated. Note that there can be at always produce behaviorally justifiable

most one element PEP such that S(P) - 0. results. For example, consider the first
Define the relation on P as follows% P'- P model presented in Pokelman and Son (1974):
if and only if i(P') S (P). Thus, if P>
P, then each tradeoff weight vector in
violates at least as many inequalities in 3
as any of the tradooff weight vectors in P'. minimize:.Yk-
We illuminate those concepts with the k-l
following example.

subject to • + , ...,
m[ XZ. EXAMPLE: ik -

Consider the following alternative 4.

selection problem under certainty (i.e., C -2-- 1 " 1:
* 1 ). Assume a decisionmaker wishes to i-I

... -purchase an automobile from a group of 4

automobiles (A - a,...,a4 l). Selection is wi" Yk > 0

to be based on 3 attributes (I - 3): safety,

* cost, and attractiveness. The lowest level

value scores are shown in Table 1. in Table where K is the number of inequalities in

1, 1(0) indicates the most (least) preferred and 2..f ask w. > C is the kth inequality in
alternative for a specific attribute. The S. The intent of-solving this linear program

decisionmaker states a preference for is to minimize the sum of the Yk, where y"

automobile a 3 over automobile a, ((a 3 ,a1 )4ER) represents a measure of the amount of

and feels that in the context of the violation of the kth inequality. Note that

automobiles under consideration, safety is if the optimal criterion value is zero, then

more important than cost and cost is more S is consistent. Application of the above

-- important than attractiveness; that Ls - linear program to the (inconsistent) example
w w 2 , w 2  w 3  w lI- w 2I. presented in Section 2, produces the

Straightforward analysis shows that 
5
R - tradeoff weights w 1 - w - 2/7, w - 3/7.

(S/2)w + 1 > w 2).- Thus, S - |- (5/2)w 1 + 1 However, these weights indicate that < W,

> w 2 , w 1 a w 2 , 2w 2  I - w 1 l. The resulting which contradicts the decisionmaker s

partition of 9 is given in Figure 1;_ note statement that cost is relatively more

that P - 1P 1 ,. .o,P?|. The elements in .(Pn), important than attractiveness. We see no
n-l,...,?, are presented in Table 2, where behavioral justification for contradicting
Y(N) indicates that the inequality is in (is this statement in preference to contradicting

not in) S(Pn). For example, S(P 3 ) - J2w 2 2 any other statement associated with

I-wJ. The resulting domination digraph is inequalities in S. Thus, the resulting
presented in Figure 2. We note that S is solutions of such approaches cannot be

inconsistent and that the inconsistency accepted without question.
exists due to a conflict between the
inequality In S and the inequalities in S.. The second objective, removal or

It is indictein Table 2 and Fiqure 2 that modification of an inequality in i requires
the elimination of any one inequality in s that the decisionmaker rethink and perhaps
will produce consistancy. retract a former statement of preference.

Clearly, it is behaviorally desirable to

minimize such effort. we now indicate a

procedure for identifying minimal subsets In

S which if removed would cause 3 to become

consistent.

Show



Let ]; NO be the set of all
nondominated elements of P1 i.e.. PePi

N  
if 0. Set n-0.

and only if there is no PWP such that P' > p
and not P >.P. observe that i ~i(P) (i.e., 1. Let 6 . here M-(K) sot

U the set of all the inequalities in S except a-1. n

those in 5(P)) is consistent for any PC P.

. Note, howev.r, that if PP is dominated, 2. Is the a a previously identified D'

, there is a P'PND such that S(P') !Q 5(P). equivalent to 5(p) for some pe=jND such that
Thus. it is reasonable to investigate Dm S D'? It no, go to 3. If yes, go to 4.

I -. procedures that will remove from S the
* . Inequalities in i(P) for any of the P P

1
D. 3. Is On possibly nondominated? if yes.

save Dm; it is equivalent to s(P) for some -
We now prsent a procedure for N.0 If no. go to 4.

identifying the S(P) for ll. PPND . Let - "

1 0 , 1 1 K, and let D be the set of all elements 4. Let m-M+l If m < N, and go to 2. If
InD having exactly1 O's and (K-i) l's. For a-14, then set n-n4l. If n < K, then go to 1.
D - {dk,k-l,...,KIED, consider the linear If n > K, then stop.

programs

with respect to modifying elements in 5,
m we have noted previ'ously that more precise

assessment of the U t causes the set of all
K tradeoff weights satisfying inequalities in

minimizel dky k  iR to enlarge. Thus, more precise assessment
k-l of the Ui may cause S to become consistent.

However, there is a limit as to how much
I impact more precise assessment of the Ui can

subject to w i - have on the consistency of i. To determine

'-l this limit, let SR represent the set of all
linear inequalities of the form

wi' Yk > 0 for all i and k,

I 1Lwi max vi(a',&) > 0.
Saikwi+y k _ 0 for all k , ui Ui

i-l

such that dkil
or equivalently,

ikW i < 0 for al k iwi min vi(a,a') < 0,
i-I u i U I

such that dk0.

The laquence D for the above linear program for all (a,a)CR. Define S - SRUSW. Then if
is said to be eossIbIX nondoninated if: S is consistent, more precise assessment of

the UL may produce a consistent S. if S is
1. there exists a feasible solution, not consistent, then more precise assessment

of the U i alone will not produce a consistent

2. the optimal criterion value equals 0, S. For example "consider the example
presented in Section 2. Then, S R - {-Sw 1 + 2

3. the slack variables for the dk-0 >w2), which produces the partition shown in
inequalities are all positive in the first figure 3. The tradeoff weight L1/3, 1/3, 1/31

.- tableau. satisfies all inequalities in , and hence S

is consistent. However, since permits only
Observe that if a Ded is. possibly a single tradeoff weight satisfying all
nondomlnated, then there is a PEP such that inequalities, it is unlikely that only more
S(P) is comprised of the inequalities precise assessment of the Ui will produce a

consistent S.

IIa ikwk Z 0 IV. CONCLUSIONS:

We have examined a model of single stage
decisionmaking and tradeoff weight

for all k such that dk-0. Note that if D and determination under risk and tradeoff weight
0' are both posskbly nondominated, 0 Is and utility score imprecision in the context

associated with PC-P, D' is associated with PIC of inconsistency resolution with respect to
P. and D' < 0. then 3(P) " 3(P'). Thus, in tradeoff weight determination. A procedure
searching for S(P) for all peiND, it is for identifying the minimal sets of

sufficient to search for the set of all inequalities causing inconsistency, and a
possibly nondominated elements in 0 that are method for determining if more precise
not bounded above by any other possibly assessment of the U1  could lead to

nondomineted element in 0. We now present an cosstsseny ofere iven.d oa t
algorithm for this search"

. The results presented in this paper
raise an interesting behavioral issue If S w
and/or SR is inconsistent, then clearly S is

13inconsistent. Incons.Lstency can also result' 4 .- .a



when a consistent iW is combined with a
consistent sftl e.g., the example problem in
Section 2. An investigation to v
determine the origins of and behavioral5 explanations for inconsistency is a topic for
future research. Such an investigation could
be expected to lead to interactive procedures
that would tend-to reduce inconsistency.
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30toty(i1 ) Cost(i2 ) Attractivefless(i3 ) S

a1  1 0.20 1u2 (l) 1 0.40 0.3
u2 (l) :S u2 (3)

a2  0.8 0 11

a3  0.1 0.35 5 u2 (3) S0.50 0.9

TABLE 1: utility score information for the Example

FIGURE 2: Domination Digraph
for the Example
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MULTI-STAGE DECISIONMAKING WITH

IMPRECISE UTILITIES
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ABSTRACT

We present a dynamic program for determining the set of all possibly optimal .

strategies for a decision analysis problem with imprecisely known utility function,

where imprecision is described by set inclusion. This procedure is based on the

assumption that the utility function is affine in an unknown parameter, which for

example -nlaht he the vector nf utilitv valties itself e" the vctnr ')f importance

weights. A simple multiattribute example is presented to illustrate the theory .

and the computational procedure.

Keywords: Decision analysis, parametric dynamic programming.

INTRODUCTION

The standard decision analysis (DA) problem, as presented in Keeney and Raiffa S
(1976) for example, assumes that various outcome probabilities and terminal node

utilities are known precisely. In reality, such parameters may be only imprecisely

known. for example, the decisionmaker (DM) may find precise utility assessment too

stressful and/or too time consuming or due to the nature of the problem, the DM

may wish to be vague about his preferences.

Fls'burn tIF65), Sarir '1977a, 1977b) and White ?t al fIM! have inveSti-

gated the implications of parameter imprecision in selecting a most preferred alter-

dative for a single-stage DA problem. Their model of parameter imprecision was

set inclusion. Cyert and DeGroot (1975) examined a sequential decisionmaking problem

with a utility function dependent on unknown, static parameters. A Bayesian esti-

mate of the utility function was updated at each decision epoch and an alternative

selected on the basis of this estimate.
In this paper, we examine a multi-stage DA problem having precise probabilities

but imprecise terminal utility values. Utility imprecision is described by set in-

clusion. We assume that knowledge of the set of all possible terminal utility values

does not change over the planning horizon; thus the utility function is static and

no information arrives over the planning horizon to revise our knowledge of the set

of possible utility values.

This paper is organized as follows. The problem is formulated in Section 2,

and a solution procedure is derived in Section 3. A numerically illustrative

.':..
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example is presented in Section 4. Concluslors and directions for future research

are presented in the last section.

o •PROBLEM FORMULATION

Assume that the given decision tree has a maximum of K stages. For simplicity,

we will assume that all branches of the tree have exactly K stages, which can be

achieved by adding the appropriate number of decision nodes with single actions and

chance nodes with single outcomes to branches having less than K stages.

Let Zk+l be the outcome received after having selected alternative,

akkO,l,...,K-l. Define sk = {aO,zl ...,ak l'zk), which we call the state at stage

k. Note that sk uniquely identifies a decision node in the decision tree if k < K

and uniquely identifies a terminal node in the decision tree if k=K. Assume all

probabilities of the form p(zk+llsk,ak), and hence p(sk+l Sk,ak), are known. Let SK
- - be the set of all terminal nodes, and assume u:SK+R is the utility function of the

problem. The OM chooses an alternative ak at stage k on the basis of the stage number

k ani the cuiren. Jecis',on node sk; thus, akAk(sk), where X = {Xk , k-0,1 .... K-l)

is referred to as a strateny. Let A be the set of all such strategies. Our crite-

rion is expected utility, E X{u(sK)). Assume all that is known about u={u(SK), SKCSK }

is that u is affine in an imprecisely known parameter o and that Pc R where P is

I h N 2 1 2a given set. That is, u(s K) ) + In] h(S K = h (sK) + h2(s,)O, where

P z {on n=l ...,N)cP. Our objective is to determine the set of all strategies that

-h maximize the expected utility criterion for some allowable parameter value. That is,

we seek all X cA such that for some pcP

1 2 1E h( + h (SKo EXfh (S + h (SKJ
..~~~ ~ -"EhsK )  hSK)PJ E h(K )  hSK)O :"

for all AcA.

We renmarK that the affina form of the ucility function appears to allow for a

wide variety of interesting problem formulations. For example, if u is the impricise-

ly known parameter, then N a #S , h(SK = 0, and h I(SKn I if SK ' n (= 0 if sKn).

As another example, let 1I represent the number of objectives in a multicriteria deci-

sionmaking problem having an additive utility function with imprecisely known impor-

tance weights. Then, let P be the importance weight for the nth objective, and
dfnh1  an n '..

define h(s) and h (s) appropriately.
,-.:..*. '

SOLUTION PROCEDURE

Dynamic programming will be used to achieve the problem objective. Let f

be the optimal expected utility to be accrued if at stage k, the current state is s

and the value of the imprecisely known parameter is p. Then, fk satisfies the fol-

-'- iwing dynamic programming equation and boundary condition:

%

..........................-.. . . ..

... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

,. . ... .. ... . . . . . . . . . . ....... .... -.-
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f akks f(s,:) =max (p(s')Is~a)f k~l(S' D)) --

1 2
fo c K, where f (so h (S) +- h Ma~ and where Ak(s) represents the set of all

available alternatives at stage k. given that the decision node under consideration
- is node s (Bertsekas, 1976). Let 6 be the function that achieves the above maximum.

which is a function of stage. state, and parameter value. That is. assume

Sk=0,l,...,K-l) is such that

MW f =s !,Pt5Is6k(so)Jfk+l(s.o)

for all k. s, and o. Then, 6 is an optimal parameter dependent strategy (Bertsekas,
196.Note that if X~ is such that X 6 fralkadsfrsm

1976). ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ k(Sa,) fralkadsfrsm
peP, then A represents one of the (parameter independent) strategies which we seek.

T~.; n~ir ?roblc'r 3bject*,iz is altained on.ce e, and h.Lnce ftK, k*3, .. ,K, are leter--

mined. We now show that f k' k-0,... ,K, has a computationally interesting functional
form.

Prooosition. For each k and s. f so is piecewise affine and convex in a on P.

3 Proof: The Proposition equivalently states that for each k and s, there is a

set Ak(s) of pairs (a,y) such that

f (so max {ct-yp: (ai.y)cAk

where *cR and .yER N for any (.t,.y)cA k(s). Clearly, fKSD is piecewise affine and
co'nvex in o for each s; A (S) - {(h (s), h (s))). Assume for each (k+l)st stpqe

decision node, f k+l(SIo) is piecewise affine and convex in P. Then, for each ak(S),

IP(S'IS,a)f I ~ama~ayp ,0) c
k=(SD -1P(s'Isamx .y:~vck+l(s'))

max{,P(s')Is~a)a(s') + F p(sjs,a)Y(s')P).
S 5'

where the last maximum is taken over all (c(s'),y(s'))cA k+l(s') for all states s' at
stage k+l. Clearly, the right hand side of the above equality string is piecewise

affine and convex. The function f (SO is then piecewise affine and convex since
the maximum of a finite number of piecewise affine and convex functions is piece-
wise affine and convex.

7.
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5 The proof of the Proposition suggests the following computational procedure

which is based on a similar procedure found in (Smallwood and Sondik, 1973):

0. Define AK(s) a{(h (s), h (s))}; set k-K-1.
1. Define Ak~s~a) as the set of all pairs (,)where

at' I p(s'Is,a)ci(s)4
so

where (oL(s')y(s')cA k+ps').
2. Define Ak(s) = UaAs(s,a).

3. If k=0, stop;, if not, set k-k-l and go to Step 1.

We remark that the number of pairs in Akts,a) may be reducible by eliminating all

rpairs %m',y') in Ak(s,a) that do not achieve the maximum in max{a&+y'p: (ci'y')cA k(s~a)
for some value of prP. An analogous statement can be made regarding the set A k(s).

EXAMPLE

We now present a simple numerical example to illustrate the theoretical and com-

3 putational results obtained above. Consider the following decision tree:

00

13 4
U.4

2 u
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Let U1 u~ + + u>o3  % 0 and In =1 where:

n 1 2 3

uln 1=1 1 0.7 0.75

2 0.8 0.4 0.85

3 0.2 1 0

4 0.35 0 0.75

5 0 0.3 1

Wie note that there are three parameter invariant strategies:

1 2
X (01) a 0

X2(1 a*' and Xk(11) a I~

A 3(01) a I~ and 3 ~(11) a

The boundary conditions and the first iteration of the dynamic program imply that:

f(2,o) P,0 + 0.7P2 + 0.75P3
f(22,P) 0.8p 1 + 0.4 02 + 0.85 03
f(23,P) 0.2P~

f(24-4 ) 0.35P 1 + 0.75 03
f(25,P) u+ 0.302 + 03

f(11,p) - max{0.87p, + 0.50502 + 0.81 503' 0.2p, + P2)
f(12,P) = 0.35P, + 11.750

We now see that a (a) should be selected rather than 21( if 0.87o1
1 1 1 a1) 1 .00

4. 08150 () .2ol 2 For the moment, let us not make any assumptions regarding

P. Then,

f(1~ mx03 1 + 031 max(0.792p, + 0.42925P2 + 0.80525 031 0.2225D,
+0.852 4' 0.1125 r31)'

where 210(a. should be selected rather than 1 2 (a0i .oI+a

max{0.792D, +' 0.4925 02 4+ 0.80525c3. 0.2225p, + 0.85 02 + 0 153). enteta
3

these inequalities divide the set {ocR : 0 n 10, In~n =1) into three regions, each
of which represents the set of all points where one of the three strategies is optimal.

For example, if all that is known about o is that o, 2  0 and 01 !.0.6, thenP2L

-7 - - -
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% 2 is optimal. As another example, 'f")3 > 0.85, then is optimal. We remark that

if :1 > 0.6. then it would have been sufficient to let f~ll,o) 0 .8%, + 0.50502
+0.815z..

CO!ICLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

- We have presented a numerically efficient procedure for determining the set of all

possibly optimal parameter invariant strategies for a decision analysis problem with

imprecisely known utility functions. Future research directions include extending

these results to other sequential decisionmaking problems for both the finite and

infinite planning horizon cases.
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IBehavioral and Organizational Models for

Human Decisionmaking

Andrew P. Sage

University of Virginia
U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

R This paper presents a discussion and interpretation of critical factors relevant to
the design of support systems to enhance the quality of organizational decisionmaking.
The roles of information, feedback, and individual and organizational learning in

" "determining choice, and the organizational objectives that lead to choice and that are
responsive to choice, are emphasized.

1. INTRODUCTION

Information-based technologies are major potential ;ids to organizational decision-
making. Sound design and implementation of information and knowledge based support

Pto organizational decisionmaking require a knowledge of the ways in which organizations
- - can acquire and process information, the ways in which organizations adapt to their

internal and external environment, the ways in which organizations cope with conflict,
the ways in which organizational preferences result from decisions as well as being
determined by them, and the ways in which organizations learn and fail to learn. We
discuss each of these in this paper from the perspective of decision support system design.

2. ORGANIZATIONAL REALITIES

There are a variety of definitions of an organization:

This research was supported. in part, by the Office of Naval Research under Contract No. 0014-80-C-0542 and the ,
Army Research Institute fot the Social Sciences under Contract Number MDA 903-82-C-0 124. %
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* a system of consciously coordinated activities of two or more people 16]
* social units deliberately constructed to seek specific goals [ 131
" collectives that have been established on a relatively continuous basis in an environ- ,

ment, with relatively fixed boundaries, a normative order, authority ranks,
communication systems, and an incentive system designed to enable participants
to engage in activities in general pursuit of a common set of goals [ 151

* a set of individuals (with bounded rationality) engaged in the decisionmaking
process [301.

Organizations can be viewed from a closed system perspective which views an
organization as an instrument designed to enable pursuit of well defined specified
objectives. In this view an organization will be concerned primarily with four objectives:
efficiency, effectiveness, flexibility or adaptability to external environmental influences,
and job satisfaction [16]. Four organizational means or activities follow from this:
complexity and specialization, centralization or hierarchy of authority, formalization or
standardization of jobs, and stratification of employment levels [16]. In this view,
everything is functional and tuned such that all resource inputs are optimum and the
associated responses fit into a well-defined master plan.

March and Simon (291, among others, discuss the inherent shortcomings associated --
with this closed system model of humans as machines. Not only is the human as machine I
view inappropriate but there are pitfalls associated with viewing environmental influences
as "noise." .1

In the open systems view of an organization, concern is not only with objectives but j
with appropriate respopses to a number of internal and external influences. Weick [50]
describes organizational activities of enactment, selection, and retention which assist in
the processing of ambiguous information that results from an organization's interactions 1....
with ecological changes in the environment. The overall result of this process is the min- -

imization of information equivocality such that the organization is able to understand its
environment, recognize problems, diagnose their causes, identify policies to potentially _
resolve problems, evaluate efficacy of these policies, and select a priority order for
problem resolution. Figure 1 presents a partial interpretation of Weick's social theory
of organizing.

The result of the enactment activities of the organization is the enacted environment
of the organization. This enacted environment contains an external part, which S
represents the activities of the organization in product markets, and an internal part
which is the result of organizing people into a structure to achieve organizational goals.
Each of these environments is subject to uncontrollable ecological influences due to "
economic, social, and other changes. Selection activities allow perception framing,
editing and interpretation of the effects of the organization's actions upon the external
and internal environments such as to enable selection of a set of relationships believed
of importance. Retention activities allow admission, rejection, and modification of the
set of selected knowledge in accordance with existing retained knowledge and integration

.. . . . . .. .-. • - . °. .•. -.
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of previously retained organizational knowledge with new knowledge. There are a
potentially large number of cycles that may be associated with enactment, selection,_and
retention. These cycles generally minimize informational equivocality and allow for
organizational learning such that the organization is able to cope with very complex and
changing environments.

We shall present $everal other conceptual models of organizations in other sections of
this effort. A very important feature of these models is that of organizational learning.
Much of this organizational learning is not necessarily beneficial or appropriate in a
descriptive sense. For example, there is much literature [23,35] which shows that
organizations and individuals use improperly simplified and often distorted models of
causal and diagnostic inferences, and improperly simplified and distorted models of the
contingency structure of environment and task in which these realities are embedded.
Individuals often join "groups" to enhance survival possibilities and to enable pursuit -

of career and other objectives. These coalitions of like minded people pursue interests
that result in emotional and intellectual fulfillment and pleasure. The activities that are
perceived to result in need fulfillment become objectives for the group. Group cohesion,
conformity, and reinforcing beliefs often lead to what has been called "groupthink"
120,211, and an information acquisition and analysis structure that enables processing
only in accordance with the belief structure of the group. The resulting selective
perceptions and neglect of potentially disconfirming information preclude change of
beliefs. A central purpose of a decision support system is to enhance the knowledge base
for decisionmaking and the interpretation of this knowledge base to enhance decision
quality. To be able to discuss decisionmaking as it might be, we must be aware of
decisionmaking and judgement and choice behavior as it is.

3. ORGANIZATIONAL MANAGEMENT

An important aspect of the study of organizations is the role of management and
management decisionmaking. In an extraordinarily insightful work, Mintzberg [301
identifies a three-dimensional taxonomy that characterizes managerial paradigms. These
paradigms are described in Table I. The content roles, characteristic roles, and
contingencies which influence variations in managerial efforts are obtained from
interpretation of the results of the decisionmaking and leadership schools of thought
concerning managerial behavior. Mintzberg has identified eight schools of thought
concerning management, as indicated in Table 2. The information roles and the
decisional roles of the manager are of particular interest here as well as the contingency
task structure variables which influence these roles. Especially relevant to our efforts
is Mintzberg's discussion of several studies of managerial activities as a programmed
system. Tne need to develop programs, or cognitive maps (4,101, or process tracing 7

models 1221, of managerial activity is an essential objective in the development of
systems that support management and organizational decisionmaking.

S. . ._ - ..:-
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4. MODELS OF ORGANIZATIONAL DECISIONMAKING

The organizational science literature thoroughly discusses the development of 0
conceptual models for decisionmaking by individuals and by organizations based upon
various rationality conceptualizations. Among these are: the (economic) rational actor
model; the satisficing or bounded rationality model; the bureaucratic politics,
incremental, or "muddling through" model; the organizational processes model, and the
garbage can model. These are important to our discussions here and we present highlights .
of each of these models.

a. The Rational Actor Model

The decisionmaker becomes aware of a problem, studies it, carefully weighs
alternative means to a solution and makes a choice or decision based on an objective set
of values. At first glance, the rational actor model appears to contain much of value.
It is especially well matched to the entrepreneurship and decision theory schools of . .
thought as described by Mintzberg. However, we must be aware that it is a normative
substantive model. There may be any number of descriptive process realities which may
make it infeasible of realization. In rational planning or decisionmaking: AP

1. The decisionmaker is confronted with an issue that can be meaningfully isolated
from other issues.

2. Objectives, which will result in need satisfaction, are identified.
3. Possible alternative activities to resolve needs are identified.
4. The impacts of action alternatives are determined. -job

P 5. The utility of each alternative is evaluated in terms of its impacts upon needs.
6. The utilities of all alternatives are compared and the policy or activity with the

highest utility is selected for action implementation.

Simon [39-43] was perhaps the first to observe that unaided decisionmakers may not S
be able to make complete substantive use of the economic rational actor model possible.
The concepts of bounded rationality and satisficing represent mucn more realistic
substantive models of actual decision rules and practices. Argyris [1] has presented a
definitive recent discussion of the limits to rational man organizational theory. A variety .

of satisficing heuristic rules have been described in (47]. These are often used as
"simple" substitutes for "difficult" rational behavior. Unless very carefully developed
and applied however, these heuristic rules may result in very inferior decisions; decisions
which are reinforced through feedback and repetition such as to result in experiences
(and learnings) that are, by no means, the best teacher. Processes that are only economi-
cally rational may be neither desirable nor possible. Social, political, or legal rationality
concerns may well prevail. And one of the other decision frameworks we describe here
may well be more appropriate if these concerns are dominant over economic rationality
concerns.
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b. The Satisflcing or Bounded Rationality Model

The decisionmaker looks for a course of action that is basically good enough to meet
a minimum set of requirements. The goal is to "not shake the system" or "play it safe"
by making decisions primarily on the basis of short term acceptability rather than seeking
a long term optimum.

Simon introduced the concept of satisficing or bounded rationality as an effort to
... replace the global rationality of economic man with a kind of rational behavior that

is compatible with the access to information and computational capabilities that are
actually possessed by organisms, including man, in the kinds of environments in which
such organisms exist." He suggested that decisionmakers compensate for their limited
abilities by constructing a simplified representation of the problem and then behaving
rationaiy within the constraints imposed by this simplified model. We may satisfice by -.

finding either optimum solutions in a simplified world or satisfactory solutions in a more
realistic world. As Simon says, "neither approach dominates the other" j4 2 ].

Satisficing is actually searching for a "good enough" choice. Simon suggestcd that
the threshold for satisfaction, or aspiration level, may change according to the ease or
difficulty of search. If many alternatives can be found, the conclusion is reached that the -

aspiration level is too low and needs to be increased. The converse is true if no satisfactory
alternatives can be found. This may lead to a unique solution through iteration.

The principle of bounded rationality and the resulting satisficing model suggest that
simple heuristics may well be adequate for complex problem solving situations. While
satisficing strategies may well be excellent for repetitive problems by encouraging one to
"do what we did last time if it worked last time and the opposite if it didn't," they may
also lead to premature choices that result in unforeseen disasterous consequences;
consequences which could have been foreseen by rhore careful analysis. A paper by
Thorngate [471 provided useful descriptions of ways in which heuristic decision rules
may be used and abused. Development of efficient and effective decision heuristics is
a contemporary need for the analysis of decision behavior [8,47] and the modeling of
organizational and individual decisions [34,45], as well as for the design of normative
systems to aid decisionmaking [371. We believe that to be effective as well as efficient,
heuristics will have to be developed in a very cautious way with due considerations for
the many implications of the contingency task structure of a decision situation [32,38J.

c. The Bureaucratic Politics, Incrementalism, or "Muddling Through"Model

After problems arise which require a change of policy, policy makers typically
consider only a very narrow range of alternatives differing tea small degree from the
existing policy. One alternative is selected and tried with unforeseen consequences left
to be discovered and treated by subsequent incremental policies. This is the incremental
view.

In 1959, Lindblom postulated the approach called incrementalism, or muddling
through [26-28], to cope with perceived limitations in the economically rational
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approach. Marginal values of change only are considered - and these for only a few
dimensions of value - whereas the rational approach calls for exhaustive analysis of each
identified alternative along all identified dimensions of value. A number of authors have
shown incrementalism to be the typical, common, and currently practiced decision
process of groups in pluralistic societies. Coalitions of special interest groups make
cumulative decisions and arrive at workable compromise through a give and take process
that Lindblom calls "partisan mutual adjustment." He indicates that ideological and
other value differences do not influence marginal decisions as much as they influence
major changes and that, in fact, considering marginal values subject to practical
constraints will lead to agreement on marginal programs. Further, incrementalism can
result in agreement on decisions and plans even by those who are in fundamental
disagreement on values. However, incrementalism appears based on keeping the masses
marginally content and thus may not be able to do much to help the greatly
underprivileged and unrepresented. There have been a number of studies which indicate
incrementalism to be an often used approach in practice. Without doubt, this is a realistic
process-oriented descriptive model.

"* It is important to note [26] that Lindblom rejects (economic) comprehensive
rationality even as a normative model, proposes incrementalism as a normative approach,
and indicates that systems analysis and economic rationality will ofte-i lead to
ill-considered, often accidental incompleteness. He indicates the following inevitable
limitations to analysis. It is fallible, never rises to infallibility, and can be poorly
informed, superficial, biased, or mendacious. It cannot wholly resolve conflicts of value
and interest. Sustained analysis may be too slow and too costly compared with realistic
needs. Issue formulation questions call for acts of choice or will, and suggest that analysis
must allow room for politics.

The main features of the model proposed by Lindblom are as follows. Ends and

means are viewed as not distinct. Consequently means-ends analysis is viewed as often
inappropriate. Identification of values and goals is not distinct from the analysis of
alternative actions. Rather, the two processes are confounded. The test for a good policy
is, typically, that various decisionmakers, or analysts, agree on a policy as appropriate
without necessarily agreeing that it is the most appropriate means to an end. Analysis
is drastically limited, important policy options are neglected, and important outcomes

* .!  are not considered. By proceeding incrementally and comparing the results of each new
policy with the old, decisionmakers reduce or eliminate reliance on theory. 1 hjre is a
greater preoccupation with ills to be remedied rather than positive goals to be sought.
Incremental analysis is a good description of political decisionmaking and is sometimes
referred to as the "political process" model.

d. The Organizational Processes Model

Plans and decisions are the result of interpretation of standard operating procedures.
Improvements are obtained by careful identification of existing standard operating
procedures and associated organizational structures and determination of improvements N.-.
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in these procedures and structures.
The organizational process model, originally due to Cyert and March (1 21, functions

by relying on standard operating procedures which constitute the memory or intelligence . -
bank of the organization. Only if the standard operating procedures fail will the
organization attempt to develop new standard procedures.

The organizational process model may be viewed as an extension of the concept
of bounded rationality to choicemaking in organizations. It is clearly an application of
reasoning and rationality, as discovery and application of rules, to cases. There are four
main concepts of the behavioral theory of the firm which are suggested as descriptive .
models of actual choice-making in organizations:

(1) Quasi-resolution of conflict. Decisionmakers avoid conflicts arising from "
noncommensurate and conflicting goals. Major problems are disaggregated and each
subproblem is attacked locally by a department. An acceptable conflict resolution
between the efforts of different departments is reached through sequential attention to
departmental goals and through the formulation of coalitions which seek power and
status. When resources are scarce and there must then be unsatisfied objectives, decisions
concerning allocations will be met largely on political grounds.

(2) Uncertainty avoidance is achieved by reacting to external feedback, by
emphasizing short term choices, and by advocating negotiated futures. Generally there
will exist uncertainties about the future; uncertainties associated with future impacts of I :"-:r:
alternatives and uncertainties associated with future preferences. Generally, deficient *- "-
information processing heuristics and cognitive biases are used to avoid uncertainties.
The effects are, of course, suboptimal.

(3) Problem search is stimulated by encountering issues and not before issues are
surfaced. A form of "satisficing" is used as a decision rule. Search in the neighborhood
of the status quo only is attempted and only incremental solutions are considered.

(4) Organization learning. Organizations adapt on the basis of experience. They
often pay considerable attention to one part of their environment at the expense of
another.

The organizational process model may be viewed as suggesting that decisions at time
t may be forecasted, with almost complete certainty, from knowledge of decisions at
time t-T where T is the planning or forecasting period. Standard operating procedures or

programs," and education motivation and experience or "programming" of management
are the critical determinants of behavior for the organizational process model. Cohen and
March recommend a strategy of management leadership to cope with organizational
process realities. Managers are encouraged to be intimately involved in organizations such
that they will be able to strongly influence decisions; to become widely informed such
that they will be highly valued in the information-poor organization; to be extraordinarily
persistent since unmitigated chutzpah will often have entirely undeserved rewards; to
encourage those with opposing views to participate; and to overload organizational
systems such as to make themselves more necessary. In this view, the descriptive
characteristics of the organization are seen as performance inhibiting factors. They are

I-
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factors not to be overcome, but to be understood and used to the advantage of the

manager.

e. The Garbage Can Model

* This relatively new model 11 views organizational decisionmaking as resulting from
four variables: problems, solutions, choice opportunities, and people. Decisions result
from the interaction of solutions looking for problems, problems looking for solutions,
decision opportunities, and participants in the problem-solving process. The model allows
for these variables being selected more or less at random from a garbage can. Doubtlessly,
this is a.realistic descriptive model.

All five of the models, or frameworks, for decisionmaking have both desirable and
undesirable characteristics and any of them may be relevant in specific circumstances.- If
we accept the facts that:

I. Decisionmakers use a variety of methods to select among alternatives for action
implementation;""

2. These methods are frequently suboptimial; and
3. Most decisionmakers desire to enhance their decisionmaking efficiency and effec-

tiveness;
then we must conclude that there is much more motivation and need for research and
ultimate design and development of planning and decision support systems. But these

five models make it very clear that improved planning and decision-making efficiency
and effectiveness, and aids to this end, can only be accomplished if we understand human
decisionmaking as it is as well as how it might be and allow for incorporation of this -

understanding in the design of systemic process adjuvants. One of the requirements
imposed on these adjuvants will be relevance to the individual and group decisionmaking
structure. Another requirement is relevance to the information requirements of the
decisionmaker. Especially important also is accommodation of organizational learning.

5. INFORMATION PROCESSING IN ORGANIZATIONS

We are particularly, interested in describing the decisionmaking process in organiza-
tions. This leads naturally to a study of information processing in organizations and a

description of how decisionmakers may determine information needs. While there have
been a number of studies of group decisionmaking roles, and organizational behavior
[44,461, our efforts will be based primarily on those of Vroom and Yetton [491, Huber
[l71, and Feldman and March f141.

Huber and Vroom and Yetton have indicated a number of potential advantages
and disadvantages to group participation in decisionmaking. Since a group has more
information and knowledge potentially available to it than any individual in the group,

L" it should be capable of making a better decision than an individual. Group decisions are
often more easily implemented than individual decisions since participation will generally

increase decision acceptance as well as understanding of the decision. Also group

I 9-.
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participation increases the skills and information that members may need in making
future organizational decisions. On the other hand, there are potential disadvantages -

to groups. They consume more time in decisionmaking than individuals. Their decisions
may not fully support higher organizatonal goals. Group participation may lead to
unrealistic anticipations of involvement in future decisions and resentment by individuals
towards subsequent decisions in which they have not participated. Finally, there is no
guarantee that the group will converge on a decision alternative.

Huber asks four primary questions, the answers to which determine guidelines for
selection of a particular form of group decisionmaking. These concern involving others,
encouraging group activities, delegating authority to the group, and including the leader
in the group. The responses to these questions determine an appropriate form of group
decisionmaking. There are a number of subsidiary questions concerned with each of the
primary questions. For example, we may determine whether or not to involve others-

- A

by posing questions involving: decision quality, understanding and acceptance, personnel

development and relationships, and time required.
Vroom and Yetton have been very concerned with leadership and decisionmaking ,

[491. Their primary concern is with effective decision behaviors. They develop a
number of clearly articulated normative models of leadership style for individual and
group decisions. These should be of use to those attempting to structure normative or
prescriptive models of the leadership style portion of decision situations which are
capable of operational implementation. It is the apparent goal of Vroom and Yetton to
move beyond generalities such as the stereotypical leadership style theory X-theory Y
25,49] . They desire to come to grips with, and use explicitly, leadership behavior and

situational variables to enhance organizational effectiveness. Other theories and practices
of organizational leadership are presented in [7].

Keen [24] acknowledges four causes of inertia relative to organizational information
systeios.. He indicates that: information is only a small component; human information
processing is experiential and relies on simplification; organizatonal change is incremental
and evolutionary with large changes being avoided; and that data are a political resource .
affecting particular groups as well as being an intellectual commodity. Each of these 
factors suggests the importance of a knowledge of the way in which information is
processed by organizations.

The purpose of knowledge-based decision support systems is to provide timely,
relevant, and accurate information to system users to enhance human judgement and ---*

decisionmaking efficiency and effectiveness concerning resource allocations that affect
issues under consideration. Among the many concerns that dictate needs and
requirements for automated support systems is the fact that decisionmakers must
typically make more judgements and associated decisions in a given period of time than
they can comfortably make. This creates a stressful situation which can lead to the use of
poor information processing and judgemental heuristics. especially since judgements and
decisions are typically based on forecasts of the future. Needs and issues associated with
the design of information processing and judgement-aiding support systems relate to

releant andaccrat infrmaionto sste uses t enancehumn jdgemnt nd I
S

--- -
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questions concerning appropriate functions for the decisionmaker and staff to perform.- -

They concern the type of information which should be available and how this
information should be acquired, analyzed, stored, aggregated and presented such that it

- can be used most effectively in a variety of potential operational environments. They
concern design of information systems with strong space-time-environmental
dependencies. They concern design of information systems that can effectively "train"

Speople to adapt and use appropriate concrete operational heuristics in those environments
in which inexperience dictates initial use of formal operational thought. They concern AD
design and use of information systems that support environmentally experienced
decisionmiakers in the use of a variety of effective concrete operational heuristics. And
because of their use by multiple decisionmakers, these tasks must be accomplished in a
parallel architectural fashion.

Huber [17-191 and Tushman and Nadler [481 have developed a number ofr propositions, based on their own research and upon the research of others, reflecting
various aspects of information processing in organization. The general conclusion of -

these studies is that in an effort to enhance efficiency, organizational information
processing typically requires selective routing of messages and summarization of messages.
In the classical normative theory of decisionmaking, it is easily shown that information

5 about the consequences of alternative courses of action should be "purchased" only if the
benefits of the information, in terms of precision, relevance, reliability and other qualities
exceed the cost. Feldman and March [ 141 present a highly symbolic alternate point of

I . .'

view in their descriptive portrait of information use in organizations. Their discussions of
information incentives indicate systematic bias in estimating the benefits and costs of
information due to the fact that the costs and benefits do not occur at the same place and
at the same time such that one group has responsibility for information use whereas
another has responsibility for information availability. Also, people are prone to obtain
more informaton than is needed since, under uncertainty conditions, the post outcome
probabilities of events that do occur will be (descriptively) judged higher than the prior
probabilities of these events. This will suggest that less information was obtained than
should have been obtained. This will, typically, lead to incentives to obtain too much
information.

Feldman and March also indicate that much of the information that is obtained is
obtained for surveillance purposes to uncover potential surprises rather than to clarify
uncertainties for decisionmaking. Strategic misrepresentation of information, due to
interpersonal conflictt and power struggles, is a third factor suggested as decoupling
information gathering from decisionmaking. This occurs since information is not
innocent and must be suspected of bias. Finally, information is a symbol which indicates
a commitment to rationality; and there are incentives to displaying the incentive even if
it is not used.

Identification of other variabks which influence information processing in and by
organizations would represent a desirable activity. To determine how these information
pl.o.
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discussed in 123,351 would seem especially desirable in terms of the likely usefulness of
the results and the need for an expanded theory of group information processing biases.
There appear to have been only limited results obtained in the area of cognitive
information processing biases and use of inferior heuristics on the part of groups. The
development of appropriate normative strategies for information requirements determina-
tion are especially important towards these ends. Davis (9] identifies two major levels
of requirements: the organizational information requirements reflected in a planned
applications portfolio, and detailed information requirements associated with specific7
applications. A contingency approach is suggested to yield information requirements
at each level and to minimize the deficiencies associated with human information
processing.

A major difficulty in cognitive information processing seems to be failure to identify
and use an appropriate structure that allows appropriate weighting of observed data.
Investigation of the effects of various structured information processing/decision aiding
protocols upon the acquisition, analysis, and interpretation of informaton and its
integration with judgment and decisionmaking activities would appear to be a
contemporary need in information system design. There are a number of studies in
expert systems and artificial intelligence [5] -relevant to these ends. These and other
studies may well provide a structured framework for information processing styles and
approaches ranging from the purely qualitative and affective, to reasoning by analogy
which may be a blend of qualitative and quantitative, to quantitatively based filtering and
detection algorithms.

6. ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING

Organizational learning results when members of the organization react to changes in
the internal or external environment of the organization by detection and correction of
errors [1-3]. An error is a feature of knowledge that makes action ineffective and
detection and correction of error produces learning. Individuals in an organization are
agents of organizational action and organizational learning. The seminal theory of action
concept of Argyris [ 1-3] is based upon these notions which are extraordinarily relevant
to decision support system design.

Argyris cites two information related factors that inhibit organizational learning:
the degree to which information is distorted such that its value in influencing quality1
decisions is lessened, and lack of receptivity to corrective feedback. Two types of
organizational learning are defined. Single loop learning is learning which does not
question the fundamental objectives or actions of an organization. Members of the
organization discover soulrces of error and identify new strategic activities which might
correct the error. The activities are analyzed and evaluated and one or more selected for
implementation. Environmental control and self protection through control over others.,1
primarily by imposition of power, are typical strategies. The consequences of this
approach include defensive group dynamics and low production of valid inform-ation. . .
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The lack of information does not result in disturbances to prevailing values. The resulting
-* inefficiencies in decisionmaking encourage frustration and an increase in secrecy and

loyalty demands from decisionmakers. All of this is mutually self reinforcing. It results
-. in a stable autocratic state and a self fulfilling prophecy with respect to the need for

organizational control.
Double-loop learning involves identification of potential changes in organizational

goals and of the particular approach to inquiry that allows confrontation with and
resolution of conflict rather than the translation of incompatible objectives into .
intergroup conflict. Not all conflict resolution is the result of double loop learning
however. Good examples of this are conflicts settled through imposition of power rather
than inquiry. Thus, double-loop learning is seen to be the result of that organizational
inquiry which resolves initially perceived incompatible organizatonal objectives through
the restructuring and setting of new priorities and objectives. New understandings are
developed which result in updated cognitive maps and scripts of organizational behavior.
Organizations are claimed to learn primarily on the basis of single loop learning and,
typically, do not engage in double-loop learning.

Individuals act as agents of organizational learning through the processing of initially
inaccessible and obscure information and by resolving potential inadequacies associated
with individual and organizational theories of action 12). All human action is said to
be based on theories of action. There are two types: espoused theories of action, which
are the "official" theories that people claim as a basis for action; and theories in use,
which are the descriptive theories of action that may be inferred from actual behavior.
While people are often adept at identifying discrepancies between espoused theories of
action and theories in use associated with others, they are not equally capable at self

M diagnosis. However people are programmed with theories in use that suggest that this
inconsistent behavior in others not be reported to them by those who detect it. So we
see again the presence of social exchanges and customs that inhibit double loop learning.

There are several dilemmas associated with theory of action building [3]. Among
these non-mutually exclusive dilemmas, which result in conflicting and intolerable
pressures, are:

* incongruity between espoused theory and theory in use which are recognized but
not corrected

- inconsistency between theories in use
0 ineffectiveness as objectives associated with theories in use become less and less

achievable over time
* disutility as theories in use become less valued over time
* unobservability as theories in use result in suppression of information by others

such that evaluation of effectiveness becomes impossible.

Detection and correction of inappropriate espoused theories of action and theories
in use is suggested as potentially leading to a reduction in those factors that inhibit
double-loop learning. Of course single-loop learning often will be appropriate. The

................................... .-.
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result of double-loop learning is a new set of goals and standard operating policies that -7

become a part of the organization's knowledge base. It is when the environment, or more
generally the contingency task structure, changes that double-loop learning is called for.
Inability to accommodate double-loop learning is a flaw. Ability to successfully integrate
and utilize the appropriate blend of single and double loop learning is called deutero,
or dialectic, learning.

Several intervention models, or approaches, are suggested to encourage organizations
to adopt a capability for double-loop learning [3]. These include comprehensive inter-
vention; limited intervention through structural mapping of the issue, internalization of
the map, testing and validation of the map, simulation and analysis of impacts using the
map, and generation of knowledge using the map for use in future designs; and several
partial models of intervention. Of particular interest in this seminal work are the several
caveats given concerning difficulties in the design of management information and
decision support systems such that they support Model II (i.e., double-loop) learning,
rather than Model I (single-loop) learning.

7. SUMMARY

We have presented a description and interpretation of some recent results in
behavioral and organizational theory that have direct relevance to the design of
information systems to aid the human decisionmaker in organizational settings. The
primary organizing principles in organizations include: division of labor and task assign-
ment, identifying standard operating principles, top down flow of decisions, formal and
informal channels of communication in all directions, the multiple uses of information, -

and organizational learning. We must be conscious of these descriptive principles in order
that we be able to produce normative aids that are realistically grounded in the realities
of human desires and capabilities for growth and self actualization.
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Alonzorainda

- An Interactive Procedure for Aiding Multiattribute
Alternative Selection'

INTRODUCTION Note that (a,a) eR if and only ir

IN THIS PAPER. wc examine a procedure for aiding a min wru(a')p(a') -u(a)p(a)J (I
At...)

decisionmaker in the task of selecting a single alternative aieCodtnsnA('.)whcgurte
from a finite set of muhiattributed alternatives in an is nonnegtv.CniononA'.)whhgurne
uncertain environment. Ke characteristics of this pro- ta stastv o lgtymr eea rbe
cedure are: it is interactive and it attempts to reduce the can be found in the appendix of [5]; we will assume that

-number and precision of probability, importance weight R is transitive throughout this paper.
and utility values necessary for alternaitive ranking.
thereby reducing the time. stress and effort required by
the dtcisionmaker to use it. The procedure essentially -DETERMINATION OF R
strengthens and extends results in [2, 3] and compliments

resuis in[5].The key to determining or approximating R is solving
or bounding the mathematical program presented in (1).
We now present two cases where (1) can be solved

PROBLEM FORMULATION exactly and one case where (1) can be bounded from
below. Consideration of the first two cases has been

The decisionmaker's objective is to select a preferred motivated by results in 12].
alternative from A available alternatives, Once an alter-
ra'ive i% sesected, one -)f C conse~ue-res r-ill r'crrr. If C.Ud I
alternative a is selected, consequence c will occur with
probabilityp;~a) and utility ut(a) with respect to attn- Assume p (a') and p (a) are known precisely, ire W',

U ~~bute I. i - 1. IL We assume that expected utility and u, - ua].eU.iiI I Ltua uaX
ranks the alternatives in a manner consistent with the Then, (1) becomes
decisionrnakcr's prctcrenccs. If the attributes are addi-
tive independent [I. p. 295). then, expected utility of mn in~p ... minX wu,(a')p (a')
alternative a is -u(~~)

W,; It u(a)p, (a) - wut(a)p (a). =min wi, min [a,(a')p W)

where w, Z~i0 is the importance weight of attribute i, - 110()p (a)].

~ Let

Thus, alternative a' is (weakly) preferred to alternative wet. )=~i.,(o)~'
a if and only if mw (a')p (a') : imu(a)p (a). Then. (a',& aG R if and only if

Let A~a'. a) represent the set of all possible values that m w'(,r) 0()p
*the 5-tuple I,%. v~a'). ai(a), p(a'). p(a)', can rssurne. The min ivw aC t0 2
* set A(a', a) represents a description of parameter value

imprecisior and is assumed to be given for every alterna- We observe that if u, is described by linear inequaities
tive nair (a', a). We remark that if A'(a'. a) 9 A(a', a) (a common way of describing interval estimates and/or
then A'(a'. a) represents more information about the ordinal rankingf), then the determination ofr,(a,, a) can
parameter value-s than does A(a'. a) but is presumrably be accomplished by a linear program. IIf' is described
more difficult to assess than is A(a', a). by linear inequalities, then once t,(a'. a) has been deter-

*Define the relation R on the alternative set as fol'.ows: mined for all i - I. .(2) can be determined by a
(a',a)c-R if and only if up ruu for all linear program. If' W and U, for all i, are all described
(w, V'. u.p'.p)eA(a'. a). Thus (a*, ale R if and only if' by linear inequalities, then R can be constructed by
alterrnati'e a' is preferred to alternative a for all possible solving A (A -Il)/ linear programs to determine the
values of the parameters. Hence, R represents a descrip v ' a) and then solving A (A - 1) linear programs to
tior or preference on the alternatives in a manner dtriethe solutions of (1). We remark that the

*consistent with the expected utility criterion and the set necessar) and sufficient condition for an alternative to be
of all possible parameter values and as such represents the most preferred for all possible parameter values.
a potentialiv key source of alternativt sclection support. given in (2). represents an upper bound on the first two _

For c;Lrnpe';. if a* is such that there is ro a' such that sufficient conditions given in the appendix in [2).
(i'. a') eR and (a*. a') # R. then c* is nondominated. If
a* is such that (aO,u~)e Rand (a~a*)t R for all a via". Case 2

* thenu is ~e mos prefrred alternat~ve. Our objective. Asm is known precisely. 11p(a').p(o),1 e P(a'. a)
therefore. is to determine R. gi~en 5%(a*, a) for all (a', a). and it, e V. a-i . I and let

r(a) - max I,(G)

'This rcsciarch Fla been supported by ONR Contract a;,(a) - min u,(a).
N0UVlJ-4O.C-O542. work unit number N97-0)65.
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TABLE ]. ALTERNATIVE RANKING AND WEIGHTS TABLE

Alternative
Attribut Weight 1 2 . 4

I 0.3 4(0.5) 3(0.5) 2(0.4) 1(0.6) 5 3(0.S) 2(0.2)
2 0.2 2 3(0.5) 5(0.5) 4 2(0.6) 4(0.41 -
3 0.05 2 1 1
4 0.15 1 3 5 I
5 0.2 3 4(0.5) 5(0.5) 4 2
6 0.1 2 3(0.5) 1(0.5) 4 5

Then. it is easily shown that (i) is bounded from below (c) If a choice cannot be made. then assess further

by ," • information about the values of the imprecisely ----

"n ,- ,.(a)p(a). (3, known parameters and return to Step a.

These three steps applied to Case I pr:'duce the
Clearly, if(3) is nonnegative, then (a )e A, and hence following iterative procedure:
we have a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for
(a', a) R. We remark that the sufficient condition iven (0) Assess p (a) for all a, IV, and U, for all i.
in (3) represents an upper bound on the third sufficient (1) Determine ,(a',a) for all i, a', and a. a'# a.condition given in the appendix in 12]. (2) Construct A from the solutions of (2).c(3) If R provides sufficient information for alternative
Case 3 selection, then stop. If not. go to Step 4.

Assume "-, u(a'), and u(a) are known precisely and (4) Assess further parameter value information. If the
'p(a').p(a)} e P(a', a). Then, (I) becomes new information only affects 14', then go to Step 2.

If the new information affects any U,, then go to Step
rin [%'u'(a)p'- n(a)pj !.

which is a linear program if P(a', a) is described oy :,uting Step 4. we obsera. tla" i tIle neo int. Traion
T linear inequalities, assessed only affects the importance weights, then need

for redetermining the c,(o', a), and hence for solving
AN I NTERACTIVE PROCEDURE A (A - 1)/ linear programs, is eliminated. This fact may

affect the direction of the assessment procedure if inter-
We now present an interactive procedure for solving active time is important and if the solution of the linear

the problem posed in Case I. Analogous procedures are programs required to determine the r,(a', a) is tme•
easily developed for Cases 2 and 3. This procedure is consuming.
based on the following three general steps for interactive AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
decision aiding 151:
(a) Eliminate as many alternatives as possible using We now re-examine the juvenile drug treatment and

currently available parameter value information, rehabilitation problem presented in 12) using the iterative
(b) If an alternafive can be selected without further procedure presented above. For this problem A = 4 and

• . -. alternative elimination, then stop. I = 6. Tables I and 2 present the initially relevant
information. Note that the importance weights are as-

TABLE 2. PtosAsiuTihs AND uTLTY AAKiGs sumed to be known precisely. All utility scores areSL.Met) ordinal rankings with k + I being more desirable than k.

I e figures in )arentheses in Table I rep.erent tit.e
a probability of obtaining the ranking to the left of the

c 1 2 3 4 parentheses. For example, the probabliity of receiving a
ranking of 3 with respect to attribute I if alternative 4

2 0.5 0 0 0 is chosen is 0.8. In order tu model the consequences,
2 0.5 0 0 0 we assume C - 9 and define the p,(a) and u,(a) as in
3 0 0.4 0 0 Table 2. We interpret the matrix entries in Table 2
4 . 0 0.1 0 0 concerning the ui,(a) to be rankings. For example, for
5 0 0.5 0 0 attribute i= I we interpret the rankings to imply
6 0 0 I 0 0 - u,,(2) = u,(2) : u,,(2) = u,,(4) ! u,:(I) - u,7(4) -
7 0 0 0 0.6 u/11(4) : ul(l) : udt(3) = 1, which defines U, in terms of
8 0 0 0 0.2 a finite set of linear inequalities.
9 0 0 0 0.2 Based on the informration contained in Tables I and

2. the interactive procedure (approximately simplified
__due to the fact that H' is a singleton) produced

Alternative R = {(3. 1), (3, 4)). Thus, alternative 3 dominates alter-
1 2 3 4 natives I and 4. leaving alternatives 2 and 3 as con-

Consequence tenders for the most preferred. If the decisionmaker
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 prefers 2 to 3 or 3 to 2. then according to the interactive
4 3 2 1 I S 3 3 2 procedure, the alternatise selection process can stop (see2 22 3 3 5 4 2 44 4 for an alternative appro:h). If not. more parameter3 2 2 3 3 S 4 I 4 information would require assessment in order to reduce

"3 2 2 3 3 3 I 1 I the nondominated set !2. . In (2]. additional parameter
4 1 3 3 3 5 1 2 2 value information %as iterati'cly added to the informa.
6 2 3 34 4 2 tion contained in Table 2 with regard to the u.,(a). The

impact of this informatin on the relation R using our
-.I : .,-
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TAbLE 3. Dow.ANCE STRUCTURES CONCLUSIONS
Addiimon~I We have presented an interactive procedure re.

native selection based on utility theory hch :

none (3, I). (3. 4 parameter value information to be irprri-'cse. Th -
u,1(I) = 0.8 (3). .(3 4), cedure produces at least as much inrormation rcIa.-,
uI ) = 0.7 :(3. 1). (3, 4) alternative ranking as does a recently propocd a.,--.-1,d2) - 0.2 :(3. 1). (3. 2). (3, 4)} tive ranking procedure presented in 12). An c€anrLu:,(2) = 0.2 %(3. I), (3. 2). (3, 4)} presented in [2] has been used to illustrate this f.,t
u!,(3) = 0.8 1(3, 1).(3. 2). (3,4)} Determining effective methods for assessine parameter

value information is a topic for future research.

approach is presented in Table 3. For example, if it is
known that u,,(I)=0.8, u,,(I)-=0.7 and u,,(2)=0.2,
then R - {(3, I). (3. 2), (3.4)f. indicating that alternative REFERENCES
3 is the most preferred. We note that further additional
information does not alter the relation. I. K.ENv RL and RAiFA H (19761 Deurtws wit

'The approach taken in [2] indicated that (a) no Multiple Objectives. John Wiley, New York.
alternative could be ruled out even if u,(1) was assessed 2. SARiN RK (1977) Screening of multiattribute alter-
and included with the information contained in Table 2 natives. Omega 5(4), 481-489.
and (b) only after all the additional information listed in 3. SARIN RK (1977) Interactive evaluation and bound
Table 3 was provided could alternative 3 be considered procedure for selecting multi-attributed alternaties .
the most preferred. Here the results in [2] are less In TIMS Stud. in Mgmt Sci. 6, 211-224.
discriminating. than our results, and will never be more 4. WHIT CC. SAGE AP and Dozoo S (1982) An
discriminating since ours are based on necessary and interactive approach to alternative ranking in-
sufficient conditions for an alternative to be the most volving inverse decision aiding. Proc. 6th IF.4C
preferred for all possible parameter values, while in [2] Symposium on Identification and Parameter Esti.
the results are based only on sufficient conditions. motion Washington, DC.

In order to more frlly demonstrpte the theor-. , 5. WITE CC. SkGE AP and S-HFVER %VT (19,X2
weakened our assumpuon on the importance weights to Decision support with partially identified par'ar.e-
W < w. < ),6 = < w which is consistent with ters. Large Scale Systems 3. 177-189.
their precise values, and found that A - {(3, 1). (3, 4))
for all levels of additional utility value information
(including 'none') listed in Table 3. Then we additionally Chelsea C White IIJ
assumed that it- = 0.3,R - {(3. 1), (3. 4)) for all levels of Shigeru Dozono
informat:or in Table 3 except the last level. The addition
or u:,(3) - 0.8 produced R = ((3, 1), (3, 2), (3, 4)). Thus, William T Scherer
with only an ordinal ranking of the importance weights (June 1 0.,)
consistent with their precise values, we were able to
eliminate alternatives I and 4 without any utility value Department of Engineering Science and Systems
information other than that contained in Table 2, If we Thornton Hall
also assumed that tv, = 0.3. then our approach required University of Virginia

" ,.. s.; same amoun of additional utility value information Charlot.esille
that the approach in (2] required in order to determine VA 22901

" that alternative 3 is the most preferred. USA
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ARIADNE: A Knowledge-Based Interactive
System for Planning and Decision Support

ANDREW P. SAGE, FELLOW, IEEE, AND CHELSEA C. WHITE. III. MEMBER. IEEE ,

As trat-The development of an interactive planning and decision dominance structure among the alternatives. These take on
support rocess for multiple criteria alternative selection situations is various forms and mixtures of formal knowledge-based.
dcussed. Probabilitie, utility scores for the lowest level attribute% and rule-based, or skill-based activities as deemed appropriate

- attribute trade-off weights, i.e., the parameters, can be imprecisely de-
scribed bI set inclusion. Within a specified structural model of the decision for the task at hand [11. [2). Especially with a large number
situation, the process allows the decisionmaker to iteratively select the mix of alternative courses of action under consideration, the
of parameter value precision and alternative ranking specificity. By select- decision process will typically involve mixed scanning.

. ing this mix. the decisionmaker is able to direct the alternative selection where some noncompensatory rule is first used to eliminate
process in an interactive manner, using alternative selection strategies grossly inappropriate alternatives. This is then followed by
based on behaviorally meaningful dominance search strategies. Emphasis is .....

placed on the motivation of the research and the behavioral relevance of one or more compensatory information evaluation opera-
the support process. References in the bibliography provide further analyti- tions that results in a dominance structure which enables
cal and behavioral discussions related to this process. final judgment and alternative selection.

The research discussed here is based upon the hypothesis
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION FOR THE that people are able to evaluate alternative plans and

RESEARCH decisions efficiently and effectively and with low stress

T A EE beresof-choosing when a clear dominance pattern exists among alternatives
among multiattributed alternatives often involves an ini- that allows the establishment of a sufficiently discrimina-

tamon muliatribte alenaie ofe involvese anr golisti-oidtial search for a dominance structure and ultimate identifi- tory prorty structure. Our goal is to provide a
cation of a set of nondominated alternatives, alternatives knowledge-b decision support process that enhances
which are not worse than any other alternative on any the quality of It,. dominance structure used for judgment
attribute and which are better than each other alternative and choice.
on at least one attribute. In most decision situations, Often people process information poorly through various
however, no single alternative dominates all other alterna- forms of selective perception. A typical flaw involves ignor-
tires, at least initially. In such decision situations, the ing potentially disconfirming information in order to per- 7
decisionmaker typically "adjusts" the structure of the deci- ceive a dominance pattern among alternatives when nosuch pattern exists. Another flaw is to evaluate one non-
sion situation and parameter values within this structure so suchnattern t. An t her t an non-

i as to identify a dominance structure which contains a dominant alternative incrementally higher than another
single nondominant alternative. This search may involve one after the introduction of alternatives asymmetrically
rational activities, such as aggregation of attributes and dominated by the first nondominant alternative but not by
compensatory trade-offs through determination of judg- the second. Sequential pairwise comparison of alternatives
mental weights. Alternatively, it may involve various rules often assumes an implicit contextual relation >-, where ;. . .

'

which may be quite flawed. Examples of such rules are 1) A >- B suggests that choosing A and rejecting B is prefer-
lexicographic ordering, in which the best alternative on the able to choosing B and rejecting A [3].
most important attribute is selected, and 2) sequential Thus the preference relation is alternative dependent in

.- pairwise comparison of alternatives using a preference general, and nontransitive results can be expected from its
relation that is a function of the two alternatives being use in unaided situations. Agenda-dependent results will

typically occur in aided situations if we force transitivitycompared. In this latter case, nontransitive preferences
may easily result due to the fact that the contextual rela- through the use of transitive inference and associated ne-
tion used to determine preferences changes from binary glect of questions that would have provided results which
comparison to binary comparison, would have disconfirmed the transitivity assumption. Thus

A variety of holistic, heuristic. and wholistic judgmental there seems much motivation to provide assistance in this
activities will typically be involved in the search for a search for a dominance structure that will assist in theprocess of judgment, choice, and decision 14], [5].

In this paper, we provide an overview of our research to
Manuscnpt received February 1983 revised August 1983. This work these ends. The next section will present a summary of the

was supported by the Office of Naval Research under Contract N00014- features and structural constructs of our decision support
0-C-0542.

The authors are with the Department of Systems Engineering. Univer- system. The following section presents a more detailed
sitv of Virginia. Charlottesville. VA 22901. discussion of these structural constructs and introduces

0018-9472/84/0100-0035$01.00 ©1984 IEEEL -•
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some of the modes in which the support process can be Parameters are elicited from the decisionmaker in the
used. Then we discuss some behavioral issues that relate to form of equalities and inequality bounds. A variety -f
the conceptual design of ARIADNE. Next we present a mathematical programming approaches and graph the y
brief description of some of the algorithmic constructs that have been used to generate interactive displays of preter-
allow and assist the development of dominance structures ence digraphs. These mathematical programming ap-
for the various modes in which use of the support system is proaches are used to determine dominance structures *r
possible. Some very simple illustrative examples are fol- alternative prioritization that are based on parameter in.:--.
lowed by a section devoted to conclusions and extensions mation elicited from the decisionmaker. At present, only a
to our research that are currently in progress. linear programming approach will yield necessary a. .J

sufficient conditions for determination of a priority str--
.Fture and computational times that are consistent with

We now investigate concepts for the design and eval- interactive decision aiding. This requires that we elwt
uation of an interactive knowledge-based planning and structural parameter information in a slightly restric.' J
decision support system which combines, or allows the form which we denote the "behaviorally consistent infor-
combination of, several evaluation rules and contingency mation set" (BCIS). Often this BCIS will be in such a form
structures often used as a basis for evaluation, prioritiza- that solution of the generally nonlinear programming prc -

tion. judgment, and choice. We have developed a knowl- lems associated with determination of dominance str-
edge-based system to interactively aid planning and deci- tures can be replaced by the solution of simple computa-
sion support processes through encouragement of the search tionally amenable linear programs with bounded variabl.
for a dominance structure that is behaviorally realistic and The major simplification associated with eliciting paran: .
rational, from both a substantive and procedural view- ter imprecision in a prespecified structural format, how-
point. The support system is called Alternative Ranking ever, is in the natural language dialogue needed to estabFlh
Interactive Aid based on DomiNance structural informa- a model of the decision situation.
tion Elicitation (ARIADNE). The support system allows The purpose of the graph theory algorithm is to allow
the use of various integrated forms of wholistic, heuristic, the construction of a domination digraph or dominance
and holistic reasoning in an aided search for dominance structural model. This digraph is a pictorial representati t
information among identified alternatives. We believe it to of -the ordinal preferences as determined from a dominan._.
be flexible enough to match diverse decision situations and reachability matrix. This matrix is determined by the linear
environments closely in order to support varying cognitive programming algorithms from the decision situation stru. --

skills and decision styles, thereby enabling planners and ural model and parameters elicited from the decisic--
decisionmakers to adapt its use to their own cognitive maker. These domination digraphs encourage either selec- -

skills, decision styles, and knowledge. tion of a preferred alternative, or further iteration using t'-
Our efforts have concerned choice-making situations un- aggregated preference information for feedback learning.

der certainty and under risk, primarily for the single deci- An inverse aiding feature is currently being incorporated
sion node case. This formulation allows the consideration into the decision support system. This feature allows the
of a variety of imprecisely known parameters such as decisionmaker to make wholistic skill-based prioritizatio -

attribute trade-off weights, outcome state values on lowest among alternatives. These prioritizations may be acro.. -
level attributes, event outcome probabilities, and various some or all identified alternatives, at the top level of the
combinations of these. Parameter needs are determined hierarchy of attributes or at some intermediate level. If V
from the structure of the decision situation, as elicited from elicit numerical bounds on the attribute scores for tho.
the decisionmaker during the formulation and analysis attributes which are subordinate to and included within the
steps of the decision support process. We consider these attribute at which alternatives are prioritized, then boun'"
formulation and analysis steps to be outside the scope of on attribute weights, consistent with the wholistic priorif-.
our present software developments but recognize the essen- zation, may be determined by using a linear programming
tial need for them in a complete decision support process. approach. Alternately, if weights are specified, then it .. "

The decision situation structural model may represent possible to determine bounds on alternative scores on tho.'
decisions under risk or under certainty. The attribute tree attributes subordinate to the attribute at which prioritizz'
representing the features of decision outcome states may be tion was made through the use of linear programming
structured and/or parameterized in a top-down or bottom- algorithms.
up fashion through use of ARIADNE. A single-level struc- As alternatives are identified and prioritized, updates c7
ture or a multiple-level hierarchical structure of attributes these bounds are made available. The results obtained from
may be used with the choice of these being at the discretion using the inverse aiding feature are, in may ways, compar.
of the decisionmaker. Multiple decision node situations ble to those obtained from the regression analysis base
may be approached through a goal directed decision struc- social judgment theory [9]. This approach provides weight
turing approach in which the growth of the structure of identification only, with a "confidence" measurement cor.
alternative decisions and event outcomes is guided by cerning the validity of weights; cardinal preferences at-
sensitivity-like computations obtained through use of the assumed. Results in the form of bounds on, or ranges o:

_ ARIADNE algorithms 16]-18]. weights are available with a very few alternative prioritiza.

- . . . .- i. . . . . . .
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tions in the inverse aiding approach. The priortizations 6) Determine impacts of, or outcomes that may result
needed may involve a mixture of cardinal and ordinal from, alternative courses of action.
preferences. For a large number of prioricizations, the 7) Encode uncertainty elements in the form of event
inverse aiding approach may become cumbersome compu- outcome probabilities, or bounds on these, to the extent
tationally compared to the regression-based approach, possible.3 where additional information may be easily processed in a 8) Identify risk aversion coefficients, if needed, to the .
sequential fashion. extent possible.

The combination of inverse and direct aiding to enhance 9) Identify preference or value functions, or bounds on
decisionmaker specification of imprecise values, weights, these functions, to the extent possible. - -
and probabilities enhances the usefulness of ARIADNE 10) Identify attribute weights, or bounds on these func-
since it allows for judgments and their explanation, using a tions, to the extent possible.

, combination of formal knowledge-based and skill-based 11) Identify wholistic preferences among alternatives to
modes. This enhanced usefulness will also occur through the extent that this is possible.
encouragement to the decisionmaker to become more aware 12) Identify possible disjunctive and conjuctive aspects,
of relevant alternative courses of action and to identify or thresholds for attributes, of identified alternative courses
new alternatives on the basis of feedback learning of the of action.

-, impacts of alternatives upon issues and objectives in a
behaviorally relevant way that, hopefully, encourages .
"double-loop learning" [10). C. Evaluation and Interpretation of the Outcome of

Alternative Courses of Action

III. STRUCTURE OF ARIADNE 1) Identify a decision aiding protocol or plan for evalua-
tion and interpretation of the decision situation.

A complete set of activities envisioned in using the 2) Identify potential for use of deficient judgment heur- S
single-stage, or single decision node, version of ARIADNE istics.
involves the following set of activities. 3) Use conjunctive and/or disjunctive scanning to

eliminate very deficient alternatives and retain alternatives
A. Formulation of the Decision Situation meeting minimum acceptability criteria across attributes.

4) Determine the maximum amount of domination in-
1) Define the problem or issue that requires planning formation possible.

and decisionmaking by identification of its elements in a) Display domination digraph.
terms of a) needs, and b) constraints or bounds on the b) Identify alternative courses of action which could
issue. not be among the N most preferred alternatives. Normally,

2) Identify a value system with which to evaluate alter- these are deleted from further consideration.
native courses of action, and identify objectives or attri- c) If the decisionmaker can select an alternative for
butes of the outcomes of possible decisions or alternative implementation by wholistic judgment, or prioritize the A
• ourses of action. remaining alternative set through heuristic elimination, then

" 3) Identify possible alternative courses of action or op- go to step 6) of evaluation and interpretation (Section
tion generation.Il-)

d) If a choice cannot be made, then assess further

B. Analysis of the Decision Situation information about values of imprecisely known parameters

1) Determine outcome scenarios, by iterating through steps 6)-11) of analysis (Section III-B), $.
then return to step 1) of the evaluation and interpretation

2) Identify decision structural model elements, that i (Section Il-C). Many possibilities exist for obtaining
those elements or factors from the conceptual formulation greater alternative evaluation specificity such as
framework which appear pertinent for incorporation into a
dcision situation structural model. i) setting higher aspiration levels or aspects,

3) Structure decision model elements: ii) moving up the attribute tree by determination of -0
a) structure decision tree, a subset of attribute tradeoff weights,
b) structure information acquisition and processing iii) "tightening" bounds on attribute trade-off

tree-which may be part of the basic decision tree, weights,
and iv) tightening bounds on event outcome probabili-

c) structure attribute tree or objectives hierarchy. ties, possibly through information processing up-_ dates,
4) Determine independence conditions among elements v) tightening bounds on values or preference func-

of the attribute tree and decision alternatives, tions.
5) Identify potential for the use of deficient information

processing heuristics, and provide appropriate debiasing 5) If the decisionmaker has provided (partial) wholistic
procedures. preferences as part of the analysis effort, use these with the
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inverse aiding feature of the aid to determine bounds on 2) wants to see some preliminary results promptly if
attribute weights implied by these preferences such as to these are needed or wanted;
provide learning feedback to decisionmaker. 3) may lack interest in interacting directly with cory.:x

6) Conduct sensitivity analysis. Provide the decision- quantitative procedures for decision aiding that do
maker with an indication of how sensitive the optimal not seem tailored to the specific contingency r"mk "
action alternative, or prioritization of alternatives, is with structure of the issue at hand; and, as a conseque, e,
respect to changes in values and information about im- 4) requires a decision aiding approach that adapts to the -.

pacts. decisionmaking style appropriate for the decision-
7) Evaluate validity and veracity of the approach. En- maker in the given contingency task structure. ."

courage judgment concerning whether the formulation, A number of considerations influence the most desirable -
analysis, and interpretation are sound. If not, encourage in erntion between the most ae

appropriate modification to structure and parameters asso- i
ciated with the decision situation, including identification interaction must be such that these result:

of additional attributes and alternative courses of action. a a list of objectives and an objectives hierarchy,
Then, iterate back to an appropriate step and continue. 9 a list of alternatives, and

In our work to date, we assume that the details of issue . a list of outcomes for each alternative.
formulation and analysis are accomplished external to the
interactive aid itself. A variety of procedures exists for The extent of the need for the use of these identified lists
accomplishing these tasks [11]. Our research assumes that, will vary greatly with the "expertise" of the decisionma r.

an issue formulation structure exists and that the impacts A major task of the analyst in the formulation and anal: is
of alternatives are known. These are provided through portion of the aiding effort is to assist the decisionmaker in

various elicitation activities. We do not envision that the obtaining these lists in a behaviorally relevant and reali*'.c
software we develop for interactive interpretation, including manner. The analyst must also ensure, to the extent po--i-

evaluation and prioritization, will generally be suitable for ble, that
use independent of a trained decision analyst. Whether 1) the foregoing lists are reasonably complete;
software can be evolved to result in an appropriate "stand 2) the lowest level objectives are additively independel .; ..

alone" aid is very dependent upon the environment and 3) the alternatives are mutually exclusive; and
other factors that constitute the contingency task structure 4) the outcomes that follow from each alternative ::e -for a specific situation. In situations which are repetitive mutually exclusive and exhaustive. -

and environments which are stable, such as in health care
or equipment fault diagnosis situations, it seems entirely The nature of the interactive process is such that iterativepossible to design useful "stand alone" aids. In most changes can be made in terms of addition or deletion-K)f .--

strategic, and in many tactical situations there will not be a alternatives and attributes. Nevertheless, there are sign:.,-
stable underlying structure that will easily allow this. The cant advantages in attempting to be reasonably complete atactivities involved in issue framing and the identification of the start of the interpretation portion of the process. _. P.

a dominance structure appropriate for decisionmaking are The decisionmaker must provide the analyst, follow g
often very situation dependent. behaviorally realistic elicitation procedures, with informa-

A number of considerations influence planning and deci- tion regarding 1) alternative scores on lowest level at!-.-
sion support processes. The person using a decision sup- butes, 2) trade-off weights, 3) probabilities, and 4) relat e
port system should be aware of these considerations if best risk aversion coefficients, or else appropriate ratios Ur
use of the aiding process is to be obtained. Generally, these bounds on these quantities which represent the precision
considerations involve the operational environment and the that the decisionmaker believes appropriate or is capa .
familiarity of the decisionmaker with the environment and of providing for the given decision situation.
task at hand. It is the interaction of these factors that Many computer-based support perspectives evolve from
influence: decisionmaker-analyst interaction considerations. A g- I

- of all decision support system design efforts is to obtt
1) behavioral characteristics of the decisionmaker, "friendly" software, software that is friendly both to the - ,
2) interaction between decisionmaker and analyst, decisionmaker and the analyst. In particular, the anal, .t -
3) choice of computer-based support for decisionmaker must be able to interpret the decisionmi.ker's structu. -i

analyst interaction and parameter information for input to the computer. 16 '
do this may require 1) redefining the outcome space, such

Among the behavioral characteristics of the decision- as redefinition of attributes to ensure satisfaction of inc
maker that influence aiding consideration strongly are the pendence considerations, and 2) describing parameter L.-
facts that the decisionmaker formation in terms of inequalities (or more generally set

membership).
1) is often impatient with time consuming and stressful The analyst must be able to interpret computer output'-"

assessment procedures; a fashion that facilitates the decisionmaker's understanding

S -
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and decisionmaking abilities. The analyst must be able to is processed concerning formulation and analysis-based
assist the decisionmaker in responding to the following quantities such as probabilities, values, weights, ratios, and
question that is central in our interactive knowledge-based bounds upon these. We are concerned also with the way in
support system: Has sufficient preference and structural which this information is aggregated, by any of a variety of
information been elicited from and provided to the decision- formal knowledge-, rule-, or skill-based modes of cognition
maker for alternative selection, or is more information re- that result in judgment and choice. We recognize the
quired for identification of a dominance structure that is difficulties in separating the tasks of formulation and anal-
relevant and appropriate for quality decision support? Change ysis from those of interpretation. Difficulties exist at the

. receptivity must therefore be an inherent part of this user systems management level since the way in which people
friendliness. cognize a problem. as part of the contingency task struc-

If the decisionmaker feels that an alternative can be ture of a particular situation, determines the way in which
- selected for action implementation at any stage in the they will go about resolving it. Thus the performance 0

interactive aiding effort, the analyst must be able to en- objectives, information processing style, and decision style
courage decisionmaker judgment concerning whether or that are most appropriate and likely to be used for a given
not the issue formulation, analysis, and interpretation are task are very much dependent upon the task itself. When a
sound. If the issue formulation, analysis, and/or interpre- particular concrete operational or skill-based strategy has

- tation are not perceived as sound by the decisionmaker, the yielded previous satisfactory results, many people will tend
analyst must be able to encourage appropriate structural to use that strategy unquestioningly and uncritically in new
and parameter value modification, typically by means of situations perceived to be similar. This can result in very
sensitivity analysis, in order to insure effective, explicable, unsatisfactory judgments and choices in decision situatibns
and valid planning and decision support. If the decision- that have changed and that are not recognized as different
maker cannot choose an alternative from among those from familiar past situations. This may result in premature
considered, the analyst must be capable of eliciting further cessation of search and evaluation of alternatives prior to
structural and/or parameter information to enhance ap- identification of quality strategies, even for familiar situa-
propriate selection of alternative courses of action. tions. The efforts can be devastating in unfamiliar environ-

One very important feature of a knowledge-based system ments that are not so recognized [12].
for planning and decision support is encouragement to the The strategies which a decisionmaker will desire to use
decisionmaker for generating new options, outcomes, and for interactive interpretation will be strongly dependent
attributes at essentially any point in the aiding effort and upon the way in which the task requirements are initially ..
ability to evaluate these new options properly. The analyst cognized. This will influence the objectives, attributes, and
must be able to cope with this additional information alternatives generated in the formulation step and the value
under the assumption that scores or impacts associated with them in the analysis step.

1) the new information is consistent with previously The input information to the interpretation step is just this
obtained information, or information. Adequacy of the interactive interpretation

2) the new information is not coasistent with previously step will clearly by dependent upon the "quality" of the
obtained information due to a) structural inconsistencies or information input to it.
b) parameter inconsistencies. Many recent studies [13] have indicated that people

Thus the capacity to resolve potential inconsistencies often construct selectively perceived simple deterministic
. through interaction with the decisionmaker must exist representations of decision situations that make informa-

within the planning and decision support process. The tion processing easy and which do not reflect the complexi-
indirect or inverse decision aiding feature should be of ties and uncertainties that are associated with the actual
particular value to this end. In a "policy capture" like situation. A goal of a decision support system is to encour-
fashion, this indirect feature will allow identification of age wide scope perceptions and associated information
bounds on attribute weights in terms of wholistic prefer- processing. The process used to assess probabilities, utili-
ences among some, or all, alternatives. In the direct aiding ties, and weights will doubtlessly affect the quantities that
feature, values, weights, and probabilities are identified are elicited. It is possible, for example, that a poor elici-
and prioritization of alternatives result from this. Com- tation procedure may, unknowingly or knowingly, create
bined use of the direct aiding feature with indirect aiding rather than measure values [14]. An advantage to formal * :
should result in much learning feedback concerning rela- support for planning and decisionmaking processes is that
tions among the various modes of judgment. it is possible to conduct a search for inconsistent judgment , :

ARIADNE, as we have noted, does not contain software and perhaps even detect flawed information processing %
to assist in the formulation and analysis portion of the heuristics if process tracing is used. When inconsistencies

. planning and decision support effort. It is in these two are discovered, it then becomes possible, at least in princi-
steps that alternative choices, attributes, and decision im- pie, to examine the judgment process to determine which
pacts or outcomes are elicited or identified. Our effort is judgments imply flawed information processing, and/or .-..-.

much more concerned with the interpretation part of a incoherent or labile values, and/or deficient decision rules. -
decisionmaking effort, that is to say, how information A major ultimate goal, outside the scope of our present

""- . -,, ,." .
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stud)', is to suggest debiasing and other corrective proce- dominance pattern among alternatives, the search for new
dures to enhance the quality of human information alternatives that are not dominated by presently ident' ed
processing and decision rule selection, alternatives, and the elimination from further considera :n

This mixed scanning based planning and decision sup- of dominated alternatives. If no single nondominated alter-
port system is based upon rational search for a dominance native is found, adjustments to the dominance structure.of -
structure which will enable exposure of some of the alternatives are made through various forms of cogn ve s
processes upon which judgment and choice is based. In activity such as attribute aggregation, additional infoina-
particular. it enables determination of the precise point in tion acquisition and analysis, and identification of addi-
a dominance structure search process when a decision- tional attributes and/or alternatives. This is "contir *ed
maker is able to select a single nondominated alternative, until the structure of needs, objectives, attributes, :d "
Thus we should be able, for example, to detect violation of alternative action options and their impacts is such that -
the regularity and similarity hypotheses that often occur identification of a single nondominated alternative res"'ts. 0

when a number of asymmetrically dominated alternatives This single alternative may well represent a combinatic .-of
exists [15]. More importantly, we should be able to correct subalternatives. If the time and experience to accomplish
for this without resorting to a complete elicitation of these cognitive activities is insufficient, hypervigilance oen-
precise parameter information and prioritization of all erally results. The decisionmaker is then in a situZ on
alternatives. This activity is often stressful and time con- where the present course of action is diagnosed as uinor-
suming. may require perspectives outside the experiential tunate, and there is not enough time and experience to
familiarity of the decisionmaker, and allows few results allow identification and evaluation of an appropriate a -r-
until conclusion of the aiding effort. native course.

The overall process described here appears well suited to Given sufficient time and experience, vigilant informa-
accommodating the fact that neither individuals nor groups tion processing often results from the aforementioned t; ks.
possess static decision styles capable of being stereotyped Fig. I presents some salient features of this doin -cc,
and captured by an inflexible support process. It is specifi- process model for search, discovery, judgment. and choice.
cally recognized that an interactive process is needed that The proper moie of judgment and choice depends v-,on
is capable of adaptation to a variety of decision styles that the decisionmaker's situ.tion diagnosis of the conting. C.,
are contingency task structure dependent. System design task structure. Here, "proper" decision behavior is babed.

*should reflect the realization that it is generally not possi- upon the assumption that the environment, the task, the
ble to define a problem or issue fully until one knows experiential familiarity with the task, and the environr'n.
potential solutions to the issue. A major cause of this is the that constitutes the contingency task structure are-. Ji-
fact that information to define the issue fully generally agnosed correctly. If this is not the case, then the strategie .
becomes available only as one evaluates potential solu- leading to unconflicted change, adherence, or vigilan 'n- . -
tions. Planning and decisionmaking will therefore neces- formation processing may be significantly flawed. The )le

sar'ly be iterative, of the contingency task structure in situation diagnosis and
in influencing, at a meta or systems management level 'he

IV. BEHAVIORAL RELEVANCE process of judgment and choice is seen to be a -:t
important one. It leads to a four-element representation of

Our decision support system design paradigm is based situation diagnosis as shown in Table I which also present, .
upon a process model of decisionmaking in which a person a typology of the decisionmaker whose behavior ma: re-
perceives an issue which may require a change in the flect in judgment activities in either of the four quadt.at
existing course of action. On the basis of a framing of the of this figure. In the upper right quadrant, where truep
decision situation, one or more alternative courses of ac- mastery or grand mastery of a decision situation resul . it
tion. in addition to the present option which may be is doubtful that any decision support system will l: . %t
continued, are identified. A preliunary screening of the much direct and personal use to the decisionmaker. Never-
alternatives, using conjunctive and disjunctive scanning. theless it may have much indirect use in enabling accq-:si-'-.
may eliminate all but one alternative course of action. tion of a knowledge base and as a useful pedagogic oi
Unconflicted adherence to the present course of action or learning system for others. I
unconflicted change to a new option may well be the Many realistic paradigms have been made of the proces
metastrategy for judgment and choice that is adopted if the of judgment and choice. We believe that the domin .ict.
decisionmaker perceives that the decision situation is a process model described here is not inconsistent wit,.h -
familiar one and that the stakes are not so high that a more primary features and intensions of these descri-rive models
thorough search and deliberation is needed l21. Our purpose, however, is to develop a concci tual dt gr

Alternately. if the decision environment is an unfamiliar for a prescripitwe approach to judgment and choice that. 'il :
one or the stakes associated with judgment and choice are aid in the search for better decisions. We recognize that
high, more vigilant forms of informative acquisition, analy- truly rational approach to prescriptive decisionmaking -us
sis, and interpretation are called for. This desire for more be cognizant of the process of decisionmaking as it evt'e-,'e:
vigilant information processing leads to a search for a in a descriptive fashion, that is to say, process rationafity

1
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Fig. 1. Descriptive dominance structural model of decision process.
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TABLE I tify parameters beyond the level felt appropriate for th
TAXONOMY OF REACTIONS TO DECISION SITUATION IN TER MS OF situation at hand. If the decisionmaker feels comfortai i

PERCEIVED VERSUS ACTUAL KNOWLEDGE exercising precision with respect to factual outcomes hi

Perceived Knowledge Level is perfectly acceptable and desirable, but parameter impre
NOVICE MASTER cision should be allowed if we are to have a re,-' sti-

. Decisionaker is unaware Wolistic intuitive judgment support process.
that considerable judgment will likely lead to high ARIADNE allows parameter imprecision in order t,

,, ability exists quality decision through
unconflicted change or satisfy this quantification relevancy requirement, a%- d,..
u*conflicted adhereoce approaches based on fuzzy set theory [16]. We encoi .ag9-

" Decisionmaker is aware Decisionmaker may be a the decisionmaker to specify precise values or numL-aca
- of need for decision master of the art of

- _ support to enable holis- self deception ranges for facts and values. Thus we allow, for exampit
tic judgment expressions for alternative (a) scores on attributes (- ii

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _the form 0.2 < v,(a) < 0.5, weights associated with ri
bute (i) in the form 0.2 < w, < 0.4, and probabilities o I
event (i) resulting from alternative (a) in the form C' .

or it will not be possible to evolve substantively rational P(A) < 0.45. We allow ordinal representations in th.i in
support systems. ear forms vi(a) < v,(b) < v,(c), 2wi < w < wk, P (a)

It is important that an appropriate decision support P,(a) < 3Pk(a), or in similar forms. Quantification of im.
system be capable of assisting the decisionmaker through precision in the form of numerical bounds on parar: .er
encouragement of full information acquisition, including always leads to behaviorally consistent information- set
that which may disconfirm strongly held beliefs, and in the (BCIS). Sometimes totally ordinal information may nee,
analysis and interpretation of this information such as to further quantification in order to make the precisior n ,-
avoid a variety of cognitive biases and poor information rigidity of the mathematics correspond to the intensio .i o
processing heuristics that may lead to flawed judgment and the decisionmaker in making a purely ordinal specificatior
choice [21, [13]. This is generally not needed to obtain solutions but r. 'he

A realistic decision support process is necessarily itera- to obtain parametric models that are faithful to the u ler
tive. Several desiderata follow from this. standings of the decisionmaker. For example, that ordina

1) We should allow for top-down or bottom-up structur- alternative score inequalities 0 < v,(a) < v,(b) < v,(cL1-_<
ing of the attributes of outcomes, or impacts of decisions. are satisfied by the relations 0 < v,(a) 4 1 - 2t, w < _ (b
The "true" or "hierarchy" of attributes should be struc- < I - t, 2W < v,(c) < 1 for small positive t and W%,icl
tured to the depth believed appropriate by the decision- in the limit become zero. It will generally not be the cas
maker. that the decisionmaker would express this much imp' ci "

2) Rather than force a decision situation structural model sion and would wish to see it more fully quantific-" v
in the form of a tree, we should encourage the decision- reflect (subjective) beliefs. It is, therefore, important that
maker to identify a cognitive map of goals, objectives, simple and informative display of -value scores, we :'ttl
needs, attributes, alternatives, and impacts that reflects the and probabilities be provided to the decisionmaker.: .hi
way in which he perceives diagnostic and causal inferences will enhance interactive use of the support system and wil
to occur. At some later time this cognitive map may be enable learning of the impact of these parameters, Rnc
used to structure a multinode decision tree which repre- associated imprecision, upon decisions.
sents substantive rationality, but not necessarily process
rationality.

3) We should encourage identification of alternative V. ALORITHMIC CONTENT
courses of action, additional attributes of decision out- This section will discuss some of the algorithmic cot.-n
comes, and revisions to previously obtained elicitations, at supporting the decision support system. To facilitate read
any point in the decision support process as awareness of ing, we will make each subsection of this description !- rt
the decision situation and its structure grows through use or less independent of other subsections.
of the support system.

4) We should not force a person to quantify parameters A. The Attribute Tree and Decisions Under Cerainty
to the extent that this becomes overly stressful or behavior-
ally and physically irrelevant in view of the inherent uncer- It is possible to use either a hierarchical tree structue o
tainty or imprecision associated with the knowledge of a single-level structure of attributes, each of which ar,

parameters characterizing the decision situation structural shown in Fig. 2. Fortunately, the relations betweer -h,"
model or their assessment. weights associated with the tree structure and the sii,le

These have two primary implications with respect to our level structure are easily determined. They are given in Fig
interpretation efforts. We allow for revision in the elicited 3(c). Linear inequalities in terms of hierarchical weigh.-. o-
structure of the decision situation and for the identification weight ratios w/ become linear inequalities in tern'5 o
of new options as awareness of the decision situation single-level weights p,. It is this fact that allows us to ust
grows. Also, we do not require the decisionmaker to quan- the single-level representation in the ARIADNE soft-'ar,
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Fig. 2. Comparisons between single-level and hierarchical attribute structures. (a) Single-level attribute structure. (b)
Hierarchy of attributes. This structure may be equivalent to that of (a). (c) Relationship between weights.

and still to make assessments in terms of the hierarchical We emphasize again that the vector minimization to de-
- weights w/ at any level of the hierarchy. termine V(i, j) is meaningful only when vk(a,) is function-

For the case of decisionmaking under outcome certainty, ally independent of v(ai) and vm(a,) for k # m. In many - -

-. we know that the ith outcome x follows from the ith cases, the vk(a,) are elicited so as to be functionally
r alternative. We therefore have for the value of the ith independent of the vk(aj), and then we have

alternative, vk(a,) the expression -
NV(i, j) rmnv~a.) - maxv(a,) -V(a,) - V(a.)v,(aj) v(aj)

L o(a1) - E PkVk(ai) •  (1) )(5)-

k-i 5

We say that alternative i has a higher value score than where V and P denote the minimum and maximum values
alternativej when of the value score vector on the sp:.cified alternative. . -

N Determination of the solution to (3) requires solution of a
AVu = nnAv - r . pk vk (aI) - vk (aj)] linear program (LP) for each ij pair. If A alternatives exist,

I^wun A ~ A -i we will need to solve no more than A(A - 1) LP's to
- mnp T[v(a,) - v(a,)] > 0 (2) resolve (3). We may need to solve fewer LP's than this

A- "'" since if Avij., > 0 we can assume that Av.. . < 0 without
where A denotes the set of imprecise parameters over solving the associated LP and know that a, - a,. Solution
which the extremization is conducted. This set is restricted of (4) for a specific i andj will involve a single LP. Thus we
through the eliciting process such that A e A. p and v are have A(A - 1) LP's to solve to determine V(i, j) for all i
vectors with components pk and Vk. For the realistic case and j. Generally, these linear programs are extraordinarily
where weights and attribute scores for each attribute are simple to solve and result in necessary and sufficient
functionally independent, (2) becomes conditions for a, >- a,.

N As one simple example, let us consider the alternative
A -v,,,n minpTV(i, j ) 

- PVk(i, j) 0 (3) score matrix on lowest level attributes as seen in Table II.
Dk-I We assume that the decisionmaker specified a single-level

where attribute tree and is able to estimate the weights 0.1 < p,

V(i A) - min. [v(a,) - v(a,) (4) 0.2, 0.2 4 P2 4 0.4, and 0.3 < P3 4 0.7. Of course, these
'(a,).i weights must sum to one, and so we have p, + P2 + p3  1.

is a vector whose components are We have already specified utilities in the max-min form %
min [va(a,) - vt(a), k - 1,2,....,N. [V,E; nothing more is needed here. To see whether a >- b,

rt(a,l.,(a,) we need to see whether (3) is satisfied. Thus we

-. ..
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TABLE I
VALUE SCORE ON Arrisures

Attribute I Attribute 2 Attribute 3
Alternative max score min score max score min score max score n score

0 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 0.5 0.6
0.5 0.3 01. 0.2 1 1

d 0.4 0.2 0.18 0.1 0.7 0."

Q TABLE III

Attribute Attribute 3 (or W2

Alternative max score min score sox score in score

Fig. 3. Preference structure for simple example. a 0.5 0.6 0 0 .

b 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.6
c 0. 44 0.24 1 1

utility d0.265 0.14 0.7 0.3 "

2 2-
W I Wdominated alternative by converting to the single-l Pl

wl Yad weight form.
We will illustrate calculations using the first appro:.-h.

Vx(a) v(,a) Suppose that the DM says wt4 1 w. Then the anar"st
4. Hierarchical tree of attributes and aiated weits, might use this ordinal expression or might convert tb a

Fi. cardinal representation and say that at level 1 the weights
are such that 0 < wl 4 0.5, 0.5 < w2 < 1.0. Followin-. a

examine AVabmin - min._ 4 - b)p ; 0 or request to be more explicit, perhaps the decisionm ..er

0 1T) [p, indicates that 0.2 4 wl 4 0.4 and 0.6 w 0..We now
Avabrihfluin(1 0 p2 > 0. aggregate attributes 1 and 2. Based on this information-ve

P 0 0.8 P3  can calculate a maximum and minimum score for .'e .
utilities of the alternatives on the second level attribute w2.

%This is an LP with bounded variables, a particularly simple WI obai th grgtdvlesor arxso ',i
We obtain the aggregated value score matrix showr. in

form of linear program._We assign maximum weights to Table IIl. No domination pattern exists atall, so we rr. st..
the most negative V - Vb components until we are all out

go further.
of weight. The weights are found by setting all weights at As often occurs in problems of this sort, the lev;l 2
their minimum value and then allocating additional weight alternative scores are not in proper 0-1 range. If the tM
where it will do the most good. So we use p1 - 0.2, feels more comfortable in seeing these scaled over a .,-1

P3 -06, P2 - 0.2 and get 'rbot . -- 1(0.2) + 1(0.2) - fesmr ofral nsen hs cldoe

p~ -0.6 0. an ge ~'tnbmn =- 10.2 + (0.) - range, this can easily be done. Otherwise, the DM is asked
0.8(0.6) -- 0.48, which is not greater than zero. Thus it is one th e d ne Ores m to

t ~~not possible to have a •- b. To see if b >- a we examine tcosdrheifrneinsrsfom axomi ?'.
nthva bT eib aex i attribute w2 [0.8 on alternative a and 0.14 on alternativ: ]

]T [OJT) Pi and express the importance weight of the difference on
bVbo,,, me min 0 1 p . attribute 3 of the difference between the maximum.-id'\l0.6110 P3 minimum scores on alternatives c and a. Suppose .at

* inequalities of the form 0.2 4 w2 < 0.35 and 0.65 4 w4 . .-

We use p2 - 0.4, P3  0.5, p, - 0.1 and get AVbamirn" 0. 0.8 finally result. We can then determine a table of mnxi-
So we conclude that b >- a. We determine that c >- b and mum and minimum alternative scores:
b - d, using just this procedure, such that we have the _____

preference structure of Fig. 3. Thus c is the preferred Alternative Ma.ximum Score Minimum Score

alternative here. a 0.28 0.12 - '

It may well be, however, that the decisionmaker (DM) b 0.72 0.46
~jsuliesth ac 0.888 0.734

visualizes the attributes in a hierarchical form as shown in d 0.6136 0.374
Fig. 4. The same alternative score matrix used earlier is still
appropriate here. If the DM feels comfortable in evaluating Thus we have the preference digraph of Fig. 5 whic is

• " weights associated with attributes I and 2 (p1 and p2) but slightly different from that obtained earlier. The concluion

not with 3 (p3), then a multilevel hierarchy of attributes is the same, however. Alternative c is the best alternative.
may be assumed. We could attempt to assist the DM by This particular approach used to aggregate up the attric.tte

aggregating up the attribute tree. Alternately, we could tree yields only sufficient conditions for one altern-.ve

determine whether or not the relationship between attri- dominating another alternative. It has the advantage.
Sbutes I and 2 is sufficient to establish a single non- though, of providing a display of maximum and minir im
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C inequality to determine the minimum and maximum scores
on each alternative for each aggregated attribute.

Using necessary and sufficient conditions for preference
determination is highly desirable. The way around the
potential dilemma noted earlier is to use the best ideal and

Fig. 5. Domination digraph. worst ideal alternative concept as prompts to the de-
cisionmaker. These always propagate through the tree as

TABLE IV the best and worst alternatives and will always be anchored
. _______._______ at attribute scores of one and zero. We use these as anchors

Attribute w 2 2 for the weight elicitation effort. All computations are made
I• Atbtibu. 3 (orw 2) using (3) and (4) such that we always obtain necessary and

S Alternative max ser.e min score max score min score sufficient conditions for preference condition determina-
0.8 0.6 0 o tion.
0.4 0.2 0.8 0.6
0.44 0.24 1 1
0.6s 0.14 I o B. Decisions Under Riskdeal best 1 111

ideal worst 0 0 0 0
For the decision under risk situation, we calculate the

expected utility of alternative a from
scores across alternatives after each aggregation up the M

tree. This is not obtained through use of the necessary and EU(a) = P(a)U,(a) (6)
sufficient conditions of (3) and (4). i-1

One way to avoid the problem with the best and worst where M outcome states can result from alternative a. State
* alternative scores on each attribute not being uniquely x, occurs with probability P1(a), and the utility of this state

anchored on one and zero after aggregating up the attri- is U(a). This utility function will generally be a multiat-
bute tree may be to define an ideal best and an ideal worst tribute utility function. When additive independence con-
alternative. The ideal best alternative will have a score of ditions are satisfied we have
one on each lowest level attribute, and the ideal worst N
attribute will have a score of zero on each lowest level U(a) = .p U (a) (7)
attribute. The DM should still specify the weight bounds j 1  P
0.2 4 wl 4 0.4 and 0.6 4 w2 4 0.8 obtained earlier. Now where Uji(a) is the utility of thejth attribute of outcome
the aggregation up the attribute tree preserves the anchor state i associated with alternative a and P, is the trade-off
over zero to one on alternative scores for the ideal alterna- weight associated with the jth attribute. Generally, the -.
tires, and we have Table IV. Elicitation of swing weights decision situation should be structured such that the weights . -
might now be more comfortably accomplished than in the are alternative and outcome state independent. If this is
case where no pair of alternatives is uniquely anchored at not the case, there is very likely a modeling deficiency in -

* zero and one on one or more aggregated attributes. the framing of the decision situation structural model.
The question concerning whether the single-level attri- Combination of (6) and (7) results in

bute tree or the hierarchical tree is more appropriate in a M N
given situation is difficult to answer. Previous studies on EU(a) = P,(a)U,(a)pj = PT(a)U(a)p (8)
this point have not produced definitive guidelines. Our i-1 j-1
experience indicates that if the decisionmaker is comfort- wherer T (a) and p are vectors of dimension M and N, and S
able with the single-level tree and is willing to express U(a) is an M x N vonNeuman Morgenstern cardinal util-
information concerning all attribute weights, then this is an ex N a matrgesterna ia i -
structure is certainly more convenient to use and very ity function expressed as a matrix. Alternative a is guaran-

teed to be preferred to alternative b iflikely is more appropriate as well.
As we have indicated in Fig. 2, we can easily convert min[P(a)U(a) - PT(b)U(b)]p 0 (9)

t:" from one representation to the other. The only essential A * '
difference between the two approaches is that it is "natu- where A represents the set of all possible values that the

. ral" when aggregating up the attribute tree to indicate parameters p(a), p(b), U(a), U(b), and p can assume.maximum and minimum scores on each alternative. Use of The simplest case occurs when probabilities and utilities
these to determine preferences results in only sufficient are known precisely and only weights are imprecise. We
conditions for preference determination as we have obtain A(A - 1) linear programs to solve for all possible

alternative preferences is the weight set inclusion is de- S
[in - w,) scribed by linear inequalities. We obtain necessary and

sufficient conditions for preference inequalities. In a simi.
;";I, min vr(a,)w- max va)w lar way, if only the probabilities or only the across attri-

butes are imprecise, we may solve a set of A(A - 1) linear
and we use the expressions on the right side of this programs to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for

• .. . . .

• -. ... . ..,-,, .. .. .. ... , , . ....: .: ..-.::. ,.....-: -. : -::, ., :. : .-:.,w .,.m , - . . :- : : :
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alternative pair preferences if the precision is expressed as solution of linear programs, the fact that we establish ony -
a set of linear inequalities, sufficient conditions gives cause for concern as other st 'i-

If probabilities are known precisely, then we may rewrite cient conditions may well exist which yield considerLy "
(9) as stronger preference relations.

minyr(a, b)p > 0 (10) From the foregoing discussion we see that it is a r--
tively straightforward matter to incorporate imprecisior. in

where the form of linear inequalities, into any combination ofwhere, butility scores for lowest level attributes, probabilitie- of
T (a, b) - min IPT(a)U(a)-PT(b)U(b)] (11) event outcomes, and attribute weights as long as proba[ .i-

U(a). C(b)
ties and weights are not simultaneously imprecise. If 'mis

and where the utilities of alternative a and b on the i th occurs, we must solve quadratic programming problems
attribute are functionally independent of those on thejth and are no longer able to get necessary and suffic at
attribute for i * j. Thus each column in (11) can be opti- conditions for preferences.
mized independently of one another. There are A (A - 1)N
linear programs to solve to specify (11) and A(A - 1)
linear programs to determine the preference inequalities of APPENDIX

(10) if parameter imprecision is expressed by linear in- The simplest forms of ARIADNE were designed for use -

equalities. We then can obtain necessary and sufficient in situations in which alternatives scores on lowest I-el
conditions for preferences. attributes and probabilities, if appropriate, are preci ly

In all other cases, known. The intent is to allow the decisionmaker to specify

a) utilities specified precisely, probabilities and weights precise attribute weights in a bottom-up fashion so as to be
imprecisely; able to aggregate up the attribute tree. Generally, this .ill

b) weights specified precisely, probabilities and utilities result in greater strength to the partial preference orde.-.ig
imprecisely; among alternatives. Ultimately, a scalar additive multiat-

c) weights, probabilities, and utilities specified impre- tribute utility (MAUT) function results. Although the I-o-
cisely, cess of obtaining this scalar MAUT function will gener"-J'.

be quite different from that used in conventional MAUT.
obtaining necessary and sufficient conditions for optimal- the substantive results should be the same. A rather c..m-
ity of linear programming solutions will generally not be plete discussion of this simplest decision-under-certa.-_..t
possible unless the imprecision can be expressed by means version of ARIADNE is contained in [171.
of simple numerical inequalities, i.e., 0.2 < P,(a) < 0.35. Our initial efforts involving single-stage decision aidine

In case b), we can obtain some desirable simplifications. under uncertainty were based on precise specificatior. Of
Probabilities and weights are constrained by the sum to not necessarily all alternative scores on lowest level a'.d.d
one property but utilities are not. When we have simple butes and the use of stochastic dominance concepts. Aggre-
numerical inequalities on utilities, we can rewrite (9) as gation up the attribute tree by means of elicitatior-.of

min [pT(a)U(a) - pr(b)U(b)]p >, 0 (12) partial preference information concerning weights was t--.d
P(a). P(h).w to increase the strength of preference specificity. Twc

where forms of stochastic dominance have been considered- as
U(a) = minU(a), b) = max U(b). (13) described in [18], [19].

i ( (b) mThe stochastic dominance concepts, especially second-
This will enable us to obtain more desirable solution order stochastic dominance, are computationally very time
characteristics. In case b), where probabilities are the only consuming for more than just a few attributes. We I-ve
other imprecise parameters, we can solve a simple set of discovered and investigated a strong second-order stocfiks-
linear programming problems to obtain necessary and suf- tic dominance bound that greatly reduces computationa
ficient conditions for alternative preferences. complexity. However, our research has shown that spe:'fi.

In cases a) and c), where both probabilities and weights cation of bounds on parameters, such that lineat; 01
are imprecise. it seems that no realistic way exists in which quadratic programming techniques may be used to identif'
to obtain solution for the preference inequalities by solving a dominance structure, appears behaviorally much n.- rt
sets of linear programming problems. This is a consider- realistic as well as computationally much simpler I i-r
able complication because of the solution complexity asso- stochastic dominance based approaches. Here, expectec
ciated with nonlinear (quadratic) programming problems value stochastic dominance is used in the uncertain case. A
and the fact that we usually will not obtain both necessary rather general description of the analytical constructs . p
and sufficient conditions for preference inequalities to hold. porting this bounded inequality version of ARIADNL i:
We can place a lower bound on the preference inequalities contained in (20].
for (9) in these cases. If this lower bound is greater than Development of necessary and sufficient conditionKw''o
zero, then we have sufficient but not necessary conditions alternative preferences with parameter information ,-'n
for a given alternative preference. Even though we may straints expressed as linear inequalities is contained in (211
determine the existence of alternative preferences through Further extensions of these analytical constructs, inclu "n;

6__ " °. ,
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an inverse decision aiding approach to enable learning of [14) B. Fischhoff, P. Slovic. and S. Lichtenstein. "Knowing what you
in terms of skill-based wholistic prefer- want: Measuring labile values." in Cognite Processes in Choice andjudgmental weights iDecision Behav'or. T. S. Wallsten. Ed. Erlbaum. 1980.

ences. are contained in [22]. The use of structural parame- [151 P. Humphries. "Use of problem structuring techmques for option
ter imprecision concepts in the bottom-up and top-down generation: A computer choice case study." in Analvsis and Aiding
development of attribute trees is described in [23], [24]. Decision Processes, P. Humphnes. 0. Svenson. and A. Vari. Eds.

Amsterdam. The Netherlands: North Holland. 1983.' I An overview of the concept is presented in [25]. Organi- [16] L. Zadeh. "A computational approach to fuzzy quantifiers in natu-

zational. behavioral, and methodological concerns which ral language." in Computational Linguistics, N. J. Cercone, Ed.
Oxford: Pergammon. 1983.have influenced system design are contained in [26]. Initial [171 C. C. White and A. P. Sage. "A multiple objective optimization

analytical and algorithmic developments which serve as the based approach to choicemaking." IEEE Trans. Srst.. Man. Crbern..

basis for extensions of ARIADNE to the sequential de- vol. SMC-10. pp. 315-326. June 1980 (reprintel in R. Sacks and

cisionmaking case are contained in [27]-[30]. Finally, an J. D. Palmer. eds.. The World of Large Scale Srstems. New York:
IEEE Press and Wiley. 1981. pp. 335-346).

evaluation of the decision support system is discussed in [18] - , "Second order stochastic dominance for multiple criteria
131]. evaluation and decision support." in Proc. 1981 Int. Conf. C1rbernet-

ics and Society. 1981. pp. 572-567.
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ABSTRACT

We examine a finite state, finite action dynamic program having a specially
structured one transition value function that is dependent on an imprecisely known para
meter. For the finite horizon case, we also assume that the terminal value function
is affine in the imprecise parameter. The special structural characteristics of the
one transition value function and the terminal value function have been assumed
in order to model parameter imprecision associated with the problem's reward or
preference structure. We assume that the parameter of interest has no dynamics,
r revi ir4ormaticn about 4ts vlue is .'eceiVEd cncE tLe dcision process ir.s,
and its imprecision is described by set inclusion. We seek the set of all parameter " -7
independent strategies that are optimal for some value of the imprecisely known
parameter. We present a successive approximations procedure for solving the finite
horizon case and a policy iteration procedure for determining the solution of the
discounted infinite horizon case. These algorithms are then applied to a decision S
analysis problem with imprecise utility function and to a Markov decision process
with imprecise reward structure. We also present conditions which guarantee the
existence of a parameter independent strategy that maximizes, with respect to all
other parameter invariant strategies, the minimum value of its expected reward
function, where the minimum is taken over all possible parameter values.
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I INTRODUCTION

Standard models of sequential decisionmaking assume that the parameters

of the model are known precisely and do not vary over the problem horizon. These

parameters are, for example, terminal node utility values and chance node probabilit'.f's

for decision analysis problems (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976) and single stage rewards,

terminal stage rewards, the discount factor, and transition probabilities for

Markov decision processes (Bertsekas, 1976). Such parameters, however,

1. may be only imprecisely known,

2. may change value, perhaps in an uncertain manner, over the problem's

planning horizon,

3. may be subject to an estimation process that is based on parameter value -

information which arrives sequentially.

A standard procedure for considering a parameter subject to dynamic change has been

state augmentation (Bertsekas, 1976); probabilistic and nonprobabilistic state

dynamics are described in (Bertsekas, 1976) and in(Bertsekas and Rhodes, 1973; .

Figueras, 1972; White, 1983), respectively. Both probabilistic (Van Hee, 1978;

Sagdlovsky, 1982; Cyert and DeGroot, 1975) and nonprobabilistic (Sworder, 1966;

Bertsekas and Rhodes, 1973; Figueras, 1972) approaches to problem formulation and - --

analysis have been taken that involve (nondynamic) parameter imprecision and

sequential estimation. Parametric programming (Viswanathan et al., 1977), successive ".. ,

approximations, and policy iteration (White and Kim, 1980) have been applied to

analyze the vector criterion Markov decision process, where the imprecisely known

parameter is a vector of importance weights that has no dynamics, is not subject

to sequential estimation, and is known only to have nonnegative components and

satisfy a sum-to-one property.

In most sequential decisionmaking or control models considered to date,

attention has been directed to imprecise, estimated, and/or dynamic parameters that

* -* .* .-. ..- *.



are associated with state dynamics and/or the observation mechanism. Notablp

exceptidas are due to Cyert and DeGroot (1975) and White (1983) for parameters -

in the utility function and to Smallwood (1966) and Veinott (1969) for the I

discount factor. We remark that Kreps (1977) and Meyer (1977) have assumed that the

utility function is allowed to change in an uncertain manner over time; however, these

changes depend on a probabilistically described state. Both Kreps and Meyer assume

that the functional relationship between utility and state is precisely known over

the entire planning horizon.

In this paper, we examine a finite state, finite action dynamic program

having a specially structured one transition value function that is dependent on

an imprecisely known parameter. Parameter imprecision is described by set inclusion, ..

For finite horizon problems, we also assume that the terminal value function is

affine (linear plus a constant) in the imprecise parameter. The specific functional

form of the one transition value function and the terminal value function have

been selected in order to model parameter imprecision associated with the reward

or preference structure of the problem for the case where no new information

regarding the parameter's value becomes available over the planning horizon and . .

where the parameter has no dynamics. Our motivation for examining such a problem

formulation is due to the following perceptions:

1. rewards and preferences can be difficult to quantify precisely,

particularly when multiple, conflicting, and noncommensurate

objectives are being considered and/or preference assessment is involved, _

2. set inclusion is a particularly simple description of parameter imprecision ,.-

that is relatively easy to justify behaviorally in the context of preference .-

assessment.

1-2
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We remark that set inclusion is an often used model of parameter imprecision

in the single stage decisionmaking l4terature; see for example, Sarin (1977a, 1977b),

Fishburn (1965), White et al. (1983), and their references. The results presented

here represent to some extent an extension of this work to the sequential case and

a generalization of the above referenced results for the vector criterion Markov -

decision process.

The paper is organized as follows. Results for the finite horizon case are

presented in Section 2. Under suitable assumptions on the functional form of the

one transition value function, we show that the optimal reward functions are all

affine and convex in the unknown parameter. This result is used to develop a simple

computational algorithm that is reminiscent of a successive approximation algorithm

due to Smallwood and Sondik (1973) for the finite horizon, partially observed

Markov decision process. The intent of this algorithm is to identify, on the basis

of the given description of parameter imprecision, the set of all strategies that may -

be optimal, or equivalently, to eliminate all clearly suboptimal strategies. This

* algorithm is applied to a decision analysis problem and to a Markov decision process

problem in Section 3. The infinite horizon, discounted case is examined in Section 4.--

A policy iteration algorithm, similar to a policy iteration algorithm presented in

Sondik (1978), is developed and applied to a Markov decision process problem. Again,

the intent of this algorithm is to determine the set of all strategies that are

optimal for some feasible parameter value. In Section 5, results are presented

for determining a best maximin, parameter invariant strategy for the infinite horizon,

discounted case. Conclusions are presented in the final section.

1-3
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II THE FINITE HORIZON CASE

We now present a finite horizon, finite state and action dynamic program

* having a specially structured one transition value function and terminal value

function. Our approach to problem definition is similar to that of

Denardo (1967). Consider the following definitions:

K < represents the number of stages or decision epochs of the problem,

Sk is the finite state space at stage k = O,l,..,K,

Ak(i) is. the finite action space at stage k = 0,1,...,K-1 when the state

at stage k is ieSk,

PC- ' is che set of all possible parameter values, asstmed to be convex,

Vk is the set of all bounded, real valued functions on Sk x P, k=O,l,... ,K,

hk:SkxPxAk XVk+l R is the bounded one transition value function at stage
k = O , l .. , K -l ." ',

I fKCVK is the terminal value function,

(parameter dependent)
A is the set of allApolicies 6: SkXP*Ak, such that 6(i,p)cAk(i),k=O,l,...,K-l,

Hk6 :Vk+l+Vk is defined as [Hk V](i,p) = hk[i,p,5(i,p),v] for each

U 6cA,. k=O,l,.. .K-,

Hk:Vk+l Vk is defined as HkV = sup6Hk v, k=Ol,...K-l,

fk:Vk-R is-the optimal reward function from stage k to the end of the planning -. '..

horizon,

a sequence of policies 7={60'" ' K-I}' 6k k k=Ol,...,K-l, is called a strategy,...'-.

We remark that the dynamic programming equation for this problem is

fk(i,p) = max {hk(ip,a,fk+l)}
aEAk(i)

2-1
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which we express more succinctly as fk Hkfk+l, k=O,...,K-l. If the strategy

is such that fkCHk*kl for all k=Ol,... ,K-l, then we call
k

.*an optimal strategy. Reference to the examples in Section 3 may help to ex-

plicate our notation.

Our objective is to determine the set of all parameter independent strategies - "

that are optimal for some peP. This collection of strategies represents the set

of all strategies that may be optimal, given that parameter imprecision is des-

cribed by the set P. We determine this collection of strategies from the optimal

strategy I{6 ,... 6 K I } in the following manner: {X k=O,l,... ,K-1), Xk:SkAk

Ak(i)cAk(i), may not be excluded as a candidate for an optimal parameter independent

strategy if there existsapeP such that Xk(i) = 6*(i,p) for all icSk , k=O,l,...,K-I ..

We observe that it is sufficient to determine an optimal strategy and the optimal

reward functions in order to achieve the above objective. The determination of an

optimal strategy and the optimal reward functions representsthe primary emphasis of's -

this section and of Section 4.

Assume throughout this section that the following assumptions hold:

h :SxA- R, h :SxA- I, and h :SxA-S

Al. For each k=Ol,...,K-l, there are functions such that

N 2 3 "
hk(i,p,a,v) a) + nhk(ia)nP + 3 h (ia)iv(iP).

Jl'k+l

A2. For each iESk' aEAk(i), and jESk+l , hk(i,a)j>O, k=0,l,...,K-l.

" -2

A3. There are functions h and h such that

J

1N 2
Sf(i,p)=ff-(i) + I h2(i) n n .K. n=l

2-2



. .

We remark that these assumptions appear to be quite reasonable for a broad

class of decision analysis problems and Markov decision processes having imprecisely -

known parameters associated with their preference or reward structure, a claim sup- .

ported by the examples in Section 3. We now present two results that will lead to -

the development of a computational algorithm for this class of dynamic programs.

LEMMA 1: Let ke{O,l,...,K-l1. Assume VeVk+l is piecewise affine and convex in .. -

p on P for each icSk+ I. Then, Hkv is piecewise affine and convex in p on P for

each iCSk .

Proof: ;Note th& ;t is sufficient to shcw Jhat hk(i,),a,v) is piecewis . affine aid

convex in p for each pair (i,a)ESkxAk. Since WVk+1 is piecewise affine and convex

in p for each icSk+l, then for each ieSk+l, there is a set A(i) such that

v(i,p) = max{a+yp:(a,y)cA(i)}.

It then follows that

hk (i,p,a,v) h I (1)h2 aplj ~mxayp(~~Ajj

Since the sum of nonnegatively weighted piecewise affine and convex functions is

piecewise affine and convex,hk(ip,a,v) is piecewise affine and convex in p for

each pair (i,a). L"--- 1F-1

PROPOSITION 1: For each k=O,l,...,K,fk is piecewise affine and convex in p on P

for each iSk"

2-3
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Proof: The result is true by assumption for k=K. Backward induction and the

result in Lenmma 1 imply that the result is true for k=O,l,...,K-l.D

The above results suggest the following computational procedure for deter-

mining the f k

0. Define AKi)={(ff U), 5(i))}; set k=K-l.

1. Define Ak ia) as the set of all pairs ((%, y'), where

=h h(i,a) + jj iaj(i (2a)

-d

'h (i a) + jjh (i a) YWi (2b)

and where A Ak+l(i). Eliminate all pairs (ca',y') in Ak(i,a)

that do not achieve the maximum in max{c04-y'p:(a',y'eAk i,a)) for

some value of peP. (See Smallwood and Sondik (1973) for a related

elimination procedure.)

2. Define A k(i)=Ua Ak0i a). Eliminate all pairs (a',y') in A k(i) that

do not achieve the maximum in max{ct'+y'p:(ca',ysheA i) for some

value of PeP.

3. If k=O, stop; if not, set k=k-l, and go to Step 1.

We remark that

fk(i ,P)=max{Q,+YP:(cz,y)cAk M)

2-4 .



and that optimal strategy 6~ig)aif fk lp)=%*+y~ and if (ca*,Y*)cAk ia). Thus,

the above algorithm can be used to provide both {f9k=O,l,...,K) and {qS,kOl..,-

I Note also that (2) is easily derived from (1) by:

a. replacing A(i) with Ak ~ (i) n (1),

b. replacing max{cL+yp:(cl,y)eAk (i)) by a(j)+Y(j)o for (ca(j),y(j))vcAk~~

c. collecting terms, and

d, considering every combination of pairs in Akl),jS-
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III EXAMPLES: FINITE HORIZON CASE

We now consider two areas of application of the results presented in Section

2, decision analysis and Markov decision processes, and illuminate these results

with two associated numerical examples.

Decision analysis. Assume that the given decision tree has a maximum of K

stages. Add the appropriate number of decision nodes with single actions and

chance nodes with single outcomes to branches having less than K stages in order

to insure all branches have exactly K stages.

Let Zk+l be the outcome received after having chosen action ak, k=O,l,...,K-l.

Define sk={aOzlal,z2,...,akl,Zk}, and assume all probabilities of the form

p(Zk+llsk,ak), and hence P(Sk+llSk,ak), are known. Let fK(SK)=u(sK), where

U:SK-R is a utility function. The function u ascribes a utility value to all

possible terminal nodes in the decision tree, each branch of which is uniquely

associated with an element in S

We consider two cases, the first of which assumes that all there is known

about u is that the collection {u(sK)} is a member of a set Ud N , where N='uSK. _

For this case, hh=h =hl=O hk(ia)j=P(sk+l=J Sk=i,ak=a), and h-2(i)l(O)if

i=n(if i~n).'

With respect to the second case, we assume that u(sK)Jm...w um(s,), whereK)m=lwmum~s)

Ur:SK is the utility function associated with the mth attribute, M is the number

of attributes under consideration, the attributes are assumed additive independent,..

WmjO is the importance weight of attribute m, and Jmwm=l. Assume each um is "

known exactly and all that is known about the vector of importance weights

w={wm} is that it is a member of the set W--RM. For this case, h h =h=O,
m k k .

h3(i,a)=P(Skaka), N=M, h2 (i)m=u (i), and pm=wm. 6 _

k = kk+ljlk'k=' m M

3-1
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EXAMPLE 1. Consider the decision tree in Figure 1, which is based on the ore

buying example presented in Brown et al. (1974), Chapter 2. Assume all that is

known about the single attribute terminal utility values ui , i=l,...,9, is:

ulc[O.7, 1.0]

U = 0 l

44
u3=0.43 - .'i"

u5=0

u6=0.46

u7€[0.7, 1.0), u7>u1
u8=O.O1l.i:

u9=0.43.

Let P={(Pl'P 2 ):p
l 9p2

c[O.7, 1.0) and p2>pl},So={O1}, Sl={l1,...,151, and

2=121,...,29), where these states are defined in Figure 1. Associate p, with u"

and p2 with u7. The functions fk and the optimal strategy as a function of state.

and parameter value,are given in Table I. We see there are two strategies that are

possibly preferred, given the available utility value information:

1 11 1 4Xl(01)=a , (ll)=a , (12)=a ,

2 2X2(01 )=a0 .
_ 01

L 3-2



Markov decision processes, Consider the following stationary, finite horizon

Markov decision process. Let pij(a) be the probability of making transition from _

*: state i to state j at the next stage, given action a was just selected. If at

- stage k the system is in state i and action a was just selected, a reward of

" r(i,a) is assumed to be accrued, for k=0,l,...,K-l. If at the terminal stage K,

the system is in state i, then a terminal reward F'(i) is accrued. The case where

the terminal reward is imprecisely known can be treated in a manner analogous to

the above decision analysis results. We therefore assume r-(i) is precisely known,

and hence hl(i)=I(i) and E2(i)n=0 for all i and n. Assume all that is known about

r={r(i,a)} is that it is a member of the given set RERN, where N!$x#A. Then,

2
h2(i,a) n=(=O) if n=(i,a) (it n(i,a)). -

n-

EXAMPLE 2: Consider the following Markov decision process, which is based on the

maintenance-model example presented in Hillier and Lieberman (1980), Chapter 13. - -

Let K=2, S={I,...,4}, A={1,2,3),

0 Pl P2

{r(i,a)}= -1 P1  , ' )=0-
:'... -3 Pi P2 I  ~-.-

•. -,- .

0 7/8 1/16 1/16

{Pij(1)}= 0 3/4 1/8 1/8

0 0 1/2 1/2

0 0 0 1

Pi2(2): for all i, Pil(3)=l for all i,plc[-6,-2], p2E[-7,-4], and p2<pl. Table 2

-3-3
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r 0

presents the fk and r*for this example. We note that there are three strategies

that are possibly preferred, based on the given reward structure informationall

three of which select action 1 in states l and 2 and action 3 in state 4 for both

k=O and k=l:

1, 03)=3, X 1 (3)=l -

2 2
0 (3)

=2, X 1 (3)=l

3 3IN0 (3)=2, x 1(3)=2

4a
where the subscript designates stage. The fourth possibility, X0 (3)=3 and

4
x4(3)=2, produces an optimal expected total reward function identical to the above

strategies only when p,=-4 and p2=-3, is inferior to at least one of the above -2
strategies otherwise, and thus has been deleted. The analysis has therefore

eliminated all but three of the 81 possible strategies for this Markov decision

process. U -

3-4
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IV THE INFINITE HORIZON, DISCOUNTED CASE.

We now-consider the case where K=o and where Sk Ak hk and hence Lk Vk Hk6,

and Hk are all stage invariant. We continue to assume that assumptions Al and A2

hold and additionally assume the following:

A4. There is a B, O_<l, such that I. sh3 (ia)jl_, for all icS and acA(i).
i,.

Assumptions A2 and A4 imply that H,, for all ae6, and H are isotone contractions

on V with respect to the supremum norm, and hence there exist unique fixed points

f and f of the operators Ha and H, respectively. Our objective is to determine

f and 6 Such that f=Hf=d 6,*f.

A variety of computational procedures have been used to determine f and 6

for the h2=O case: linear programming (d'Epenoux, 1960), successive approximations

(White, 1969), policy iteration (Howard, 1960), and various modifications and _

combinations of the latter two procedures (Puterman and Shin, 1978, 1982;

Schweitzer, 1971, Platzman et al., 1982). Viswanathan et al. (1977) have applied

parametric linear programming and White and Kim (1981) have applied successive .3

approximations and policy iteration in order to determine f and 6 for the case

where h 0, P={P:pn>O, nPn nd jh (i,a) for all i and a, i.e., the vector

criterion Markov decision process. The latter approaches were based on algorithms

due to Smallwood and Sondik (1973) and Sondik (1978). We remark that Henig

(1978) has shown that for the vector criterion Markov decision process, the

set of all stationary, parameter invariant policies generated by 6 produces
We conjecture that theall extreme points of the convex hull of the nondominated set.4  parametric

programming approach presented by Viswanathan et al. (1977) is easily extended

to consider our more general problem formulation, as is the successive approxi- A
motivate and

mations procedure presented earlier. We nowApresent a generalized policy

iteration algorithm for the solution of the infinite horizon case.
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(necessarily finite)
Define A as the~set of all parameter independent policies x:S A,X(i)EA(i)

for all ieS, and let f, be the fixed point of H . INSERT A O

0. Let AA be given, and set n=O.

1. Let Tn (i,p)= maxfjip), icS, pEP.
XnAn

2. Remove any X from An that does not achieve the above maximum for some .

isS and PEP.

3. Let An+1CA be composed of the set of all x that for some pePachieves
n~l so

the maximum in Hfn for all icS. If Ar. can be/selected, then set A W..

4. If An+l=An, then stop. Otherwise, set n=n+l, and go to Step 1.

We remark that by choosing An+l in Step 3 to equal An whenever possible, we -

eliminate the possibility of cycling due to any nonuniqueness in achieving the .-

maximum in Hr INSERT B
n

An alternative approach to describing the above algorithm is to eliminate

Step 2 end to ask in Step 3 if there exists a #n+l such that An+i n Step A

would then be modified to use An+lAn as the stopping rule. We remark that then + n.

algorithm viewed in this manner guarantees convergence in one iteration if A0 is.
0S

chosen to equal A since AlCA0 for any A1. Of course, the computational imprac-

ticality of this choice of A0 limits its usefulness. We now verify that the

above algorithm converges to the proper subset of A and that this convergence is

achieved in a finite number of steps.

PROPOSITION 3: The policy iteration algorithm converges to the fixed point of H

in a finite number of iterations.

......
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INSERT A:

The following result provides an important characterization of the fixed

point of H that serves to motivate the algorithm presented below for

determining this fixed point.

PROPOSITION 2: The fixed point of H, f, is piecewise affine and convex

and is given by

f(i,p) = max f (i ,p)
AcA

for all ieS and pep.

Proof: The veracity of the Proposition follows directly from the following ,

well-known (e.g., Bertsekas, 1976) and easily shown result: for fixed

peP, if XAA is such that f (-,p) > f (.,p) for all GEA, then f (.,p) -
Avi

[Hf ]("P). " -

We remark that the piecewise affine and convex nature of f allows us

to avoid issues related to the concept of finite transcience found in .

Sondik (1978).

Proposition 2 suggests that an appropriate procedure for calculating

f is to determine a set A'!A, containing as small a number of parameter

independent policies as possible, such that

f(ip) max f (,p)
XcA'

for all iES and peP. The intent of the following policy iteration

algorithm is to accomplish this objective:

4-2a :
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INSERT B:

We also remark that An+ can be determined from 6*cA, where H 6*T Hfn

as follows: )eA n+l if and only if 6*(.,p) x (-) for some peP. The

parameter dependent policy 6 can be determined in a manner analogous to

the procedure for determining 6k presented in Section 2.
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Proof of this result follows the proof of two lemmas.. The first lemma

indicates that the stopping rule, An+I=An , is a valid one. The second lemma

guarantees that if An+I An , then An+1 produces a strictly better policy than does A.

LEMMA 2 If A+l =An, then T is the fixed point of H.

INSERT C

'Proof: Since An+l=An , it is sufficient to confine our interest in policies that are

members of A to those in An, Assume XeA n , and let pcP be such that f,(.,P)>

fa (,,p), for all acAn . We contend that [HXTn](-,p)>fHan](.,p), for all aeAn. To

show-this, assume acAn is such that [Hafn](-,p)>[Hn](-,p), where the inequality

is strict for at least one ieS. There are two cases:

-- (i) f " ' ( " P)-
'.,. (ii) f X(.,P)=fa(.,p ) . '2:

Sk .k- H"kf fk kf

Case i). Define Hk+l k fk ,n and = kn The isotonicity and con-

traction properties of H6 for any 6cA imply that in the limit, fk and f.

ronverge to f and f., respectively, and that f (-,p)>f.(-.,p), which is a contra- .

diction.

Case (ii). Note that f (.,p)=[H f)](.,p)=[H?' ]( . ,p) > [ Hx- n ] ( . , p ) =

[H. [Hxf ](.,P)=fx(-,p), where by assumption the inequality is strict for at least one - -

iS. Thus, fa(.,p)>f(.X ,p) and f (.,p)ff (.,p), which is a contradiction. --

LEMMA 3. If An+lA n, then f fn+lfn.

Proof: it follows from Step 3 of the algorithm that if An+I An, then Hfn>f , ;

Hf # . Define 6cA to be such that Hfn=Hf n . Note that 6 is comprised of x's

4--
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INSERT C:

Proof: The proof of Lemmna l and the assumption An~ A~ guarantee that

for fixed p, if XeAn is such that f 2f_ .p for al I ocAn then

f [Hf~).P [H) f)(.. Proof of Leniiia 2 then follows from

the fact that this result holds for all pci' and from the definition of fn

4-3n



By the isotonicity of H6,

in An .  A for all k>lH, ths T> T  Hf 6>, f6 'fn, where f6 is the
r ixe ont of n- t sho fn thsfwheeve

fixed point of H6.  It is easy to show that f,=fX whenever 6=X, XeAn+I. However,
fn~~T+l(i,p)=maxxf,(i,p), XcAnl thus, nl__ . f" ,-  -::):

We remark that the algorithm always produces a value function, the 7n, and an

' optimal value function, the final n, that are piecewise affine and convex, thus

allowing us to avoid having to deal with issues related to the concept of finite

transience found in Sondik (1978).

Proof of Proposition 3: Since A is finite, it has only a finite number of subsets

V'.ich car be examined. Ea:h o'" these subsets can te examined at most onc . sirce:

1. if An+l =An the algorithm stops (by Lemma 2),

2. if An+l$An , then fn+l_ fn+lfn (by Lemma 3), insuring that An will notn, -n An.

be considered further.

independent
The algorithm determines the set of all parameter A policies that may

be ootimal, given P. It may be useful to be able to identify those regions in P .
independent

where these parameter A policies are optimal. For example, if further

assessment information becomes available which indicates that the parameter of

interest is now known to be in the set P' c P, it may be desirable to know if any
independent

of the nonexcluded parameter A policies can be eliminated. It is easily
independent

shown that if A is the nonexcluded subset of parameter A policies, then
n

the optimal parameter dependent policy 6*is such that for eAn , 6i,p) = X(i), for

all icS, for all PcP such that f> f (.,p), for any osAn
n(

EXAMPLE 3. Consider again the maintenance model examined in Example 2, assuming -

the planning horizon is infinite, the criterion is the expected total discounted

4-4
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reward, and the discount factor is 0.9. Standard results (Bertsekas, 1976)

p indicate that is is sufficient to examine only strategies that are stage in-

variant. INSERT D

11 x1 (12)=X 2(2) )=X3(2)=l

X 1 (4)=X 2(4) =X3(4)=3

- klC3)=l, )L2(3)=-2, X3 (3)=3.

The functions f,~ i=1,2,3, are given in Table 3. It is easily shown that

1Xif on Sx;therefore, A0 can be reduced to the set {X2,X 1. For the set

of all pci' such that f (p)f (-,p), [H~ f~ )(.,p)=[Hf~ ](.,p). An equivalent
2 3 2 2 2

result holds for all pci' such that fA (.,p).jfX (.,p). Thus, A =A 0 9 and the al-
3 2

gorithm can stop. The regions of P where A and Xare optimal are presented in

Figure 2 and are associated with the statement: X2(X3) is optimal if and only if

p1 2. (1)0.92 p2 + 0.75. I
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INSERT D

Let A0  { ,where X (1) 1, Xl(2) 1, x (3) =, and x (4) 3. The

function f is given in Table 3. Let 6 eA achieve the maximum in Hf 1. It is -
"* **':

easily shown that 6 (1,p) = 6 (2,p) = 1 and 6 (4,p) = 3 for all peP. Straight-

forward calculations show that

h(3,p,l,f 1) = -13.1968 + 1.96821 2

h(3,p,2,f,1) = -10.13630 + p, + 1.3626002

h(3,p, 3 ,f 1) = -9.12945 + 2.2944p2

indicating for pcP,

6 (3,p) = 2 if p1 - 0.968402 > 1.00685

= 3 otherwise.

Thus, A1 = {X2 , 3 I A, where

" ),2(1) : x (1) = 1 : :

2 (2) = x3(2) : 1 -1..-

A2(4) : x3(4) : 3

2 (3) :2 3(3) =3.

The resulting functions f 2 and f 3 are also given in Table 3. Further

calculations indicate that A2 = A1 and hence the algorithm can stop.

4-5a
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V MAXIMIN POLICIES

In earlier sections, we have concentrated on determining the set of all

independent
parameter A strategies that are optimal for some value of the imprecise

parameter. If further parameter value assessment can eliminate all but one of

these strategies, then strategy selection is trivial. If, however, such elimi-

nation is not possible, we are still confronted with the problem of which
independent

parameter A strategy to choose. A likely candidate, and the candidate ....
independent

of interest in this section, is the parameter A strategy that maximizes,

with respect to all other strategies, the minimum value of its expected reward

function, where the minimum is taken over all possible parameter values. Tlat

is, for the infinite horizon case, we seek a XA such that

, . • . °.inf f,,(i,p)>inf f (i,p)

pEP pep-

for all icS and XA. We remark that such a X may not be a member of the set of
independent•"

ail parameter A strategies that are optimal for some value of the imprecise -

parameter. The infinite horizon problem defined in Section 4 represents the

problem of interest; therefore, we will assume assumptions Al, A2, and A4 hold

throughout. Extension of the results to be presented to the finite horizon case

is straightforward and left to the reader. Let ii"11: S-.R be defined as ii v11=

supirvI=, where v={v Define h ={h' [i ,(i)],isS},h2={h 2 [i,X(i)]n,icS,n=l.,N},

and h ={h 3 [i,(i)]j,i,jsS}. We now present our first result of this section.

5-1
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PROPOSITION 3: Assume that XcA is such that for eac X~A p o

all ieS for some pe R Then, for each AeA,

inf f,,(i,p) + e>inf f 01p)

for all ieS, where:

e max sup eXpp

XeA pep -

* P is the set of all possible points in the closure of

P,P, that can achieve the infinium in inf~f,(iQ),QPI .4

for any iES and XeA,

* e(P,p ) = I(I-h, ) hl~II pI
X X

+ 1f (I-h X1 1 fl-i'I

Proof: Note that since

the following relationships hold:

5-2
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-(I-h 3 1h2 3 1 +

- Thus,

f%(i,p) + x o'.! o)

for all icS. The result then follows directly. I

*Proposition 3 indicates that we should locate P. which may or may not be a

member of P', as close to all elements in Pas possible. We now present a condition

*toiat implies that P is a ;-ngleton, guaranteeing that p can be chosen in P' and .

* that E-0.

-A5. There is a 'PcP such that

h (i,a)' = inf h (i,a)p -

PE P

for all icS and acA(i).

5-3
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COROLLARY. Assume peP satisfies A5 and that XAh is such that for each

XAA,r.(i,p)>f (i 'p) for all icS. The,, for each XA,

for all icS.

Proof: It follows from Proposition 3 that it is suffici-ent to show that A5

implies f i'" inf{f (i,p),peP},for all ieS, for any XA. Clearly,

in~f~,PcP~f~~pfor all ieS. In order to show that f i''<nf

peP}, for all isS, define f,(l,p)=O and f 2ip)=h[i,p,X(i)2fXj1 ] for all i and p.

Trivially, inf{f X(i,)PP= A O for all i; assume in l 4iP'E
A npePf(l inff(i,p),P P =i?

~1 ?i,) for all i. It is then easily shown that inf{f~(~)pP=~i~ for

all i, which by induction holds for all n. Thus, f (i,'p)<fA(i,p) for all i and

for any peP ,which implies f (i,P)<inf{f (i,p),peP} for all i. JI

We remark that although A5 appears to be a strong assumption, there are

interesting problem formulations that satisfy it. For example, consider the case

where h 2(ia) =1I if i=n(=O if i~n),, p ELB ,UB ],n=l,"-,NlsP. Then, we wouldn n n n
select INSERT E As another example, observe that in Example 3. =~,7,

satisfies A5 and hence by the Corollary,

A3

for all icS and XAh.
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M7.

INSERT E

IL 9..L3B where T =transpose.

I N
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f5.~p) =0 for all iES, p~p
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TABLE 2: Optimal Expected Utility Functions and
Possibly Optimal Strategies for Example 2.
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(lp a1  ~5( 2,pl a4

(a~ if 0.O+. .161+.4485p 1+.P
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TABLE 1: Optimal Expected Utility Functions and c.
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VI CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we considered a specially structured class of finite state,

finite action dynamic programs having an imprecisely described parameter. It

was assumed that the parameter has no dynamics, no new information about its

value is received once the problem begins, and its imprecision is described by

set inclusion. We developed computational procedures for determining the set

of all strategies that may be optimal, given a description of the parameter's

imprecision. Applications to decision analysis and Markov decision processes

were presented. A condition was also presented which guaranteed that a parameter

independent strategy maximizes, with respect to all other parameter independent

strategies, tVe Tinimum value 0: its expected reward functior, where the minimum

is taken over all possible parameter values. Consideration of different functional

forms of the one transition value function and different assumptions regarding the

dynamics and timing of information availability regarding the unknown parameter

are topics for future study. Two other topics for future study are 1) an analysis -

of the computational feasibility of the algorithms presented in Sections 2 and 4 :

(related discussions can be found in Smallwood and Sondik, 1973, and Sondik, 1978)

and 2) the development of parametric programming and sjccessive approximation

procedures for the infinite horizon casa' and their comparison to the policy iteration.,

algorithm presented in Section 4.
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-- 9.12945 0 1.29447 [P,
f *(,P) =-10.13630 + 0 1.36260 [2

-12.17710 0 1.77139

L-8.21650 0 2.16503

-6.57031 0.83782 0.83782 PI

f (.p -7.44243 + 0.88192 0.88192 [2
-6.69818 1.79373 0.79373

-5.91327 0.75404 1.75404

-5.93779 0 1.61169 [P1
f*3( P -6.77663 + 0 1.69651 [2

-5.34402 0 2.45052

-5.34402 0 2.45052

TABLE 3: Expected Total Discounted Reward Functions
for Example 3.
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In the usual development of normative decision theories and 
descriptions

of decisionmaking, no provision is made that preferences may change over the

planning horizon. Examples of normative, quantitative models of multi- .

objective, sequential decisionmaking with fixed preference structures can be

found in Henig (1978), Mitten (1975), Sobel (1975), Viswanathan, et.al.

(1977), and White and Kim (1980). In practice, a decisionmaker may reject

an optimal solution determined on the assumption that initial preference is ,

absolute and permanent and accept a solution which offers more flexibility for K

later adjustment. Such choice behavior would reflect a recognition that

preferences may change and that so-called "optimal" solutions can lead to

commitments that will be judged harshly in the future. In fact, empirical

evidence exists which suggests that ignoring the ambiguities due to changing

preferences may lead both to misinterpreting choice behavior and to -. .

incorrectly modeling the normative decisionmaking problem (see March (1978),

p. 590, and related references cited by March).

Several different models of changing preferences have been proposed. -

Cyert and DeGroot (1975) have proposed that the utility function be viewea

as a function of.imprecisely known static parameter values, the estimates of

which change as a result of learning through experiencing noise corrupted

observations of the true parameter values. Learning is assumed to occur

according to a Bayesian update, requiring a prior distribution and a

probabilistic description of the relationship between outcome and underlying

parameter values. Thus, the actual utility function does not change;

however, the perceived utility function, the utility function on which the

1-1 "" .".
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decisionmaker selects alternatives, does change as a function of experience -

and hence stage or decision epoch.

Witsenhausen (1974) has suggested a suboptimal design procedure which

he calls the assumed permanence.procedure. This suboptimal design is

M determined as follows. Determine current preferences, and select the best

action for the current stage, assuming current preferences will remain in

effect over the remainder of the problem horizon. At the next stage, reassess

preferences and select the best action for that stage, assuming that the

reassessed preferences will remain in effect over the remainder of the

:c blem horizor,, and so furth. Witsenhausen notes that ail optimal design
L

could be determined if a stochastic model of preference evolution were

available.

Kreps (1977, 1975) enlarged the notion of a state in a Markov decision

process with utility criterion to include a so-called summary descriptor.

The summary descriptor can be used to model changes in preference, level of

aspiration or expecta cy, etc. Bodily and White (1982) used this notion to

r del an investor's evolving attitude toward levels of consumption, as a function "

of current and past levels of wealth, thus modeling the change of preferences

between consumifg and investing over time. Related results are presented in ]

Meyer 11977).7

L' '- -1.
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In this paper, we consider a finite stage decision analysis problem having

a decision tree with no chance nodes (no probabilistic description of uncer-

tainty). We explicitly allow a description of preference, a vector of tradeoff

weights, to change from stage to stage. We assume the next tradeoff weight

vector, constrained to be a member of a set, is either (1) selected by a

mechanism working against the decisionmaker, (2) selected by a mechanism

trying to aid the decisionmaker, or (3) selected probabilistically. Emphasis

is placed on the former two types of dynamics since (1) we feel that their

relative simplicity should enhance assessment of the tradeoff weight dynamical

description and (2) the dynamics of variables that can affect preference may

not be adequately described probabilistically, e.g. political, behavioral, and

organizational issues. The set

1-2a
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inclusion description of dynamics has been examined by Cherene (1978) in an

economic context and by Bertsekas and Rhodes (1973) in a general control ._

context. A related study can be found in Fiqueras (1972).

At first glance, the problem to be dealt with in this paper and the

iterative procedures for solving multiple criteria problems (see, for example,

Zionts and Wallenius (1976), Geoffrion., et.al. (1972), and Musselman and

Talavage (1980)) seem closely related. They differ, however, in the following

fundamental way. The procedures for solving multiple criteria problems

iteratively collect new information to more accurately describe a static

description of preference (as is true in the work by Cyert and DeGroot (1975)),

whereas the problem to be considered here assumes that the DM knows exactly

the current description of preference but that the description of preference

is allowed to evolve dynamically.

The paper is outlined as follows. Two models of decisionmaking are . .

presented in Section 2. Both models assume that preference evolution is

described by set inclusion and that the decisionmaker bases the current

alternative selection on exact knowledge of the current tradeoff weights.

The models differ in how the next set of tradeoff weights are chosen. The

first model, the maximin problem, assumes the next set of tradeoff weights are

selected so as to reduce total value as much as possible. The second model,

the maximax problem, assumes selection is intended to increase total value

as much as possible.

Dynamic programs and sufficient conditions for optimality for both the

maximin and maximax problems are presented in Section 3, and various

preliminary results can be found in Section 4.

1-3
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The maximin problem is studied in Section 5. We determine a piecewise

linear, convex lower bound on the optimal value function. This bound is

shown to be exact when two objectives are being considered. The desirable

feature of this functional form.is that it leads to a simple procedure for

computing the lower bound and a suboptimal design, which we also present.

In Section 6, a piecewise linear and convex upper bound is determined

on the optimal value function for the maximax problem; a procedure for

computing this bound and its associated desiqn is presented.

Piecewis.e linear, convex upper and lower bounds are determined in

e:.tion 7 Ln tLe optimal vakae functiorn for the naximin ard maximax

problems, respectively. Again, a procedure for computing these bounds and

their associated designs is presented.

For completeness, a different perspective is taken in Section 8.

Emphasis is placed on tractability rather than on the development of
models that are intended to have dynamics which are relatively easy to

assess. We assume that the number of tradeoff weight vectors that might

possibly occur at tne next stage is finite and that each of the possible

future tradeoff weight vectors h's nonnegative elements and satisfies the sum-

to-one property. We then show that the previously determined upper bound

for the maximax problem is exact. Under the assumption that the next trade-

off weight vector is selected probabilistically, we show the problem becomes

equivalent to a partially observed Markov decision process, a solution

procedure for which is presented in Smallwood and Sondik (1973). We remark

that this solution procedure is based on the fact that the optimal expected

value function is piecewise linear and convex and has provided insight

into the development of all of the aforementioned computational procedures.

1-4
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Suboptimal design procedures are discussed in Section 9. A hypothetical .

example with numerical results is presented in Section 10. Conclusions are

. presented in Section 11. Proofs of all results are contained in the Appendix.
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PROBLEM FORMULATIONS:

Assume that the decisionmaker (DM) must select an alternatiye ak from a

finite set of alternatives Ak at each stage k=O,l,...,K-l, We further assume

that the associated decision tree contains no chance nodes; therefore, the

collection of alternatives aO,.. ,,ak uniquely identifies a stage k decision

k 0 k
node and for the case where k=K, identifies a terminal node. Let n(a ,._ ,a )

* be the value received at stage k with regard to objective n if a2 was the

alternative selected at stage Z=Ol,...,k-l and if ak is selected at stage k,

k<K. Let P(a0, ..,aK-l) be the terminal value received at stage K with

regard to objective n if at was the alternative selected at stage Z,

:=O,l,...,K-l. Define pk(ao,...,ak) = col{pk(a°,...,ak)}, for k<K, and

pK(aO,...,aK-l) = col{pK(ao,...,aK-l)1.
Ii

The DM's impression of the importance of objective n at stage k

relative to the available alternatives is expressed by the real number Tn

which we will refer to as the tradeoff weight of objective n at stage k.

We assume that nk = row{r} N = {-- RN:n O,n l,...,N,.nNln.=}. The value

accrued at stage k<K is assumed to be represented by the inner product

nk~k(ao,...,ak) = n p(aO,...,ak) if the DM's tradeoff weight vector is

n and if a2 was the altern~tivi selected at stage z:O~l.k. Siimilarly,

nKpK(a, o.,a K-1) is the accrued terminal value. The total

*discounted value accrued by the alternatives a0 ,...,aK-l and the t-adeoff
k kk+S

weight vectors no,... jK is assumed to be 0 pk(ao,...,ak)+K KpK(aO,...,

aK-l) where sk is the discount factor B raised to the kth power. Presumably,

5,O4<l; however, the analysis will only require $ O.
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We justify choice of the aboye criterion as follows, The criterion clearly

generalizes the additive value function under the (usual) assumption that the

tradeoff weight vector is static and known before alternative selection begins. -.0

is
Note that under this assumption, it/sufficient to set 0=1 and Pk=O for all

k=O,..,,K-l. Furthermore, value is allowed to accrue on the basis of descrip-

tions- of preference at any stage in the planning horizon. We have assumed that

the criterion is temporally additive for technical reasons; we will see that the

associated dynamic programs permit the development of relatively tractable com-
pI..

putational procedures. Related discussions involving von Neumann Morgenstern

utility functions that allow experiential adaptation of preferences can be found

ir Meyer (19771.
1..

We assume that the DM's preferences, as modeled by the tradeoff vector,

may change from stage to stage. Thus, {nkk=O,l,...,K) is a process, the -

dynamics of which may depend on-, say, its past history, all former alternativesUl ... a... i

A

2- - " .
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selected, and a variety of other processes that have uncertain dynamics.

For example, our future tradeoff weight for gas milage might reasonably

depend on our history of automobile purchases, our current and perhaps our

past tradeoff weights for gas milage, and processes such as the future cost

of gas, future attitudes of the car-buying public, and so forth. Such a

perception suggests that the next tradeoff vector may be described by a

stochastic difference equation dependent on past and present tradeoff

vectors, alternatives, and exogenous variables. The dynamics of the

exogenous variables may also be appropriately described by stochastic

diffrence eqjat-ons. VZe envisiorn, however, that L description cf what -

value the tradeoff vector may next assume will be assessed from the DM, and

hence we view simplicity to be an important characteristic in any descrip-

tion of preference dynamics. Kparticularly simple description of state

dynamics is set inclusion. Such a description requires less information

than a probabilistic description. Furthermore, our model will not

explicitly consider the impact of various exogenous variables on preference,

eliminating a need, for oette," or for worse, to mooel such variables. More precisely
assume that o.

Athere is a function Mk:NxAx... xAk 42N(2N represents the power set of N, the

set of all subsets of N),k=0,l,...,K-l, such that mk+lCMk(nk,aO,...,ak).

Thus, nk+l is constrained to be a member of a set in N which can depend on

Snk,aO,..,ak. We will assume throughout that M knk,a°,...,ak)/ for all

T nkcN,aEARz=O,...,k, and k=O,...,K-l.

The actual mechanism that selects rk+l from Mjk(k,a°,... ,ak) is com-

plex, as we have indicated, and may be related to and to some degree

controlled by the DM. The two mechanisms that we will primarily consider

here, referred to as "Nature", are:

2-2
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1 nk+l is chosen to reduce total discounted value as much as possible
(mechanism M, associated with a malevolent Nature). .9

2. nk+l is chosen to increase total discounted value as much as possible
(mechanism B, associated with a benevolent Nature). .

(A probabilistic mechanism for selecting n k+l, mechanism P, will also be

briefly discussed in Section 8.) No attempt will be made to justify the
(possibly dubious) claim that these two mechanisms are accurate models of future

tradeoff weight selection; their use is intended only to help provide bounds on the -

total value to be accrued and systematic approaches for alternative

selection.

The desired goal of the DM is to select alternatives so as to maximize

the total discounted value. In so doing, we assume that the DM knows (or assumes)

the following over the entire planning horizon:

(i) the criterion structure, K, $, the sets Ak and Mk, k=O,..,K-l,
t~e appropriate probabilities, if required, and the functionsp ,k=O,. . .,K

(ii) the type of mechanism (either M, B, or P) that selects nk+ l

from MK(rk,aO,... ,ak),k=O,...,K-l.

(iii) that nk and aO,...,ak-l will be made available to the DM before
ak must be selected, for all k=O,l,...,K-l.

Note that (iii) implies that the DM has (a) the current value of the trade- .:-.

off vector and the current alternative history on which to base the current

-alternative selection and (b) knowledge that such information will be made

available to him accordingly in the future. Suppressing (i) and (ii) for

notational brevity, we, therefore, define a policy at stage k as a function

6k: NbxAx ... xAk - l - Ak. A strategy is a collection of such policies; i.e., Tr =

o,... , K-1 .

2-3-. - -
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The total value accrued by policy ., given initial trade-off weight

vector no is:

Z (no) ext knkPk(a,...,ak) + aKnKpK(a° ,... ,aK-),Tk=O

where ak = 6k(nk,aO,. .. ,ak-l) and where extrema are with respect to

nl...,nK, subject to the constraints nk+lcMk(nk,ao,...,ak),k=O,...,K -l. - -

For the case where selection mechanism M is in effect, the extrema are infima,

and we designate J. = Z.; when the selection mechanism is B, then the extrama

are supre.-a, atd we desiqn&tJ L,, ZV. Expl';cit definitioua of the criterion

for mechanism P will be stated in Section 8. We wish to determine a strategy

Tr* such that Z,>Z,.7 for all r. Such a strategy will be called a maximin

strategy if mechanism M is assunied and a maximax strategy if mechanism B is

assumed.

2.-
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THE DYNAMIC PROGRAKIING EQUATIONS:

We now present dynamic programming equations and sufficient conditions

for optimality for both the maxiniin and maximax problems. Define

k k o -

=extf 1 t npt(al....,at) + OKkn (aO,... ,aK1)(

v'he-e at 6tt(.,te.a 8.t-1) frr k<t<K-1 and where the ey-tre'na are taken with

respect to nk1,-,K subject to the constraints nt+lcMt(nt,a0,... ,at), .

t=k,... ,K-1. Let

Zk(nkaO ... ak-1) =supjkL(T,,*a,...,a-

Define for k=Ol1,...,K-1,

hk(ni,aO,... ak1a,v)

=npk(ao,...,aka Ti exvnh:Mk(n,ao,...,akla))

[6

=hk[r,aO,...,ak-1,6(fl,aO,...,ak- )-V)

3-1



Then, straightforward arguments (see, for example, Bertsekas (1976), p. 65)

imply:

Ci) Zk satisfies the dynamic programming equation (DPE)

zk Hk(Zk+l) kKl..O

or more explicitly,

Zk( .T,aO,... ,ak-l) = sup fnpjk(aO,...,ak-l,a)
acAk

(ii) the boundary condition for the DPE is ZK(,n,aO,... ,aK-1)=

n iP K(aO,...,a-)

(iii) Z0 =v

(iv) if 6 k is such that Zk =Hkk(Z k+1) k=O,... ,K-l, then .1f={ 6 ,..,6K-l}

is a maximin (maxirnax) strategy if the extremum in hk is an

infirnum (supremum).
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P REL I MINARI ES

We now present several preliminary results, assumptions, and definitions

that will be of benefit in constructing computable upper and lower bounds on
*k k
J and L.

Consider the following assumption:

Al. M:N&..2W is such that if rj'chf(rj) and neM(n2), then 'ArJ'(l-X)Yn"e

M[XII(I-~r2]for any Xc[O,1), for all nO,7i2~W

* . Define g: &- R as g(n) =inf{v(n'):n'eM(n)), where v:&'-) R. The following

result will be of importance in proving the convexity of jk on N,k=O,... ,K.

LEM.--A 1. If v is convex ana M satisfies Al, then g is convex.

We can now give conditions which guarantee that Jis convex.

ADA
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PROPOSITION' 1. Assume IMk(-,ao,...,ak) satisfies Al for all a Att=O,...,k,

and k=O,...,K-l. Then, Jk(.,aO,...,ak-l) is convex on N for all k=O,...,K.

We now present an assumption and a result which will lead to the develop-

ment of a piecewise linear and convex lower bound on jk in Section 5.

A2. Let M(n) = NC)h'('C)'where M'(n) = CH{nQe ,e=l,...,E) (CH = convex hull) and

vhere E and Qe' e=l,...,E, are given, Qe is an NxN matrix for each e=l,...,E, ar

(i) the rows of Qe sum to one for all ee{l,...,E) (note that Qe may

not be stochastic),

(ii) the matrix Qe-Qe, has identical rows, for each e,e'c{l,...,E). - -

Note that in order for M(n) o for all nl c N when A2 holds, there must exist

at least one e for each rj e N such that Qe£N.

We remark that a M'(n) which satisfies A2 does not change shape or rotate -

as ri changes. Two important implications of this characteristic are presented

in Le mas 2 and 3.

LEMML 2. If A2 holds, then so does Al.
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LEMMA 3. Assume M' satisfies A2. Then, for any ccRN, ext~n':r'Ct41(n))=riQe, where

e'xcil,... ,E) is dependent on a but is independent of n~ c N.-

We would expect that a typical. extreme point of M' (ri) that would be

assessed from a DM would be of the formT~ nn+cnln<N. Such a description of

an extreme point allows, for example, hVn=n:nn-nunnNn n:T')

It is easy to show that if

Qnn l+cn ,n<N

Qmn cn mrt, n<N

N- 1
Qm - Y,lcn

4-30



N- 1
QNN n= l 1 Cn

then nQn. Let Q' be defined as is Q except replace the c~ by c. Then, it

is easily shown that A2 (ii) holds. We therefore contend that A2 is -

sufficiently weak to allow relevant descriptions of M.

Consider the following definitions. Let i:N-- R be such that

*i(n)=sup~v(n'):n'CM(n)} for v:N-+ R and M:N-.)2. Define-

I(9EQe'fl) =max max a

G(AiE,Qe,TI)

max mnin maxnl'c, max minm Q

Note that if a function v:N-I. R is piecewise linear and convex, there is a set

of N-vectors A suich that v(ri)=max{Tci:ciE41. We now present a key result in the

development of bounds on both jk and Lk.

LEMMA 4. Assume v is piecewise linear and convex and that the finite set A

is such that v(n)=max{nt:atA, Assume further that M satisfies A2 and that

nQe,el,...,E, are the extreme points of W'(nI). Then, for all nj c N:

(a) G(A,E,Qe,fl) is piecewise linear and convex and G(A,EQe,n) g(1).

r- (b) for N=2,G(A,E,QeA)=g(n),

(c) (A,,Qe,n) is piecewise linear and convex and i(n) IA,,e~r).
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LOWER BOUNDS FOR THE MAXIMIN PROBLEM:

In this section, we determine piecewise linear, convex lower bounds

on jk which are exact when N=2. We also present a procedure for computing

these lower bounds.

Assume A2 holds for all Mk. We recursively construct the function

J and the set of vectors k as follows. Let Ka,. = .. a )
Kn AL Aja0 ,.)k+l k ) is known

and JL(nK,a0,...,a = nA pa,...,a . ssume AL (a ,...,a."sko

and that JLk+l(nk+l,aO,...,ak) = max{nk+la:acAk+l(aO,...,ak)}. By Lemma 4(a),

G(kE,Qe,n) is piecewise linear and convex on N. Thus, for each aksAk,k<K,

Jknk,ao,••.,ak) = nkpk(ao,...,ak) + $G(A,E,QeTk)

k/ l ak  '--.'.-..-.'.-

is piecewise linear and convex on N, where A-- (a ,... ), E=Ek(ao,.•,ak), '..

and Qe=Q a, .,ak). Define ....

jk(kk,a,. ..,ak-l) max k nk,au,...,ak)akeA k  "-!Ti

which is also piecewise linear and convex on N, and hence there is a set S

(a°,•..,ak -1) such that j(nk,ao,...,ak:) k (a,..,a

PROPOSITION 2. Assume Mk(•,a°....,ak) satisfies A2 for all a FAL,Z=O,...,k

and all k=O,...,K-l. Then,

(a) j (• aO,...,aki l) is piecewise linear and convex on N for

all k=O... ,K.

(b) Jk<jk,kO,.... SK. .

(c) for N=2,JL=jk,k=O,...,K.
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We noDw examine in more detail the determination kf ok-i om
k+l of kLa..a rrA L (a01,... ,ak-l,ak), for all akEA . Observe that this determination is

analogous to determining A' from A(a),E(a), and Qe(a), for all a E A, where:

max na& maxfnp(a)+$G[A(a),E(a),Q e(a),T1])
OB &c A' acA

Consider the following procedure:

(1) For each a c A~a) and for any ri, determine QO(a) such that QaL

min {rQea:l-<e<E(a)). Put p(a)+aQc(a)a into AT (a).
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(2) DetermineI:

z*(a)=min max n' .
TI "N caA (a)

and put p(a)+$lz*(a) into AT(a). Note that

z*(a)=minimum z

subject to: z ? 1ia a c A(a)

In =

n 0.

_(3) Once steps (1) and (2) have been accomplished for all a c A,

aremove all vectors in aAT(a) that do not achieve the maximum in max {na:

ac(aAT(a)) for any n c N. (See Smallwood and Sondik (1973) for a procedure

L for removing such vectors.) Then, A' is the collection of all vectors in

UaAT(a) that have not been removed.

5-3
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UPPER BOUNDS FOR THE MAXI1-4V"X PROBLEM - -

2 Piecewise linear and convex upper bounds are now determined for Lk.

A procedure for computing these bounds is presented.

Assume A2 holds for all jk. We will recursively construct the function

Land the set of vectors Bkas follows. Let B (aO,...,aK-1) = {pK(aO,...,aK-l))

and L (rKa0,...,aK-l) = iKPK(a0,...,aK-l). Assume 8k+l (a0 ,...,ak) is known -

and that L k+l (rk+l,a0,...,ak') = max {nk+la:a C B k+l (aO,...,ak)). By Lemmia 4(c)

I(8,E,Qe,n) is piecewise linear and convex on N. Thus, for each akeAk,k'CK,

L k kao,...,,ak) = lkpk(ao,..ak) +1BEQI

is piecewise linear and convex oqn N, where k=Bl (a0,... ,ak) ~( ,.a"')

and Q-=Qk(aO,...,ak). Define

* L~nk~O,.. ,k-1) =max L (k 0 ..,k),

U ~ akcAk

which is also piecewise linear and convex on N, and hence there is a set

S (o..,k-)such that L k(n k,ao,...,akl1) max {nka:c±eBk(a0,-...,ak-l)1.-

PROPOSITION 3. Assume jk(.,a0,...,ak) satisfies A2 for all a-A-,Z=0,...,k

and all k=O,...,K-l. Then,

(a) LU(. a0  a.qa is piecewise linear and convex on N for all

k=O,. . . K,

k k
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We now examine in more detail the determination of Bk (a0..ak-1) from
k-i0  kila) k o l k~BU~a ,...,a - a) o l k~,which is analogous to determining B'

from B(a),E(a), and Qe~a), for all a e A, where:

max rnc' max {np(a) + BI[B(a),E(a),Qe(a),n).
a CB, acA

Consi~er thL- -1ullowing procedure:

(1) For each a e 8(*a) put p(a)+QwQea into 81.(a), where ec{l,...,E(a)}

A s sjch that for any (and hence all) nl c N, T(Qe-Qe')0 -O for all e'e{l,...,E(a)).

(2) Once step (1) has been accomplished for all a c A, remove all vectors

* in LUaBT(a) that do not achieve the maximum in max{rlcx:cU aBi(a)} for any

n c N. Then, S' is the collection of all vectors in LUaBT(a) that have not been

removed.

6-2
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UPPER (LOW.!ER) BOUNDS ON Jk(Lk):

Piecewise linear, convex upper (lower) bounds are determined on

Jk(Lk); a procedure for computing these bounds is presented. Assume A2 holds for alV

Let J* and L* be defined as re jk and Lk except assume the evolution

•'of the trade-off vectors is constrained by the sets 1 ,(nk,ao,...,ak).

PROPOSITION 4. (a) Assume that Mk(nk ao,...,ak)5i hMk(nk,a°,...,ak) for all

nk,ao,... ,ak, and k. Then, jksjk< L<Lk, for all k=O,. .. ,K.

(b) Assume that there is a matrix Fk(aO,...,ak) such that {nkFk(ao,...,ak)}= -.

M k (nk,ao...,ak) for all nk,aO,...,ak, and k. Then, Zk=Jk=Lk is piecewise

linear and convex on N for all k. Furthermore, if nkFk(aO,...,ak)eMk(nk,aO,...,ak)

*Ior all ,K,aC,...,aK, and k, then there exist a piecewise linear and convex

upper bound on jK and a piecewise linear and convex lower bound on L. for

'all k=O,...,K.

. 4

We remark that if F is a stochastic matrix, then n e N implies n F E h.

Therefore, in seeking piecewise linear and convex upper and lower bounds on

k k
L and J , respectively, it is desirable to seek stochastic Fk(a ° , .. ,ak).

One such matrix is the identity matrix; thus, if the "status quo" is a

k kpossibility, i.e. if n, E 1k(n,ao,...,ak) for all n,a°,...,ak, and k, then such

bounds exist.

k 0 )kObserve that when there is a matrix F (a0,...,ak) such that {nkFk(ao,.. .,ak)}=
k,ao,...,ak) for all a0 ,...,ak ,and k, then L can be determined

recursively as follows:

7-1
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k k k k o kL~( max jnp (a ,... ,a)
akIAkL..ak}

* ht ~ kl8 k =kl k+lk
L ~ ~ + a~ Fn ' a..a) maxnc :iA* (a0, ... ,ak. Dtriaino

k~ k0 okki

A*a, ,k-1) from A (a ,... a ,a )for all a cAk, is analogous to

determining A' from Aka) and F(a), for all a c A, where:

a e A' aeA k

Consider the following procedure:

.(Q) For each a c A(a), put p(a)+5F(a)at into AT~a).
(2) Once step (1) has been accomplished for a e A, remove all vectors

in U AT(a) that do not achieve the maximum in max{naL:c~eaAT(a)} for some

n e N. Then, A' is the collection of all vectors in UaAT(a) that have not

been removed.

7-2
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THE FINITE 1(k CASE: . -

Thus far, our assumptions describing the form of the Mk have been

primarily motivated by what information a DM might be able to provide with

regard to their form. We then developed various analytical results that

provided insight into how alternatives should be selected and information

regarding what should be expected if the alternatives were so selected.

For completeness, we now reexamine the basic model with the primary concern

being tractability. This reexamination is accomplished in two ways, both

involving finite Mk sets. First, we consider the maximax problem under the

assumption that all elements in Mk(hk,...) are linear in n and are members

of N. We then show that Lk is piecewise linear and convex and hence easily

computable. Second, we assume that there exists a probability distribution

k4 _on Mk and develop conditions which guarantee that the solution of the resulting

DPE is piecewise linear and convex. Interest in such an approach is due to

the possibility that mechanisms M and B may be highly unrealistic ways of

modeling the selection of nk+l from tk• Interesting ard direct analogies ar.-

drawn between the probabilistic results and Bayes' Rule and an algorithm due

to Smallwood and Sondik (1973). We remark that the maximin problem is not

-considered under the assumption that the hik are finite. Unfortunately, J

is no longer convex under this assumption and hence is relatively intractable.
The Maximax Problem. Assume Mk(nk,aO,...,ak) = {nkQek(ao,...,ak):el,...,

k k)}and that Qek(aO,...,ak) is stochastic for each e, for all
nk,ao,. ,ak, and k. A straightforward reexamination of the proofs of Lemma 4(c)

and Proposition 3 in light of these assumptions implies the following result.

8-1
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k kPROPOSITION 5. L =L ,k=O,...,K.
U

Thus, Lk is now easily computable and is as computable as its upper bound

was under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.

A Probabilistic Approach. Assume probabilities of the form .

P[ nk+l(e)ln k,a ,...,ak 3,e=l,...,Ek(aO,...,ak), are given, where Mk(nk,aO,...,ak) =

{nk+l(e),e, ,Ek(a°,...,ak)). We shall call this mechanism for selecting

nk+l from Mk mechanism P. The associated DPE is Zk=HZkk+l, where:

z zK(nK,a ...,aK- = nKK (a,...,aKl),

* hk(.1k,a0,... ,ak'l,ik,v)

i.. = n~Tkpk(a °,...,ak ) - "

a .. -+8leP[nk+l (e) nk ,aO,... ,akTvjnk+l (e)],

""[Hkv(nk,ao ,. . . , a k-l )  -

k k- k. -
- 6

*Hkv =sup Hkv.

t Call the strategy composed of policies which achieve the supremum in

zk=Hkzk+l an optimal expected strategy.

In order to insure piecewise linearity and convexity of the ZkI assume

that if =hk+l(e)ck(k,a,...,ak) . then there is a Q.(aO,...,ak) such that

8-2
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nk+l (e) = nkQe (ao, ak),/P[rik+l(e)Irk,aO ...,ak] .

In order to insure that nk+l(e)e N for all nk, assume further that

Qe(ao,...,ak) has all nonnegative elements and that p[nk+l(e)nkaO,...,ak]

acts as a normalizing term; i.e.,

n kQe(ao,...,ak), = p[nk+l(e) 1nk,ao,...,ak-

Since IePInk+l(e)Ink,ao,...,ak] = I,

Zj~eQ(a,...,ak)i = 1 .

for all i=l,...,N. Under these'assumptions, Q(a°,...,ak)ij can be interpreted-

* as the probability that a controlled Markov process will go from state i at

stage k to state j at stage k+l and e is a presumably noise corrupted observa-

"* tion of the state at stage k and/or k+l. Note also that under these

assumptions nk can be interpreted as an a priori probability, where nk'l(e) is

the a posteriori associated with observation e. Thus, the problem is a slight

generalization, at least in form, of the partially observed Mtarkov decision

process, a solution procedure for which is presented in Smallwood and

Sondik (1973).

kWe remark that it is unlikely that the Qe could be assessed directly and

k isE 0
that probably what could be assessed for a given nk,a ,...,a is Ek(a ,...,a k )

and nk+l(e),e=l,...,Ek(ao,...,ak). We would therefore have the following

linear feasibility problem: given n c N, E, and n'(e)eN, e=l,...,E, determine _

Qe(ij) such that

8-3
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Qe('j)ZOfor all e,i,j

1e~jQe(isj)=l for all i

n' (e)=nQe /nQel2 for all e

Note that there are N2E unknowns and N+(N-l)E constraints. If we wished to

assume values for P~n' (e)ln) = fQeljel ...E, e.g., P~n' Ce) In) = 1 / E

then there would be an additional E-1 constraints. Procedures for determining

L d solution(s) -o the above problem are discussed and presented in Matneiss
and Rubin (1980).
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SUBOPTIMNAL DESIGNS

Throughout this paper, we have presented approaches for determining

zk or bounds on Zk for three different mechanisms for selecting nk+l from Mk:

1. mechanism M, which resulted in strategies that provide upper

and lower bounds on Jk k=O,..q K.

2. mechanism B, which resulted in strategies that provide upper

and lower bounds on Lk ,k=O,... ,K, and which for the finite Mk

case considered resulted in strategies that provide L ,k=O,...K.

3. mechanism P, which for the finite Mk case considered resulted -

in strategies that provide Zk,k=O,...,K.

h procedure for selecting alternatives based on a given preference evolution

mechanism is:

1. At stage k, select alternative akkkoa,...,akl), where

-{6 k , k=O,... ,K is a strategy associated with the given

preference dynamics.

2. Let the ,.ctual (which is, of course, likely to differ from the"

assumed) preference dynamics provide the DM with nk+l Let k=k+l,

and return to step 1.

This procedure is identical to Witsenhausen's assumed permanance procedure

where now what is assumed to be permanent is the mechanism which determines

the path of the trade off weight process. Note also that this procedure

generates a "closed-loop" feedback strategy. We remark that bounds determina-

tion in Section 7 which assumed that Mk was a single point produced an open-

loop strategy; use of the above procedure with such a strategy produces an __-7

open-loop feedback strategy (see Bertsekas (1976), Sections 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5

for further discussion).

. 9-1
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An alternate, and perhaps more behaviorally compatible, procedure would

be to select the preference evolution mechanism to be used for alternative

selection at each stage, depending, perhaps, on the mood of the DM and/ or

his impression of under what mechanism preference is evolving. Obviously,

many other alternate approaches for alternative selection are possible.

Of course, none of the descriptions of preference dynamics considered here

are likely to be entirely accurate; therefore, the resulting strategies

are perhaps best viewed as suggestions or "rules of thumb" rather than

procedures for selecting alternatives without further thought.

I9
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A HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE

We now present an example and associated numerical results for

mechanisms M and B. Consider a newly certified individual who is faced

* with promotion or dismissal in three years. (The number of years and

hence stages considered has been chosen for -computational ease; in the

context of this example, a more realistic number would be six.) Assume the .-

- -

two objectives under consideration are (1) research productivity and (2)

* teaching proficiency. The individual wishes to take a course of action

that will maximize his (or her) perceived value at the time of the "up or

out" decision. The individual is faced with the likelihood that the

current relative importance of the objectives will change over the planning

horizon. In the context of this example, our model requires us to assume

that the individual knows precisely the current relative importance of the

objectives and that there is only one outcome for each alternative selected.

Assume that Ak=1O,1l1,k=Ol1,2, where 0 =emphasize teaching and 1=

emphasize research. -Assume also that P k=0 for all k=0,1,2, and that

** the terminal value P3 is such that *.

p 3(a , a 2 p(a 0).p(al)Ip1(a2)

where:

P' (0) 0 Fo1 P'(1) =

9 ]

10-1
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P'(O)= [0] 
Pla Ml [ .8]

These values reflect two apparently realistic perceptions. First,

research accomplished three years ago (presumably resulting in a very

recent publication) is more valuable now than resea-'ch accomplished two

years ago (presumably awaiting publication) which is in turn more valuable
than research accomplished last year (presumably awaiting reviewer

comments). Second, recent, high quality teaching is better remembered

an~d Eence .or-: vaiuable than ;ess recent, high quaiity teac.ning.

Let Mk(nk,ao,...,ak) = Mk(nk) = {n'EN: -<n5-nK<_c. We consider three

cases:

(a) the mnaxmin case for =0.l -
(b) the maximax case for e=0.l

(c) the e=0.0 case (i.e, the trade-off weights are assumed to be static).
ih. Use of the algcrithms developed in Sections 5, 6, and 7 provide the following

~ - results:

-. L 18971] .312 [0.731 [.631 1.897]

0 .
813 , 52 ] '-[A'-[-_

0:.A, 0 [2.71]2
':" ?.2.71] 1'9 ' 0 ' 0-""""

I<° if Graphs of the associated functions are presented in Figure 1. Note that..-' .

. . . . .... . . . . . . . . .
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J _,_jLU, as expected. The strategies associated with these cases areU1

presented in Table I.

We remark that these strategies exhibit significantly different behavioral

characteristics. Note that both. the maximin strategy and the permanent

preference strategy encourage an early interest in research and a later

interest in teaching, where the encouragement on the part of the maximin

strategy to have "all bases covered" is comparatively quite strong. The.: i

strategy determined from the upper bound on Lk however, suggests initially

determining a.preference (presumably, on the part of a promotions committee)

t,.ard one of "IE t> o objectives and tilen emphasize the attainment of value

associated with that objective over the entire problem horizon. Such a

strategy makes sense under the assumption that mechanism B is in effect
- -

since mechanism B, i.e., the proiotions committee, is watching the alternatives -

selected by the individual and changing its view of the relative importance

of the objectives so as to increase the individual's perceived value as much

as possible at the end of the three year period. We suspect that many would

feel that r;echar.isin B is an unrealistic model of how a typical promotions

committee establishes criteria for promotion.

10-3
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CONCLUSIONS

0

We have presented a model of sequential decisionmaking under uncertain

future preferences. We have claimed that the dynamic preference model which - -

has received primary attention,'set inclusion and mechanisms B and M, provides

few constraints on, and hence enhances, the assessment of the dynamic

structure. The validity of this claim requires future examination; appro-

priate assessment procedures have yet to be developed.

Although we have attempted to justify the decisionmaking model's

validity, primary emphasis has been placed on examining the model's tract-

ability. Algorithms have been developed which provide upper and lower

bounds on the optimal value functions of interest, and strategies associated

with these bounds have been obtained. Circumstances have been investigated

3 as to-when these bounds are exact. We remark that the maximax results can

be used to give the DM an insight as to how to exert control over the

tradeoff weight vector evolution, if he is able to exert such control.

Two directions for future research appear to be particularly worthwhile .0

from the perspective of model validity: (1) generalizing the model to

include a probabi.listically evolving, perhaps partially observed state, and

(2) relaxing the requirement that the current tradeoff weight vector is precisely

known. The former direction would allow the insertion of chance nodes in the

decision tree, which would permit the combination of the model of future preference

uncertainty presented in this paper and the model considered by Kreps (1975, 1977).

The latter direction would allow the decisionmaker to be unsure and/or purposely -

vague about current tradeoff weights.
#L. 0
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9 .

(a) (b) (c)

0 (n° 1

1otherwi se Iotherwise 1otherwi se

o <05 1irl- i 0 if - <045
I. otherwise 1 otherwise 1 otherwise

2 i f 1< 0.55 0if I<0.43 if nl<0.5061 = 1
1if otherwise 1 otherwise otherwise

if n1<0.45 if n2<0.65 if n1<0.55
6(nh2 . 0.55: - 1 : -f 1 ].

1 otherwise 1 otherwise 1 otherwise

-0 if r<0.55 0if n2<0.55 $ if n2 <0.5562(12,011= I- - I- ..
1 otherwise 1. otherwise 1 otherwise

if = 0 if n2<0.55 0 if n2<o55

-1 otherwise ( otherwise 1 otherwise

S62(n2,1i 50.65 0 if n2<0.
I otherwise 1 otherwise otherwise

TABLE 1: The (a) Maximin Strategy for =0.1, (b) Strategy Associated withthe Maximax Problem for E=0.1, and (c)e=0.0 Case, for the Example.
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FIGURE 1: Jo, ZO, and Lo for the Example.U



APPENDIX

Proof of Lemma 1, a

Assume fmi1k((ni) for all m and that lim v( min) = g(ni),i=l,2. We
m"

note that

< lim inf v [Xml+(l-X)"m2 ]
m

. X .r: v % )+(l..)lim .( rm2) - --
m m

=Xghn +lXgn)

where the second inequality is due to the convexity of v.

Proof of Proposition 1:

jK If +1 "-
i , K is con',ex on N; assume is also. By Lemma 1,

inf{jk+l (ao',...,ak a):ek (n,aO,...,ak la))

is convex in rl on N for each (a ° ,. ..,ak-l,a)cAOX...xA kand thus hk(rn,ao,...akl,a,Jk+l\ "..'

is convex in n on N for each (aO,...,ak-,a)sAx...xAk. The result follows from - -

the fact that the supremum of convex functions is convex and from induction.

.. . . . . . . . .. - . .-



Proof of Lemna 2:

Since N is convex; it is sufficient to show that M' satisfies Al. .0

Let n'eh,(n l) and I"C(12). Then, there exist {c;} and {oe} such that

e0

r'= eIQ and n".=Zeen2Qe, where 'O .">O e e - l- and eel, Define-e e- e .ae-ri ' 0Y eae

le e Qe and "=Ieven Qe Assumption 2A(ii) implies that n (Qe-Qe ) =
2 21 1n Q *) for all e, e', or equivalently, that ( n )Q is independent of e. ;e e e

Thus, 1e(n2 -nnI)Qe=AeeCn2 -n)Qe, or equivalently, T'-n' n"- ". A standard

a.cebr.ic argurei.t ther impl~es that - - rn'+(l-.\) -")+(l.,)x n'l-X)n"

But ).n'+(l-X) T" and X n1+(J'-X)n" are easily shown to be members of MI[Xn1+(l-X)n2

and hence so is Xn'+(1-)nh".

°- .-. 0.

Proof of Lemma 3:

Note nQea-nQeea = n(QeQe,)a, which is independent of n due to the

fact that n c N. ..

0 . °.

I 2£1 .

: ' -. .. .• -: .. -

! .e "
I-°°
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Proof of LECMNA 4: (.a). Piecewise linearity and convexity, It is. sufficient

to show that
-)

max mine nQea

is piecewise linear and convex. From Lenrna 3, mineQea is linear for each cA..

The result then follows from the fact that the maximum of a finite collection of

linear functions is piecewise linear and convex. - -I.

G(A, E, e' n) < g(n). Let

D be the set of all points in M that achieve the minimum in

min max na,
ncN acA

and define N = {n:Df)M(n)1}f. _

Assume neN Then .there exists an n cV(IM(n) such that

max in = min max na.

ack rici as;A

For each aeA,

min n'= minenQe a< n a;
e e-

thus,

max minenQ a < max n a = g(n).

Let rj4N*. Then,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



max mi nen.Qea

. mine maxanQea -

Smin max n'a = 9(n),
n'c6(n) aeA

lot

where th.e inequality is due to Rockafellar (1970), Lemma 36.1, and the first '

equality follows- from the assumption n N..

(b) Since the lower bound is exact for all N on N , we wish to show that the* •
lower bound is exact on N* complement when N=2. The sum-to-one property of .

elements in N allows us to assume that n e R and hence M(n), for any n e N,

1 2wil' heve (Ft -IoSt) tw) cxtame. points. n and n2. In geierz.l,

max minenQe a

maxmin n Ita < 9(n) -* -a71 cM(n) -.

mine max nQea

e a e

wi-re the equality and the seco;id inaquIity are obvious and the first in:.,ualjty

is due to Rockafellar (1970), Lemma 36.1. Thus, it is sufficient to show that

max minenQea = mine max nQea.
Asum en e*e a

*1 n for any n C.. Then, mine max na Mal * "nCL
e e * eWe now wish to examine max minen a. Note that n a >n a. e=l,2, for any

a such that na has negative slope. (na has nonnegative slope since n <nI and

min mxa71 n *) Thus, we can eliminate consideration of any a e A such that

n- has negative slope. Now, for a's such that na has nonnegative slope,

i~i ..-. -.'.



* .e

mine:-e = a, and hence maxominene = maxanL = nl c*. A similar argument

hvids if .l<1 2<r*, for any n c.. .

(c) Clearly, I(AE,Qe,n) is piecewise linear and convex. A simple
argument proves that maxr imaxn'a : maxmaxr'na. Note that when is such-

that nQecN for all e, max nn'a = maxe)Qea. When there is an e such that

nQePT' M.(n)cCH{nQe,l<e<E} and M6l)ICH{nQe,l<e<E}; therefore, max .a5

maxenQea"

Proof of Proposition 2:

(a) The construction of J and induction guarantee that L is piecewise

linear and convex on N for all k=O,...,K.

SC K u k+l k+l(b) Clearly, J<,jK; assume .<Application of Lemma 4(a)

implies-that

a ( k a ,...,a k)
,. ._.

5hk(nk,aO,...,ak-l,ak,dk+l)

for all ak J (nk,ao,...,ak-l)<jk(nk,aO,...,ak-l), and the result

for ~aEI% Thus, an thereul

follows by induction.

(c) An argument similar to part (b) and use of Lemma 4(b) provides

the result. -'

---J-

...................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . .° .%°



Proof of Proposition 3:

The proof of part (a) is identical to the proof of Proposition 2(a). S

Proof of part (b) is analogous to the proof of Proposition 2(b), using

Lemma 4(c) rather than Lemma 4(a). ".c . -

.- Proof of Proposition 4:

Ca.1 Follows directly from the defi-nItions,

(b) The fact that Jk  Lk for all k is a result of the fact that 0..

G(A, E, Qe' n) = I(A, E, Qe' n when E=l and nQlCeN-for all n',

I'S

9

L... "
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. D I", RCJDLI(: I Gill

The s Lancarc. dec si Dn aria vs. mo"le j 0+ sEcquen t i at

c11d!cis:o-nm&K:ing under risk (Leeney and Fkaifiat, 1976) essunMeS that

zne decision tree. toct inform'ation in the fOrT ot prooabiities,

and preference information in the form of utilities are known

precisely. Given such structural and parameter value information, -

the d eisi on anal ysis paradigm provides an opti mal strategy,

i.e.! a best alternative to select at each decision node in order

to maximize expected utility.

In reality, Utilities and probabilities mav be difficult to

precisev asess (oue to, for ex-.ample, the time and stress

-Ssoc 1 a- te with their assessment ) and may not need to be

preci Le± 1 esse,sed in order to determine information sufficient .

for strataeg selection; see Fishburn (1965), Satrin (1977a, b), and

Whi te, et z~l I . 1962a) for further discu, . on. Furthermore,

the decsi ormaker may be willing and able to directly provide

Ln Lormat io about the relative desirabi 1 ity of the available

alzernatiwes for at least some of the decision nodes in the tree;

e.g., a phwsiciar, may be 'illinc ano able to directly ex press a

preference for selecting diagnostic test A over diagnostic test B

in di agns ng pc.tients having a specific collection of signs,

sy.r.ptCms, an laooratory test results. Tnus, the input

assumptins ssoci_-.ted t,.Yith the standr:1 decision anaivsis model '-

may Lie sut-i.- Ti ent 1 denianrd i rig t c, act as a .barrier to the 7_

ecceptaoiiity of tre aecis:ion analysis paradigm and vet may

iqnore reeoily aavl aIle voEr mat on that could he of significant

value in st-atLeg' selectior.

In this paper, we assure that the decision tree is given and

1



that all probabilities are knovir, pr-eciseiv. We then diverqe -from

th.e a+Orem'rionEd input assumptions + or the standard decision -

anal.vysis model by assumifng that utility values may be imprecisely

described as being members of given sets and that a (possibly

null, not necessarily complete) preference relation on the set of

all available alternatives is given for each decision node. Set

-inclusAion has been selected .as a model of para:meter imprecision

due to its simplicity and behavioral justifiability. The intent

of the relations is to model the decisionmaker's directly

expressed preferences among the avail able alternatives at each

dec si on node. The problei, forn,u.Lation to oe exaiiiinad thus

inclIudes two interesting cases:

(i) ths, standard decision analysis model. of se o uenit i a I
dec si cnmakin q i e., the ca se where the ut Iities are".
decribed orecis ely and -here all relations are null, and

iii) the inverse decision analysis problem; i e., the case
where the utilities. or some asoect of the uti].ities such as

S . 2..c ", Iht are un-r;o-n -. here th. rel ations

_ .. y di -cri mi nati ng to provi cie -n optimal

.'s r-m. :th.t the hUtpUt of the invrse decision anal ive

pr -obl-m is the set 0-f all utilities that permit the giver

s-tratev to be optimal and that the general problem of

* eter n 1. .rQ t he G--et cf a Il paramreL r v l Lie.. for which a i ven

* tr t S is oot.i rnal has b.en e-amined in a. varietv of context s

e... cc.trol theory (Cast:i. 199o) , mathematical programming

C, i'} .r:,n et .- !. . 7 , . -Id d 'c J. e Cr; -, , ,I , .. . . (IJ i.- : ,I ,

th ",_ ) F- hn devcl :,p an anal vt 1 c proc-durd .for detl.rmi n i n he

s t of al. strategies that may be ciptimal and the corresponding

t-t o-F utilitV values. This anal-ytic proceCiuru serves as the

.- .. . . .



s~'U~ i 1i U LA eJur E' *C I I E.; al~ CiZrltI Cfl )

rC-Z i t -sc5*It 1 11: ot d, n !ntj ri El. Dei j 7 C~2 ihit e. et E.

Thi s pip,--r, j. L outlIi ned .s f ol I ows. The gjeneral ized

sequential decision analysis model is formulated in Section Ii

and analysed in Section III. A numerical example is presented in

Section IV. Conclusions are discussed in the f inal section.



II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Assume that a K stage decision tree is given. For notational sim-

plicity, we will assume that the appropriate number of decision nodes with

single actions and chance nodes with single outcomes have been added to
branches having less than K stages in order to insure all branches have .. -,-

exactly K stages. Let Sk be the finite set of all kth stage decision

nodes, k=O,l,...,K-l, and let SK be the finite set of all terminal nodes.

The finite set A(sk) represents the set of all alternatives available for

selection at decision node SkeSk , k=O,l,...,K-l. If alternative akcA(sk)

is selected at decision node skeSk, then the resulting realization of the

rardomn variable associated with the approp,'ia~e chaaice node is restricted

to be a member of the finite set Z(sk,ak), k=O,l,...,K-l. The probability

that realization zk+IeZ(sk,ak) will result after selecting alternative

akcA(.sk) at decision node skESk is p(zk+ l lsk,a), which we assume is given

precisely. We assume throughout for each k=O,l,...,K-l,skESk, and

ak A(Sk), that p(zk+ll sk ,ak) > 0 for all Zk+lrEZ(sk,ak ) and

(Z a
Zk+iPk+sk,a k) = 1.

Note that Sk+l = (sk,ak,Zk+l) with probability p(zk+llsk,ak). Thus S

{Sk,k=O,l,...) is a controlled Markov chain.

Let u(s K be the utility accrued at terminal node sKESK. Assume for

0 1each sKCSK there is a given scalar u (s and a given N-vector u (sK

row{u (SK)... ,uN(sK) such that

u(sK) uO(sK) + u (s K )p S

where the N-vector P = col{pl ,... ,'N } , the imprecisely known parameter, is

2-1



assumed to be a member of the given set P CR

The above description of utility imprecision is sufficiently general

to allow for several interesting cases of parameter imprecision. For

example, assume p is the vector of importance weights for a multiattribute,

sequential decision analysis problem, N is the number of attributes, p is
n

the importance weight of the nth attribute, uO(sK) = 0, and un(sK) is the

utility accrued at terminal node sK with respect to attribute n. Then J

Pc {pC _[ :Pn >0 , nPn = l} represents the set of all possible importance

weight vector values. As another example, assume for each SKeSK , u(sK) is

imprecisely known. Let N equal the number of elements in the set
01 1SK, 96(sK) = 3,1 n(sK) = I if n = s K  =0 if n f sK)' for all SKcSK.

Then P {PER: 0 <-pn < 11 represents the set of all possible utility values.

Assume that the decisionmaker has provided a relation on the alter-

natives at each decision node. That is, assume that there exists a set ,

R(sk) C A(Sk) x A(Sk) for each SkESk, k=0,l ,... ,K-l, where (a ,ak)R(sk)

indicates that the decisionmaker perceives alternative a' to

be at least as preferred as alternative ak at decision node sk . If

R(sk) = €, then the decisionmaker has expressed no preference with respect

to the alternatives at decision node s

A (parameter independent) strategy 7T is a rule that selects an alter-

native in A(sk) for each SkESk , k=O,l ... ,K-l; i.e., -,(sk)EA(sk) for each

SkcSk, k=O,l,... ,K-1.

The problem objective is as follows. Given:

1. the decision tree structure, i.e., K, Sk for all k, A(.), and
z(. ,.) , 4q

2. the probability structure, i.e., P(*I*,*),

2-2
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III. A SOLUTION PROCEDURE

We now examine a procedure for achieving the problem objective. Let . .

E be a parameter dependent strategy; i.e., let c(sk"Po)EA( sk) for every

Skck, k=O,l,...,K-l, PP. Define fE(sk,P) to be the expected utility

accrued if strategy E is used, if p is the value of the parameter, and if

the problem were to commence at decision node SkESk. Define fk(Skp) =

sup fE(sk,p) ; i.e., fk(skp) represents the optimal expected utility accrued

if p is the parameter value and if the problem were to begin at decision

node s It is straightforward to show that f satisfies the following

dynamic programming equation and boundary condition:

fk(skP)= max {h(sk' Pakfk+l)}-
akcA( sk)

where

h(sk ,o,akv) = z p(zk+llskak)v(sk,akZk+lP)
k+l zkIP

and

fK(SKP)= u(sK) + uIs) -...

It has been shown in White and El Deib (1982) that for each 5kESk and each k

f(k is piecewise affine and convex in r,and hence there exists a set

A(sk) of pairs (a,y) such that

f max{ct + yp:(a,y)eA(Sk)), .*..

3-1
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It is assumed that A(s k) represents the smallest set of such pairs.

Clearly, determining f from fk~ is equivalent to determining-

A(s) from A(sk)ksakVk+l) for all z k+l EZ(S k~ak ) and a k A( Sk). The latter

determination can be accomplished by noting that

f k(k9 = maxfmax{am + ')

ak

where the first maximization is over all akcA (sk) and the second maximization .- -

is over all pairs (a,') of the form

CL O a(S Vk) z 2-~~ak)a s~a -~l

k' ky(~,) 1 Zk k+l k J k k k+l

for {a(sk ak zk Y(Sk ak zkl)}A(sk ak zk)zklCZ(Sk ak We remark that if

ct' (S k' a)+-y'(sk a )p a'(S k~ak)+'Y'(sk a k)P

for all a cA~s) then ak is an optimal alternative at stage k for parameter .

k *. *l

value P. Defi'ne * to be such that E*skp = aj(; that is, &* represents an

optimal parameter dependent strategy. Note that E satisfies

f~ ~ k(k ) 1 PEzk+lIsk'E (skP)l fk+llsk'&(skp l zk+l 'Pk+l

for all s kO -

The above algorithm for computing A(s k) from A(s k+l),5.sk+lr'Sk+l.

becomes clearly more tractable as the number of pairs in each of the A(sk~) -

3-2



771

3. the a priori parameter set PCR,

4. the utility structure uO: SK4R and uI: S , and .

5. the preference structure R(., .

determine:

1. the set of all strategies that may be optimal and

2. the set of all parameter values consistent with

these strategies.

.1

O

2-3
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becomes smaller. The number of pairs in any of the A(sk) sets increases as

the imprecision of the parameter p increases. That is, let P' and

P" represent two set descriptions of parametric imprecision, and assume

P' CP" C IRN. Let A'(sk) and A"(sk) be the smallest sets of pairs defined

above that generate fk(SkP) for all p in P' and P", respectively. Then,

A'(sk) C-A"(Sk). We now indicate how the information contained in the

R(sk) can be used to efficiently decrease parameter imprecision as the

A(sk) are iteratively determined. .' .

De fi ne

P(sk,a, ,ak) = {p:h(sk,h,aa,fk+l, > h(skP 'ak 'fk+l'} "

Thus, P(s ,ak, ak represents the set of all parameter values which imply that

(a,,ak)ER(sk), assuming that the decisionmaker will select alternatives in

the future in a manner consistent with expected utility maximization. Let

P(s k ) =fP(sk, k,ak),

where the intersection is with respect to all (a ,ak)R(sk). If R(sk) =

let P(Sk) =:RN. Define APk =AP(Sk) , where the intersection is with respect

to all skcSk . Assume PK= P, and let

P k AP k P k+l*" ":;

Thus, Pk represents the set of all values that the parameter vector can

assume, given the decision tree, preference, and probability structures for

stages t=k,...,K, and the utility structure. Once P is known, it is suf-

:L ~3-3



ficient to determine A(sk) for all SkiSk in terms of Pk"

The above discussion suggests the following algorithm for determiningp 0•
P0 and the set of all strategies that are optimal for parameter vectors in PO

0. Define PK P and A(sK) : {uO(sK), u (sK)} and fK(SKP =
- O +1K

(SK)+u ( for all SKESK and PEPK" Set k=K-l.

1. Determine Pk"

2. Determine A(sk) for all SkeSk with respect to Pk" Set k~k-l.

3. If the strategy i is such that =(Sk) :(SkQ ) for some PO

for all SkESk, k=0,l,...,K-l, then 7r may be an optimal strategy.

The collection of such strategies represents the sought after

set of possibly optimal strategies.

3-40



IV. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

We now present a numerical example to illustrate the algorithm

developed in the previous section. Consider the decision tree, and

probability and utility structures presented in Figure 1, where we assume

0 1N=3, u (s 3) 0 for all s3cS3  {301,...,315}, u (s3) is the 3-tuple next

to the appropriate terminal node, and P ={o 3 :P - O, Pl+ P2+P3=} We "

interpret p to be the vector of importance weights for a 3-attribute, addi-

tive utility function. Assume also that .

1 3 2 3
R(Ol).= {(aloa 01), (a0l,a3 1)}

R(11) = -

1 4 2 3 2 4R(21) = {(a21,a2 1), (a21 ,a21 ), (a 2 ,a21))

13 2 3 3 4R2) {a a (a ,a )(a )..
R(25) = {(a25,a25 ), 25,a25) a25 a25))-

Reference to Figure 1 indicates there are ten (10) available strategies:

I.I

T 1a 1a2 )

2 - {a01,a 1 ' 21

7t =a 1 1 ,a 3
3 a0 1  21

- 1 1 a4a {a l,a 1 , 21

5 {a0 1,a1
6= {a l~a5 } '

2 3
{a01,a2

ir9 -8 {a l'a 25-

-{a } 99: 0 25:
- - -,



In the context of the notation introduced in Section 2, Trl, for example, -

is equivalent to l(SOl) = a0 i'l(sll) a IW and rl(S2)= a21.

Note that the preference information contained in the R sets indicates that:

1. at least one of the 5 strategies i' ,, f3' i 4 ' I5 is at least as

1 3
preferred as iTlO ((a l,a 0 lcR(Ol)),

2. at least one of the 4 strategies 'T61 w7' Irv and w9 is at least as

2 3preferred as Tl0 ((a01 ,
aO

1)eR(
Ol)),

.•

3 14
3.7,is at least as preferred as ( a)-(1)

4.~ is at least as preferred as 233 -a.9 ~R(l)

2 4
5. 2 is at least as preferred as Tr4 ((a 2,,a 21 )cR(21)),

6. i2s at least as preferred as r8((a1,a 231)cR(25)),

6. r6 is at least as preferred as 2 )

7. i6 is at least as preferred as Tr8((a 5 ,a 5 )cR(25)),

Strategies iT,7tg8 r, and Tl are therefore likely to be eliminated as

contenders for most preferred.

Boundary conditions and the values of the h functions at stage 2 are

1 4presented in Table 1. Recall that (a21,a21)eR(21) implies that

h(2 ,p 21 f3) h 4-fo-

4-2
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Thus, from Table 1

(7,7,7)p > (8,1,6)p, .i..

or equivalently ". "

2 > 0.4p1 - 0.2.

A summary of this and other constraints on p implied by conditions associated

with the second stage, is presented in Table 2. These constraints are illu-

streted a-aphcally ir Figure 2; the darkened region 4s "2. We note that

only constraints 2,3, and 6 are necessary to describe P2'

The above analysis indicates that

f2(21,p) = max {(7,7,7)p,(5,5,9)p}

A(21) = {(7,7,7),(5,5,9)}, " ,.,-.

1 2-
-ihera f,7,',7) is associated with a 1 and (S,5,9) is asso-.ietcd with itV

21 21*It is straightfornqard to show that a 21 is at 2es spefre sa1ifad :""--...

only if "2 > -p1+0.5. Note also that

f2(25,)= max {(7.5,3,l.5)o, (5,5,6)p} = (5,5,6)p,

and hence A(25) = {(5,5.6)}, where (5,5,6) is associated with a2  We note25'
2

that P2 is a subset of the set of all parameter values such that a25 is at least as -. ,

preferred as a 25  i.e. the set of all p such that P2 > -2 .801+1.
8. Thus,

3 4

due to the inequality on P generated by the statement (a 5 ,a 5)cR(25), it

4-3........... ':



2 1also follows that (a 25,a 25)ER(25) and hence 7 7 is at least as preferred as 76

With respect to stage 1, note that

h(Il,p,a 1 f) 0.6f2(21,p)+0.4f2(22,p) =max {(7.0,4.2,5.8)p,(5.8,3.0,7.0)p). 'ill 2 )1 f

Also, h(ll,p,ail,f 2) = (6,3,2)P. Since (7.0,4.2,5.8) > (6,3,2), a11 is

always at least as preferred as a,,; therefore,

.. ...... ..

fl(ll,p) = max {(7 .O,4 .2 ,5.8)p,(5.8,3.0,7.0)p}

and at least one of the sLrategies , 1' '2 I "3 nd 4 is at least as prelerred as -...

No new information about the value of the imprecisely known parameter has

been obtained; hence, P= P2"

With respect to stage 0, note that

h(0l,p,a.l ,fl) = 0.5f(ll,p)+O.5fl(12,p) = max {(4.5,4.1,5.9)p,(3.9,3.5,6.5)p},

h(Ol,p,a21 ,fl) = 0.6fl(13,p)+O.4fl(14,p) = (5.0,7.0,3.6)p
h(0l,p,a lJ fI  = (5,5,1)p.."..,

Observe that since (5,7,3.6) > (5,5,1), the statement (a l,a0l)cR(Ol) is

uninformative with respect to further reducing the set of possible parameter

1 3
values. We see that (a01 ,a31)ER(Ol) is equivalent to

00

max {(4.5,4.1,5.9)p,(3.9,3.5,6.5)p} > (5,5,1)p.

The set of all p satisfying the above inequality is the union of the set of

all p satisfying at least one of the following two inequalities, both easily .

derived from the above inequality: .. "
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2 < -0.93p, + 0.84

p2 < -0.94pI + 0.79.

The union is described by the first of these two inequalities and has no

effect on the set of possible parameter values. Thus, PO = P2"

The set of all values of p such that a01 is at least as preferred as a21 is e

set of all o such that

max{(4.5,4.l,5.9)p, (3.9,3.5,6.5)pl > (5.0,7.0,3.6)p.

This (nonconvex) set is the union of all p that satisfy at least one of the

following two inequalities:

P -0.539p, + 0,44

-0.625P, + 0.45.

Observe that this set contains P0. Therefore, all is least as preferred as a21 f._ .

all peP0 , and hence at least one of the strategies 7l through ,-5 is at least as pre-

ferred as each of the strategies n6 through i. We have already determined

that of the first five (5) strategies, only strategies l and '2 may be

optimal. We therefore conclude that the set of all possibly optimal

strategies is P,'", ' PO = P2' and

fo(Ol,p) = max{(4.5,4.1,5.9)p,(3.9,3.5,6.5)p).

We remark that the set of all possibly optimal strategies may not -

contain the strategy -r , where 1T is such that

4-5



min f (Ol,p) >min f"(Ol,p)
0 I 0

for any other strategy w and where f7(0l,p) is the expected utility accrued

by strategy n given parameter value p. We first note that f (01,p) can be

determined by the dynamic programming equation and boundary condition O

.i. fk(k k p  = hSk 'p '7 (Sk)'fk+l ] "'

fKsKP ) = u(sK) + u O.

The values of the f(0l,p) are presented in Table 3. The values of the

f6o

criterion for each mt of the linear program

min f(01 ,p)

are also presented in Table 3, indicating that t = ' I" Further discussion

pI of this type of objective in a more general context car be found in (White°

and El Deib, 1982).

..... ~~~~4-6 - -~ . . . .
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V. CO4CLUS IONS

We have presented and analyzed a generalization of the standard --

decision analysis model of sequential decisionmaking under risk.

The form of the information assumed to be available a priori and the problem

objective have been generalized. We have only assumed that the vector of

utilities is a member of a given set rather than requiring it to be known

precisely. We have also assumed that a relation on the set of available

alternatives is given for each decision node. The problem objective has -

been generalized to include the determination of all possibly optimal

strategies and the determination of the set of all possible utility values.

We have noted that the standard decision analysis problem and the inverse

decision analysis problem represent special cases of the problem presented

here. A numerical procedure, illuminated by a numerical example, has been

developed to satisfy the problem objective. One other problem objective

was considered within the context of the numerical example, the determi-

nation of a strategy that maximizes the minimum expected utility to be

accrued, where the maximum is with respect to the set of all strategies

and the minimum is with respect to the set of all possible parameter values.

A currently outstanding question is how to cope with the situation where

PO = * " If PO : € ' then the relations are ranking a dominated strategy

higher than a strategy that is dominating the first strategy. Such a

situation indicates that at least one inconsistency exists between the

relations and P and/or the problem structure is fundamentally inaccurate.

5-1
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f3 (301,P) = (lO,l0,10)p h(21,p,a2 1 $f (7,7,7)p

f3 (301,p) = ( 0, 0, O)p
2f 3 (303,p) = ( 5, 5, 9)p h(21,p,a 2 1 ,f (5,5,9)p

3 2 3)
f3(304,p) = ( 3, 7,10)p h(21,p,a231,f3) = (3,7,10)p

4
f3 (315,p) = ( 8, I, 6)p h(21,p,a41,f3) = (8,1,6).

f3(306,p) = ( 7, 0, 4)p h(22,p,a,f 3 ) = (7,0,4)p .

f3(307,P) = ( 6, 3, 2)p h(23,p,a,f 3) = (6,3,2)p

f3 (308,p) = ( 2, 4, 6)p h(24,p,a,f3) = (2,4,6)p

f3(309,p) = ( 7, 4, 3)p h(25,p, 5, 3) = (7,5!3,1.5)p

f3(310,p) = ( 8, 2, O)p

f3 (311,p) = 5,'5, 6)p h(25,p,a 5 ,f3) = (5,5,6)p
23)

f3 (312,p) = 0 0, 5, 5)p h(25,p,a35,f3 ) = (0,5,5)3

f. f3(313,p) = (4, 8, O)p h(25,p,a,5 ,f3) = (4,8,0)0

f3(314,p) = ( 5,10, O)p h(26,p,a,f3) = (5,10,0)o

f3(315,p) = ( 5, 5, l)p h(27,p,a,f 3 ) = (5,5,l)o

TABLE 1: Boundary Conditions and h Function
Values at Stage 2 for Example Problem,
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1 4
1 (a21,a21)eR(21) > 0.4p -0.2

4. (a2 10a25)cR(25) <= 2 ..731 + .

5. (a 1,a 5 )eR(21) <-> >2 6. Op1

6. 2a5,a 25)eR(25) <=> P2 7. Sp 15o + .62

3 4

TABLE 2: Constraints on the Parameter from
the Second Stage for Example Problem.



iT f (01 P) min{f(01 p):p~eP I

iTi (4.5,4.1,5.9)p 5.021-

(3.9,3.5,6.5)p 4.930

(3.3,4.1,6.8)p 4.877

7T4 (4.8,2.3,5.6)p 4.685

7T 5 (4.0,3.5,4.0)p 3.909

*.IT~ (6.5,5.8,0.9)p 2.767

i7 (5.0,7.0,3.6)p 4.067

or8 (2.0,7.0,3.0)p 2.500

rt (4.4,8.8,0.0)p 1.467

10l (5.0,5.0,1.0)p 2.333 -

TABLE 3: Values!o f~01 n
min{fT(.0l,p):pcP0} for Example Problem.

. . . . . .. .. .. .. ...



Note that the preference information contained in the R sets indicates that:

1. at least one of the 5 strategies Tr IT3 7~9 T is more

1 3
preferred than iTlo ((a01 ,a01)cR(0l))$ 0

2. at least one of the 4 strategies 7 I r8 and it, is more pre-

2 3ferred than 1IrO ((a01,aol)cR(Ol)),

3.7,is more preferred than 1r((2, )R2),.

21-

4.11 is more preferred than 7(( 1a2 c(1)

5. is more preferred than 24a)R(1)
tr 4( ( a21 , 21)R(2)

6. T6is more preferred than ff,((a25 a 25) cR(25)), .

7. T is more preferred than 1T 2 a3 c(5

8. T8 is more preferred than -fg(a2
ir9(a5, 25) cR(25)).

*Strategies IT3 9 1141 '181 719, and i are therefore eliminated as contenders

* for most preferred.

L3oundary conditions and the values of the h functions at stage 2 are U

1 4
presented in Table 1. Recall that (a2 ,a21)cR(2l) if and only if

h(21,p,al 1,If) 2h(2l,p,a 41 1f3)
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I. INTRODUCTION

The standard decision analysis model of sequential decisionmaking

under uncertainty ('Keeney ond Raiffa, 1976) assumes that the decision tree, .

fact information in the form of probabilities, and preference information

in the form of utilities are known preci-sely,. Given such structural and -

parameter value information, the deci'sion analysis paradigm provides an

optimal strategy, i.e., a best alternative to select at each decision node ,.

in order to maximize expected utility,

In reality, utilities and probabilities may be difficult to precisely

assess due to, for example, the time and stress associated with their

assessment. Furthermore, the decisionmaker may be willing and able to

directly provide information about the relative desirability of the avai-

lable alternatives for at least some of the decision nodes in the tree; e.g.,

a physician may be willing and able to directly and intuitively express a

preference for selecting diagnostic test A over diagnostic test B in diag- : -

nosing patients having a specific collection of signs, symptoms, and labo-

ratory test results. Thun, the irpit asstimptions associated wit, tie

standard decision analysis model may be sufficiently demanding to act as

a barrier to the acceptability of the decision analysis paradigm and yet

may ignore readily available information that could be of significant value

in strategy selection.

In this paper, we assume that the decision tree is given and that all

probabilities are known precisely, We then diverge from the aforementioned

input assumptions for the standard decision analysis model by assuming that

the utilities may be imprecisely described by set inclusion and that a

(.possibly null) relation on the set of all available alternatives is given

for each decision node. Set inclusion has been selected as a model of

'%-
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parameter imprecision due to its si.mplicity and behavioral justi.fi.abi.lity;

see Fishburn (1g65), Sarin ('1977a,b), and White et al. ('1982a). for further -

discussion, The intent of the relations is to model the decisionmaker's

directly expressed preferences among the available alternatives at each

decision node. W.e then develop an analytic procedure for determining:

(i) the set of all strategies that may be optimal, and

(ii) the set of all values that the utilities can take, -

This analytic procedure serves as the basis of a numerical procedure that

is a generalization of results presented in (White and El Deib, 1982).,

We rote that e symbiotic relationship eyists between the given set of all -.-.- -

utility values and the given relations associated with the decision nodes in that:

(i) information contained in the relations tend to shrink the set
of all possible utility values, and

(.ii) the set of all possible utility values tends to increase the

number of Dairwise elements in the relations.

The problem formulation to be examined includes two interesting cases:

(i) the standard decision analysis model of sequential decision-
making; i.e., the case where the utilities are described precisely
and. where all relations are null,

(ii) the inverse decision analysis problem; i.e., the case where the
utilities, or some aspect of the utilities such as importance
weights, are unknown and where the relations are sufficiently
discriminating to provide an optimal strategy.

We remark that the output of the inverse decision analysis problem is the set

of all utilities that permit the given strategy to be optimal.

A variety of researchers, e.g. Fishburn (1965), Sarin (1977a,b), White

et al. (1982a,b), have recognized that for the single decision node case, precise

parameter value information:

1-2
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(i) may represent a barrier to the use of decision analysis, and

(ii) may not be necessary to determine what strategy ranking

information is required for strategy selection.

This research has been extended to the sequential case by 'White and El Deib

(1982). The problem determining the set of all parameter values for which

a given strategy is optimal, the inverse control problem, has been examined -

in a variety of contexts; e.g., control theory, (Casti, 1980), mathemati-

cal programming (Bitran et al., 1981) and decision analysis (White et al.,

1982c). The research to be reported here therefore represents an extension

of the results presented in (White and El Deib, 1982) and (White et al.,

lI3C2c).

This paper is outlined as follows. The generalized sequential decision

analysis model is formulated in Section II and analyzed in Section III. A

numerical example is presented in Section IV. Conclusions are discussed in

the final section.

1-3
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Abstract. Often there exists one or more information items believed rele-
vant but not fully definitive to allow error free diagnosis of the state of
the environment. The process of extracting the (maximum amount of) infor-
mation concerning the state of the environment and the effect of various
decisions or actions is called inference. Bayes' theorem yields an optimum
procedure for the sequential aggregation of information across the indepen-
dent samples of information for cases in which it is possible to identify a
mutually exclusive and exhaustive set of hypotheses about the state of the
environment. An investigation of the use of state variable concepts for
sequential inference analysis with dependent multicue information in
possible nonstationary, that is changing over time, environments is -
described. The central object of the research is to develop extensions to
the theory of hierarchical inference in large scale decentralized systems
that will allow better use of inference analysis in operational planning
and decision support settings. To these ends, the concluding section of this
paper describes a possible use of hierarchical inference structures as
structured protocols for communication, command, and control system design.
These protocols allow identification of various forms of cognitive bias, and
appropriate debiasing procedures, in the formulation, analysis, and inter- .
pretation of various information and judgment inputs to decisionmaking.

I. INTRODUCTION

For maximum efficiency and effectiveness, function of the environment and the decision- .
available planning and decision support makers, become of major importance.
resources must be allocated and coordinated As is true with systems engineering
in space, over a hierarchy of decisionmakers, El-4] efforts generally, the structural
and in time, as new information arrives and
the environmental situation extant changes. components of a decision support system (DDS) . .teevrnetlsttinetnchne. consist of adjuvants for issue formulation,"'"'""
Associated information acquisition, process- cnsis, an orseration ,
ing, and evaluation typically must, as a con- analysis, and interpretation. As a conse-

sqecbe distributed both in space and in quence, an issue formulation adjuvant willsequence,formatibuton pcesin enable decisionmakers to acquire, process, Stime. informaition acquisition, processing,

and evaluation must be accomplished selectiv- and evaluate information in order to . .
ely in space and time since different deal- perceive the current state of the environ-sionmakers have different information needs ment; to compare that perception with a .,
In -addition, it will bentiform iosbde desired state; and to identify possible

In ddiion itwil bephyslically impossible acinltrtvewhhmitcuste
and behaviorally undesirable to supply ;11 action alternatives which might cause the.
relevant informatiun in., phnninK .,nd dcci- environmental state extant to change such as
sion support systom o each deciskhnmaker in to be more in conformity with a desired
the hope that it will be effectively cognized environmental state. The issue anlysis
and utiliZed. Further, dilfcrences in educa,- adjuvant will enable acquisition, processing,
rion, moLiv.itiun, famrili.irity with the en- and ev:iluation of information such as to
vironment.l .situ.tion .tant, .,nd stress will allow determination or analysis of the im-
intlunce cognitive information processing pacts of the pro-,ased action .ltern.atives in
style. Consequently.,a cenLral task in the terms of environmental state changes. Fin-
design of effective systems is that ,'t selec- ally the interpretation adjuvant will allow
tion and choice of :appropriate information valuation, in accordance with .a value syst m, .
system architecture to enhance selective in- of the identified action alternatives in ter.s
for.ation acquisition. processing, and evalua- of their impacts upon the environment such is
tion it the most appropriate tine. ihus, to enable selection of one or more of the pro- .

questions of information selection. Informa- posed action alternatives for deployment or
tion .-agregation in space and In time, and implementation.
the contincency task structure which is a A variety of questions make design and

~~~~~\. :-1 :



application of the aforementioned adjuvants a operational situations,
non routine task. Perhaps central among these . assisting in evaluation of alternative
questions and concerns is the fact that plans and courses of action that
decisionmakers may differ considerably in involve concrete operational thought -.

their education, motivation, and prior exper- processes,
ience with particular operational environment . assisting in the avoidance of informa-
conditions extant. Whether a formal opera- tion processing biases and poor

tional style or concrete operational style of judgmental heuristics,
cognition is appropriate for a particular con- . assisting in the use of variety of . .

tingency task, and whether or not this will be judgmental heuristics appropriate for
used, is strongly dependent upon these factors given operational environments as
and the type of stress that they produce. natural extensions of a decisionmaker's -

Automated aids must, consequently be flexible normal cognitive style, -

in the sense of being capable of adaptation to . assisting, to the extent possible, in
a variety of information processing and judg- the determination of whether a formal
mental styles that are difficult to specify a or concrete style of cognition is most
priori, appropriate in a given situation,

Expert decisionmaking is typically done assisting decisionmakers who need to
use formal operational thought, and I

in a concrete operational mode of cognition, those whose expertise allows appro-
and involves use of one or more of a variety priate and effective use of concrete
of judgmental heuristics including: operational thought, to function to-

. reasoning by analogy gether in a symbiotic and mutually
* standard operating procedures supportive way.
pure intuitive affect Clearly there is a space-time dependency
incremental adjustment associated with these desired capabilities.

Also among the many concerns that dic-
These decision styles are doubtlessly appro- tate needs and requirements for automated
priate for, and potentially capable of ex- decision support systems is the fact that

cellent results in, environments where the more judgments and associated decisions must
decisionmakers diagnosis of situationally be made in a given period of time than can
caused stress, and when other components of be comfortably made. This creates a stress-
the contingency task structure, are appro- ful situation which can lead to the use of
priate for these forms of concrete operation- poor information processing and judgmental -

al behavior. In unstructured situations in heuristics, especially since judgments and
unfamiliar environments, a formal operational decisions are typically based on forecasts
mode of cognition is generally appropriate, of the future. A certain level of stress is
One task of an automated decision support sys- also necessary for optimal information pro-
tem is to assist in acquiring the experience cessing and delsiunmaking.
and situational familiarity appropriate for e"nc n g
cognizing the formal operational thought pro- An "obvious" aid to judgment and
cess into a situation where concrete opera- decision making consists of using optimi-
tional thought is efficient, effective, and zation based approaches. It is easily shown . .
otherwise appropriate. Concrete operational that a multistage stochastic decision and
thought typically involves use of forward pro- control framework is "proper" in these situa-
cessed judgmental heuristics based upon a tiosn. Even more proper would be the use of
perceptive mode of information processing. It decentralized hierarchical procedures to
is the preferred cognitive style when and if it cope with the space-time distributed nature
is "fully appropriate" for information pro- of the problems.
cessing and judgment. Inferior cognition and/
or poorly perceived concrete environmental Unfortunately there exists potentially
situations may, however, result in a combina- serious problems associated with the use of
tion of information processing biases, poor substantively "optimum" procedures in many
judgmental heuristics, and value incoherencies typical decision situations. A time in the
which nay result in extremely poor USe of L- future, or planning horizon, must be speci-
formation .ind poor aggregation of facts and fied before problem solution, using precise
values, perhaps accomplished intuitively, to optimization techniques, is begun. In
form iudgments. Extraordinarily poor concrete effect a "two point boundar value problem"
operat ona f thoua"t and ,ssoc iatud jvuugmen tomaiwell th ut ose aa dgen must be solved even though the presentation
may well be the result of these mal~i~dies format used for solution display may not make
which may he very effectively reinforced this fully evident. The "folding hack" pro-
throuh feedback. cedurt, associated with many multist.,ge

Thus it is desirabl, th.at . .Dr,- dec- -
priately designed automiated aid, or idjuvant, decision s.alysis procedures, in which the.
far planning .,nd decision support systems be decision a;itu.ation is analyzed backwards in
cap.able of: time from the rermin.il time to thle starting

.,ssistin in thev ev.l.ation of alter- time, represents the equiv.alcnt oi the b.ck-
native plns and cures aot .iteion ward :;weep procedure necessary to solve .i two
tat iove l smi corerao tion point bounJ.irv vailue proble1m of dynamiic apti-
thought processes, mization theory. Another major problem with

assisting in the transfer of formal this procedure is that there is no useful pro-

operational situations to concrete duct until the entire effort is completed.

........... ........... ............ .-..i .-- 4 " - -: -



As a consequence, one of several approaches (2) of the impacts on aleatory states
which sacrifice substantive optimality that of nature of proposed action alter-
is in practice often unobtainable, are natives, policies or decisions.
often used. This structure is generally called

Not only is there a need to solve problems a decision tree or decision dia-

over a particular planning horizon, but it is gram [3,8].

often necessary to update the resulting solu- (3) of the way in which inferences
tions "periodically" as better information is about the state variables, or

obtained. Thus it is necessary to cope not states of nature, and influenced
only with planning horizons and the need to, by information and observable
in effect, solve two point boundary value events [5,6,8]. This structure is

problems backwards in time; but it is also generally called an inference or

necessary to update solutions, or recommended influence tree, or inference dia-

alternative courses of actions, at various gram [9].

planning periods. To do this in a "substan- This paper reports on research that
tively optimum" fashion would require solution extends previous efforts concerned with
of a new two point boundary value problem at hierarchical policy and decision analysis,
each planning period with processing of the studies in large scale systems. To what is
new state change and value change information believed are some interesting, unsolved g
that has been obtained since the last update. and application relevant issues involving

These difficulties are further confounded hierarchical inference. Our efforts involve

with space and multiple decisionmaker, and the mathematical concepts of systems science

related organizational issues; with the cogni- and operational research; integration of
tive style, experience, and contingency task these with organizational human and behav-

structure related determinants of human infor- ioral factors concerns; and application to

mation processing and judgmental mechanisms; information processing requirements for

and with potential information processing bias planning and decision support in systems • -

and udgmnt hurisics.engineering and large scale systems.and judgment heuristics.

Thus we see that there are indeed formid- II. HIERARCHICAL INFERENCE STRUCTURES
able needs and issues to be resolved that are
associated with the design of information Hierarchical inference structures are
processing and judgment aiding support sys- useful in decisionmaking when the decision- -
tems. These relate to questions concerning maker has observed available data and wishes
appropriate functions for the decisionmaker to interpret the implications of the data when .
and staff to perform. They concern the it is combined with prior experience. Let us
type of information which should be avail- consider that the decisionmaker has only limi-
able and how this information should be ted information available. More is accessible
acquired, processed, stored, aggregated and but only at the expense of an incurred cost.
presented such that it can be used most Two options available to the decisionmaker are
effectively in a variety of potential opera- maximum likelihood estimation and hypothesis
tional environments. They concern design of testing. In the former the decisionmaker ,
information systems with strong space-time attempts to obtain and utilize information to
environmental dependencies. They concern determine which decision strategy has the max-
design of information systems that can imum likelihood of being the most authentic in
effectively "train" decisionmakers to adapt the sense of the one that most accurately and

- and use appropriate concrete operational fully expresses beliefs. To accomplish hypoth-
heuristics in those environments in which esis testing, the decisionmaker assigns worth
inexperience dictates initial use of formal scores to each of the information items and
operational thought. They concern design uses the likelihood estimates to obtain utili- 0
and use of information systems that support ties for each strategy. If the decision-
environmentally experienced decisionmakers maker is rational, the hypothesis that maxi-
in the uso of a variety of effective concrete mizes espected utility is selected and assunied ".,'%
operatiunal heuristics. And because of use correct.
of decision support systems by multiple In the initial phase of inference analy-
d,,cision:nakers, Lhese tasks must be accom- sis the alternate decision strategies di avail- . .
plished in .a p.irillel irchi tocturil lshion. able to the decisionmaker are proposed, as are

th, state or activity variables si and infer-

Structmure is vii..liv imponWill Mtiunl items vi . Through the structuring pro-Stru tur, i vi,,lv inpo t.,t i v.ch ess, thee clments are related to form a ' '''"'
)I the --,.tps of , .s . n. ,,.;iring offort en. ,,, of the hierarchical inference structure.

. hrli,!re .ire .i number of !;Lriwtur.l Lt i. assumed that the decision strategies are
model:;, a nr. ul in the orm of .i tre, mutually exclusive and exhaustive and that the
th.at ire vry u.e'ul :or the anal v;is and prior probibilitie s of being the ;authentic
interpret.tion stetps, includine models:tt d)..e l dstrdjteqy, p(d.) .  i ,..lar'e selected such

(1) of the objectivs or of the attri- that thev sum to 1, and that D = idl,d2 .... 1n "
butes which proposed policies or S = tSiS. and V - tV,,V,.... .ire
decisions should satisly. This discrete and finite. We also require indepen-
structure is gicrally c.illed an dence .mong the state variables at any level of
objectives tree or an .ttribute the structure. Upon completing the assign-
tree [1-7]. ment of prior probabi]ities to the decision

.................................................... ............ ...... ..............- '...-.



strategies, we proceed downward into the authentic probabilities. Secondary uncer-

structure, making nominal conditional proba- tainty is resolved by further introspection

bility assessments on the remaining variables, and perhaps computation and is expressed by
The encoding of the nominal probability assign- probabilities based on partial consideration

ments is complete when the probability of each of prior experience. "

available information item v conditioned on The use of experts in supplying informa-the state and decisio vaiaLes has been Teueo xet nspligifra
on varia tion and conditional probabilities necessary

determined. The structure is now called a to make an inference has previously been pre-

deductive hierarchical inference structure. sented by Morris [12]. If several experts

The inductive hierarchical inference are used and a joint assessment is done,

structure is formed from the deductive struc- procedures such as the Delphi approach have _.

ture by making inferences of two types: proved useful. Also considered, though with

(k) relating a conditional probability distri- less practical success, is the case where
bution of an element to an element two levels multiple experts independently assess proba-

higher, and (ii) coalescing several conditional bilities but where the decisionmaker values

probability distributing into an element on the credibility of some more than that of
which they are conditioned. The algorithms others. Here redundancy occurs if some

for doing this are: experts use the same indicators as others.
(i) p(vjde) = Zp(vIdse)p(s die) (l) if, however, each expert uses a different
) p deindicator and if opinions of experts are

(ii) p(S1 d,e) = 7p(sI d,e) (2) similar, the decisionmaker's confidence is

where~~~~ ~ ~ v.sa nomto tm sadcso enhanced. But a problem remains with encoding,
where v is an information item, d is a decison and that is how to elicit nearly authentic

strategy, s is a state variable, e is priorfrom experts.
experience, and where p( ) is the conditional

probability mass function. The maximum likeli- In a situation where there do not exist
hood estimate of the authentic decision any experts who are capable and willing to 4
strategy is obtained using these algorithms assess informational probabilities or where

and an application of Bayes' rule, no direct empirical evidence has been collec-

With this preliminary inductive inference ted, it is possible to use stochastic simula-
tion modeling to generate useful and needed

structure, a conventional sensitivity analysis conditional probabilities. This may be prac-

may be performed to determine the impact of tical when, for example, there is knowledge

the prior probabilities of the decision strat- available or understanding of the dependence - -

egies, conditional probabilities of the state relationship between the state variables and
variables, and conditional probabilities of ifrainies hog hsmdlape

the information items on the maximum likeli- information items. Through this model appro-
priate conditional probabilities based on

hood estimate of the authentic decision strat- relative frequencies may be generated and
egy. When a maximum likelihood decision strat- encoded for use as informational items in

egy is relatively unaffected by perturbations

in prior probabilities, state variable proba- at

bilities, and informational probabilities, then The incorporation of dynamics into the

the decfisionmaker gains additional confidence decision situation structure appears poten-
due to the decision strategy's robustness. tially very useful, if it can be done in a

If the number of decision strategies considered reasonably simple way. For example, in prob-
is large, then the posterior probabilities may lems with a long time horizon, it is not

offer the decision.Naker flexibility in the possible to expect either encoded probabili-
sense that a strategy may have to be only ties or utility functions to remain constant.

nominally altered with the acquisition of The concept of using a stochastic simulation
additional information. This approach to model poses other interesting questions.

flexibility in decision analysis has previous- Whereas the expert elicited conditional

ly been proposed by Merkhofer [10]. If this probabilities are direct subjective estimates,
flexibility condition is not available, then those from the stochastic model are also

aleatory variables and potent decision vria- subjective, but in this case indirect. They . '
bls causing this may be readily identified. are related to the conditional probabilities

When prforming .n inference .n , through the model's structure, parameters,
Whe prfomig in nf-rncuaniOYst, and, possible boundary conditions.

we itt,.mpt to describe all state and decision ,
vairiaibles rLelevint to the problem. Often

ichiewicve.ivnt oi in ide.il model, which expresses 111. INFOR!LTON PROCESSING STRUCTURE ,VND

.iccurai ly our unce rt.i ntv .buut the deten-
dviti, rel.itionship betw,.i iI,)r-.ition items We describe contemporary research inves- I
,nd st.te ,nd decision vri.Iblcs, is restric- tigating the effects of various structured in-
ted by ,conOmIc. is W011 is cnoitive biais formition processinq/decision .iidini protocols

nd I imi ta ioni e prior ,xperincev. For upon the formultion, analysis, .nd interpreta-
,imi .er resons ,ioe.r ,ini v ut the condition.l ti,,1 et information ind its int¢erition with .
beh.,vior of st.ite Vi. Lo exist:;. incer- judgment .ind dec ision m.aking actiVities. Our
t.iinty duc to I nit 5 ions;iderations c1 prior basic information tormul.ition, .,1.livsis, And
experience his been c'ld primary uncert.inty interprett ion structure will be b.sed upon

due to ineonplete consideration of prior the 6 elements found in expli, ,r.;ument [13].
experience L111. i'rim.arv uncertainty is These elements are:
resolved only by obtaining additional infor- I, c1,ims or hypotheses
mation on the variables and is expressed byp

\ . . i ...



2. grounds or foundations to support the the processing biases that occur during for-
claims mulation, analysis and interpretation of

3. warrants or justification for the information [16-21]. These processing biases
grounds or foundations include:

4. backing or the general body of informa- Formulation bias: frequency, base rate,.•

tion that is presupposed by the warrant availability, selective perception. con-

5. modal qualifiers or circumstances con- crete information, spurious cues, spur-

tingencies or restrictions which will ious correlations, data presentation,
have to exist in order that the warrant conservatism,
truly supports the grounds Analysis bias: anchoring and adjustment,

6. possible rebuttals or circumstances, representativeness, law of small numbers,

contingencies, or restrictions which, selective perception, hindsight, and

if they exist will refute or diminish Interpretation bias: lexicographic semi- 0

the force of the warrant, orders, wishful thinking, illusions of

A simplified block diagram of the interaction 
control, alterations of multi-stage

among these elements is shown. decision structure.

The information processing "structure" These biases are influenced by a number

for the information processor, consisting of factors; with stress and the contingency

in part of the decisionmakers view of task-structure being among the dominant influ-

possible and probable action courses and the ences. Also, there are a number of feedback

"decision situation model", is specified by mechanisms involved which influence these

elements 3-6. Element 2, the "grounds", con- biases.
prises the situational data pertaining to the Use of structured information processing
operational conditions extant, models, such as the model for reasoning pre-

Toulmin shows, through examples, that sented here, will allow recognition of many of

the six elements for logical argument and the biases of analysis and interpretation, 5

reasoning can be used as a model for rational and debiasing of those that do occur. Infor-

reasoning in a number of areas including: mation formulation biases are generally due to

law, science, the arts, management, and the use of agenda dependent "editing" or

ethics. Clearly it will apply to military "framing" rules. It is on the basis of scen-

intelligence and a number of other relevant aria descriptions and summaries that issues

areas as well. This structured information and prior statistics for information pro-

processing model is also sufficiently general cessing are determined. One of the fundamen- .

to accomnodate analytical hierarchical in- tal claims of prospect theory and related

ference. Thus it will provide a structured theories [16-21] is that these editing or

framework for information processing that can framing rules lead to agenda dependent infor-

accommodate a variety of information pro- mation formulation and related information

cessing styles and approaches ranging from acquisition. Knowledge of editing rules used

the purely qualitative and affective and in a given situation will generally allow
quantitative, to quantitatively based fil- determination of a set of debiasing proce-

tering and detection algorithms. dures. Various structured procedures and
protocols, based upon a set of required speci-

Information summarization is needed in ficetions to determine information formulation,
DSS for a variety of reasons. Huber [14] needs for the 6 element reasoning model dis- . -

and Ceiselnan and S;,met [i5] discuss the played earlier, should serve as useful adju-
needs for information summarization and vants to the effective determination of "pro- . .
procedures to condense and organize informa- per" editing rules which avoid various error
tLion into a form that can be managed and used formulation biases.
in an efficient manner. We postulate that
the structured information processing model IV. HIERARCHICAL INFERE,- iLGORITHMS
suggested here provides organizational sup- AND ISSUES
port for message iggregation and integration
Lt-at will accommodite and encourage effective In a very large number of contemporary
informatioit sum.'rization. Inormation sumin- areas, there are issues involving the possi-
arizatien ;uidel ines, such is these, can he ble occurrence of uncertain-to-Occur events.
modeled as .i special case of the structured Often it is much easier to determine, by a
frimework pr,.s,ntcd here which will iccommo- combin.ition uf sub jective elicitation of -

dite both receptive a,,d precept ive stvles of .pproriite part es at interest and objec-
;rc :c 5sin.; .. id su;.na riz.,tion of iiiiormaItion, tive phvSai!.1 1elsure'cent, probabilities and

Sind which will .ils.o wcCmmou.ito non numeric.il likelihoods for the events at issue if they
*'- .mid numeric.tl in:ormimtion, thus hopefult ire conditioned upon the occurrence of other

enablini: rp id ,-,ovursion Irom one to Lhe events and/or decisions. This approach forms
other is needed or desired i:a different con- the basis tor ,ross impact ,.nalysis, hierar-
Lin;cncy tt.sk structures. '.4ether iniorrm- chical inlcrence .rnalvsis and other related "
tion imm.iri;.ition using this tramework r; a .ipprooches in which probabiltv structures or
4uideline c.,n produce more useitil ,nd .%ccu- probabilitL di.grams h.ive proven to be of con- '

rate sumnaries th.in siderible value.

this fr.:iework is a subject currently under 1 these approaches, it is assumed that
Innheeeppoaces i itasumdn.ainvesti,,.aition, observed information can be directly related

The recent literature discusses many of to postulated hypotheses and that the impact

... .. . ... _. . .. .. .. .... .., .. . , -. .. .. . -.-2 -. .. ... .. . . . < -.. - -. .-. -. , .. ,-: .. ::': . ' : ':: :



of observed information on the probability (7] Rajala, D. W. and A. P. Sage, Proceed-
of a given hypothesis being true, or occuring, ings SMC Conf., Nov. 1976, pp. 632-635.
evolves sequentially according to Bayes rule. [8] Keeney, R. L. and H. Raiffa, Decisions
The complexity of many contemporary large with Multiple Objectives, Wiley, 1976.
scale issues is such that the amount and type [9] Peterson, C. (Ed), OBHP, 1973, pp. 315-

of cognitive skills and technical knowledge, 431.
required to express all appropriate probabil- [10) Merkhofer, M., Flexibility and Decision
ities or likelihood ratios, which infer or Analysis, Ph.D. Thesis, Stanford, May 1975.

link all information elements to postulated L11] Tani, S. N., Modeling and Decision Analysis,
hypotheses, is beyond the unaided capability Ph.D. Thesis, Stanford, May 1975.
of any single individual, and often even the [12 ) Morris, P. A., Mg . Sci, vol. 20, no. 6,
aided capability. A possible approach to pp. 1233-1241, 1974.
ameliorate this situation is to disaggregate [13] Toulmin, S., et. al., An Introduction to
the complex issue into a hierarchical struc- Reasoning, MacMillan, 1979.
ture and to determine the structure and para- [14] Huber, G. P., "Organizational Information
meters within the structure [22]. In the Processing", Wisconsin Univ. Paper,
hierarchical approach to information struc- 6-80-15, July 1980.
turing and associated inference, a number of [15] Feiselman, R. E. and Samet, M. G., "Infor-
intermediate elements are identified. These mation Summarization", Perceptronics, 1980.
elements typically represent activity states [16] Kahneman, D., and Tversky, A., Econometrica,
or activity indicators which are relevant to vol. 47, 1979, pp. 263-291.
the postulated hypotheses. These activity (17) Tversky, A., and Kahneman, D., Science,
states or activity indicators are presumed to vol. 211, 1981, pp. 453-458,
be meaningful representations of a portion of [18] Sage, A. P., and White, E. B., IEEE Trans.
the issue. Probabilities which relate ob- vol. SMC-10, 1980, pp. 425-446.
served information to these intermediate ele- [191 Sage, A. P. and White, E. B., in Risk-Bene-
ments are assessed or elicited, as well as the fit Analysis, Y.Y.Haimes (ED), Plenum, 1961.
probabilities which related these intermediate [20] Sage, A. P., Rao, N. J. and White, C. C.,
elements to the postulated hypotheses. "Human Infor. Processing", Working Paper,UVA.

The rationale behind this approach is 21i Hogarth, R. M. and Makridakis, S., "Fore-
behaviorally and organizationally compelling, casting and Planning," Mymt. Sci. vol. 27,
Parties at interest to a given issue may be 1981.
expert in diverse portions of the complete 22) Sage, A. P., in Handbook of Organizational
issue and a single individual, or group, will Design, W. A. Starbuck and P. C. Nystrom
probably not have sufficient experience and (Eds.), Oxford, 1981..
knowledge to relate lowest level information 23] DeGroat, M. H., Optimal Statistical
to highest level hypotheses. If a complex Decisions, McGraw-Hill, 1971.
issue is hierarchically decomposed, it may be 24] Rajala, D. W. and A. P. Sage, Int. J. on
possible to utilize the abilities and know- Sys. Sci., vol.11, 1980, pp. 17-31.
ledge of various groups in an efficient and 25] Fischhoff, B., P. Slovic, and S. Lichten-
logically consistent fashion. Presumably, stein, Fault Trees, Decision Research,
organizations are structured in a hierar- PTR-1042-77-8, August 1977.
chical manner to take advantage of oppor- 261 Kelly, C. W., III and S. Barclay, 0BHP,
tunities such as these. vol. 10, 1973, pp. 632-403.

There is no unique structure for a
hierarchical model of a given issue. These
models ure necessarily subjective contingency
structures in that they can only represent a 3 A
conceptual model of a particular issue, and I U 1
the way in which a particular issue is dis- [ -- -
aggregated. The influence of various cogni-
tive styles of the individual or group con- E LoUN5
structing the model and the influence of 1[ U
various constraints, such as environmental IRUTTALS i
constr:ints, are gener.llv the strongest
determinants affecting the choice of :I
particular hierarchical model. Figure I. Structured Protocol for Information

dH.iRE:;S Processing

.1Sape, A\. 11. , r:~ r~s SMIC-7 , no. 7,
pp. 499-',04, 1977.

2 Sage, A. 11., P licv ,\n.tv.,is. .rnd hnf. 11 .
Sv_. , vol. 2, n. , p. ,6-i7, 1979.

.3 S.|ste, X. I'., Methodl,,o.v for 1._i e A.
S iIeC S,. tVM_ , Xc',r w-!.il , 19 .

.4 Sage. , .\. I'. n Y. 1l.i imes (I:J) . , l'ro'rvss
in Sir... c ile Svs., i'lsvvi.r, in pr'ss.

.5 .S e, .• I'., md V. 1. Smith, _ ,_.rs
.nd LhAt. Inwr. , vol. -, no. 3, 1977.

*, Sage, A. '. and D. ;. Rajala., in .1. W."-
Sutherland (Ld), Man n._et e Handbook for Figure 2. Prototvpical lierarchlc.al Inference
Public ,\dmin., Von Nustrand, 19;5. Structure
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University community which provides opportunities for interdisciplinary work in pursuit of the basic goals
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